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11 Introductio n 

Overr the last 15 years the study of negation has occupied a central position in formal 
linguistics.. Negation has proven to be one of the core topics in syntactic and semantic 
theories.. It is interesting for many reasons: it is present in every language in the 
world;; it exhibits a range of variation with respect to the way it can be expressed or 
interpreted;; it interacts with many other phenomena in natural language; and finally, 
duee to its central position in the functional domain, it sheds light on various syntactic 
andd semantic mechanisms and the way these different grammatical components are 
connected. . 
Thiss book focuses on four different phenomena that have dominated the study of 
negationn over the last decade. In this work, I do not only describe and account for 
thesee four issues, but I also describe and account for their distributional 
correspondences,, i.e. to what extent and why these four issues are related. 
Inn this chapter, I first describe the four phenomena that are subject to study in this 
book.. Then I describe the empirical domain and motivate its choice. Finally I provide 
ann overview of the way this book is set up. 

1.11.1 Four issues in the study of negation 

Inn this book I address four issues in the syntax and semantics of negation that appear 
too be interrelated. Briefly these are the variation that languages exhibit with respect to 
(i)) the syntactic expression of sentential negation; (ii) the interpretation of multiple 
negativee expressions; (iii ) the grammaticality of true negative imperatives; and (iv) 
thee interpretation of clauses in which a universal quantifier subject precedes negation. 

1.1.11 The syntacti c expressio n of sententia l negatio n 

Mostt languages use a particular negative marker to express sentential negation. 
However,, languages differ both synchronic ally and diachronically with respect to the 
number,, the syntactic position and the syntactic status of these negative markers. 
Italiann uses a preverbal negative marker to express sentential negation. Catalan has 
suchh a preverbal negative marker too, but it also allows an optional negative adverb. 
Inn Standard French such a combination of a preverbal negative marker and a negative 
adverbb is obligatory. In West Flemish sentential negation is expressed by means of an 
obligatoryy negative adverb and an optional preverbal negative marker. Finally, a 
languagee like German finally expresses negation by means of a single negative 
adverb. . 

(1)) a. Gianni non ha telefonato Italian 
Giannii  neg has called 
'Giannii  didn't call' 
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b.. No sera (pas) facil Catalan 
Negg be.FUT.3sG neg easy 
'Itt won't be easy' 

c.. Jean ne mange pas French 
Jeann neg eats neg 
'Jeann doesn't eat' 

d.. Valere {en) klaapt trie West Flemish 
Valeree neg talks neg 
'Valeree doesn't talk' 

e.. Hans kommt nicht German 
Hanss comes neg 
'Hanss doesn't come' 

Jespersenn (1917) shows that this cross-linguistic variation is related to the fact that 
languagess change diachronically with respect to the syntactic expression of negation. 
Oldd Dutch e.g. expressed negation by means of a single preverbal negative marker 
en/ne,en/ne, Middle Dutch used two obligatorily present negative markers for the 
expressionn of negation: a preverbal negative marker en/ne and a negative adverb niet, 
similarr to Standard French. In Modern Dutch a negative adverb niet expresses 
sententiall  negation by itself. 

(2)) a. Salig man ther niuueht uör in gerede ungenêthero1 Old Dutch 
Blessedd man who neg walks in counsel impious.PL.GEN 
'Blessedd the man who does not walk in the counsel of the impious' 

b.. En laettine mi spreke nier Middle Dutch 
Negg let.he me speak neg 
'Iff  he does't let me speak' 

c.. Jan loopt niet 
Jann walks neg 
'Johnn doesn't walk' 

Inn this dissertation I address the following questions: 

 What (syntactic) variation do languages exhibit synchronically and 
diachronicallyy with respect to the expression of sentential negation? 

 How can this (syntactic) variation be explained? 

InIn order to answer these questions, I discuss the diachronic development of the 
expressionn of negation in Dutch in detail. In addition to this I describe the synchronic 
variationn within Dutch dialects and the variation in a set of 25 other languages. 
InIn order to account for this variation, the syntactic status (head/specifier) of negative 
markers,, as well as the possible positions within the clause are subject of research. I 

11 Wachtendonck Psalms: 1:1. 
""  Lanceloet: 20316. 
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addresss the question whether a particular negative functional projection NegP can host 
n^ontiv pp mnrVpr c negativee markers 

1.1.22 The interpretatio n of multipl e negatio n 

Anotherr puzzle is constituted by the interpretation of clauses that seem to contain 
moree than one negative element. In many languages (such as Italian) two negative 
elementss do not cancel each other out, but yield one semantic negation only (3). This 
phenomenonn is referred to as Negative Concord (NC). Only in a small number of 
languages,, such as Standard Dutch, two negative elements cancel each other out (4). 

(3)) Gianni non ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
Giannii  neg has called to n-body 
'Giannii  didn't call anybody' 

(4)) Jan heeft niet niemand gebeld Dutch 
Jann has neg n-body called 
'Jann didn't call nobody' = 'Jan called somebody' 

Thee class of NC languages is not homogenous, as not every combination of two 
negativee elements can be assigned an NC interpretation. NC languages differ with 
respectt to the possibility of having a negative subject followed by a negative marker 
inn an NC reading. In Russian expressions such as (5) are acceptable, in Portuguese 
suchh a construction is ruled out (6). Languages that allow such constructions are 
calledd Strict NC languages, languages that do not are referred to as Non-Strict NC 
languagess (cf. Giannakidou 1997, 2000). 

(5)) Nichego ne rabotaet Russian 
N-thingg neg works (Strict NC) 
'Nothingg works' 

(6)) Ninguém (*nao) veio Portuguese 
N-bodyy neg came (Non-Strict NC) 
'Nobodyy came' 

Sincee two negations do not cancel each other out in NC languages, as might be 
expectedd from a logical point of view, Negative Concord forms a challenge to 
compositionality.. This leads to the following questions in this thesis: 

 What is the exact range of variation that languages exhibit with respect to the 
interpretationn of multiple negative expressions? 

 How can Negative Concord be explained? 
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First,, I provide an overview of the range of variation with respect to NC in the entire 
empiricall  domain. Second, I investigate the exact meaning of negative elements in 
Strictt NC, Non-Strict NC and Double Negation (DN) languages. Of particular interest 
iss the question whether negative elements in NC languages are semantically negative 
orr not. On the basis of various examples I argue that n-words should be considered to 
bee semantically non-negative indefinites which are licensed by an abstract or overt 
negativee operator. 

1.1.33 True negativ e imperative s 

Thee third phenomenon that is investigated in this book is the grammaticality of 
negativee imperatives. Generally, imperatives can be negated as is shown in (7) for 
Polish. . 

(7)) a. Pracuj! Polish 
Work,, IMP 
'Work!' ' 

b.. Nie pracuj! 
Neg.work.iMP P 
'Don'tt work!' 

However,, in a small set of languages true negative imperatives are ill-formed. In order 
too express negative imperative mood, a surrogate construction is required, e.g. a 
subjunctive,, as is the case in Spanish. 

(8)) a. jLee!J Spanish 
Read.2SG.lMP P 
'Read' ' 

b.. *\No lee! 
Negg read.2SG.IMP 
'Don'tt read' 

c.. \No leas! 
Negg read.2SG.SUBJ 
'Don'tt read!' 

Inn this book I address the following questions with respect to imperatives: 

 What is the exact distribution of languages that ban true negative imperatives? 
 How can this ban be explained? 

Firstt I investigate which languages and varieties in the empirical domain forbid the 
negativee imperative construction. In order to account for this phenomenon, the 

3Cf.Tomic(1999). . 

http://Read.2SG.lMP
http://read.2SG.SUBJ
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syntacticc properties of negative markers in these languages, in opposition to the 
syntacticc properties of negative markers in languages that allow these constructions, 
wil ll  be examined. 

1.1.44 Universa l quantifie r subject s precedin g negatio n 

Thee fourth topic in this study of negation is the interpretation of (marginally 
acceptable)) constructions as in (9). In English, these constructions have been reported 
ass ambiguous between a reading in which the universal quantifier subject (V-subject 
henceforward)) scopes over the negation, and a reading in which negation outscopes 
thee subject. 

(9)) everybody doesw 't show up 
VV > -i : 'Nobody shows up' 
-)) > V: 'Not everybody shows up' 

Otherr languages yield other interpretations of these constructions. In Standard Dutch, 
thee only available reading is the one in which the subject has scope over negation, but 
Spanishh e.g. has only a reading in which negation is higher than the V-subject. Hence, 
II  address the following questions: 

 What is the exact variation that languages exhibit with respect to the 
interpretationn of constructions in which an V-subject precedes the negative 
marker? ? 

 How can the occurrence of the inverse reading be explained? 

Inn order to answer these questions I pay interest to the positions where the negation, 
thee negative marker and the subject are base-generated, and to which position these 
elementss can be (c)overtly moved. 

1.1.55 Correspondence s betwee n thes e phenomen a 

Negationn has occupied a central position in many syntactic and semantic studies, and 
alll  these topics have been addressed and have been studied extensively. This study 
differss however from other studies in that it does not aim at providing isolated 
accountss for these phenomena, but it tries to explain these phenomena by examining 
theirr correspondences. It wil l turn out that these phenomena are uni-directionally 
correlated.. For instance, every Non-Strict NC language bans true negative 
imperatives,, or every language that expresses sentential negation by means of at least 
aa preverbal negative marker is an NC language as well. Hence the following questions 
wil ll  be addressed in this book: 
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 What is the exact correlation between the phenomena that have been presented 
inn 1.1.1 -1.1.4? 

 How can these correspondences be explained? 

Thee fact that these phenomena are correlated forms a major key in their 
understanding.. Especially since the correlations rule out many explanations that could 
havee been formulated otherwise: the fact that NC is (uni-)directionally correlated to 
thee presence of a preverbal negative marker (of which I show that it is syntactic head) 
leadss us in the direction of an explanation of NC in terms of syntactic agreement 
ratherr than in the direction of a semantic account that is blind to the syntactic status of 
negativee markers. 

1.21.2 The empirical domain 

Inn order to draw a typological generalisation a proper empirical domain is required. 
Thee empirical domain that forms the basis of this study is threefold. It consist of (i) a 
samplee of diachronic Dutch data, (ii) a sample of data from 267 different Dutch 
dialects,, and a sample of data from 25 other (non-arbitrarily chosen) languages. 
Thee rationale behind this threefold division is that language-internal and cross-
linguisticc variation are not a priori distinct. Roughly speaking, three different kinds of 
variationn can be distinguished. First, phenomena in which languages differ cross-
linguistically,, but that are not (or hardly) subject to language-internal variation. V2 
effectss in Dutch main clauses are manifested in every Dutch variety, but other 
languages,, such as English, lack such effects in all its varieties. 
Second,, the variation in sentence-final verbal clusters in Dutch is subject to a wide 
rangee of dialectal variation, but such variation is restricted to Dutch, but is not found 
inn all languages. 
AA third kind of variation seems to be blind to the language-dialect distinction, a 
distinctionn that lacks firm ground in linguistic theory anyway. I show in this thesis 
thatt negation is such a phenomenon. 
Thee diachronic development of the syntactic expression of sentential negation is 
reflectedd in its cross-linguistic distribution (each language is in a different phase of 
thiss development). Another example is NC. I show that there is a wide range of 
variationn with respect to the interpretation of multiple negative expressions amongst 
Dutchh dialects. Although the majority of Dutch dialects are DN varieties, a number of 
Dutchh dialects (especially Flemish dialects) are NC varieties. 

Iff  negation is indeed a phenomenon that exhibits cross-linguistic and language-
internall  variation in a similar way, it suffices methodologically to draw 
generalisationss on the basis of Dutch microvariation. The major requirement then is 
thatt afterwards it needs to be 'checked' whether the generalisations that have been 
drawnn correspond to cross-linguistic variation. Hence, on the basis of a detailed study 
off  one language and a small number of less-extensively studied other languages, a 
seriess of generalisations can be drawn that are typologically well grounded. 
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1.2.11 Diachroni c variatio n 

Partt of the empirical domain consists of Dutch diachronic variation. This domain 
coverss three periods of Dutch language history: Old Dutch (9th - 10th century), Middle 
Dutchh (11th - 15th century) and 16 and 17th century Dutch. The data from these 
phasess of Dutch stem from prose and poetry texts. 
Thee data of Old Dutch come from the Wachtendonck Psalms, a translation of Vulgate 
Latinn psalm texts of the 9th century. In order to collect data from Middle Dutch, I 
madee extensive use of the CD-ROM Middle Dutch (Van Oostrom 1998), which 
consistss of a large bundle of Middle Dutch texts (both fiction and non-fiction). The 
dataa from 16th and 17th century Dutch have been collected from a number of literary 
texts.. Additionally, data from this period have also been taken from Van der Wouden 
(1994b). . 
AA major problem with the collection of Dutch diachronic variation concerns the fact 
thatt not from every period much information is available. The Old Dutch material for 
examplee consists of only one text that has been translated from Latin rather literally. 
AA second problem is that not every example that I have been looking for has been 
foundd in the diachronic data. For example, the number of sentences with an V-subject 
precedingg negation for example has been very few and it was not always clear how 
thesee sentences should be interpreted. 

1.2.22 Dialecta l variation : the SAND projec t 

AA second part of the empirical domain consists of the results of the SAND project 
(Syntacticc Atlas of Dutch Dialects). In this project, carried out by researchers 
(includingg myself) from the universities of Amsterdam, Leyden, Antwerp and Ghent, 
andd the Meertens Institute, 267 different Dutch dialects (157 in the Netherlands and 
1100 in Belgium) have been investigated by means of oral interviews. 
Thee informants were mostly between 55 and 70 years. In the ideal situation the 
informantss and their parents had lived in the same place. They spoke the dialect at 
leastt in one public domain and they belonged to the lower middle class. Before the 
'real'' interview, the field worker interviewed one of the informants and gave this 
informantt a brief training in interview techniques. Afterwards, this informant 
interviewedd a second informant, so that the real interview took place without too 
muchh interference by the fieldworker.4 

Ass negation is one of the aspects that the atlas project is focusing on, questions 
concerningg judgements of speakers about most phenomena dealt with in this thesis, 
havee been part of the questionnaire that has been used for the fieldwork. Hence the 
resultss of the SAND project provide a proper overview of the variation in negation 
thatt contemporary Dutch exhibits. 

44 Cf. also Van Craenenbroeck (2004), Comips & Jongenburger (2001a, 2001b) and Cornips & Poletto 
(La.). . 
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1.2.33 Typologica l checkin g 

Afterr analysing diachronic and dialectal variation in Dutch, two problems remained 
unsolved.. First, some phenomena were hardly available in Dutch microvariation. Only 
Oldd Dutch, of which just one text has been preserved, expressed sentential negation 
byy means of a single preverbal negative marker, by far insufficient to draw any 
generalisationss or to build a theory on. Second, it should still be investigated whether 
otherr languages do not contradict the generalisations that have been drawn on the 
basiss of Dutch microvariation. 
Hencee a survey amongst a set of other languages was required. I have created a 
samplee consisting of data from 25 other languages. This sample consists of languages 
thatt vary with respect to all phenomena under research and therefore this sample 
servess as a proper additional basis to draw generalisations on. The results of the 
typologicall  research confirmed the generalisations made about Dutch, which I thus 
concludee to be valid. 

1.31.3 Outline of the book 

Thiss book is set up as follows: in chapter 2, I describe some of the theoretical 
backgrounds.. Since this dissertation provides syntactic and semantic analyses and 
analysess about the syntax-semantics interface, I briefly introduce these fields of 
linguisticc theory. This chapter does not serve as a complete introduction of these 
fields,, as I only meant to present the main ingredients of the theories I use in the rest 
off  this book. 

Inn chapter 3, I prepare the ground for the rest of this study by describing all 
phenomenaa that I have investigated in detail. I explain the notions of negative 
elements,, n-words, Negative Polarity Items (NPI's) and sentential negation and I 
providee working definitions for these notions when necessary. Furthermore, I discuss 
inn detail the four phenomena that I briefly introduced in 1.1. 

Chapterr 4 contains the results of research of Dutch micro-variation with respect to 
negation.. I discuss the diachronic data first and afterwards the results of dialectal 
research.. This results in a number of generalisations with respect to the four 
investigatedd phenomena. 

Inn chapter 5,1 present the results of the typological checking procedure. I present data 
fromm 25 languages concerning the four issues under investigation and I conclude this 
chapterr by presenting a series of generalisations about these issues. Most of these 
generalisationss confirm the generalisations made about Dutch; others provide 
additionall  information about the correlation between the four phenomena that have 
beenn subject to research. 
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Chapterr 6 is about the syntax of negative markers. I show that preverbal negative 
markerss are syntactic heads (X°) and negative adverbs are XP's. Moreover, I 
demonstratee that preverbal negative markers always constitute a functional projection 
NegPP whereas negative adverbs may occupy a position within such a projection. 
II  also argue in this chapter that languages vary cross-linguistically with respect to the 
presencee of such a negative projection. I conclude that some languages with a 
negativee adverb lack NegP and locate their negative marker in a vP adjunct position. 
Finally,, I present accounts for both the ban on true negative imperatives (in terms of 
blockingg head movement) and for the inverse readings in constructions in which an V-
subjectt precedes a negative marker (by assuming that the negative operator is base-
generatedd in different positions cross-linguistically). 

Inn chapter 7, I address the semantics of n-words in NC languages, and I discuss 
differentt proposals that have been presented in the last 15 years. I argue that proposals 
thatt take n-words to be negative quantifiers (Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman & Zanuttini 
1996,, De Swart & Sag 2002) face problems as well as proposals that consider n-words 
too be'NPI's (Ladusaw 1992, Giannakidou 1997, 2000). I also discuss some proposals 
thatt argue that n-words are ambiguous between NPI's and negative quantifiers and 
showw hat these analyses do not hold either. Finally, I show that Ladusaw's original 
position,, that NC is a form of syntactic agreement and that n-words are indefinites that 
aree syntactically marked for negation, forms a profound basis to build a theory of NC 
on. . 

Inn chapter 8,1 present my theory of NC, arguing that languages differ with respect to 
thee way they express negation: languages exhibit either semantic negation (in which 
everyy negative is semantically marked for negation in its lexical representation), or 
syntacticc negation (in which negative elements are syntactically marked for negation 
i.e.. they mark the presence of a negative operator that needs to stand in an Agree 
relationn with them). The distinction between Strict and Non-Strict NC is the result of 
thee syntactic or semantic negativity of the negative marker. 
Inn the same chapter, I argue that my analysis does not suffer from the problems that 
otherr approaches face and I show that the uni-directional generalisation between NC 
andd the syntactic status of the negative marker falls out immediately. 
Finallyy I indicate how this theory of NC is connected to the diachronic development 
off  negation by assuming a simple input-output learning mechanism of negation. 

Chapterr 9 contains the conclusion in which I demonstrate how the generalisations that 
havee been drawn in chapter 4 and 5 are the result of the syntactic and semantic 
analysess that have been presented in the chapters 6-8. 





22 Theoretica l background s 

Inn this chapter I wil l briefly sketch the main theoretical assumptions and frameworks 
thatt underlie the analyses of single and multiple negation in this book. This chapter 
wil ll  cover three different fields in linguistic theory: minimalist syntax, truth-
conditionall  semantics and the syntax-semantics interface. The first section wil l cover 
thee minimalist program; section 2.2 will provide an overview of truth-conditional 
semanticss and those approaches of semantic theory that are relevant for this study, and 
sectionn 2.3 wil l capture the main notions belonging to the syntax-semantics interface. 
Thee main purpose of this chapter is to describe the theoretical tools that I need for my 
analysiss of negation. Those include both a syntactic apparatus and semantic 
machineryy in order to describe and explain correct grammatical structures and the 
correctt interpretations. The first two sections will have a descriptive nature: I wil l 
restrictt myself to describing the syntactic and semantic notions that are necessary for 
thee analyses. It wil l turn out that the domains of syntactic and semantic theories 
overlapp with respect to certain phenomena, and I discuss where syntax and semantics 
meet.. As a result of this overlap, the third section does not only consist of a 
descriptivee discussion of current theories, but also contains critical comparison 
betweenn the syntactic and semantic strategies. 

2.12.1 The Minimalist Program 

Inn this section I wil l provide a brief overview of the minimalist syntactic theory that 
hass been developed in the last decade. In subsection 2.1.1 I wil l sketch the model of 
grammarr that forms the basis of the Minimalist Program. In subsection 2.1.2 I wil l 
discusss the notions of interpretable and uninterpretable features and the mechanism of 
featuree checking. Subsection 2.1.3 will cover the three basic syntactic operations: 
Merge,Merge, Move and Agree. Finally, in subsection 2.1.4 I wil l explain Chomsky's (2001) 
ideass on locality and phase theory. 

2.1.11 A minimalis t model of gramma r 

Thee Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1992, 1995, 1998, 2000, 2001) is an elaboration 
off  the Principle and Parameters framework, designed such that it requires only a 
minimumm of theoretical apparatus. The Principle and Parameters framework states 
thatt the human language faculty consists of a set of universal principles and a set of 
parameters,, which constitute linguistic variation. In the Minimalist Program, a 
researchh program guided by Ockam's methodological principles, rather than a fixed 
linguisticc theory, language is thought of as a (nearly) optimal linking between 
linguisticc form and linguistic meaning. 
Linguisticc expressions are generated in the linguistic component (the Language 
Facultyy FL) of the mind that has interfaces with the articulatory-perceptual (AP) 
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systemm and LF the Conceptual-Intentional (CI) system. Form and meaning are 
representedd at these two interfaces, which are the only levels of representation within 
thee theory. PF (phonological form) is the interface between FL and the AP system and 
LFF (Logical Form) is the interface between FL and the CI system. 

(1)) The linguistic component and its interfaces with other components 

Eachh linguistic expression can be seen as a tuple <7i, X>, where n stands for the 
phonologicall  form (the sound or gestures) of a linguistic expression and X for the 
logicall  form of the expression (the meaning). A linguistic expression is a single 
syntacticc object that is derived during the computation of the expression. 

Thee lexicon consists of lexical entries, each containing lexical items (Li's). Li' s are 
thoughtt of as bundles of features. Chomsky (1995) distinguishes three different kinds 
off  features: phonological features, semantic features and formal features. The set of 
phonologicall  features of a certain LI encodes all the information that is needed at PF 
too enter the AP system. An example of a phonological feature is 'ending on a /d/' 
(( /d/#). Semantic features are those features that can be interpreted at LF, e.g. 
[+animate].. Formal features are categorical features like [+V] or so-called tp features 
onn verbs that contain the information about number, gender or case. These features 
encodee information for the syntactic component. Formal features are either 
interpretablee [iFF] or uninterpretable [uFF]. Interpretable means legible at LF, i.e. 
containingg semantic contents; uninterpretable features cannot be interpreted at LF or 
PF.. The fact that these features are not legible at the interfaces violates the principle 
off  Full Interpretation (Chomsky 1995) that says that the syntactic objects at the 
interfacess should be fully interpretable and therefore may not contain any 
uninterpretablee features. Hence uninterpretable features need to be deleted during the 
derivation,, to prevent the sentence from crashing at the interfaces (see 2.1.2 on feature 
checkingg and 2.1.3 on Agree). 

AA consequence of the assertion that PF and LF are the only available levels of 
representationn is that syntactic principles can only apply on these levels. Due to the 
factt that the only two levels of linguistic representation are interfaces, principles can 
onlyy operate on the interface between syntax and phonology or syntax and semantics. 
Theree is no pure syntactic level as previous theories of grammar postulated. This 
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reducess the number of purely syntactic principles (in the ideal situation) to 0. As a 
resultt of this, parameters can no longer be regarded as part of the core of (pure) 
syntax.. Because the interfaces interact with other components (namely the AP and CI 
system),, conditions on the interface cannot be thought of as subject to cross-linguistic 
(i.e.. parametric) variation. Without any other level of representation, the only 
remainingg locus for parametric variation is the lexicon. Therefore cross-linguistic 
variationn (as well as language-internal variation) is the result of lexical variation: the 
formall  properties of lexical items encode all necessary information for the syntactic 
derivation,, and differences with respect to these formal properties lead to linguistic 
variation. . 

(2)) Model of Grammar (Chomksy 1995) 

Lexicon n 

Numeration n 

Spell-Out t 

Logicall  Form 
(LF) ) 

> > 
Phonological l 
Formm (PF) 

Thee figure in (2) shows that a set of lexical items enter a numeration N, which is a set 
off  pairs <LI, i>,  whereby LI is a lexical item and /' the number of its occurrences in N. 
Everyy time a lexical item from N enters the derivation of the expression <7i, A>, i is 
reducedd by 1 until every index of every lexical item is 0. If not, the derivation crashes. 
Thee derivation can be seen as a mapping from N onto the set of linguistic expressions 
<7t,, X>. 
Att a certain point during the derivation, the phonological features are separated from 
thee formal and semantic features. This moment is called Spell-Out. At this stage of the 
derivation,, the phonological features are mapped onto PF, whereas the formal and 
semanticc features follow their way towards LF. After Spell-Out, syntactic operations 
stilll  take place, both between Spell-Out and LF and between Spell-Out and PF. 
However,, operations between Spell-Out and PF do not influence LF, and operations 
betweenn Spell-Out and LF do not influence PF. 
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2.1.22 Featur e checkin g and functiona l projection s 

Ass has been shown in the previous subsection, the role of the derivation is to create 
syntacticc objects (sentences) that do not crash at the interfaces. Therefore the 
derivationn needs to delete all uninterpretable features. Uninterpretable formal features 
cann be deleted by means of feature checking, a mechanism that allows a category to 
checkk its uninterpretable feature against an interpretable feature of the same category. 
Hencee categories sharing the same formal features establish syntactic relationships. 
Chomskyy (1995) argues that feature checking takes place in specifier-head 
configuration:: interpretable features in a spec position can check uninterpretable 
featuress in a head position and vice versa". 
Hencee the distinction between heads (syntactic elements that project themselves) and 
specifiersspecifiers (modifiers of the head that remain under the projection of the head) is 
cruciall  for these relationships. Checking theory requires that in every checking 
relationn both a syntactic head and a specifier are involved. As a consequence the 
numberr of syntactic categories should be expanded by a number of functional 
categoriess in which feature checking can take place. The fact that for every checking 
relationn a syntactic head is involved links the availability of any uninterpretable 
featuree [uF] to the availability of a syntactic category F. For every uninterpretable 
featuree [uF] there is a functional category F and checking takes place in FP under spec 
headd configuration6. 
Ann example of a functional projection is DP, in which the head is occupied by an 
uninterpretablee [uDET] feature that establishes a checking relation with an element 
carryingg an interpretable [iDET] in Spec,DP. Thus the deletion of the uninterpretable 
[uDET]]  feature in D° can take place. Before discussing the meachism of feature 
checkingg in detail, I wil l first discuss the possible syntactic operations during the 
derivation. . 

2.1.33 Syntacti c operation s 

Threee different syntactic operations play a role in syntax: Merge, Agree and Move. 
Sincee Move can be described in terms of Merge, this leaves two independent 
operationss left to establish syntactic relationships. 

Mergee is the operation that takes two elements from the numeration N and turns them 
intoo one constituent that carries the same label as that of the dominating item. The 
notionn of labeling replaces the previous notion of X-Bar structure. 

55 Epstein (1995) and Zwart 2004 argue that the relation Spec-head does not reflect a mathematical 
relationn in the structure and therefore propose to replace spec-head agreement by the notion of 
sisterhoodd (which contrary to the spec-head configuration can be captured in mathematical terms). 
66 Note that this does not a priori exclude the availability of the category F if there is no uninterpretable 
featuree [F]. Morphological words carrying an interpretable [F] feature could be base-generated in an F° 
positionn too. 
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Thee difference between labeling after Merge and X-Bar structure is that X Bar 
structuree requires a tripartite structure that consists of a head, a complement and a 
(possiblyy empty) specifier. Merge generates bipartite structures that either consist of a 
headd and a complement or of a specifier/adjunct and a head. Labeling theory only 
assignss the label (i.e. the syntactic category) of the dominant category (a/p) to the 
complexx {a, p}.7 The combination of a transitive verb V and an object D for example 
yieldss an (intransitive) verb, so the label of the terminal node V is also the label of the 
branchingg node {V , D} . Note that these structures, referred to by Chomsky (1995) as 
Baree Phrase Structures (as opposed to X-Bar structures), lack prefabricated maximal 
projections.. The notion of maximal projection is reduced to the highest instance of a 
syntacticc category X. Note that the only operation that generates structure is Merge, so 
iff  there is no specifier available, the merge of a complement P with a head a wil l be 
thee highest instance of a, and a can be merged with a new head. The operation Merge 
iss defined as in (3): 

(3)) Merge:K={^{at^}} 

KK is a newly-formed constituent that is labeled after its head which can be either a or 
p.. Two options are available. Either K merges with a new head y yielding a new 
constituentconstituent Li labeled y ((4)a) or it is merged with an LI 5 that is not a head, yielding 
L22 with label a where 8 is called a specifier ((4)b). This latter constituent can be 
mergedd in its turn with a head (yielding L3) ((4)c), similar to the case of ((4)a) or with 
aa non-head e ((4)c). In the latter case there is more than one specifier (8 and e), and e 
iss called an adjunct of a. 

(4)) a. L , - [ T y [ aa p ] ]8 

[PP in [D the sky]] 
b.. L2 = [ a8 [ aaP]] 

[PP high [P in [the sky]]] 
CC L3 = [a S [« 8 [a a p]]] 

[PP still [P high [P in [the sky]]]] 

Thee second operation that may follow is Move. Move is an operation that is derived 
fromm Merge. Instead of merging two constituents from the numeration N, it is also 
possiblee to merge K with a subpart of K. 

(5)) Move:L= {^ {a, K}} , whereby K = {Y {...a... }} 

Movee is an operation that takes a few steps. Suppose that a is a term of some 
constituentconstituent K and for whatever reason a has to raise to a position to the left of K. In 
thatt case a wil l be copied into two identical constituents, and K merges with the copy 
off  a yielding L = {y [a, K(=[... a ...])]} . After this movement the second a is 

77 See Collins (2002) for a framework without any labelling. 
88 The choice for a as the label of the Merge of a and p is arbitrary.. It could also be p\ as long as every 
higherr label of a is replaced by P too. 
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phonologicallyy no longer visible. For the rest, the structure remains unaffected 
(Chomskyy 1995: 250). This means that the so-called trace of a does not get deleted, 
butt wil l only be marked for its phonological invisibility. This mechanism is 
commonlyy referred to as the copy theory of movement. One of its most famous 
applicationss is Wh-movement in which a Wh-element is fronted from its base-
generatedd position. 

(6)) [what [did you eat what]] 

Inn (6) there are two instances of what, but only one will be spelled out. The rule that 
specifiess that the first Wh element will be spelled out in sentence-initial position (at 
leastt in English) is a condition on PF. 

Thee third syntactic operation is Agree9. Agree is the operation that establishes a 
relationn between two features of the same kind. If an LI consists of a feature that is 
uninterpretable,, it needs to check this feature against a feature of the same kind. It is 
saidd that the category probes for a goal. 
Inn the older versions of minimalism (Chomsky 1995) uninterpretable features were 
deletedd after checking against an interpretable feature. However, the notion of 
interpretationn is defined as a semantic or phonological notion: a feature that has 
semanticc or phonological content is interpretable. Therefore syntax had to 'look 
ahead'' for the semantics or phonology in order to allow feature checking or not, but a 
derivationn is not supposed to have any 'contact' with the interface before reaching 
them.10. . 
Inn order to solve this problem, Chomsky (1999) proposes a new system in terms of 
valuation.. Some features, like [Def] or [Case], in the lexicon do not have any value 
(definite/indefinite,, or nominative/accusative, etc.) yet. During the derivation these 
featuress can be valued by means of Agree. All (unvalued) features need to be valued: 
aa derivation containing unvalued features wil l crash at the interfaces. 
Valuationn takes place by Agree when a properly valued (interpretable) feature is in 
specifierr head (spec head) relation with an unvalued feature. A good example is 
subjectt verb agreement: the finite verb has cp features (such as person and number) 
thatt are semantically vacuous on the verb. The subject has the same kind of features, 
butt these are meaningful for pronouns or DP's. The subject (being a DP) also has an 
unvaluedd [Case] feature that will be valued [Nom] by the Agree relation with the 
finitee verb. So, Agree is a two-way relation between two lexical items that valuate 

99 For the texts on Agree, I thankfully made use of Kremers' (2003) explanation of this operation. 
Notee that this forms a huge problem for the syntactic model: if the numeration is not allowed to be in 

aa transparent relation with LF throughout the derivation, the question rises what triggers the numeration 
NN in the first place. The set of selected elements should correspond to the meaning of the sentence, 
whichh is represented at LF. Chomsky (p.c.) argues that the numeration is open to ambiguity, e.g. 'the 
catt bites the dog7 is derived from the (2*), cat, bites and dog, which could also yield the sentence 'the 
dogg bites the cat.' Even if this were possible (which is doubtful as the lexical elements are said to enter 
thee derivation with all the case features with them), it remains unclear why these lexical items have 
beenn triggered and others not. Hence, there should be some relation between the meaning of the 
sentencee (at least the intended meaning) and LF. 
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(somee of) each other's unvalued features. At LF, valued features without semantic 
contentt on the LI can be deleted. 

(7) ) [V finn [v 

[Caseu; ; 

[<Pval]]  / 

SU]] ] 
,]]  [Noitlnl ] 

[cpunv] ] 

Inn (7) the subject enters the derivation with an unvalued [Case] feature and valued cp 
featuress whereas the finite verb enters the derivation with unvalued <p features but 
withh a valued case-feature. Therefore Agree values both sets of unvalued features. As 
cpp features are meaningless on verbs and Case has no meaning at all, all features 
exceptt for the subject's cp features will be deleted at LF . 
Notee that this Agree relation is a relation on distance. This is not always the case. In 
somee cases (in fact in many languages, this happens to be the case for verb-subject 
agreement),, it is required that the subject moves to a specifier position of T. In a Bare 
Phrasee model of grammar, this is a problem since heads do not necessarily require a 
(possiblyy empty) specifier. To solve this problem, Chomsky (1999, 2001) assumes 
thatt in these languages the [Tense] feature is accompanied by a sub-feature of 
[Tense],, namely the [EPP] feature. The [EPP] feature generates a specifier position 
(Spec,TP12)) to which the subject may move. Then Agree can take place within the 
maximall  projection of T. 

(8)) Agree after subject movement to T 

Move e 

f f 
[TT SU 
[Nomunv v 

[<Pval]]  A 

[T[EPP]] Vfin [vP SU ]] ] 
[Casevai ] ] 

[<Punv] ] 

Agree e 

Now,, the issue of locality has been left as a problem reflecting two questions. The 
firstfirst question concerns all three syntactic operations, namely how the maximal 
distancee between two constituents is defined such that a syntactic operation, like 

1'' The minimalist program tries to exclude features that have no semantic content at all. This leads to a 
puzzlee for Case as all Case features will be deleted at LF. Pesetzky and Torrego (2001) therefore argue 
thatt nominative case is in fact an (uninterpretable) tense feature. In that case Agree valuates the 
unvaluedd <p features on the verb (to be deleted at LF) and the unvalued [Tense] feature on the subject 
(alsoo to be deleted at LF). 
122 Although TP is an inappropriate notion within Bare Phrase structures, it is still commonly used to 
expresss the traditional maximal projection (in this case the highest instance of T). 
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MoveMove is possible. This question wil l be answered in the next subsection. The second 
questionn only addresses the issue of Agree: what will happen if there is more than one 
activee goal in the correct checking domain? 
Chomskyy (1999) argues that Agree relation between a and p can only be realised if a 
andd P match (in terms of features) and there is no intervening y such that y also 
matchess with a. Chomsky calls this the defective intervention effect13, formalised as a 
filterr as in (9). 

(9)) *a > p > y, wereby a, p, y match and > is a c-command relation. 

tt  $ 
However,, this constraint is too strong. Ura (1996) and Haraiwa (2001) show there are 
phenomenaa in which one head licenses more than one constituent, like Japanese 
licensingg of multiple nominatives by a single v° head in raising constructions (10)!4. 
InIn this example the multiple instances of nominative case stand in an Agree relation 
withh the single finite verb kanjita 'thought'. Therefore Haraiwa proposes a 
reformulationn of Agree that says that within the proper checking domain a can license 
bothh p and y, unless p matches with y and has already been valuated by a probe other 
thann a in an earlier stage of the derivation. In other words, Multiple Agree takes place 
att a simultaneous point in the derivation. I wil l adopt this theory of Agree for my 
analysiss of Negative Concord. 

(10)) Johngo [yosouijouni nihonjinga eigoga hidoku] kanjita.15 Japanese 
John.NOMM than-expected the.Japanese.NOM English.NOM bad.lNF think.PAST 
'Itt seemed to John that the Japanese are worse at speaking English than he had 
expected' ' 

2.1.44 Multipl e Spell-Ou t 

Inn the picture of minimalist syntax that I have sketched so far, the domain in which 
syntacticc relations can take place seems to be restricted to the entire derivation. In 
principlee Agree or Move relations can be established between every two (or more) 
elementss in the derivation. It is impossible to assume filters or any other bans on 
certainn kinds of relations during the derivation as the only loci of determination of the 
grammaticalityy of a sentence are LF or PF. Those are the only locations where the 
derivationn may converge or not. However, this would make all kinds of movements or 
Agreee relationships possible, which are ruled out in natural language. Therefore it is 
assumedd Spell-Out occurs more than once during the derivation. This means that 
somee parts of the derivation are spelled out and move to LF and PF whereas the 

133 Note that this is basically a reformulation of Rizzi's (1989) Relativized Minimality. 
Otherr examples are Icelandic licensing of multiple accusatives, or overt multiple Wh fronting in 

Slavicc languages. 
Fromm Hiraiwa (2001). Japanese is a language in which infinitives fail to assign (nominative) case. All 

casee markings in this sentence have thus been licensed by the matrix light verb. 
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derivationn of the rest of the sentence continues. After Spell-Out these parts are no 
longerr accessible to the rest of the derivation thereby preventing agree-effects over 
suchh long distances. 

Chomskyy refers to these units as phases.16 The content of a phase is not accessible to 
thee rest of the syntactic system except for the outer layer, the so-called phase edge, 
consistingg of the highest head and its specifier(s). This means that an element, in order 
too move to a position outside the phase, first has to move to one of the phase edges 
beforee it can move to the final destination. Agreement can only take place within the 
samee phase or between an element in the phase plus the edge of the phase that is 
immediatelyy dominated. Note that what is inside the phase is no longer accessible to 
syntacticc operations, rather the phase as a whole is. Phases can be fronted or 
extraposed,, etc. 
Accordingg to Chomsky, the fact that a phase is no longer open to syntactic operations 
iss derived from its propositional nature. In a framework in which the subject is base-
generatedd in Spec,vP, the smallest propositional constituent is vP. The other candidate 
iss the projection that roofs the clause, namely CP. VP cannot be a candidate since it 
lackss a subject, and TP is not a candidate because essential elements of the clause like 
focuss or topic markers are outside TP. 

Idiomaticc expressions are good examples of elements that have to be interpreted in 
onee and the same phase. In that case they can have their idiomatic reading (11 )a. Parts 
off  idiomatic expressions may escape from the vP through a landing-site in Spec,vP if 
aa copy is still in vP in order to be interpreted (1 l)b. In (1 l)c the adverb niet forms a 
negativee island from which manner adverbs cannot escape (Honcoop 1998). The first 
partt of the idiomatic expression 'met zijn neus' cannot be base-generated inside the 
phasee vP, and hence the idiomatic reading becomes unavailable. 

166 Note that the notion of phase stems from the notion of Cycle (Chomsky 1973, 1977). Cycles can be 
thoughtt of as domains (clauses) for syntactic operations. Once an operation has taken place that moves 
ann element out of cycle 1 into a higher cycle 2, no other syntactic operation is allowed to apply in the 
cyclee 1. 
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(11)) a. [c Hij zit [met zijn neus in de boeken]] Dutch 
Hee sits with his nose in the books 
'Hee is a reading addict' 

b.. [c [Met zijn neus]; zit hij [v t, in de boeken ti]] 
Withh his nose sits he in the books 
'Hee is a reading addict' 

c.. [c Met zijn neus zit hij [v niet in de boeken]] 
Withh his nose sits he not in the books 
*'H ee isn't a reading addict'17 

Currently,, it is also assumed that DP's form a phase (Marushansky 2002) or that some 
kindss of VP's are phases (Legate 1998). Abels (2003) suggests that PP's also exhibit 
phase-likee behaviour. Epstein and Seely (2002b) even propose that every maximal 
projectionn is a phase. However, the question which projections are phases and which 
nott is beyond the scope of this study. For the analysis of negation, the most important 
factt is that v18 and C are heads of a phase edge.19 

Notee that the theory of phases leaves us with a problem for agreement over the phase 
boundary.. Still we can find many examples in natural language agreement relations 
betweenn elements in different phases (without previous stages of the derivation where 
thee two elements are in the same phases). Wh in-siru is a good example but so is 
subject-verbb agreement in SOV languages: phase theory would block the following 
Agreee relation in Dutch subordinate clauses since the verb is located in a position 
lowerr than v° and T is in a position higher than vP. 

(12)) ... dat [T Marie [v vaak [v slaapt]]] 

.... that Mary often sleeps 

Spell-Outt fails to be the distinction between overt and covert movement since Vr,n 

cannott escape out of the phase through LF movement after Spell-Out (as a result of 
thee cyclic nature spell-out). This requires a more fundamental approach of covert 
movement.. Apparently the finite verb in (12) did move under the assumptions of 
phasee theory: otherwise the Agree relation could not have been established. But the 
phonologicall  content, i.e. the phonological features, did not move along with the 

Thiss sentence is not ungrammatical. It maintains its literal reading. The idiomatic reading however is 
noo longer available, hence the asterix in front of the 3rd line. 

Thiss only holds under the assumption that all verbal phrases have a v° head. Originally v° has been 
introducedd to distinguish ergative from unergative VP's. Only unergative verbs can be headed by v°. 
Underr these analyses the v phase should be reformulated as the phases headed by the highest V head in 
aa Larsonian VP shell (Larson 1988). 

Localityy forms the core of syntactic theory, and it should be acknowledged that the theory sketched 
heree is far from complete. For example, not all locality effects can be reduced to phases (e.g. relativized 
minimalityy (Rizzi 1989)). Phase theory also faces several problems. However, in this chapter I wil l 
leavee these facts outside the discussion. Locality effects that are of importance for the theory of 
negationn I present in this book wil l be introduced in due course. 
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formall  (and semantic features) of the finite verb. Hence covert movement should be 
understoodd as feature movement from one head position to another head position (in 
thiss case v to T movement). 

Thiss leads us to at least two kinds of movement: overt movement (in which a LI or 
constituentt raises to a higher position, leaving a non-spelled out copy) and feature 
movementmovement (in which the formal (and semantic) features move along, adjoining to 
ahigherr head). 

[FF]]  X Z 

VV z 

Z[F-F]]  ¥ 

I I 
Featuree (covert) movemenl 

Overtt movement 

Too summarise, the minimalist program tries to reduce syntactic principles to interface 
conditions,, leaving only two operations in the core of the linguistic component: Merge 
andd Agree and conditions on locality. Given that, ideally, Agree only establishes 
relationss between interpretable and uninterpretable elements, even Agree can be 
thoughtt of as an interface operation. Thus syntactic theory can even be reduced to the 
operationn Merge and locality restrictions, e.g. in terms of phases. Within this 
frameworkk I will  formulate my analysis for the interpretation of (multiple) negation. 

2.22.2 Truth-conditional semantics 

Inn this section I wil l discuss some important notions in semantic theory that I will  use 
forr the analysis of negation. In the first subsection I wil l briefly describe how the 
currentt semantic theories that I will  use are built on Frege's Principle of 
Compositionality.Compositionality. After that I will outline Lambda Calculus and type theory and show 
howw it can be used to formulate compositional semantics. In 2.2.3 I will  describe some 
basicc aspects of quantification in natural language and describe different types of 
variablee binding. I will  also discuss Heim's (1982) theory of free variables and 
Kamp'ss (1981) theory of discourse markers. Finally I wil l briefly evaluate the (neo-) 
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Davidsoniann approach of event semantics. This section is not meant as a very brief 
summaryy of semantics. It is only meant as a motivation for the adoption of certain 
semanticc notions for my theory of negation and Negative Concord. 

2.2.11 The Principl e of Compositionalit y 

Davidsonn (1967a) argues that, similar to formal languages, the meaning of an 
indicativee sentence (a proposition) is captured by its truth conditions: the meaning of a 
sentencee is constituted by the conditions under which this sentence is true. Hence 
Davidsonn requires that every theory of meaning should minimally fulfi l the condition 
thatt the meaning of a sentence follows from its truth conditions. Hence every theory 
off  meaning minimally requires a truth definition. Davidson follows Tarski (1935, 
1956)) who argues that a truth-definition should meet a criterion of material adequacy 
(14)) that he formulates in terms of Convention T. 

(14)) A truth definition is materially adequate if every equivalence of the form: 
(T)(T) X is true if and only if/?, 

wherebyy X is the name of a sentence and p is the sentence itself or a 
translationn of it, 

cann be derived from the theory. 

Conventionn T is thus not a truth definition, but an instrument to test a given truth 
definitionn on its correctness. 

Att first sight this may seem trivial, though it is absolutely not, given that this holds for 
everyy sentence in a particular language, including those sentences that have never 
beenn heard or produced before. Speakers of a language understand the meaning of 
everyy sentence in their language, and hence they are able to derive the truth conditions 
off  all these sentences by means of their parts, i.e. the meaning of all lexical elements 
andd the way they are structured in the sentence. This asks for a semantic theory that is 
basedd on the so-called Principle of Compositionality. 
Gottlobb Frege (1892) has been attributed the fatherhood of all semantics theories that 
obeyy the Principle of Compositionality. This principle postulates that meaning is 
compositional,, i.e. every element that is present in (some parts of) the sentence will 
contributee to the meaning of the sentence, and the meaning of a sentence can only be 
constructedd from the meaning of its parts. 

(15)) Principle of Compositionality: 
Thee meaning of a sentence is a function of the meanings of its parts and their 
modee of composition.20 

200 Cf. Janssen 1997. 
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Thiss implies that the meaning of a sentence should be constructed from its syntax. 
Unorderedd sets of lexical items do not contribute to the meaning of the sentence as the 
meaningg of a sentence is purely reducible from the meanings of the parts and their 
internall  ordering. In the case of unordered sets of lexical items (i.e. without any 
syntax)) the mode of composition remains undetermined and hence the sentence 
becomess ambiguous (or uninterpretable). Therefore, the input of semantics is a 
syntacticc level of representation. In standard generative theory this level of 
representationn is LF, the interface between syntax and the intentional-conceptual 
component.. One of the main advantages of applying semantics at the level of LF is 
thatt it prevents scopal ambiguities that may arise at surface structure. Take for 
examplee a sentence as in (16). 

(16)) Every boy likes a girl 
LF1:: [[Every boy] [likes [a girl]] ] 

Vx[boy'(x)) -> 3y[girl'(y) & like'(x, y)]] 
LF2:: [[A girl] [[every boy] likes]] 

3x[girl'(x)) & Vy[boy'(y) -> likely, x)]] 

Whereass (16) is an ambiguous sentence, both LF representations are unambiguous 
andd distinct. These kinds of ambiguities were used as motivation for a translation 
fromm the surface structure into a logical form before the interpretation procedure takes 
place.. Frege, Russel, Whitehead and Quine, a.o. propagated such theories. Montague 
(1970)) argued that similar to formal languages, natural language should be interpreted 
directly,, i.e. without any intermediate representation, hence introducing Montague 
Grammarr (Montague 1973). 
Inn the next section I wil l continue the discussion about the division of labour between 
thee syntactic and semantic component. 

2.2.22 Lambd a Calculu s and Type-theor y 

Inn order to determine the meaning of a sentence as a result of the meaning of its parts, 
whatt semantic type each syntactic category corresponds to, should be examined first. 
Theree are two basic types of denotations. First, definite DP's (including proper 
names)) denote entities or individuals. These elements are said to have type e. Second, 
sentencess have type /, since only sentences have a truth-value given their 
propositionall  nature. All other categories can be thought of as functions from one type 
ontoo another21. These have type <a,p> where a is a type and P is a type. <a,p> means 
thatt it is the type of function that maps elements of type a onto type p. Intransitive 
verbss map an individual (the subject) to a truth-value (the sentence). Therefore 
intransitivee verbs have type <e,t>. Consequently, transitive verbs have <e,<e,t» as 

211 This only concerns their basic types. The number of types can be extended to events (section 2.2.4), 
situations,, etc. in order to obtain a more adequate representation of meanings. 
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theyy first map an object to an intransitive verb and then a subject to a sentence. Nouns 
(NP),, adjectives (AP's) and predicates (VP's) all have type <e,t>, etc". 

Functionss are formulated by means of lambda calculus. Lambda expressions consist 
off  two parts: the domain of the function (introduced by X,) followed by the value 
description,, i.e. the function over the domain. In the case of an intransitive verb, the 
domainn of the function is De, the set of all individuals. Thus X introduces a variable x 
off  type e. The function consists of the semantic denotation of the verb applied to this 
variablee x. Thus the translation of a verb like kto sleep' in lambda calculus is: 

(17)) to sleep —> Xx.sleep(x) 

Noww we are able to define the interpretation of sentences and parts in terms of 
functionss of elements of different types. The interpretation of an expression of type e 
iss the entity it refers to: the interpretation of the sentence is its truth-value, and the 
interpretationn of any other element is the function it denotes. 

(18)) a. [[John]] = John 
b.. [[snores]] = Xx.snore(x) 
c.. [[John snores]] = true iff John snores 

Lett us now look at the interpretation of different parts of the syntactic input for the 
semantics.. One can distinguish terminal nodes, non-branching nodes and branching 
nodes.nodes. Terminals have to be specified in the lexicon; non-branching nodes 'adopt' the 
interpretationn of their daughter; branching nodes are the locus of so-called Functional 
ApplicationApplication (FA), one of the semantic operations: 

(19)) a. If a is a terminal node, [[a]] is specified in the lexicon 
b.. If a is a non-branching node and p is its daughter, then [[a]] is [[(}] ] 
c.. If {p\ y}  is the set of daughters of branching node a, and [[(3]] is in D<ab> 

andd [[y] ] is in Da, then [[a]] = [[J3]]([[ y]]) 

Functionall  application is one semantic mechanism. Another semantic mechanism is 
so-calledd Predicate Modification (PM). Whenever two daughters of the same 
projectionn are both of type <e,t>, e.g. an adjective-noun combination, the 
interpretationn refers to the intersection of the two sets that the predicates refer to. 

(20)) Predicate Modification23: 
Iff  {(3, y}  is the set of daughters of branching node a, and [[0]] and [[y] ] are 
bothh in D<e,t>, then [[a]] = lx.[ [[0]](x ) & [[y]](x) ] 

""  Note that this only applies to basic nouns, adjectives or predicates. E.g. the meaning of an intensional 
adjectivee like 'possible' cannot be captured by the type <e,t> since it does not map individuals onto 
propositions. . 
211 The term 'predicate modification' is actually a misnomer, as modification implies that an element of 
aa type a is modified by an element of type <a,cc>. 
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Thiss means that the interpretation of 'old man' is a function from entities to truth-
valuess such that the function yields a truth-value 1 if and only if the entity is both in 
thee set OLD and in the set MAN24. 
Suchh semantic theories that use type-theory to compose the meaning of sentences out 
off  their parts are said to be type-driven. 

2.2.33 Quantifier s and variable s 

Thee assumption that definite DP's such as 'John' or 'the man with the golden gun' are 
off  type e is appealing. Quantifying DP's that bind a variable however cannot be 
regardedd as entities as they do not refer to a particular element in De. Hence 
quantifierss are not of type e. As sentences (having type t) can be composed of a 
quantifierr and a predicate (of type <e,t>) through Function Application (FA), the 
minimallyy required type of quantifiers is type «e,t>t>. Quantifiers are thus functions 
thatt map predicates onto truth-values. Intuitively this makes lots of sense as 
expressionss like 'nobody' or 'everybody' tell that no individual respectively every 
individuall  has a particular property. Recall that every quantifier has a restrictive 
clausee (such as thing in everything or man in no man walks). Therefore we can 
assumee the following semantics for quantifiers: (21)a-b are members of D«e,t>t> 
butt the original quantifier every in (21)c has type « e , t > , « e , t > t» since it maps to 
predicatess of type <e,t> to a proposition of type t. 

(21)) a. [[Nothing]] = >J>.^3x.[Thing'(x) & P(x)] 
b.. [[Somebody]] = ?iP.3x.[Human'(x) & P(x)] 
c.. [[Every]] = XPXQ.Vx.[P(x) -> Q(x)] 

Thiss analysis that has developed into the theory of Generalised Quantifiers 
(Montaguee 1973, Barwise & Cooper 1981) so far only applies to quantifying subjects. 
Wheneverr a quantifier is in object position, a type mismatch wil l occur. In the next 
subsectionn I wil l discuss different kinds of solutions to this type mismatch. 

Thee picture sketched so far shows two kinds of possible treatments for pronominal 
DP's:: either they are bound variables or they are referring expressions. Examples of 
thee two kinds are found in (22). 

(22)) a. John likes Mary. He is a fool, 
b.. Every boyi says he; likes Mary. 

Inn (22)a 'he' refers to John; in (22)b 'he' is bound by the antecedent 'every boy'. 
However,, it has been observed that some pronouns are neither a bound variable25 nor 
aa referring expression. 

244 This does not always hold: 'possible suspect' is not denoted by the intersection of the set POSSIBLE 
andd the set SUSPECT. Also scalar predicates such as 'small7 or 'red' do not obey predicate 
modificationn as defined in (20). 
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(23)) a. A man, walks in the park. He; whistles 
b.. If a man, walks in the park, hej  likes trees 
c.. If a farmerj owns a donkey,, hej  beats itj 

Clearlyy all pronouns in (23) are not referring expressions as they do not refer to any 
specificc entity. Additionally, they cannot be bound as there is no c-command relation 
betweenn the indefinite antecedent and the pronoun. Moreover in (23)b-c, the binding 
relationn gets a universal interpretation: 'every man who walks in the park likes trees' 
andd 'every farmer beats all of his donkeys'. Therefore, the semantic theory needs to 
bee expanded" . An approach has been formulated by Kamp and Heim independently: 
Kamp'ss (1981) theory of Discourse Representation Theory and Heim's (1982) theory 
off  file-change semantics and Heim's (1990) theory of E-type anaphora. The dynamic 
Kamp-Heimm approach suggests that indefinites are not represented by means of an 
existentiall  quantifier but as a free variable that is introduced: 

(24)) [[a man]] = man(x) 

Al ll  indefinites introduce variables (discourse markers in Kamp's terms). Definite 
expressionss pick out a referent. Heim captures the representation of a text as a set of 
file-cardss (for every referent one) whereby every indefinite introduces a new file-card 
andd for every definite expression a file-card is updated. Kamp uses Discourse 
Representationn Structures (DRS) to describe the representation of texts in first-order 
logicc using a box notation. These boxes can be seen as a more general form of file-
cardd semantics that does not only include information about referents but also 
includess conditional and quantificational structures. 
Freee variables still have to be bound. Given the mechanism of unselective binding, 
anyy 'real' quantifier, including adverbial quantifiers (cf. Diesing 1992), can bind any 
variablee in its scope (i.e. their c-command domain). If at the end of the representation 
off  the text some variables are still free, they will be implicitly bound existentially. 
Thiss mechanism is called existential closure. After the representation of the text has 
beenn completed, the truth-conditional interpretation of the text takes place. 
Thee Kamp-Heim approach has led to some unwelcome results, which as a reaction 
yieldedd a fruitful branch of semantics working on problems related to so-called 
'donkeyy anaphora'" . A critical study of dynamic approaches to binding phenomena 
fallss outside the scope of this study. The reason to discuss indefinites in this section is 
becausee I wil l analyze so-called n-words in Negative Concord languages as indefinites 
boundd existentially by a negative operator. 

**  Note that binding requires a c-command relation. 
266 The original observation goes back to Lewis (1975). Cf. also Evans (1977) and Cooper (1979). 

Seee Heim (1990) on E-type anaphora, Groenendijk & Stokhof (1991) on Dynamic Predicate Logic, 
Groenendijkk & Stokhof (1990) on Dynamic Montague Grammar, Chierchia (1995) for a combined 
approachh of dynamic semantics and E-type anaphora, Jacobson (2000) on variable-free semantics and 
Elboumee (2002) for an analysis in terms of situation semantics. 
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2.2.44 Event semantic s 

Itt was suggested by Davidson (1967b) that action sentences (i.e. non-statives) do not 
merelyy express an n-ary relation between the verb's n arguments, but in fact express 
ann n+l-ary relation between the nominal arguments and an event variable that is 
boundedd existentially. Hence the sentence in (25)a does not get a semantic 
representationn as in (25)b, but as in (25)c. 

(25)) a. Fred buttered the toast slowly in the bathroom with the knife 
b.. [withXkXinXbXslowly'tbutter')))] (f, t) 
c.. 3e[butter'(e, f, t) & slowly'(e) & in*(e, b) & with'(e, k)] 

Att first sight, the introduction of an extra ontological category looks superfluous as 
(25)bb and (25)c represent both the interpretation of the sentence correctly. Parsons 
(1990)) however formulates three kinds of arguments in favour of a Davidsonian 
theoryy of event semantics: the modifier argument, the argument from explicit event 
referencereference and the argument from perception reports . 
Thee modifier argument compares verbal modification with nominal modification and 
sayss that nominal and verbal modification show to a large extent the same kind of 
behaviour.. The main properties of nominal modification are permutation and drop. 
Permutationn says that the internal order of adjectives and adverbial does not matter to 
thee semantics. Drop says that a noun or verb with n+1 modifiers entails the noun or 
verbb with n modifiers 9. 
Thiss argument faces some serious problems. It has been argued that the internal scope 
off  adverbs is due to a hierarchy (Cinque 1997). This means that the reversion of the 
orderr is either impossible or leads to scope changes30. Therefore the semantics of two 
representationss with a different adverbial order are never equal. This claim has been 
extendedd to prepositional adverbials (Cf. Koster 1974, 2000, Barbiers 1995, 
Schweikertt t.a.). Also drop leads to problems with modifications by modality adverbs 
ass possibly, probably or perhaps, which certainly do not entail the event. 
Whereass the first argument introduces unwelcome results, the second argument is 
moree persuasive. Take the following example '. 

(26)) a. In every burning, oxygen is consumed 
b.. John burnt wood yesterday 
c.. Hence, Oxygen was consumed yesterday 

288 Cf. also Landman (2000), a.o. for a support of event semantics. 
2929 This is not the case for all modifiers. Intensional or scalar modifiers cannot always be dropped under 
entailment.. 'This is a potential problem' does not entail 'this is a problem', and 'this is a small pink 
elephant'' does not necessarily entail 'this is a small elephant'. (Cf. Landman 2000). 
300 Cinque's hierarchy excludes permutation of adverbs. However, many instances of reverse adverb 
orderss have been found (Nilsen 2003). These examples do show scopal differences. 
311 Taken from Parsons 1990. 
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Inn this example it is intuitively clear that burning events are quantified over. Rothstein 
(1995)) provides an argument along the same line as Parsons (1990) in favour of the 
Davidsoniann approach. 

(27)) Every time the bell rings, I open the door 

Rothsteinn argues that there is a matching relation between two event variables in this 
example,, one introduced by ring and one by open, whereby the ring event requires an 
eventt modifier in the main clause. Landman (2000) correctly argues that the argument 
iss convincing with respect to the ring event but does not prove that there is a distinct 
openingg event as the event argument could also be introduced by the event modifier 
throughh an instantiation relation. 
Thus,, the argument from explicit event reference proves the possibility of the 
introductionn of an event variable by a verb but not its necessity. 
Finally,, the argument from perception reports (as (28)) is in favour of the Davidsonian 
approachh since it makes clear what the theme of saw in (28)a is, or, what it in (28)b 
referss to. 

(28)) a. John saw Mary leave 
b.. John was in love with Mary. It made her unhappy. 

Thuss it is shown that there is good evidence to assume event variables in some cases, 
butt not in every case. Therefore, it does not sound plausible to assume that the event 
variablee is introduced by every verb in every situation32. Analyses in which a 
syntacticc category that is distinct from the verb (e.g. v) introduces an event variable 
aree more attractive in this way (Cf. Chomsky 1995, Ernst 2001, Pylkkanen 2002).33 

Itt would be presumptuous to evaluate the discussion and literature on event semantics 
inn this small subsection and this is not my intention either. This subsection is simply 
meantt to show that the assumption of an event variable in a semantic representation is 
plausible,, without making claims about the necessity of event semantics in general or 
anyy specific theory in particular. Basically this is what I need for my analysis of 
negation,, as I wil l show that in some languages sentential negation involves binding 
off  events by a negative operator, 

Thiss section on semantics ends here. In a brief description I discussed the main 
theoriess and tools that I wil l need for my analysis of negation. A detailed semantic 
analysiss of negation wil l be presented in chapter 7 and 8. 

'22 This is not Davidson's claim either, as he restricts the introduction of events to action sentences. 
133 Or, in a Larsonian V shell structure, the highest instance of V. 
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2.32.3 The syntax-semantics interface 

Inn the previous sections I described two different domains of linguistic theory. In this 
sectionn I wil l describe the relation between these two linguistic fields: the syntax-
semanticss interface. This interface is subject to the study of how interpretation follows 
fromm a structured sentence. As has been shown in the previous section, semantics is 
derivedd from the syntactic structure that forms its input. The question in this section is 
too determine how, where and when syntax meets semantics. In other words, which 
partt of the interpretation is the result of the syntactic derivation and which part of the 
interpretationn is the result of the semantic mechanisms. 
Contraryy to the previous two sections, which were merely descriptive in nature, this 
sectionn tries to bridge two sometimes conflicting linguistic fields: One of the central 
questionss in the study of the syntax-semantics interface is the determination of the 
borderlinee between syntax and semantics, i.e. where does syntax stop and where does 
semanticss start. Whereas several radical syntactic theories try to reduce semantics to 
ann application of syntactic principles, some semantic theories take syntax to be 
nothingg more than a categorical grammar underlying the semantics, leaving no space 
forr a particular syntax of natural language. 
Thee fact that some of the syntax-semantics interface theories are in conflict with each 
otherr requires a less objective evaluation, as the theory of negation that I wil l present 
demandss a coherent and consistent vision on the interplay between syntax and 
semantics.. In this section I wil l discuss different proposals concerning the relation 
betweenn syntax and semantics. In the end, I wil l propose to take Spell-Out as the 
borderr between the two disciplines, although the exact location of this border wil l turn 
outt not to be crucial for my theory of negation, i.e. it wil l be applicable in multiple 
frameworkss regarding the syntax-semantics interface. 

Inn the first subsection I wil l discuss scope ambiguities, in order to show that syntactic 
surfacee structures do not always correspond to the semantic input that the correct 
interpretationn requires. In the second subsection I wil l broaden the topic to the general 
questionn where interpretation takes place: at surface structure or at LF. 

2.3.11 Scope ambiguitie s 

Inn 2.2.3,1 discussed that quantifiers are of type « e , t > , « e , t > , t» and that quantifying 
DP'ss are of type «e,t>,t>. This led to the correct semantics for quantifying subjects, 
butt still leads to a type mismatch for quantifying objects. The VP in (29) for example 
doess not allow for FA. 

(29)) [[DP Mary] [VP likes someone]] 
[tyAx.likeXx^K^P.Bx.thunian'tx)) & P(x)]] ) 

Clearlyy the object cannot apply FA over the verb because the transitive verb is of type 
<e<e,t».. But the verb obviously cannot take the quantifier as its argument either. 
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Thee problem becomes even more complex when we substitute the subject with 
anotherr quantifier, since such a sentence does not have one possible interpretation, but 
two. . 

(30)) [[DP Everybody] [VP likes someone]] 
Vx[humaiT(x)) —> 3y[human'(y) & like(x,y)]] 
Bxfhuman^x)) & Vy[human'(y) —>  like(x,y)]] 

Inn one reading the subject scopes over the object, and in the other reading the object 
hass scope over the subject. This leads to the questions, what is the correct 
interpretationn procedure of non-subject quantifying DP's and how does one account 
forr these so-called scope ambiguities. This question has been puzzling syntacticians 
andd semanticists for the last decades, leading to several (kinds of) approaches. 
Basicallyy there two ways of tackling the problem: either there is an abstract syntactic 
structuree (an LF) for every possible interpretation, in which the type of the quantifier 
objectt does not cause type mismatches, or the interpretation does take place at surface 
structure,, with type-shift operations being responsible for the correct semantics. In the 
restt of this section, I wil l briefly describe the two approaches. 

Thee first approach uses movement as a solution. Although Montague's system tries to 
derivee interpretations at the surface level, his solution contains some additional syntax 
onlyy motivated for interpretation reasons. His solution, quantifying-in34, replaces the 
objectt quantifier by a pronoun-trace xn that wil l be bound by a lambda operator in a 
laterr stage of the derivation so that FA becomes possible. The subject-predicate yields 
aa proposition p of type t, but as the pronoun xn needs to be abstracted, the result 
Axn./?(xn)) is of type <e,t>. The object quantifier takes this as its argument, yielding a 
propositionn with the object scoping over the subject. In a proposition with multiple 
quantifiers,, different structures are constructed, each leading to different orderings of 
quantifiers,, in order to derive the possible scope ambiguities. Note that the input for 
semanticss is still the surface structure, but that the types of the quantifiers trigger 
additionall  syntax to complete the interpretation procedure. 
Ratherr than taking the surface structure as input for semantics, May (1977) argues that 
syntaxx does not stop at Spell-Out but continues the derivation until LF has been 
produced,, a level on which interpretation takes place, i.e. the input for semantics. 
QuantifiersQuantifiers move covertly to a position from which they take scope (in terms of c-
command).. This mechanism is called Quantifier Raising (QR) and has been adopted 
inn several modified versions (Huang 1982, May 1985, Fox 2002, Reinhart 1995). 
Recently,, Beghelli & Stowell (1997) have developed a minimalist version of QR in 
termss of feature checking and quantifiers take scope from different positions in a fine-
grainedd split-CP structure. 

Cf.. Montague (1970). Cf. also Heim & Kratzcr (1998). 
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(31)) SO [IP Everybody loves someone] 
LFF [IP Somebody [iP everbody [loves somebody]]] 

*Vx[hum(x)) -> 3y[hum(y) & like(x,y)]] 
V3x[hum(x)) & Vy[hum(y) -> like(x,y)]] 

Thee second approach tries to derive the correct interpretation without assuming extra 
syntacticc structure that is purely motivated for interpretation reasons. One proposal 
formulatedd by Cooper (1975, 1983) is quantifier storage (also known as Cooper 
storage).storage). Cooper storage takes the interpretation of a DP not to be atomic, but forms 
ann ordered set of different interpretations, of which the first member is the traditional 
denotationn and the 'stored' ones are those that are required to obtain scope from a 
higherr position by means of quantifying in. Inverse subject-object scopes are thus 
obtainedd by first deriving the subject-object reading and then 'taking the object out of 
storage'' and having it take scope on top of the subject. The translation of every DP is 
aa set consisting of a basic interpretation and a sequence of 'store interpretations,' 
whichh can be taken out of storage later on by means of quantifying-in. The 
interpretationn (32) of can then be derived. 

(32)) Every man finds a girl 

Thee basic translations for every man and a girl are: 

(33)) a. Every man —> {«^P.Vx[Man(x) -> P(x)]»} 
b.. A girl ~~> {«>.Q.3y[Girl(y) & Q(y)]»} 

DPP storage yields an infinite number of non-basic translations 

(34)) a. {«>.P.P(xi)>,< ?iP.Vx[Man(x) -> P(x)], Xj » | Xj e N} 
b.. {«&Q.Q(Xi)>,< XQ.3y[Girl(y) & Q(y)], x ; » | Xi e N} 

AA possible subset of the meaning of (32), consisting of the basic translation for the 
subjectt DP and a stored interpretation for the object DP is: 

(35)) {«Vx[Man(x ) -> finds(x, Xj)]>, < ?iQ.3y[Girl(y) & Q(y)]>> | xt e N } 

Noww the final step is NP retrieval in which the second sequence is applied over the 
firstfirst by means of quantifying in over X;. 

(36)) <<XQ.3y[GirI(y) & Q(y)](?ix,.Vx[Man(x) -> finds(x, x,)])>> = 
«.3y[Girl(y)) & Vx[Man(x) -> finds(x, y ) ] » 

Thiss yields the object > subject reading from the same syntactic structure as the 
subjectt > object reading is derived.35 

Exampless taken from Hendriks (1993). 
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Althoughh this simplifies the required syntax to only one structure, it makes the 
interpretationn procedure far more complex, as the interpretation does not yield sets of 
meaningss (for ambiguity) but 'sets of sequences of sequences of meanings'36. 
Inn order to prevent this additional machinery, Hendriks (1993) proposes to loosen the 
strictt correspondence between syntactic categories and semantic types and accounts 
forr scopal ambiguities using flexible types, in which the semantic type can be lifted to 
aa more complex type if the scope of a quantifier so requires. The idea is in a way 
similarr to Cooper's idea that DP's have a basic translation and a 'higher' translation 
thatt accounts for the scope effect. However, Hendriks' system is able to derive the 
properr readings without adding as much new machinery to the semantics as Cooper's 
systemm does.37 

Inn this subsection I discussed very briefly the two approaches of scope ambiguities: by 
meanss of QR and by assuming (type) flexibilit y of the semantics of quantifiers. Note 
thatt both approaches are not necessarily restricted to quantifying DP's, although these 
mayy be the most common quantifiers. Adverbs can be regarded as (generalised) 
quantifierss as they bind variables too, such as temporal adverbs binding time 
variables.. Likewise, negation can be seen as a quantifier that binds events. 

Moreover,, sentences consisting of a quantifying DP and a negation can (in some 
languages)) also give rise to ambiguity. 

(37)) Every man didn't leave: 
AA > -i 'Nobody left' 
-ii  > V 'Not everybody left' 

Onee strategy for solving this ambiguity is either by assuming lowering of the 
quantifyingg DP (reconstruction) or by assuming raising of the negation to a higher 
positionn (neg-raising). The analysis of neg-raising became popular because moving 
negationn to a higher position turns the negative operator into an operator that maps 
(positive)) propositions into (negative) propositions (hence of type <t,t>). In a higher 
positionn the negation could simply take its propositional sister as its complement. 
Anotherr strategy, however, would be to think of negation in terms of an operator with 
aa flexible type. In that case, depending on the type of the negative operator, the 
correctt reading can be produced. In chapter 6 and chapter 8, I will discuss the 
propertiess of the negative operator in detail, arguing for a flexible negative operator 
thatt can apply to elements of different semantic types. 

**  Cooper (1975): p. 160. 
Itt should be noted that Hendriks (1993, ch. 2) places this machinery in the syntactic component again 

inn order to avoid problems with respect to compositionality. Hence this mechanism is not entirely 
semantic. . 
3SCf.. De Swart (1991). 
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2.3.22 The level of interpretatio n 

Thee question where syntax meets semantics has been a long debate that probably wil l 
neverr end. One of the two main approaches says that syntax constructs Logical Forms 
thatt are unambiguous, from which the semantics then gives the correct interpretation. 
Ambiguityy is then the result of two multiple LF's that are derived from the same 
syntacticc structure (or linear order) at Spell Out. The other approach takes 
interpretationn to take place at surface structure and uses semantic devices to derive the 
correctt interpretations. This does not exclude that there are no ways in between. It 
mightt be the case that some phenomena are derived by QR and others by semantic 
mechanisms.. Another alternative would be to assume that the interpretation and the 
syntacticc derivation go hand in hand and that semantics does not take completed 
syntacticc objects as its input. Note that this falls back to the original Montague 
approachh but that in a way this is also a radicalisation of multiple Spell-Out in the 
sensee of Epstein & Seely (2002b)39. 

Thee debate about the locus of interpretation has to a large extent a conceptual and 
theoreticall  nature, and the two approaches seem complementary in terms of 
theoreticall  complexity: a reduction of the theory of syntax as a result of deleting QR 
leadss to more complexity in the semantic system and vice versa. Therefore heuristic 
argumentss rather than empirical arguments have been produced many times for 
particularr analyses. 
Yet,, it is not impossible to produce empirical arguments in favour of LF movement: it 
hass been argued that Antecedent Contained Deletion (ACD) requires movement of the 
quantifierr out of the subordinate clause to an adjunct position on TP, leading to an LF 
ass in (38). 

(38)) a. I read every book that you did 
b.. [[DP Every booki that you did feed ti] [Tp I [PAST read tj]] ] 

Iff  the quantifying DP has moved out of its low position in the subordinate clause, it 
leavess a trace that is identical to the trace in the main clause. Therefore the VP's in 
bothh the subordinate clause and in the main clause are identical. This identity licenses 
thee VP deletion in the subordinate clause.40,41 

Otherr arguments are that QR is clause bound and that QR interacts with other 
phenomenaa such as VP-ellipsis and overt ^-movement42, which are all sensitive to 
syntacticc effects such as cross-over. In (39) the object quantifier may not cross over 
thee c-commanding pronoun he, but if the pronoun does not stand in a c-commanding 

399 This is also in line with Jacobson's (1999) ideas on variable-free semantics and direct 
compositionality. . 
400 This argument goes back to Sag (1980) and is repeated in May (1985). 
411 See Jacobson (1992) for an account of ACD without LF movement. 
422 For more examples, see Szabolcsi 2001. 
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relationshipp with the object, as holds for the possessive pronoun his, LF movement is 
marginallyy acceptable. 

(39)) a. He admires every man 
*Vx.[admire(x,x)] ] 

b.. His mother admires every man 
Vx.fadmirefx'ss mother,x)] 

Notee also that QR is also taken to be responsible for the covert movement of Wh-
wordss in Wh-'m situ languages such as Chinese. Also in those cases, QR is sensitive to 
phenomenaa such as island effects, e.g. Wh islands. 

(40)) a. /oWho are you wondering whether to invite 
b.. *How are you wondering whether to behave 

(41)) a. Ni renwei [Lisi yinggai zenmeyang chuli zhe-jian shi]43 Chinese 
Youu think Lisi should how handle-this.CL matter 
'How(manner)) do you think Lisi should handle this matter' 

b.. *Ni xiang-zhidaou [shei zenmeyang chuli zhe-jian shi] 
Youu wonder who how handle-this.CL matter 
lHow(manner)) do you wonder who handled this matter' 

However,, other analyses for these phenomena are not inconceivable. The fact that 
currentt analyses deal with these problems in a syntactic fashion does not exclude or 
disprovee the possibility of formulating semantic answers to these problems. Wh island 
effectss for example can be thought of as semantic effects because they are all 
introducedd by downward entailing contexts44. Clause-boundedness and the cross-over 
effectss may perhaps also be accounted for in a semantic way. 

Thee arguments against LF movement are primarily conceptual. Note that LF 
movementt is a stipulated notion after all as evidence can only be proven indirectly. 
Thereforee LF met much scepsis. I already presented some of the semantic solutions 
(Cooperr and Hendriks), but also the status of LF movement within the syntactic 
programm is still unclear45. Williams (1986, 1988) is the first to argue against LF, and 
hee suggests that the function of LF should be divided amongst other components of 
thee system. Hornstein (1995) argues that scope effects are due to deletion of copies of 
elementss in A-Chains before meeting the Cl-interface. Since the choice of deletion is 
freee in A-Chains, scope ambiguities are expected to occur. Kayne (1998) shows that 
subsequentt remnant movement can account for many scope ambiguities. The 
underlyingg idea is that both quantifiers move out of the VP in order to check their 

Dataa from Legendre, e.a. (1995). 
444 Cf. Szabolcsi & Zwarts (1993), Honcoop 1998. 
455 Note that the minimalist model of grammar depends on the notion of LF. However, erasure of LF in 
thiss sense would not undermine to the model, only movement between Spell-Out and LF would be 
forbidden,, so that the level of interpretation is surface structure. 
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featuress and that the VP is fronted afterwards. This system could then produce surface 
structuress as in (42), in which each surface structure is unambiguous. Syntactic 
proposalss like this one can provide the correct semantic inputs at surface structure. 

(42)) I force you to marry nobody 
II  force you to [marry; [nobodyj [tj tj]] ] 
II  [force you to marry]j [nobodyj [tj tj]] 

Ann alternative way of discarding LF movement by movement before Spell-Out is by 
assumingg that covert movement is nothing but feature movement and that therefore all 
movementt takes place before Spell-Out. As the minimalist system provides this kind 
off  movement, LF movement is no longer necessary and can therefore on minimalist 
groundss be ruled out. 

Too conclude, there is hardly any empirical support to maintain the notion of LF-
movement,, but there is hardly any counter-evidence either. Still, empirical arguments 
shouldd form the basis for the adoption of a level of interpretation after Spell-Out. 
Severall  empirical phenomena have led to an explanation in terms of LF movement: 
Quantifierr Raising phenomena, such as inverse scope effects, ACD and (weak) 
crossoverr effects; reconstruction (in which an element lowers at LF to yield the 
correctt interpretation) and neg-raising effects (in which the negation moves to a 
higherr position in the clause). 
Inn this study I wil l remain professionally impartial with respect to the question 
whetherr LF should be adopted as a separate level for interpretation, or whether 
semanticc mechanisms like type shifting should be introduced. An elaborate analysis of 
thesee phenomena is beyond the scope of this study. Therefore I wil l restrict myself 
onlyy to the role of negation as neg raising as an argument in the debate, and I wil l 
showw that negation does not provide any arguments in favour of the adoption of LF as 
aa separate level of interpretation by showing that all interpretations of sentences in 
whichh a negation has been included can be derived from surface structure. 

2.42.4 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter I have provided a brief overview of current syntactic and semantic 
theoriess and assumptions and their internal relationships. The first motivation for is to 
describee the tools and machinery that I wil l be using throughout the rest of this book. 
Thee second motivation concerns the interface between syntax and semantics and the 
questionn whether my theory of negation provides arguments in favour of LF 
movement.. In this study I wil l develop a syntactic model in which interpretation of 
negationn takes place at surface structure. As a consequence, neg-raising, which has 
oftenn been presented as an argument together with QR, in favour of LF movement, 
doess not provide evidence for the assumption of a level of interpretation that differs 
fromm surface structure. I wil l show that all correct interpretations can be derived from 
surfacee structure. Thus I bring a contribution to the debate about the locus of 
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interpretation,, arguing that negation cannot be a motivation to adopt a level of Logical 
Formm after Spell Out. 
Inn the rest of the book, I will combine minimalist syntax and truth-conditional 
semantics,, including indefinites in the Heimian sense, and I will adopt the notion of 
eventsevents without making any further claims about their status in the semantic theory. 
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Inn this chapter I wil l discuss five topics that have occupied a central position in the 
studyy of negation. These topics have been well investigated the last 15 years, but the 
extentt to which these topics are correlated has not often been subject of study. One of 
thee central aims of this study is to describe and explain the correlations between these 
differentt topics. The aim of this chapter is therefore not to provide an overview of the 
literaturee on these chapters, but to provide (working) definitions of the different 
phenomenaa and to introduce the questions that wil l be addressed throughout the rest 
off  this book. In this chapter I wil l briefly introduce each topic. 
Inn section 3.1 I wil l discuss the notion of negative element and will relate this to the 
studyy of Negative Polarity Items; in section 3.2 I wil l discuss what constitutes 
sententiall  negation and in which ways sentential negation can be expressed cross-
linguisticallyy (including the diachronic developments known as the Jespersen Cycle); 
inn 3.3 the interpretation of clauses or sentences with more than one negative element 
iss discussed; in 3.4 I discuss the form and availability of (true) negative imperatives; 
andd finally, the relation between negatives and universal quantifiers subjects (V-
subjects)) will be discussed in 3.5. 
Thesee five issues wil l not be treated as distinct problem sets. In the next two chapters I 
examinee the correlation between these five topics, and in chapters 6-8,1 explain these 
phenomenaa from the perspective of these empirical correlations. 

3.13.1 Negative contexts and polarity items 

Inn this section I provide a working definition of negative elements. In order to do so, I 
firstfirst describe what counts as a negative element by providing a set of examples that 
intuitivelyy belong to the class of negative elements. Then I will discuss what the 
commonn property is that all negative elements share and that is not shared by any 
otherr element. As negative elements by definition are able to license Negative Polarity 
Items,, the question what is a proper definition for negative elements corresponds to 
thee question what are the licensing properties of NPI's (except for being negative). I 
discusss different approaches in the literature about which properties NPI licensers 
havee in common, and I argue that the common property of a subset of the set of all 
NPI-licensers,, namely anti-veridicality (Giannakidou 1997, a.o.), corresponds to the 
commonn property of negative elements and thus I wil l provide working definitions for 
negativee elements, negative markers and n-words in terms of anti-veridicality. 
II  wil l conclude this section by describing the difference between contradictory and 
contraryy negation and illustrate this distinction by applying both kinds of negative 
operatorss to scalar predicates. 
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3.1.11 Negativ e element s 

Beforee defining negative elements properly, I will give examples of elements that 
countt as negative elements. Based on syntactic, semantic and lexical differences, four 
kindss of negative elements can be distinguished. First, negative markers indicate 
negationn and are generally used to express sentential negation (see also subsection 
3.2.2). . 

(1)) a. Jan loopt niet Dutch 
Johnn walks neg 

-walk'( j) ) 
b.. John does not walk English 

-walk'( j) ) 

Second,, negative quantifiers are negative elements. Negative quantifiers are elements 
thatt do not only negate a clause or constituent but also bind a particular variable 
withinn that clause or constituent46. 

(2)) a. Jan ziet niets Dutch 
Johnn sees n- thing 
-.3x.[thing'(x)) & see*(j, x)] 

b.. John sees nothing English 
-ax.tthing'fx)) & see'(j, x)] 

Third,, there is a class of negative elements, which depending on their position within 
aa syntactic configuration give or do not give rise to negation. Sometimes the 
interpretationn of such a negative element is equivalent to the interpretation of a 
negativee quantifier, sometimes it is similar to the interpretation of a non-negative 
existentiall  quantifier. In the first example (3)a personne has a negative reading 
whereass rien is assigned a non-negative existential interpretation. In (3)b the reverse 
iss the case: rien seems to be negative and personne not. A similar phenomenon is 
goingg on in (4). In the first sentence nessuno is interpreted negatively; in the second 
examplee it does not seem to contribute to the negative semantics, as the negative 
operatorr has already been introduced by non. Negative elements, such as French 
personnepersonne or rien or Italian nessuno are referred to as n-words . 

(3)) a. Personne ne mange rien French 
N-bodyy neg eats n-thing 
'Nobodyy eats anything' 

466 One can argue that negative markers also bind a variable, e.g. an event or situational variable. For the 
momentt I will leave this question aside, but I readdress it in chapters 6-8. 
477 After Laka( 1990). 
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b.. Rien n 'est fait par personne 
N-thingg neg.is done by n-body 
'Nothingg is done by anybody' 

(4)) a. Nessuno ha telefonato 
N-bodyy has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

b.. Non ha telefonato nessuno 
Negg has called n-body 
'Nobodyy called' 

Italian n 

Finally,, some elements do not have a strict negative reading, but have a clear negative 
semanticc connotation. Several verbs {fear, fail, doubt) and prepositions (without, 
unless)unless) express 'negative' relationships. Note that their positive counterparts in 
combinationn with a negation can easily paraphrase the semantics of these elements. 

(5)) a. Marie a assasiné Jean sans couteau French 
Maryy has killed John without knife 
3e[kilT(e)) &  Agent'(e, m) &  Patient'(e, j ) &  without'(e, knife)] 
3e[kilF(e)) &  Agent*(e, m) &  Patientje, j ) &  -,witrT(e, knife)] 

b.. Few girls like John 
FEW(GIRL)(LIKEE JOHN) o -nMANY(GIRL)(LIKE_JOHN) 

Thee four classes are summarised in (6). 

(6)) Negative elements 
Negativee element 
Negativee markers 

Negativee quantifiers 

N-words s 

Semi-negatives s 

Properties Properties 
Yieldd (sentential) negation 

QuantifiersQuantifiers that always 
introducee a negation and 
thatt bind a variable within 
thee domain of negation 
Quantifierss that introduce 
negationn in particular 
syntacticc configurations 
Verbss or prepositions that 
havee a negative 
connotationn and that can 
bee paraphrased with a true 
negativee sentence 

Examples Examples 
NietNiet (Dutch) 
NotNot (English), 
NothingNothing (English) 
NietsNiets (Dutch) 

Personne, Personne, 
RienRien (French) 
NessunoNessuno (Italian) 
SansSans(French) (French) 
FewFew (English) 

Inn order to define these four classes of negative elements formally, one needs to 
definee the common property that is shared by all these elements, but that does not 
applyy to any non-negative element. 
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AA natural attempt to define this property would be negation, i.e. the introduction of a 
negationn in the semantics. However, this assumption faces two serious problems: (i) 
n-wordss do not always introduce a negation to the semantics; (ii) semi-negatives do 
nott introduce a negation to the semantics either; only their paraphrases do. An 
explanationn in terms of semi-negatives having an underlying negative lexical 
semanticss (like without - not with) is not of any help either, since such an argument 
sufferss from circularity: the only motivation to assume this underlying lexical 
semanticss is to account for the fact that they are negative elements. 
Anotherr property, which is shared by all elements in (6), is that these elements are 
ablee to license Affective Items (AI's). AI's (cf. Giannakidou 1999) are elements that 
mayy occur in particular contexts only. A subset of the set of AI' s is referred to as 
Negativee Polarity Items (NPI's), since negation (among others) is able to license these 
elements,, as is shown in the examples in (7)-(10) (cf. Van der Wouden 1994a). 

(7)) a. John does/7V like any spinach English 
b.. *John likes any spinach 

(8)) a. Nobody ate any spinach English 
b.. * Somebody ate any spinach 

(9)) a. Personne ne mange aucun des legumes French 
N-bodyy eats any of.the vegetables 
'Nobodyy eats any vegetables' 

b.. *Quelqu'un mange aucun des legumes 
Somebodyy eats any of.the vegetables 
'Somebodyy eats any vegetable' 

(10)) a. Few people ate any spinach English 
b.. *Many people ate any spinach 

Althoughh the class of NPI licensers is broader than the set of the negative elements, a 
subsett of this class is identical to the set of negative elements. Hence if it is clear 
whichh property is responsible for NPI licensing, the property that constitutes negative 
elementss can be defined in terms of this NPI-licensing property. Therefore, the study 
off  NPI's and their licensing conditions is fruitful in order to provide a working 
definitionn of negative elements. Note that this approach does not suffer from 
circularity:: I wil l describe some general properties of NPI licenser, that therefore 
automaticallyy also applies to negation. A subset of these properties should then apply 
onlyy for negative elements, as NPI's are always licensed under negation. 

3.1.22 Negativ e Polarit y Items and thei r licensin g condition s 

Thee study of NPI's has been dominated by four research questions, formulated as 
followss (cf. Ladusaw 1996): 
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•• The licenser question 
•• The licensee (marking) question 
•• The licensing (relation) question 
•• The status question 

Thee licenser question is essential for the determination of what counts as a negative 
context,, since it addresses the question what conditions a proper NPI-licenser needs to 
fulfil.. The licensee question seeks an answer to the question why certain elements are 
onlyy allowed to occur in particular contexts and what distinguishes them from 
polarity-insensitivee elements. The licensee question will play a less important role in 
thiss subsection, but will be addressed in the further chapters. The licensing question 
addressess the question of the relation between licenser and its licensee and its answer 
consistss of the conditions for such a relation to be allowed (generally answered in 
termss of c-command). Finally the status question addresses the status of sentences 
containingg unlicensed NPI's: are these sentences syntactically informed, or 
semanticallyy or pragmatically infelicitous. My analysis of n-words (chapter 7) 
presupposess a non-syntactic (i.e. semantic or pragmatic) account of unwellformed 
NPII expressions. 

NPI'ss can be licensed by negative contexts, and negative contexts are introduced by 
negativee elements (10). However, it is not only negation that can license NPI's. 
Yes/noo questions or conditionals are for example also capable of licensing NPI's 
(11).. Hence we need to determine which property it is that the negative contexts in 
(10)) share, but those contexts as in (11) that also license NPI's do not. 

(11)) a. Do you like any wine? 
b.. If you want to have any wine, please tell me. 

Severall approaches have been formulated in order to account for NPI licensing. 
Apartt from semantic approaches that I will discuss in detail in this section, syntactic 
orr pragmatic approaches to NPI licensing have been formulated too. Progovac (1993), 
Neelemann & Van de Koot (2002) account for NPI licensing in terms that are similar to 
bindingg theory; Kadmon & Landman (1993), Krifka (1995) and Van Rooij (2003) 
accountt for NPI licensing in pragmatic terms. However, as the primary interest is to 
seekk the shared semantic properties of negative elements and NPI licensers, I will 
focuss on the semantic approaches in this subsection. Roughly speaking, two main 
approachess have been formulated in the semantic literature in NPI licensing: the first 
approach,, put forward by Ladusaw's (1979), Zwarts (1986), Zwarts and Van der 
Wouden'ss (1994, 1997) account for NPI licensing in terms of downward entailment 

488 Other contexts are formed by if/perhaps clauses, disjunctions, habituals, imperatives, modals, 
subjunctives,, superlatives, comparatives, conditionals, a.o. (Giannakidou 1997, 1999). 
499 Strictly speaking the name NPI no longer holds, since these elements can also be licensed in some 
non-negativee context. This is why Giannakidou refers to these elements as Affective Items (AI's). 
however,, I will continue to use the name NPI, since this is the more common term. 
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relations.. The second approach, proposed by Giannakidou (1997, 1999), following 
Zwartss (1995), argues that NP1 licensing follows from the notion of non-veridicality. 

Ladusaww (1979), following an idea by Fauconier (1975, 1979), argues that the 
commonn property elements licensing NPI's is downward entailment. A function is 
downwardd entailing (also known as monotone decreasing, or downward monotonie) if 
thee following relation holds: 

(12)) 5 is downward entailing iff VXVY(XcY ) -> ([[8]](Y ) c [[5]](X) ) 

Thiss definition allows for reasoning from sets to subsets (Van der Wouden 1994a). 
Thuss it can be proven that nothing or few people and not are downward entailing 
functions,, contrary to something or many: 

(13)) a. Nothing works —>  Nothing works well 
Somethingg works -/-> Something works well 

b.. Few people sing —> Few people sing loudly 
Manyy people sing -l->  Many people sing loudly 

c.. John doesn't like girls —>  John doesn't like Mary 
Johnn likes girls -/—> John likes Mary 

Soo far this seems to be a property that is shared by all four classes of negative 
elementss as in (6). However, Van der Wouden (1994a) shows that downward 
entailmentt cannot be the only property that underlies negation. First he argues that 
somee NPI's need stronger negative contexts than pure downward entailment thus 
advocatingg against downward entailment as a sufficient condition for NPI licensing. 
Thiss does not have to have any consequences for the quest for the definition of 
negativee contexts, since downward entailment can still be regarded as a sufficient 
conditionn for negative contexts. Stronger negative contexts require additional 
conditions,, such as anti-additivity50 or anti-multiplicativity51. 
Second,, contexts introduced by yes/no questions may license NPI's. This does not 
formm any problem either for a definition of negative contexts in terms of downward 
entailment,, since these contexts are not downward entailing themselves. Giannakidou 
(1997)) argues correctly that this is a serious problem for Van der Wouden's theory of 
NPII  licensing, as Van der Wouden tries to define all contexts that allow for NPI 
licensingg in terms of monotonie properties of contexts. 
Third,, and more importantly, he shows that some non-negative contexts are also 
downwardd entailing. I wil l discuss two examples: comparative clauses52 and the first 
argumentt of every' . 

""  A function ƒ is anti-additive iff/(XuY ) -• f(X) n /(Y). 
511 A function ƒ is anti-multiplicative iff/(XnY) -» f(X) u f(Y). 
522 Cf. Hoeksema 1993. 
533 In work by Heim (1982) and Diesing (1992) it has been shown that quantifiers take two variables: a 
restrictivee clause and a nucleus. In every man walks, man forms the restrictive clause and walks forms 
thee nucleus. This is referred to as the tripartite structure of quantifiers. 
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(14)) a. Every car is ugly —> Every Ford is ugly 
Everyy car that is owned by any man is ugly 

b.. He runs faster than we thought he could —» 
Hee runs faster than I thought he could 

Hee runs faster than anyone thought he could 

Intuitivelyy these contexts should not be regarded as negative contexts, given the 
classificationn in (6). Although the comparative clauses may be rephrased by a 
negationn (15), which could be an argument in favour of classifying comparatives as 
semi-negativess too, this is not the case for universal quantifiers. 

(15)) He runs faster than we thought he could —> 
Wee did not think he could run (any) faster 

Hencee we have to look for a property that introduces a subset of downward entailment 
contexts,, thus excluding cases such as the ones mentioned above. I argue that this 
notionn is Giannakidou's (1997, 1999) notion of anti-veridicality. She derives anti-
veridicalityy from the notion of non-veridicality, which is an expansion of downward 
entailment54.. (Non-)veridicality and anti-veridicality are defined as in (16): 

(16)) Let Op be a propositional operator 
a.. If Op{p) —> p is logically valid, Op is veridical; otherwise it is non-

veridical. . 
b.. If Opip) -> —<p is logically valid, Op is anti-veridical. 

Fromm these definitions it follows that negative markers (17) and negative adverbs like 
'never'' are anti-veridical. 

(17)) a. John didn't come —> -iCome(j) 
b.. John never came —> —iCome(j) 

Withh respect to determiners we can define (non-)veridicality as follows: 

(18)) A determiner DET is veridical w.r.t. its NP or complex NPnCP argument iff it 
holdss that [[DET NP VP]] = 1 -> [[NP]] * 0 or [[DET (NPnCP) VP]] = 1 -> 
[[NPnCP)]]]  * 0; otherwise DET is non-veridical. 

Fromm this it follows that negative arguments like nobody or nothing (18) are non-
veridical. . 

(19)) a. [[Nobody came to the party]] = 1 -/-> [[Nobody]] * 0 
b.. [[No  man danced]] = 1 -/-> [[man]] * 0 

S44 For a proof that non-veridicality is indeed an expansion on the notion of Downward Entailment (i.e. 
thee proof that every DE contexts is also non-veridical), cf. Zwarts 1995. 
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Thee preposition without is also an anti-veridical element (20). But even 'every' is 
non-veridicall  with respect to its restrictive clause (21). 

(20)) He left without saying goodbye -> -nsay'fj, goodbye) 

(21)) [[Every man who owns a BMW has no taste]] = 1 
-/—>-/—> [[man who own a BMW] ] * 0 

Few,Few, seldom and hardly are not non-veridical elements. Few and hardly even 
introducee veridical contexts55. Before can be veridical, non-veridical or even anti-
veridical,, depending on the context56. 

(22)) [[Few/hardly any people came]] = 1 -> [[Few/hardly any people] * 0 

Giannakidouu (1995) accounts for the fact that these semi-negatives license Pi's by 
arguingg that Pi's can also be licensed indirectly. The difference between direct and 
indirectt licensing is defined as follows.57 

(23)) a. A Polarity Item a is licensed directly in a sentence S iff S provides some 
expressionn z which is non-veridical, and a is the scope of z. 

b.. A Polarity Item a is licensed indirectly in a sentence S iff S gives rise to a 
negativee implicature S' and a is under the scope of the negation at S'. 

Noww it is possible to account for the negativity of elements like few and seldom, since 
thesee elements give rise to negative implicatures. This makes it even possible to link 
non-veridicall  determiners like no to anti-veridical operators 

(24)) a. Few people came -> Not many people came 
b.. No man came —> It is not the case that any man came 

Now,, we can define a negative context as follows: either as a context that is 
introducedd by an anti-veridical operator or a context that gives rise to a negative 
implicaturee that contains a negation: 

(25)) A negative context C is introduced in sentence S iff 
a.. S contains an anti-veridical operator Op that introduces C; or 
b.. S contains an operator Op due to which S gives rise to a negative 

implicaturee S'; 

SeldomSeldom can also be thought of as a veridical element, as it quantifies over times. 'Seldom people 
camee to the party' means that there is at least one time that people came to the part. It does not imply 
thatt no one came to the party. 
"66 Cf Giannakidou 1999: 29 for a discussion of (non-)veridical before, 
577 Cf. Giannakidou 1997: 92. 
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However,, this definition still suffers from circularity with respect to the second clause 
becausee the definition of negative implicature is still defined in terms of negativity. 
Butt just as anti-veridicality is the proper definition for negative elements, such as 
negativee markers, negative quantifiers and n-words, is it the property of the negative 
elementt in the implicature that is raised after the introduction of a semi-negative in a 
sentence.. Hence (25) can be rephrased by (26): 

(26)) A negative context C is introduced in sentence S iff 
a.. S contains an anti-veridical operator Op that introduces C; or 
b.. S contains an operator Op that enables S to give rise to an implicature S' 

thatt contains an anti-veridical operator Op'. 

Wee saw before that downward entailment is not an incorrect notion for negative 
contexts,, but rather a notion that overgeneralises. Therefore I showed that the notions 
off  a-veridicality and indirect licensing yield the correct restriction on downward 
entailment.. Hence the notion of negative elements (including n-words) can now be 
definedd as follows: 

(27)) A negative element is an element that under well-defined conditions introduces 
aa negative context C. 

AA negative element is thus equivalent to the operator Op in (25) and (26): it is either 
ann anti-veridical operator or it enables the sentence that it is in to give rise to an 
implicaturee containing an anti-veridical operator. 

(28)) An n-word is an indefinite or quantifying element that only under certain well-
definedd conditions introduces a negative context. 

Thee exact conditions under which n-words do or do not introduce a negative context 
wil ll  be one of the central topics in this study. For the proper definition of n-words, to 
distinguishh them from Negative Quantifiers, it suffices to say that there are specific 
conditionss under which n-words do not introduce a negative context whereas Negative 
QuantifiersQuantifiers always introduce a negative context. 

Noww we have a formal notion of negative contexts and negative elements that serves 
ass a working definition. Throughout the rest of the book I wil l refer to (26)-(28) when 
referringg to negative contexts or elements, or n-words. 

3.1.33 Negativ e adjectives : Contradictor y and Contrar y Negatio n 

Inn the previous section I discussed four types of negative elements that have been 
introducedd in 3.1.1. Another class of negative elements is formed by prefixes that 
generallyy form negative adjectives, like English un-. Before discussing these 
exampless in detail, we should first have a look at some formal properties of negation. 
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TwoTwo laws govern negation in Aristotelian logic: the Law of Contradiction and the 
Laww of the Excluded Middle. The first law demands that two opposite propositions 
cannott be true simultaneously; the Law of the Excluded Middle requires that of any 
twoo opposite propositions, one is true. 

(29)) a. Law of Contradiction (LC): -i(p & —p) 

b.. Law of the Excluded Middle (LEM): —*pvp 

Standardd negation, as we saw in the previous cases, obeys both laws: 

(30)) a. John is older than 18 
b.. John is not older than 18 

Whateverr John's age may be, it follows immediately that these sentences cannot be 
truee simultaneously and that one of the sentences in (30) is true so both laws apply. 

However,, not every instance of negation obeys both laws: 

(31)) a. John is friendly 
b.. John is ««friendly 

Thee Law of Contradiction still holds: the two sentences cannot be true simultaneously 
inn the same situation. The Law of the Excluded Middle however does not hold: it is 
veryy well possible that John is neither friendly nor unfriendly. Horn (1989) analyzes 
thesee predicates as so-called scalar predicates, which denote a scale from very 
unfriendlyy to very friendly. Unfriendly then denotes a particular part of this scale, just 
likee friendly. However, the two do not meet58. 

Apparently,, Aristotelian logic contains two different kinds of negation: Contradictory 
NegationNegation and Contrary Negation. 

(32)) a. Contradictory Negation: obeys LC and LEM 
b.. Contrary Negation: only obeys LC 

Ass the definitions in (26)-(28) hold for both kinds of negation, it is predicted that 
negativee adjectives can also license NPI's in their licensing domain. This prediction is 
bornn out. 

(33)) f/waware of any dangers, he went on vacation59 

Apartt from negative adjectives, it is possible in Dutch to put a negative prefix on- on some nouns 
(dingg - onding 'thing - unthing*). However, this phenomenon is not productive: it can only apply to 
somee nouns. Moreover, it only gives rise to specialized meanings. Ortding 'unthing' refers to a thing, 
thatt does not work as it should work, e.g. a car that is almost always breaks down. 
399 Cf. Den Dikken (2002) for more examples in Dutch. 
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3.1.44 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section I developed a working definition for negative elements that will be 
usedd throughout the rest of the book. The definitions are based on the selection of four 
differentt types of negative elements. The reason for this selection of negative 
elementss is that it is known of all these negative elements that they may give rise to 
unexpectedd phenomena with respect to multiple interpretation. These effects, 
especiallyy Negative Concord, will form the core of this study. 

3.23.2 Sentential negation and the Jespersen Cycle 

Inn this section I describe the different ways that languages express sentential negation. 
Firstt I explain the notion of sentential negation as opposed to constituent negation; 
secondd I provide a brief overview of the universal differences in expressing negation, 
andd then I describe one particular strategy of expressing negation (by means of 
negativee particles and by means of negative affixes). Finally I wil l describe the so-
calledd Jespersen Cycle, which describes the cyclic diachronic change of negative 
particless and I show that this diachronic development can be used as a typological 
instrument. . 

3.2.11 Sententia l negatio n 

Thee definitions for the properties of negative contexts as provided in the previous 
sectionn apply to both negative constituents and sentential negation. Given the fact that 
negationn has been related to the introduction of an anti-veridical operator, the 
differencee between sentential and constituent negation reduces to the difference in 
scopee of the negative operator. If the entire proposition falls under the scope of the 
negativee operator, the negation yields sentential negation. If the negation only applies 
too a particular constituent, there is no sentential negation, but only constituent 
negation.. The distinction between sentential and constituent negation can be very 
subtlee in some cases. Moreover, in some cases the distinction between sentential and 
constituentconstituent negation depends on whether sentential negation is defined in syntactic or 
inn a semantic way. Klima (1964), following Jespersen (1917), introduces a tradition in 
whichh sentential negation is considered to be a syntactic phenomenon whereas 
Jackendofff  (1969) initiates a line of thinking in which sentential negation is a 
semanticc notion. 

Thee distinction between sentential and constituent negation goes back to Klima (1964) 
whoo developed three different tests to distinguish between these two types of 
negation. . 
Klimaa shows that only sentential negation triggers the occurrence of the negative 
particleparticle either in English (34). Otherwise the second clause cannot be modified by 
eithereither but only by too. 
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(34)) a. Bil l drives a car and John did too/*either 
b.. Bil l doesw 7 drive a car and John *too/either 
c.. Not long ago Bil l drove a car and John did too/*either 

AA second test Klima developed is the not even test (35). Not even tags are only 
possiblee in the case of sentential negation, not in the case of constituent negation. 

(35)) a. *Bil l drives a car, not even a Fiat 500 
b.. Bil l does/7 7 drive car, not even a Fiat 500 
c.. *Not long ago Bil l drove a car, not even a Fiat 500 

Third,, Klima presents a test using positive question tags (36). Only sentential negation 
allowss a positive question tag. In the case of mere constituent negation a positive tag 
iss not allowed. 

(36)) a. *Bil l drives a car, does he? 
b.. Bil l doesw 7 drive a car, does he? 
c.. *Not long ago Bill drove a car, did he? 

Notee that the tests for sentential negation are not restricted to the occurrence of a 
negativee marker like not or n 't. The observation also holds for negative quantifiers, 
negativee adverbs and semi-negatives like seldom or hardly. 

(37)) a. Nobody likes Mary, not even John 
b.. John never dates a girl, not even Mary 
c.. Mary seldom dates a guy, not even John 

Klimaa shows that strong (real) and weak (semi-) negative elements can be 
distinguishedd by means of coordination with a neither phrase. 

(38)) a. Bil l wil l {not/never}  drive a care and neither wil l John 
b.. *Bil l wil l {seldom/rarely}  drive a car and neither will John 

Howeverr all these tests are not sufficient and sometimes give rise to conflicting 
results.. Ross (1973)60 shows examples in which negative quantifiers in object position 
triggerr negative question tags, but negative quantifiers in subject position do not (39). 
Jackendofff  (1969, 1972) also shows examples that form counterarguments to Klima's 
tests. . 

(39)) a. Nobody saw John, did(*« 't) they? 
b.. John saw nobody, did*(w 7) he? 

Citedd in Hom 1989: 185. 
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Hencee new tests are needed. Ross (1973) and Culicover (1981) introduce a test that 
usess negative parentheticals. Only sentential negation allows for a negative 
parenthetical:: constituent negation does not allow for it. 

(40)) a. It isrt'/ possible, I do« 7 think, to solve this problem 
b.. *I t is impossible, I don7 think, to solve this problem. 

Anotherr test follows from the conclusions in the previous section. As we saw, 
negativee elements license NPI's. Hence the fact that sentential negation licenses NPI's 
cann form the basis of a new test. But there are three requirements for such a test: (i) 
constituentt negation also licenses NPI's. Hence if the NPI is no longer licensed 
becausee it is part of a constituent other than the constituent that contains the negation, 
itt is not a case of sentential negation (41); 

(41)) a. Bil l did« 7 drive any car 
b.. *Not long ago Bill drove any car 

(ii )) the negation must be the licenser of the NPI. As NPI's can also be licensed by 
somee non-negative contexts, it should be the negation that licenses the NPI. This can 
bee checked by removing the negation: the sentence containing the NPI should then no 
longerr be well-formed; (iii ) a third requirement of this test is that it is only valid if the 
NPI'ss is licensed under c-command at surface structure. Hence, even in the case of 
sententiall  negation, the NPI cannot be included at any position. 

(42)) (*Any) people did« 7 show up. 

AA similar test follows from the fact that negation always has scope over universal 
quantifierss when the universal is preceded by the negation, whereas constituent 
negationn does not have any negative scope over universals (unless the universal is part 
off  the negative constituent). So if a universal quantifier at any position in the sentence 
precededd by the negation falls under the scope of the negation, the negation is 
sentential.. If that is not the case, the sentence contains a constituent negation. 

(43)) a. Last year Bil l did» 7 always drive a car52 

-nn > V 
b.. Not long ago Bill always drove a car 

*-,, >V 

611 NPI verbs, such as Dutch hoeven 'need', are excluded form this requirement, since they need not be 
c-commandedd at surface structure: The following sentence is grammatical: 

Jann hoeft niet naar school te gaan 
Johnn needs not to school to go 
'Johnn does not need to go to school' 

6 '' '>' reads as scopes over. 
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Stilll  it remains unclear what is exactly meant by sentential negation. A sentence such 
ass (44) can be regarded as sentential negation, since the predicate is negative, but the 
negationn does not outscope the existential subject. 

(44)) Some people did« 7 show up 

Exampless such as (44) have in fact led to a debate about what sentential negation 
reallyy is: in the tradition of Jespersen (1917) and Klima (1964), sentential negation is 
clausee based and marked on the finite verb. Seuren (1969) and Jackendoff (1969) 
arguee that sentential negation is not a syntactic notion but a semantic notion: 
sententiall  negation of a proposition p means that the proposition can be paraphrased 
byy 'it is not the case that/?'. This distinction is illustrated in (45). 

(45)) a. Not many of us wanted the war63 

b.. Many of us didw 7 want the war 

Accordingg to Jespersen only the latter example exhibits sentential negation; according 
too Jackendoff only the former does. However, Jackendoff s test in terms of negative 
paraphrasess leads to other problems, e.g. neg-raising64: 

(46)) a. I dow 't think that John wil l arrive tomorrow 
b.. It is not the case that I think that John will arrive tomorrow 
c.. I think that it is not the case that John will arrive tomorrow 

Thee meaning of (46)a is rather (46)c than (46)b. Hence in Jackendoff s line of 
reasoningg (46)a would not exhibit sentential negation, whereas within the syntactic 
approachh (46)a would be analysed as sentential negation. Hence the usage of different 
testss may give rise to conflicting results. 

Notee that the fact that some of the diagnostics lead to conflicting results depends on 
thee fact that Klima's tests and Jackendoff s test are diagnostics for different notions: 
Klima'ss test are designed to investigate whether a verb is marked for negation, 
whereass Jackendoff s test are meant to indicate whether the entire proposition is under 
thee scope of negation. Hence the correctness of diagnostics for sentential negation 
dependss on a theoretical definition of the notion of sentential negation: is the notion 
definedd in syntactic or semantic terms? 

II  wil l address the question whether sentential negation should be captured in terms of 
syntaxx or semantics in chapter 6-8, where I wil l argue that negation is applied in the 
derivationderivation after vP (i.e. the smallest domain containing all propositional arguments). 
However,, as syntax operations can take place after Merge with negation, new material 

66 Example after Jespersen (1917):44, cited in Horn (1989): 186. 
644 Note that the term 'neg-raising' is ambiguous in the literature. It can refer both to the fact that 
negationn may scope over the entire proposition, although the negative operator at surface structure is 
dominatedd by other elements and to the phenomenon that is discussed here. 
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cann be included such as adverbs that are not under the scope of negation (47)a or 
(existential)) quantifiers moving out of vP to a higher position in the clause(47)b. 

(47)) a. John probably doesw 't go to school 
Probablyy > -< 

b.. Somebody doesw 't go to school 
3 > - . . 

Assumingg that the scopal order with respect to negation is read off at surface 
structure,, this explains why sentences that are syntactically negative do not give rise 
too '/'/ is not the case that ...' paraphrases. Hence the difference between the syntactic 
andd semantic version of sentential negation can be reduced to the fact that negation is 
mergedd in a low position after which other syntactic operators can take place. 
Inn the rest of this book I wil l refer to sentential negation when a vP is dominated by a 
negativee operator. However, this does not rule out Jackendoff s approach in terms of 
semantics:: it only captures a different notion, namely whether negation still dominates 
alll  material at LF. 

Thee next subsection wil l deal with typological differences in the way of expressing 
sententiall  negation. One particular strategy of expressing sentential negation, by 
meanss of negative markers, wil l form the central topic in this study. 

3.2.22 Ways of expressin g sententia l negatio n 

Languagess exhibit different ways of expressing (sentential) negation. However, the 
numberr of these different ways is restricted. Three different kinds of languages can be 
distinguished:: languages that have special verbs that deny a sentence like Evenki 
(spokenn in Siberia), or languages, like Tongan (Polynesian), with negative verbs that 
takee an entire clause as their complement. 

(48)) a. Bi d-d-w dukuwün-ma duku-ra Evenki 
II  neg-PAST-1 SG letter-OBJ write-PART 
'II  didn't write a letter' 

b.. Na'e 'ikai [Cp ke 'alu 'a Siale] Tongan 
ASPP neg [ASP go ABS Charlie] 
'Charliee didn't go'65 

Thee third strategy uses negative particles or negative affixes (either prefixes, suffixes 
orr infixes) to express sentential negation. In this study I will restrict myself to the 
latterr category, excluding the more 'exotic' varieties as in (48) ' . In several 

655 Data from Payne (1985), cited in Zanuttini (2001): 513. 
666 Zanuttini distinguishes four different strategies to express negation: the Evenki and Tongan types, 
languagess that express negation by means of a negative particle, and languages that have a negative 
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languagess negative particles or affixes can express sentential negation by themselves 
(49),, e.g. the Czech negative prefix ne~, the Italian negative particle non or the 
Germann negative adverb nicht. In other cases we find obligatory combinations of 
negativee particles/affixes (50), such as Negative Doubling68 in Afrikaans, or the 
combinationn of affix/particles and adverbs, as in standard French. 

(49)) a. Milan moc «ejedl Czech 
Milann much neg.ate 
'Milann hasn't eaten much' 

b.. Gianni non ha telefonato Italian 
Giannii  neg has called 
'Giannii  hasn't called' 

c.. Hans hat nicht gegessen German 
Hanss has neg eaten 
'Hanss hasn't eaten' 

(50)) a. Die voorbereiding neem nie lank nie Afrikaans 
Thee preparation takes neg long neg 
'Thee preparation doesn't take long' 

b.. Jean ne mange pas beaucoup St. French 
Jeann neg eats neg much 
'Jeann doesn't eat much' 

Inn all strategies, negative particles or affixes mark the presence of a negation. Hence I 
wil ll  refer to these elements as negative markers. In chapter 4 I wil l show which 
varietyy with respect to the kinds of negative markers has been found in Dutch; in 
chapterr 5,1 wil l take a series of other languages into account and explore the range of 
variationn in those languages. In chapter 6 I provide a syntactic account of what 
constitutess the different kinds of negative markers. 

3.2.33 The Jesperse n Cycl e 

Languagess do not only differ cross-linguistically in the way they express sentential 
negation;; languages also vary diachronically. The Danish grammarian and 
philosopherr Otto Jespersen (1917) observed a general tendency in the expression of 
negationn in various languages: 

affix.. However, I wil l show that many negative particles have to be reanalyzed as negative affixes. In 
chapterr 6-8 I wil l provide a new division between the different substrategies of the particle/affix type. 
677 Zanuttini analyses the examples in (48) as negative verbs: however, it is conceivable to think of these 
negativee verbs as zero verbs with negative inflection. In that case, these examples fit  nicely in the class 
off  languages that express sentential negation by means of a negative affix. 
688 Cf Den Besten (1989). See also section 3.3.3. Note that Den Besten's notion of Negative Doubling 
originallyy did not apply to Afrikaans, because the second nie 'neg' does not occupy any position in the 
middlee field. However, Van der Wouden's reinterpretation of this notion (see also 3.3.3) makes it 
applicablee to Afrikaans. 
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Thee history of negative expressions in various languages makes us witness the 
followingg curious fluctuation; the original negative adverb is first weakened, then 
foundd insufficient and therefore strengthened, generally through some additional word, 
andd in its turn may be felt as the negative proper and may then in course of time be 
subjectt to the same development as the original word.6* 

Jespersenn supports this claim by a number of examples from different languages in 
whichh indeed such a development can be found. English diachionically shows a rich 
varietyy of different patterns to express negation. In Old English, instances of a 
sentence-initiall  particle no have been found in the epic Beowulf, which is said to 
reflectt the oldest versions of English (Van Kemenade 1999, 2000a-b), probably from 
thee 7th or 8th century (51).70 

(51)) No ic me an herewaesmun hnagran talige, guÊgeweorca, ï>onne Grencel hine ' 
Negg I me in less battle-power count, fighting-acts, than Grendel him 
'II  don't count my selfless than Grendel in battle power, fighting acts' 

Thiss way of expressing negation is rather rare in this text. More common is using a 
weakerr negative marker ne, capable of attaching to the finite verb in (52), in a 
pree verbal position. Note that this sentence also contains an NPI cenige Pinga, a 
commonn strategy in languages expressing negation by means of a weak phonological 
markerr (see chapter 6 for an analysis in detail). Furthermore, Jespersen (1917) argues 
thatt the incorporation in the negative marker ne as in nolde ('neg wanted') was first 
restrictedd to a class of auxiliaries, such as forms of to be, to have, or will. 

11 11 

(52)) Nolde eorla hleo aenige Êinga pone I>wealcuman cwicne forlaetan 
Neg-wantedd nobles protector some thing the.murderer alive free 
Thee protector of the nobles didn't want at all to free the murderer alive' 

Oldd English underwent part of the Jespersen Cycle by changing the phonological 
strongg form no in the weaker ne. Support for such an analysis could come from 
possiblee co-occurrences of the two negative markers in the same clause. Sporadically 
thesee examples can be found in Beowulf. 

(53)) No du ymb mines ne ï>earft // lices feorme lenge sorgian 
Negg you about mine neg needs body's burry long worried 
Thenn you don't need to worry long about burying my body' 

Apparentlyy the negative marker ne became too weak to occur entirely by itself and 
givenn Jespersen's observation, one would expect to find occurrences of a second 

6'Cf.. Jespersen (1917): 4. 
700 The English examples have been taken from Van Kemenade (2000b) and have been checked with the 
originall  texts. 
711 Beowulf: 677. 
7:Beowulf.791. . 
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negativee element to express negation. Indeed these examples show up in 1 l l and 12l 

centuryy English in many different forms: na, nauht or noht. These elements have been 
analysedd as contracted forms of Old English nawith {no thing), but the weaker form 
nana can also be analysed as a weaker form of no. Nawith has probably been derived 
fromm ne with. 

(54)) Ne het he us na leornian heofonas te make73 Late Old English (11th) 
Negg called he us neg learn heavens to make 
'Hee didn't order us to make heavens' 

(55)) t>is ne habbe ic nauht ofearned74 Early Middle English (12th) 
Thiss neg have I neg deserved 
ii  haven't deserved this' 

Inn these sentences, in which the co-occurrence of both negative markers is obligatory, 
naugtnaugt takes over the role as carrier of negation and becomes the main negative 
marker,, resulting in the loss of ne. 14th Century English hardly shows any examples of 
thee preverbal negative marker and not (in any of its forms) is responsible for negation. 

(56)) He yaf nat of that text a pulled hen75 

Hee gave not of that text a pulled hen 
'Hee didn't give a thing about that text' 

Noww the circle that started with single no is complete. Sentential negation can be 
expressedd by means of a single negative element not. This pattern can still be found in 
currentt English sentences such as (57). 

(57)) I am not ill 

However,, the cycle continues and in the 15th century d/o-support enters English and 
negativee expressions with a DO auxiliary become standard. In these sentences the 
negativee marker attaches to the auxiliary dyd (otherwise it would remain in situ 
yieldingg dyd I not) and yields the complex form dyd-not (or have-not). 

(58)) a. Dyd not I send unto yow one Mowntayne .. ,76 

'Didn'tt I send you a Mowntayne ...' 
b.. Have not I chosen you twelve 

Laterr on in these cases not can be reduced to the phonological weaker n 't as is 
availablee in Standard English, often followed by a so-called any-term. And two 
strategiess for negation are available (either by using n 't or by using not11). 

yElfricc Lives of Saints.XVI.127. 
Vicess and Virtues 7.9. 
Chaucer,, Canterbury Tales, General Prologue, 177-78. 
Mowntayne.210. . 
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(59)) a. I didw 't move to England 
II  did not move to England78 

b.. I didn't do anything 
II  did not do anything 

Thee reduced form n 't is the standard way of expressing negation in colloquial English 
andd in fact has become the obligatory way in African American English. If it is indeed 
thee case that n 't is the weaker form of not and n 't is taking over the role of not, similar 
too the change from no into ne in Old English, possible co-occurrences of n 't and not 
aree predicted, comparable to the example in (53). This prediction is born out. In 
Africann American English (but also in other varieties of English), the negative 
sentencee (often negative questions) can often have an additional not without reversing 
thee sentence's interpretation. 

(60)) a. Can't you not find an answer here? Contact me!79 

b.. You don't not have to rent or purchase expensive test special use test 
equipment t 

c.. No, you do«7 not have the right to talk about 'we' if you think that 'we' 
includess 'me'. 

Onn the basis of English we might describe the Jespersen Cycle in the following way: 

777 The increasing preference of n 7 over not in colloquial use is illustrated by the use of not contractions 
off  American presidents from Kennedy to Bush. While Kennedy and Nixon still used the uncontracted 
formm not in trie majority of cases (during public debates), Bush Sr. and Clinton used this form in only in 
14-17%% of all cases (Yaeger-Dror & Hall-Lew (2002)). 
788 The choice between n 't and not may lead to interpretation differences as n 't 't fails to acquire any 
stress,, contrary to not. 
7yy All these examples {there are hundreds) have been found on the internet and have been checked with 
nativee speakers. 
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(61)) The Jespersen Cycle 
->> Phase I: Negationn is only expressed by a single negative marker 

thatt is attached to the finite verb. 
Phasee II: The negative marker that is attached to the finite verb 

becomess phonologically too weak to express negation by 
itselff  and a second negative adverb becomes optionally 
available. . 

Phasee III : Sentential negation is obligatory expressed by the 
negativee marker that is attached to the finite verb and the 
adverbiall  negative marker. 

Phasee IV: The negative adverb is the obligatory marker for negation 
andd the use of the negative marker that is attached to the 
finitefinite verb becomes optional. 

Phasee V: The negative adverb is the only available negative 
marker.. The negative marker that is attached to the finite 
verbb is no longer available. 

Phasee VI: The negative marker is available in two forms: it can 
appearr either as negative adverb or as a negative marker 
thatt is attached on the finite verb, though sometimes 
simultaneously. . 

Phasee VII= I Negation is only expressed by a single negative marker 
thatt is attached to the finite verb. 

Itt remains a question however whether this development holds for every language 
usingg particles to express negation. Jespersen shows examples from Latin (62) and 
Frenchh and Scandinavian languages that show that these languages underwent (parts 
of)) the same process. Also Dutch, I will show in the next chapter, changed from Phase 
I/I II  to Phase V (through Phase III-IV) . 

Inn Latin negation was first expressed by a single element ne, followed by a 
strengtheningg element oenum, from which the later non is derived. This non expresses 
thee negation on its own (without ne) and finally occupies the original position of ne in 
thee sentence. 

(62)) a. Ne dico 
negg say. 1SG 

b.. Dico ne oenum 
say-lSGG neg a-thing 

c.. Dico non 
Say.lSG G 

d.. Non dico 
negg say-lSG 
'II  don't say (anything)' 
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Thee cycled continued in French, often regarded as a prototypical language with 
respectt to the Jespersen Cycle, and examples can be found in all stages. 

(63)) a. Jem?di Old French 
II  neg say 

b.. Je ne dis pas Modern French 
II  neg say neg 

c.. Je dis pas Colloquial French 
II  say neg 

Frenchh negation developed from the clitical element ne via the complex negative form 
nene ... pas to the single adverbial element pas. In French a second development co-
occurredd with the Jespersen Cycle: positive elements became reanalysed as negative 
elements.. For example pas used to mean 'step', but got reinterpreted as the negative 
marker.. The French word for 'n-body ' personne used to mean 'person' and the French 
wordd for 'n-ever' {jamais) originally meant 'already more' (Latin: iam magis). 

Givenn the similarities between English, Latin and French, it is safe to conclude that 
thee diachronic change with respect to the expression of sentential negation is not a 
specificc property of English but it can be generalised to other languages as well. 
Althoughh it has not yet been proven that this cycle applies to all languages using 
particless or suffixes to express negation, it is possible however to link all these 
languagess to what I call a Jespersen Phase, i.e. their alleged position in the cycle. This 
typologicall  tool makes it possible to link the properties of each different phase of the 
Jespersenn Cycle with other properties of a language with respect to negation, such as 
thee phenomena that I wil l discuss in the rest of this chapter. In the other chapters I wil l 
showw that the relation between the Jespersen Phase and the interpretation of multiple 
negationn forms a major key to a better understanding of Negative Concord. 

3.33.3 The interpretation of multipie negation 

Inn this section I discuss the possible semantic and pragmatic effects that co-occur with 
thee interpretation of multiple negative elements. Contrary to formal logical systems, it 
iss not generally the case that two negations cancel each other out and yield an 
affirmation.. Van der Wouden (1994a) describes four different classes of multiple 
negation.. In this section I discuss these four classes and show that this classification 
cann be reduced to a binary classification: application of the Law of Double Negation 
(LDN)) vs. no application of LDN. 
Thee four classes of multiple negation that Van der Wouden distinguishes are: 

•• Double Negation: Two negative elements cancel each other out and 
yieldd an affirmative. 
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 Weakening Negation: One negative element weakens the negation 
off  another negative element. The result is somewhere between a 
positivee and a negative. 

•• Negative Concord: two or more negative elements yield one 
negationn in the semantics. 

•• Emphatic Negation: One negative element enforces another negative 
element.. The result is stronger than it would be the case with just the 
secondd negative element. 

II show in the next subsections that both Double Negation and Weakening Negation 
aree the result of the same semantic mechanism (application of the Law of Double 
Negation)) and that their different interpretations follow from the difference in their 
pragmatics.. Moreover I will argue that Negative Concord and Emphatic Negation are 
twoo phenomena that belong to the same class: both seem to violate LDN. However, 
Emphaticc Negation is not a subclass of Negative Concord or vice versa. They show 
similarr behaviour, but I will argue that they are the results of different 
syntactic/semanticc mechanisms. 

3.3.11 Doubl e Negatio n 

Doublee Negation (DN) refers to cancellation of two negative terms as in formal logic. 
Accordingg to the Law of Double Negation (LDN) two negations yield an affirmative: 

(64)) Law of Double Negation: 

(65)) Mary will not not show up <-> Mary will show up 

However,, Double Negation in natural language is extremely rare80. Not only is it hard 
too give rise to DN readings in Negative Concord languages (see the subsection 3.3.3), 
butt also in languages that lack Negative Concord, such as Standard Dutch, Standard 
German,, or the Scandinavian languages, constructions with two negative elements are 
hardd to find. Yet it is not impossible to construct or interpret these sentences, and 
(givenn the working definition of negative elements), which includes so-called semi-
negatives,, the examples become much more natural (66)-(67). We will see that it is 
onlyy hard to find contexts in which these expressions become natural. 

(66)) Few people did/7 't show up 

Doublee Negation occurs quite frequently in natural languages if the two negations are in different 
clauses.. However, this is not strict Double Negation as two propositions are negated once, and no 
propositionn is negated twice. 
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(67)) a. Nobody will not be touched by this movie 
-ax.[PersoiT(x)) & ^Will_be_touched_by_the_movie,(x)] <-> 
V[Person'(x)) -+ Wi l lbetouchedbythemovieXx)] 
'Everybodyy will be touched by this movie' 

b.. We must not allow nothing 
D-i-i3y.[Thing'(y )) & Allow'(we, y)] <-> 
n3y.[Thing'(y)) & AlIow*(we, y)] 
'Wee must allow something' 

Whereass the example in (66) does not yield problems for interpretation, the ones in 
(67)) are harder to interpret. The interpretation in the first sentence is that 'nobody 
remainss untouched by this movie', in the second sentence that 'we must allow 
something'.. In these cases the interpretation follows immediately from the Law of 
Doublee Negation, and the rules for quantifiers and modal operators. 
Thee reason why these sentences seem unnatural is because of their usage conditions: a 
sentencee containing two negations (instead of the equivalent sentence without a 
negation)) wil l only be expressed if there is a necessity to do so. In the case that a 
speakerspeaker wants to utter 'everybody wil l be touched by this movie', he wil l use this 
expressionn rather than a complex sentence containing two negations, obeying Grice's 
maximmaxim of manner81 ('be brief, don't use unnecessary prolixity'). When the context is 
suchh that a speaker wants to deny a negative claim made by another speaker, the 
Doublee Negation construction becomes more acceptable. 

(68)) a. A. I am told that La vita è bella is a horrible movie. I can't imagine that 
anyonee will be touched by it. 

B.. How can you say that? It was beautiful. Nobody will not be touched by 
thiss movie, 

b.. A. I think we need to be very strict. I think we must allow nothing 
B.. No, you can't do that. That's too strict. We must not allow nothing 

Itt follows from (68) that Double Negation becomes natural in the proper context, 
namelyy when it is a response to a previous statement containing a negation. This 
observationn is in line with observations by Seuren (1976) and Van der Sandt (1989) 
whoo claim that denial is heavily restricted with respect to presuppositions. 
Hornn (1989) also shows that the pragmatic conditions of denial are closely related to 
thee presupposition of the proposition to be denied. In the case of Double Negation, 
pragmaticss requires a presupposition, which is doubted by one speaker, hence yielding 
aa contrary presupposition, which on its turn wil l be denied by the other speaker. Given 
thesee highly infrequent usage conditions (cf. Horn 1989 for an overview on the 
literature),, clause-internal Double Negation expressions are expected to be rare in 
spontaneouss speech. 

:1Cf.. Grice(1975). 
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Hencee I conclude that Double Negation is available univerally. Clause-internal 
Doublee Negation is extremely rare, but I account for this due to its pragmatic 
restrictionss and not to any syntactic or semantic unavailability of Double Negation. 
Thiss is illustrated by the fact that even in Negative Concord languages, constructions 
yieldingg Double Negation readings are available (see chapter 8.2.3). 

3.3.22 Weakenin g Negatio n 

Thee second category Van der Wouden (1994a) distinguishes is called Weakening 
Negation.. Weakening Negation (WN) is described as the occurrence of two negative 
elements,, such that their common negative reading still remains a single negative, but 
aa weaker one. An example is a sentence as in (69). 

(69)) John is not ««friendly 

Inn a context in which some ask whether John is a friendly guy, (69) gets a reading that 
Johnn is not a nasty guy, but he is not friendly either. This possibility is actually 
predictedd by the laws of formal logic: The predicate friendly is a scalar predicate (cf. 
Hornn 1989) that forms a spectrum from very unfriendly to very friendly. 

(70)) Scalar predicates: friendly 

veryy unfriendly unfriendly y 
Neitherr friendly 
norr unfriendly 

friendly y veryy friendly 

Ass one can see, unfriendly denotes the area between the dark area very unfriendly and 
thee grey area neither friendly nor unfriendly. As the Law of the Excluded Middle does 
nott hold for w«-82, the combination of the contradictory negation not and the contrary 
negationn un- denotes every area except for unfriendly. 

(71) ) -friendly(john ) ) 83 3 

Thenn depending on the context, it becomes clear for the hearer what is meant by the 
deniall  of the negative predicate: 

(72)) a. John is not unfriendly. He is awful. 
b.. John is not ««friendly. He is« 't very friendly either. 
c.. John is not ««friendly. In fact, he is very friendly. 
d.. A: John is ««friendly. B: No, John is not ««friendly. He is friendly. 

^^ It is not true that every instance of un- yields a contrary negation. (Vn)mmr\cA for example is a 
binaryy predicate. However, the lack of a scale is due to the semantics of married, and not of un-. 

Contraryy negation is denoted by ~. 
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Inn principle every area in (70) that is not denoted by unfriendly can be intended by 
'nott unfriendly'. The question is however why the reading neither friendly nor 
unfriendlyunfriendly is the most salient reading of (69). This is accounted for by Horn's (1990, 
1991)) Division of Pragmatic Labour: 

Thee use of a longer, marked expression in lieu of a shorter expression involving less effort on 
thee part of the speaker tends to signal that the speaker was not in a position to employ the 
simplerr version felicitously. (Cited in Van der Wouden 1994a: 123) 

Whereass the readings denoted by the areas of very friendly, friendly and very 
unfriendlyunfriendly can be expressed without using any additional negation at all, this is not 
possiblee for the middle area. Hence according to this principle, there should be an 
extraa reason to expect the first three readings in (72), but the fourth reading cannot be 
utteredd felicitously in a shorter way. Therefore this is the unmarked reading for the so-
calledd litotes. It is the result of formal semantics, obeying the laws of negation, in 
combinationn with the Division of Pragmatic Labour that excludes several possible 
readingss in the standard situation. 

3.3.33 Negativ e Concor d 

Inn this subsection I wil l provide an overview of Negative Concord (NC) phenomena 
inn natural language. NC is defined in the introduction of this section as 'two or more 
negativee elements yielding one semantic negation', following Labov's (1972) 
observation.. NC has been a widely studied phenomenon, since it exhibits morpho-
syntacticc behaviour that should intuitively be ruled out by semantics. In chapters 6-8 I 
wil ll  thoroughly discuss previous analyses of the phenomenon and explain my own 
analysiss in detail, but first I want to prepare the ground by investigating which kinds 
off  NC phenomena one may expect. 
Vann der Wouden & Zwarts (1993), following and expanding on Den Besten (1986, 
1989),, distinguish three different kinds of NC: Negative Spread (NS), Negative 
Doublingg (ND) and a combination of both Negative Spread and Doubling (NSD). 
Vann der Wouden (1994a) defines them as follows: 

(73)) Negative Spread: the negative feature is 'spread' or distributed over any 
numberr of indefinite expressions within its scope. 

(74)) Negative Doubling: a distinguished negative element shows up in sentences 
thatt contain a negative expression. 

(75)) Negative Spread and Doubling: a distinguished negative element shows up 
inn sentences that contain more than one negative expression. 

Inn Negative Spread construction (76) two indefinite expressions are morpho-
phonologicallyy marked for negation. In Negative Doubling constructions a negative 
quantifierr and a negative marker together yield the semantic negation (77). When the 
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twoo constructions are combined, we find multiple n-words in combination with one 
negativee marker, still yielding only one semantic negation (78). 

(76)) a. Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
N-bodyy has telephoned to n-body 
'Nobodyy called anybody' 

b.. T ee niemand niets gezeid West Flemish 
Itt has n-body n-thing said 
'Nobodyy said anything' 

(77)) a. Jean ne dit rien French 
Johnn neg says n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't say anything' 

b.. 'k En een ge en geld West Flemish 
II  neg have no money 
'II  don't have any money' 

c.. Milan wevidim nikoho Czech 
Milann neg sees n-body.ACC 
'Milann doesn't see anybody' 

(78)) a. Personne ne mange rien French 
N-bodyy neg eats n-thing 
'Nobodyy eats anything' 

b.. Valere en klaapt nie tegen niemand West Flemish 
Valeree neg talks n-ever against n-body 
Valeree doesn't ever talk to anyone 

c.. Nikdo neda nikomu nic Czech 
N-body.NOMM neg gives n-body.ACC n-thing.DAT 
'Nobodyy gives anything to anybody' 

Howeverr the distinction between Negative Spread and Negative Doubling is 
inadequatee to distinguish different typological classes of Negative Concord languages. 
Vann der Wouden & Zwart's (1993) distinction suggests a tripartite division of 
languages,, namely (i) Negative Spread languages; (ii) Negative Doubling languages; 
orr (iii ) languages with both Negative Spread and Negative Doubling. However, this 
doess not reflect what is found in natural languages. There is no language that exhibits 
Negativee Spread, but lacks a particular negative element that accompanies n-words. 
French,, West Flemish and NC varieties of English all allow a negative marker to be 
involvedd in the NC relation. Some languages however do not allow a combination of a 
negativee subject and a negative marker. 
Negativee Doubling languages are not found in natural language either: Afrikaans has 
beenn reported to be a Negative Doubling language, since negative sentences 
containingg a negative marker nie or or n-word are (nowadays optionally) followed by 
aa sentence-final second negative marker nie. Hence expressions without an n-word 
havee obligatorily two nie's whereas expressions with an n-word only have one. 
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(79)) a. Ek het hom nie gesien nie Afrikaans 
II  have him neg seen neg 
'II  haven't seen him' 

b.. Ek het hom nooit gesien nie 
II  have him n-ever seen neg 
'II  have never seen him' 

However,, Negative Spread also occurs in Afrikaans, although its frequency is rather 
loww and it is said that these expressions may also yield an emphatic reading (Den 
Bestenn p.c). 

(80)) Ek krijg geen hulp van niemand nie85 Afrikaans 
II  get no help from n-body neg 
'II  don't get any help from anybody' 

Itt is uncertain that the alleged emphatic reading stems from the occurrence of more 
thann one negation. The English translation is also emphatic though this sentence 
containss only one negation. The reason for this is that to get is a transitive verb that is 
onlyy optionally overtly bi-transitive. The fact that no help is received already implies 
thatt no help is received from anyone. Therefore mentioning that one did not get any 
helpp from any person emphasises that no help has been received. 

(81)) -ax[help'(x) &  get'(I, x)] -> -,3x3y[help'(x) & person'(y) & get"(I , x, y)] 

Thee emphatic readings are thus simply a by-product of the argument structure in the 
sentencee in relation to the content of the event. Not every example of Afrikaans NC is 
ann instance of Negative Doubling and, just like the case of Negative Spread, no 
languagee has been found that exhibits only Negative Spread or Negative Doubling. 

Typologicallyy speaking, all NC languages exhibit therefore both Negative Spread and 
Negativee Doubling. In all NC languages, multiple n-words can establish NC relations, 
andd in all NC languages a separate negative element (the negative marker) is involved 
inn the NC relation. Languages only differ with respect to whether a negative marker 
shouldd always accompany n-words. In some languages (Slavic languages, Greek), this 
iss the case, but in other languages (Spanish, Italian), it is related to the position of the 
n-wordd in the clause. If the n-word is occupying a preverbal position in languages like 
Spanishh or Italian, the negative marker is no longer allowed, whereas the occurrence 
off  an n-word in postverbal position requires the presence of a negative marker. This 
leadss to the following subcategorisation of Negative Concord in Giannakidou's (1997, 
2000)) terms of Strict vs. Non-Strict Negative Concord.86 

844 Examples from Van der Wouden (1994a): 104. 
855 Examples from Donaldson 1993 (also cited in Van der Wouden (1994a)). 
866 Giannakidou does not restrict the classification of Negative Concord to these classes: In fact, she 
proposess a rich classification of Strict and Non-Strict NC languages, which can further be classified in 
languagess that have a light or a heavy negative marker or both. She also takes examples of what seem 
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(82)) a. Strict Negative Concord: N-words are not allowed to occur by 
themselves,, but have to be accompanied by a single negative marker, 

b.. Non-Strict Negative Concord: N-words are not allowed to occur by 
themselves,, but should be accompanied by a single negative marker, 
exceptt when the n-word is in a preverbal (subject) position. Then it 
mayy not co-occur with a negative marker. 

Exampless of these two instances are in (83) and (84). 

(83)) a. Milan nikomu nevoM. Czech 
Milann n-body neg-call 
'Milann doesn't call anybody' 

b.. Afevola nikdo. 
Neg-callss n-body 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

c.. Nikdo «evola. 
N-bodyy neg-calls 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

(84)) a. Gianni *(non) ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
Giannii  neg has called to n-body 
'Giannii  didn't call anybody' 

b.. *(Non) ha telefonato nessuno 
Negg has called n-body 
'Nobodyy called' 

c.. Nessuno (*non) ha telefonato (a nessuno) 
N-bodyy neg has called (to n-body) 
'Nobodyy called (anybody)' 

Inn all of these examples the first negative element introduces the negation and the 
otherr negative elements do not contribute a negation by themselves, but indicate that 
theirr indefinite interpretation should fall under the scope of negation. 

Negativee Concord is clause-bounded. No negative element in a main clause can 
establishh a Negative Concord relation with an underlying negative element in a 
subordinatee clause. This yields only Double Negation readings. 

(85)) a *Mila n nefiki, ze vidi nikoho Czech 
Milann neg-says that see.3SG.PERF n-body 
Milann doesn't say that he has seen anybody 

too be NC constructions in non-NC languages as instances of Negative Concord whereas I wil l treat 
thesee under the class of negative emphatics, which have a different nature than Negative Concord 
constructions. . 

http://see.3SG.PERF
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b.. *Gianni non ha detto che e arrivato nessuno Italian 
Giannii  neg has said that neg has arrived n-body 
'Giannii  hasn't said that anybody has arrived' 

Thee only phenomenon that is allowed to violate this constraint is so-called Paratactic 
Negation. . 

(86)) Paratactic Negation: a semi-negative verb or preposition in a main 
clausee can establish a Negative Concord relation with a negative element 
inn a position in its complement. 

Paratacticc Negation (also known as expletive negation or resumptive negation) is 
knownn only to occur in contexts that give rise to negative implicature. These contexts 
are:: (i) clauses depending on negatively connotated predicates (like fear, hinder, 
forbid,forbid, doubt, etc.); (ii) clauses dependent on comparatives and (iii ) clauses depending 
onn negative prepositions (like before, unless or without). Examples from French are in 
(87). . 

(87)) a. J'ai peur qu'il (ne) vienne French 
II  am afraid that he neg comes.SUBJ 
'II  am afraid that he comes' 

b.. II est autre que je (we) croyais 
Hee is different than I neg believed.SUBJ 
'Hee is different than I thought' 

c.. II vient sans personne 
Hee comes without n-body 
'Hee comes without anybody' 

Paratacticc Negation does not only license negative elements in subordinate clauses, it 
mayy also license negative complementisers, such as Latin ne or Greek mipos. 

(88)) a. Timeo ne veniat87 Latin 
Fear.lSGG neg.that comes.3SG 
'II  fear that he comes' 

b.. Fornamai mipos kano lathos Greek 
Fear.lSGG neg.that make.lSG error 
'II  am afraid to make an error' 

Cruciall  for any explanation for Paratactic Negation is whether the negative element 
indeedd does not contribute to the negative semantics or not. Van der Wouden 
advocatess the view that these negative elements in subordinate clauses act as Negative 
Polarityy Items and do not contribute to the semantics at all, hence acting as an 
instancee of Negative Concord. 

Dataa from Van der Wouden (1994a): 107-108. 
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Thiss view is argued against by Portner & Zanuttini (2000) who show examples from 
thee Italian dialect of Padua, which allows for Paratactic Negation in Wh and non-W7? 
exclamatives: : 

(89)) a. Cossa (no) ghe dise-lo! Paduan 
Whatt neg him says-he 
'Whatt things is he telling him' 

b.. (No) ga-lo magna tuto! 
Negg has-he eaten everything 
'Hee has eaten everything!' 

Thee examples that include the negation are intended to show that the subject is really 
telling/eatingg everything, even the most unlikely things. When the negation is left out, 
thee connotation with unlikely elements disappears. Hence the negation does contribute 
too the semantics of the sentence. 
However,, these exclamatives are no proper examples of Paratactic Negation as 
Paratacticc Negation is a subcategory of Negative Concord, and the same effect can 
holdd for non-Negative Concord languages, like Dutch or English, that allow for this 
kindd of construction. 

(90)) a. Wat hij allemaal (niet) vertelt! Dutch 
Whatt he all neg tells 
'Whatt things he is telling' 

b.. Wat hij allemaal (niet) eet! Dutch 
Whatt he all neg eats 
'Whatt things he is eating' 

Inn this case the introduction of niet implies that the kind of things the subject talks 
aboutt or eats is unexpected whereas the positive exclamative only refers to the amount 
off  things that the subject generally tends to tell/eat. 

Fromm this it can be concluded that negation in exclamatives contributes to the 
semantics,, but that these elements do not count as instances of Paratactic Negation as 
thee phenomenon is not restricted to Negative Concord languages only. A proper 
explanationn of the interpretation of negative exclamatives wil l be the subject of 
furtherr research. 
Paratacticc Negation as in the definition in (86) is not comparable to this phenomenon. 
Moreover,, as we saw it is restricted to the class of languages that exhibits also Strict 
orr Non-Strict Negative Concord. Therefore the subdivision of Negative Concord 
languagess is the following: 
Onn the basis of my empirical research I wil l show (see chapter 4-5) that every 
Negativee Concord language exhibits Paratactic Negation, to the extent that there is 
variationn between languages, which elements may participate in a Paratactic Negation 
construction:: whereas Latin accepts verbs expressing doubt to participate in NC 
relationships,, French does not. 
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3.3.44 Emphati c Negatio n 

Inn this subsection I will discuss the different occurrences of the final category of 
multiplee negation as proposed by Van der Wouden: Emphatic Negation (EN). First I 
wil ll  give several examples, and I wil l provide a classification of different EN 
expressions.. Then I wil l account for the distribution of EN expressions from different 
classess and finally I wil l sketch two possible strategies for an explanation of EN. 

Exampless of EN in Dutch are mostly found in idiolectical varieties whereby the single 
negativee reading is emphatic. Although Van der Wouden treats it as a separate class, 
fromm a semantically point of view it should be regarded as a special subclass of NC. It 
iss similar to other kinds of NC, since the cancellation of two negative elements against 
eachh other is ruled out. 

(91)) a. Hij heeft nergens geen zin in Dutch 
Hee has n-where no lust in 
'Hee doesn't feel like anything at all' 

b.. Hij gaat nooit niet naar school 
Hee goes n-ever neg to school 
'Hee never ever goes to school' 

c.. Ik vind dat niks niet leuk 
II  find that n-thing neg nice 
'II  don't like it at all' 

ENN differs from standard NC in four ways. First, the negative reading is strengthened, 
whereass standard NC yields non-strengthened negative readings. Second, Emphatic 
Negationn is subject to very strict locality conditions: Emphatic Negation can occur 
onlyy if two negative elements are (almost) adjacent. 

(92)) a. Hij gaat nooit niet naar school Dutch 
Hee goes n-ever neg to school 
'Hee never ever goes to school' 

b.. Nooit gaat hij niet naar school 
N-everr goes he neg to school 
'Hee always goes to school' 

(93)) %Niemand vertelde mij (*gisteren) w'fo88,89 Dutch 
N-bodyy told me (yesterday) n-thing 
'Nobodyy told me anything at all (yesterday)' 

888 The sentence with gisteren ('yesterday') included is not ungrammatical, but cannot yield the 
emphaticc negative reading anymore. This sentence gets a Double Negation reading. 
899 The % symbol indicates that only for some speakers of Dutch this sentence is grammatical. 
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Third,, Emphatic Negation is forbidden when the negative marker precedes an n-word 
orr when the negative marker gets additional stress. Those constructions only yield a 
Doublee Negation reading. 

(94)) a. Hij gaat niet nooit naar school Dutch 
Hee goes neg n-ever to school 
'Hee sometimes (=not never) goes to school1 

b.. Hij gaat nooit NIET naar school 
Hee goes n-ever neg to school 
'Hee does never NOT go to school' 

Fourth,, EN is different from the other subclasses of NC because it only occurs in 
languagess that do not exhibit standard NC (like Dutch or German varieties). 
Languagess that exhibit standard NC lack EN. 
Givenn these four differences between NC and EN, it follows that EN is a different 
phenomenonn than NC. Hence an explanation for EN should be different from an 
accountt that explains any of the other NC instances90. In the rest of this book I wil l 
providee an analysis that accounts for Strict and Non-Strict Negative Concord and for 
Paratacticc Negation. In the rest of this subsection I describe and discuss the different 
occurrencess of EN. 

Thee examples in (91) and (93) exhibit two different kinds of EN. In the first case (91) 
thee two negative elements form one constituent and the emphatic negation is the result 
off  the fact that the first negative element is modified by the second negative element. 
InIn all cases in (91) the second element may be removed without any loss of meaning 
exceptt for the loss of the emphatic effects (95). Removal of first element leads to a 
differentt meaning or even unwellformedness (96). 

(95)) a. Hij heeft nergens zin in Dutch 
Hee has n-where lust in 
'Hee doesn't feel like anything' 

b.. Hij gaat nooit naar school 
Hee goes n-ever to school 
'Hee never goes to school' 

c.. Ik vind sport niks leuk 
II  find that n-thing nice 
TT don't like any kind of sport' 

(96)) a. *Hi j heeft geen zin in Dutch 
Hee has no lust in 
'Hee doesn't feel like anything at all' 

Emphaticc Negation is also widely spread in English varieties. However, their distribution is freer and 
itss occurrence is more frequent. I will show later that English is a language that substandardly allows 
forr Negative Concord. 
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b.. Hij gaat niet naar school 
Hee goes neg to school 
*'Hee never goes to school' 

c.. Ik vind sport niet leuk 
II  find that n-thing neg nice 
*' II  don't like any kind of sport' 

Ass EN constructions of this class consist of a true negative element and a second 
enforcingg negative element, it follows that it should be possible to remove the 
enforcingg negative element without damaging grammaticality of the sentence. This is 
nott always the case for the negative elements in the first position but is always 
possiblee for elements in the second position. In (95)a and (96)a it is nergens that has 
beenn modified by geen. In the b examples, both sentences are grammatical, but (95)b 
stilll  has a temporal reading whereas as (96)b does not. The case in (95)c and (96)c is 
moree complicated. At first sight niks seems to modify niet, as (96)c is more standard 
thann (95)c, but (95)c is substandardly wellformed. The difference between (95)c and 
(96)cc is that (95)c has a partitive reading in which any part of the DP sport is rejected 
whereass (96)c only refers to sports as a whole. Although the meaning difference is 
ratherr subtle, one can come up with contexts in which only one of the two sentences is 
salient. . 

(97)) a. Context: John has several hobbies: he likes to read, sing and cook, 
butbut he doesn 't like sports. 
Jann vindt sport {*niks/niet/*niks niet] leuk 
Johnn finds sport {n-thing/neg/nthing neg}nice 
'Johnn doesn't like sports' 

b.. Context: John has tried several sports: hockey, football, tennis, etc., 
butbut he didn 't like them. He likes a whole lot of other things, 
butbut he doesn't like any kind of sport. 
Jann vindt sport {niks/niet/niks we/}leuk 
Johnn finds sport {n-thing/neg/nthing neg}nice 
'Johnn doesn't like (any) sports' 

Itt follows from (97) that only in those cases in which the [niks DP] construction is 
allowed,, the EN construction [niks niet DP] is allowed as well. This proves that also 
inn these cases niet is the modifier of niks and not vice versa. Thus it can be concluded 
thatt in all cases the second negative element enforces the first. 

Thee other class of EN is the construction in which two n-words yield two different 
constituents,, occupying two different theta roles. These constructions are only 
acceptedd under adjacency. A good example of this class is (93). Other examples are 
thee combination of a negative direct and a negative indirect object or a negative 
temporall  quantifier in combination with a negative object (98). Empirical support for 
thee two different classes of EN stems from the fact that in general speakers have more 
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problemss with accepting examples of the latter class than examples of the former 
class. . 

(98)) a. %Jan geeft niemand niets. Dutch 
Johnn gives n-body n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't give anything to anybody at all' 

b.. "Jan heeft nooit niemand kwaad gedaan 
Johnn has n-ever n-thing evil done 
'Johnn never ever hurt anybody' 

Inn these cases the negation of the second negative quantifier modifies the first 
negation.. The quantificational properties of the second negative quantifier are not 
involvedd in the EN construction. Apparently what happens is that in EN constructions 
thee negative part of the second negative element emphasises the negation of the first 
negativee element. The non-negative part of the second negative element contributes in 
thee standard compositional way to the semantics of the sentence: 

(99)) LF: [[neg-Q] [ (Q) ]] 

fKt t 
SS:: [[neg-Q] [neg (Q)]] 

Thiss explains the restriction in possible combinations of negative elements that yield 
ENEN readings. EN is only acceptable if the non-negative part of the second negative 
elementt can felicitously contribute to the semantics of the sentence. In the case of niet 
ass a second negative element, it should always be possible, since niet contains only a 
negativee operator and not any quantificational part91. The ban on EN constructions 
thatt start with niet is a consequence of the syntactic position of niet. I wil l show in 
chapterr 6 that niet is a modified vP and negative quantifiers overtly scope over niet. 
Thereforee a negative quantifier cannot follow niet unless niet yields constituent 
negationn with the negative quantifier. This however yields Double Negation readings. 

AA similar analysis holds for geen. Geen consists of a negative part and a 
quantificationall  part that has to bind an NP. Hence the only EN construction of the 
firstfirst type consisting of geen has the form [neg-Q [geen NP]] under the condition that 
[neg-QQ NP] is acceptable too. EN constructions of the second type are only acceptable 
underr adjacency, whereby the first constituent is a negative quantifier and the second 
constituentt is a [geen NP] construction. This explains immediately the ban on EN 
constructionss of the form [geen NP [neg-Q]], since the NP blocks adjacency of the 
twoo negations. 

Thiss is not necessarily true. It is possible to think about negative operators as quantifiers binding for 
examplee event or temporal variables (cf. Krifka 1989, Ramchand 2002). The exact semantic nature of 
negativee operators will be discussed extensively in chapter 6-8. 
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Thee other instances of EN are combinations of two negative quantifiers. In those cases 
thee negative part of the second negative quantifier enforces the negation of the first 
negativee quantifier. As the remaining part of the second negative quantifier is not 
vacuous,, these instances cannot exhibit any EN of the first class. The second negative 
elementelement has to occupy an argument or an adverbial position in the clause due to the 
syntactic/semanticc contribution of the non-negative part of the second negative 
quantifier.. This explains the distribution of EN constructions consisting of two 
negativee quantifiers: they are acceptable if and only if the non-negative part of the 
secondd negative quantifier can felicitously contribute to the semantics of the sentence 
withoutt violating any syntactic or semantic constraint. Take the following examples: 

(100)) a. %Jan heeft niemand nooit geslagen Dutch 
Jann has n-body n-ever hit 
'Johnn never hit anybody (ever) at all' 

b.. *Jan heeft niemand niets geslagen 
Jann has n-body n-thing hit 
'Johnn never hit anybody at all' 

Inn (100)a nooit is included as the second negative Quantifier. Its non-negative part 
sayss that the event did not ever take place, introducing a temporal variable that is 
scopedd over by the first Negative Quantifier. In (100)b niets is introduced. Its non-
negativee part is the existential quantifier iets ('something/anything'), and this can only 
occupyy an argument position. As the verb slaan ('to hit') only allows for two theta 
roles,, the introduction of niets violates the theta-criterion. Hence, this sentence is 
ruledd out. 

Too summarise, EN consists of two classes: Class I, in which the two negative 
elementss form one constituent, where the second negative element does not contribute 
anythingg to the semantics of the sentence except for the emphasis on the first negative 
element;; and Class II , in which two different negative elements both form a negative 
constituent,, but the negation of the second negative constituent only emphasises the 
negationn of the first negative constituent. The non-negative part of the second 
negativee constituent contributes to the semantics of the sentence in the standard 
compositionall  fashion. 

Thee question is now: how can this phenomenon be explained. I wil l discuss two 
possiblee strategies: (i) one can analyse EN as idiomatic expressions, which are part of 
thee lexicon; or (ii) EN can be analysed by means of a morpho-syntactic or semantic 
analysiss in which the negative feature of the second element agrees with or melts into 
thee negation of the first element. 

Thee first strategy seems attractive: the set of possible EN constructions is limited as 
theree are only 6 different negative elements. Especially if one takes class I examples 
(endingg in niet or geen), a lexical account is plausible given the small number of these 
constructions.. The introduction of these lexical items can thus be explained from the 
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factt that they are remnants of earlier stages of Dutch. The fact that older varieties of 
Dutchh exhibited NC is a strong argument in favour of this lexical strategy as it is a 
commonn property of idiomatic expressions that they stem from earlier stages of the 
language.. The fact that some EN instances consist of more than one constituent is not 
aa counterargument, as idiomatic expressions in general consist of more than one 
constituent,, which are said to be lexically stored as one unit. Hence EN can be thought 
off  as a subclass of the set of idiomatic expressions, which stems from stages of Dutch 
thatt exhibited NC. This also explains the semantic constraints as discussed above. 
Becausee general constraints like the theta criterion obviously held in older forms of 
Dutch,, it follows immediately why only a subset of the set of possible combinations 
off  two negative elements can be stored lexically: these were the only acceptable forms 
inn these older stages of Dutch. 

Thee only problem with an explanation in lexical terms is that lexical accounts are to a 
certainn extent theoretical escape hatches. Although it may seem plausible that these 
ENN constructions are lexically stored, there is no direct evidence for it. The 
plausibilityy for the lexical analysis basically comes from the lack of a morpho-
syntacticc (or semantic) account. Therefore the following question is legitimate: can 
wee come up with a morpho-syntactic account for these EN constructions? 

Barbierss and Bennis (2003) discuss a similar phenomenon, namely the difference 
betweenn weak and strong reflexives. Strong reflexives are reflexives that are followed 
byy a second element (zelf 'self or eigen 'own' in Dutch). Not all combinations are 
possible.. In Dutch dialects have been found in which zijn eigen 'his own' is 
acceptable,, but hem eigen 'him own' is always ruled out whereas hem ze//"'him self 
andd zijn zelf'his self are both found in Dutch dialects. Barbiers and Bennis argue that 
thiss is due to feature agreement under spec head configuration. As long as there is one 
featuree shared by the two elements, the strong reflexive form is born out. Eigen 'own' 
consistss of one feature [poss] and therefore it can only be combined with zijn 'his' 
([3sg],[poss])) and not with hem 'him' ([3sg]). The underlying feature representation 
off  zelf 'self " is [3sg],[poss] and hence it can agree both with hem 'him' and zijn 
'his'. . 
AA similar explanation can be formulated for the case for the EN constructions. 
Negativee Quantifiers consist of a [neg] and a [Q] feature, and niet only consists of a 
[neg]]  feature. Hence EN is the result of agreement of the two [neg] features resulting 
inn a stronger negation. Supporting evidence for this analysis stems from English, in 
whichh emphatic negations are not expressed by means of agreement of [neg] features 
butt agreement of [Q] features. 

(101)) He /7everlneg]([Q] everfQj woke up 
'Hee never woke up at all' 

However,, several questions remain open. What is the domain in which this feature 
agreementt may take place? It cannot be under standard locality restrictions, as 

""  Cf. Postma (1995) for an analysis of SELF as a possessive element. 
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(almost)) adjacency is a constraint to these EN constructions. The domain cannot be a 
specc head configuration (within the same XP) either, since we saw that some 
exampless of EN constructions (Class II) consisted of two constituents (thus agreement 
underr spec head agreement is ruled out)93. What constitutes the loss of the semantic 
contentt of the second negative feature? In isolation all these negative elements 
introducee a negation, and they can all participate in Double Negation relations in the 
casecase of multiple negation. What accounts for the difference in acceptability amongst 
speakers?? Even Class I EN constructions are not generally accepted by all speakers. 
Somee speakers only accept some (Class I) EN constructions and reject other (Class I) 
examples. . 
II  conclude this subsection by arguing that in principle EN can be accounted for by a 
lexicall  or a syntactic account, but both accounts are far from satisfactory: the lexical 
accountt on pre-theoretical grounds and the syntactic one because of the open 
questionss that have been formulated above. A proper explanation of EN is subject to 
furtherr study. However, both classes are significantly different from other instances of 
Negativee Concord. 

3.3.55 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section I reduced the categorisation of Multiple Negation from four classes to two 
classess of semantic phenomena: the application of the Law of Double Negation (LDN) 
andd the phenomena in which the LDN does not apply. This yields a typological division 
betweenn two types of languages: Negative Concord languages and Double Negation 
languagess with a subdivision in Double Negation languages that allow for EN and that 
forbidd EN. This allows us to formulate the following taxonomy of possible 
interpretationss of Multiple Negation (102) and the typology of languages with respect to 
thiss interpretation (103). A nice result of the reduction into two types of languages is that 
thee types yield a complimentary distribution: a language exhibits Double Negation or 
Negativee Concord (in the clause). 

9i9i It is not sure whether two arguments always yield two constituents. It can be the case that the two 
arguments,, base-generated in two different maximal projections, generate one constituent under 
polyadicc quantification. In that case the two monadic DP's both move to a higher FP (probably a FocP) 
inn which they form one constituent. In that case the locality restrictions can be formulated in terms of 
constituency. . 
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(102)) Multiple Negation (taxonomy) 

Multiplee Negation 

LDNN always 
applies s 

LDNN does not 
alwayss apply 

Negativee Concord 

Paratactic c 
Negation n 

Emphatic c 
Negation n 

Clause-internal l 
NC C 

Strict t 
NC C 

Non-Strict t 
NC C 

(103)) Multiple Negation (typology) 

Doublee Negation 
languages s 

Negativee Concord 
languages s 

DNN and Emphatic 
Negationn languages 
Dutch,Dutch, German 

DNN without Emphatic 
Negationn languages 

Swedish,Swedish, Norwegian 

Strictt Negative 
Concordd languages 
Czech,Czech, Greek, French 

Non-Strictt Negative 
Concordd languages 
Italian,Italian, Spanish 

Notee that the two diagrams differ. The taxonomy of multiple negation is not reflected 
inn the typology: although EN is not a subclass of DN, it is only found in (some) DN 
languages.. The fact that EN is not found in NC languages follows from their different 
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properties:: NC is the standard way to express negation in a NC language whereas EN 
iss a way to emphasise negation. Therefore a language cannot exhibit both NC and EN, 
sincee then the language would no longer be able to express the standard negation 
withoutt emphasis. Thus EN cannot be found in NC languages and hence EN 
languagess typologically form a subclass of DN languages. 
Negativee Concord wil l be a central issue in the rest of this study: not only will I show 
thee correlation between Negative Concord and the syntactic status of negative 
markers,, but I wil l also show how this correlation leads to a compositional 
explanationn of Negative Concord. 
Thee rest of this chapter will deal with two less widely studied phenomena in the study 
off  negation, namely the way that negation is expressed in imperatives and the relation 
betweenn universal quantifiers and negative elements. 

3.43.4 Negative imperatives 

Inn this section I wil l discuss the form of negative imperatives. It is known from the 
literatureliterature (Zanuttini 1998, 2001, Tomic 1999, a.o.) that languages cross-linguistically 
differr with respect to the availability of true negative imperatives94. Some languages 
alloww for this, but others disallow these constructions and express a negative 
imperativee by using a so-called surrogate imperative. 

Dutchh allows both for a true imperative, in which the finite verb takes the imperative 
formm in combination with the negative marker, and for the surrogate imperative, in 
whichh the negative marker is combined with a non-imperative form of the verb (in 
casuu the infinitive) yielding an imperative reading (104). Spanish does not allow for 
truee negative imperatives, and only accepts surrogate negative imperatives by using 
thee subjunctive or the infinitive 0. Greek true negatives are not well-formed either 
(106). . 

(104)) a. Lees nietl Dutch 
Readd neg 

b.. Niet lezen! 
Negg read 
'Don'tt read' 

(105)) a. *7Volee!95 Spanish 
Negg read.2SG.lMP 

b.. No leas! 
Negg read.2SG.SUBJ 

c.. No leer! 
Negg read.INF 
'Don'tt read' 

Thee original observation has been made for Italian (Zanuttini 1998). 
Dataa are from Tomic (1999). 

http://read.2SG.lMP
http://read.2SG.SUBJ
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(106)) *Dhen diavase to! Greek 
Neg/negg read.2SG.lMP it 
'Don'tt read it' 

Att first sight one might conclude that the ban on true negative imperatives in Spanish 
iss due to the fact that these languages have a preverbal negative marker as opposed to 
Dutch,, which has an adverbial negative marker. In chapter 5 I wil l show that there is 
indeedd such a relation, but it is unidirectional. I am not aware of any language that has 
onlyy a negative adverbial as a negative marker but does not allow for true negative 
imperatives.. However, there is a large group of languages that have a preverbal 
negativee marker but that do allow for true negative imperatives, such as Serbo-
Croatiann or Bulgarian. 

(107)) a. M?citajga! Serbo-Croatian 
Negg read.2sciMP it.ACC.CL 

b.. Afegoceti! Bulgarian 
Negg it.ACC.CL read.2SG.lMP 
'Don'tt read it' 

Thee relation between the occurrence of true imperatives and the kind of negative 
markerr will be investigated in section 6.4. 

3.53.5 Negation and universal quantifiers 

Inn this section I wil l address an issue that has not been discussed to a large extent in 
thee literature. It has been claimed (Beghelli & Stowell 1997, Hintikka 2002) that 
clausess consisting of a universal quantifier preceding negation do not always give rise 
too well-formed expressions, and the interpretation that the marginal acceptable 
constructionn may yield inverse scope effects. 

(108)) ' Every boy didn't leave 

Notee that (108) is fine under special intonation that may stem from particular topic or 
contrastivee focus effects96 ('EVERYBODY didn't leave'). However, it is only 
marginallyy acceptable when such intonational effects are absent. Moreover, the 
sentencee is ambiguous between a reading in which the negation scopes over the 
universall  quantifier, and a reading in which the universal quantifier outscopes 
negationn (109). 
Theree may be two kinds of explanations for the marginality of acceptability. Within 
thee first approach these sentences are ruled out due to some syntactic rule as Beghelli 
&&  Stowell argue for. The second approach explains these facts from a pragmatic (in 

Cf.. Ladd 1980. 

http://read.2SG.lMP
http://read.2SG.lMP
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casuu game-theoretical) point of view, which stresses that the sentences are not 
completelyy out, but yield semantic ambiguities, whereas both readings can be 
expressedd easily by the unambiguous expressions in (109). 

(109)) a. 'No boy left' (V > -,) 
b.. 'Not every boy left' (—i > V) 

Hencee the speaker would, in order to be as clear as possible, only use such an 
expressionn when the pragmatic situation requires it: 

(110)) John didn't leave; Bil l didn't leave; Tom didn't leave; in fact, every boy didn't 
leave e 

Att first sight a pragmatic solution is to be favoured because it accounts for the 
acceptabilityy of sentences like (108) in certain contexts. However languages vary 
cross-linguisticallyy with respect to the interpretation of such sentences with respect to 
scopall  order between negation and universal quantifier. 
Languagess like Dutch and German yield unambiguous readings in which the universal 
quantifierr scopes over the negation. 

(111)) a. Iedereen komt niet aan voor 6 uur Dutch 
Everybodyy arrives not PRT before 6 o'clock 
'Nobodyy arrives before 6' 

b.. Elke man komt niet aan voor 6 uur 
Eachh man arrives not PRT before 6 o'clock 
'Nobodyy arrives before 6' 

Otherr languages only allow for the reading in which the negation outscopes the 
universall  quantifier 

(112)) Tous Ie monde ne parle pas votre langue French 
Everybodyy neg speaks neg your language 
'Nott everybody speaks your language' 

II  wil l discuss these examples in chapter 6, but the central argument wil l be that 
negationn blocks movement of universal quantifier to a higher position than the 
negativee operator. Only if the universal quantifier is base-generated in a higher 
positionn than the negative operator the V > -. interpretation is possible, otherwise not. 
Languagess differ with respect to the position of the negative operator, so languages 
withh a low negative operator wil l accept this reading, languages with a high negative 
operatorr will not. Hence I wil l account for this ambiguity in syntactic terms. The 
reasonn why these expressions (with their correct interpretations) are still only 
marginallyy acceptable has a pragmatic nature: expressions of the forms in (109) are 
favouredd over the constructions using a universal quantifier and a negation for 
pragmaticc reasons. 
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Notee that only quantifiers like every or each yield marginally acceptance. Negative 
expressionss with a DP containing all or constructions with floating quantifiers do not 
yieldd any problems for acceptance or interpretability. Also negative expressions that 
doo not only contain a universal quantifier and a negation but also an indefinite 
expressionn can be well-formed. 

(113)) a. All the men didn't leave before noon 
b.. The men didn't all leave before noon 

(114)) Every boy didn't buy one book 

Itt will turn out that there is a correlation between the set of languages that do not 
alloww for the V > —. interpretation and the set of languages exhibiting Negative 
Concord.. This requires a theory that explains both phenomena from the same 
mechanism. . 

3.63.6 Conc/usions 

Too summarise, the study of negation in natural language is very complex, occupying a 
centra!!  position in both syntax and semantics. In this chapter I discussed 5 different 
phenomena:: (i) Negative contexts and Negative Polarity Items; (ii) different ways that 
sententiall  negation can be expressed, the notion of negative markers and their ability 
too be the subject of diachronic change; (iii ) the different possible interpretations of 
multiplee negative expressions; (iv) negative imperatives; and (v) the scopal relation 
betweenn universal quantifiers and negation. 
Al ll  these subjects have been studied, but not much has been said about their internal 
relationship.. Although the relation between the syntactic status of negative markers 
andd the occurrence of Negative Concord readings has been the subject of study and 
debatee (cf. Haegeman & Zanuttini 1996, Deprez 1997) and the question whether n-
wordss are NPI's has been widely discussed, hardly any research has for instance been 
donee on the question why Negative Concord languages have the possibility to reverse 
thee universal quantifier and the negative marker at LF. 

Inn the following chapters I wil l summarise the results of my investigation of negation 
inn Dutch and a set of 25 other languages and provide both a syntactic and a semantic 
analysiss for the results. In these chapters I wil l address the following questions: 

(115)) a. Does the language/variety exhibit Negative Concord? 
b.. If so, is it Strict or Non-Strict Negative Concord? 
c.. Does the language/variety exhibit Paratactic Negation? 

(116)) a. Does the language/variety exhibit Double Negation? 
b.. If so, does the language exhibit Emphatic Negation? 
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Thesee questions are necessary for the typological classification of these 
languages/varietiess with respect to multiple negation. 

(117)) Does the language/variety have NPI's like awy-terms that are phonologically 
distinctt from n-words. 

Inn the literature on the semantic nature of n-words in NC languages, it has often been 
posedd that n-words are actually NPI's comparable to English any-terms (Laka 1990, 
Ladusaww 1992, Herburger 2001). The strength of this argument depends on the 
presencee of any-terms that phonologically differ from n-words in a particular langue. 
Iff  a language has both a series of any -terms and a series of n-words, an analysis of n-
wordss in terms of NPI's is less likely. 

(118)) What is the syntactic status of the negative marker that expresses sentential 
negationn in the language/variety? 

Thee relation between the occurrence of NC in a language and the syntactic status 
(spec/head)) of the negative marker has been the subject of debate for a long time (cf. 
Haegemann & Zanuttini 1996). I wil l readdress this issue, and in chapter 6 I wil l 
formulatee a unidirectional generalisation on the basis of the data in chapter 4 and 5. 

(119)) In which phase of the Jespersen Cycle can the language/variety be classified? 

Ass languages can typologically be classified in terms of 'Jespersen Phases', it is 
interestingg to investigate whether there is any correlation between the Jespersen Cycle 
andd the occurrence of NC. 

(120)) Does the language allow for true negative imperatives? 

Thee question why negation in certain languages blocks negation is related to the 
syntaxx of imperatives and negative markers in these languages. In order to draw a 
properr generalisation between the occurrence of true imperatives and the syntactic 
statuss of the negative marker, this question needs to be investigated for all 
languages/varieties. . 

(121)) What is the interpretation of constructions in which a universal quantifier 
precedess the negative marker? 

Itt has been suggested that there is a relation with the scopal order of universal 
quantifierr subjects and NC (Baltin, p.c). In this study I wil l examine these correlation 
andd account for it in syntactic terms. 
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Thee possible correlation between answers to these questions will form the core of this 
study.. We wil l see that all phenomena that have been discussed in 3.1-3.5 are 
correlated.. The central empirical research questions therefore are: 

(122)) Which correlations/generalisations can be drawn on the basis of the answers to 
questionss (117)-(121)? 

(123)) How can these generalisations be formulated such that they form a proper 
inputt for syntactic and semantic theory of negation? 

Inn the following two chapters, these questions will be answered for both Dutch 
microvariationn and a set of 25 different languages, mainly European. On that basis I 
wil ll  formulate a set of generalisations that will be analysed and explained in the rest 
off  this book, in chapters 6-8. 



44 Negatio n in Dutch : a typologica l stud y 

Thiss chapter is dedicated to the description of variation in negation in Dutch, i.e. the 
rangee of variation that Dutch exhibits with respect to negation. The chapter is built up 
diachronically:: the first section will deal with the small remains that have survived 
history.. The second paragraph deals with the variation of negation in Middle Dutch. 
Thee third paragraph describes the transit between Middle Dutch and Modern 
(Standard)) Dutch, in particular focussing on 17th century Dutch, and the final section 
wil ll  discuss the dialectal variety with respect to negation in Modern Dutch. In this 
sectionn I will extensively discuss the results of the fieldwork that has been executed 
forr the Syntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects (SAND). 

Inn these sections I wil l try to answer the questions that have been mentioned in the 
endd of chapter 3 (repeated in (l)-(6)). 

(1)) What is the syntactic status of the negative marker that expresses sentential 
negationn in the variety? 

(2)) In which phase of the Jespersen Cycle can the language/variety be classified? 

(3)) a. Does the variety exhibit Negative Concord? 
b.. If so, is it Strict or Non-Strict Negative Concord? 
c.. Does the variety exhibit Paratactic Negation 

(4)) a. Does the variety exhibit Double Negation? 
b.. If so, does the language exhibit Emphatic Negation? 

(5)) Does the language allow true negative imperatives? 

(6)) What is the interpretation of constructions in which a universal quantifier 
precedess the negative marker? 

II  wil l answer these questions in four subsections for every section: the first two 
questionss will be addressed in the first subsection on negative markers. The questions 
withh respect to multiple negation ((3)-(4)) in the subsection on Negative Concord. 
Questionss (5) and (6) wil l be dealt with in the subsections on negative imperatives and 
universaluniversal subjects and negation respectively . 
Afterr the four sections containing the descriptions of these particular issues, I wil l 
describee the correspondences between these data in section 5. These generalisations 
wil ll  be compared with a sample of 25 other languages in the next chapter. 

977 There will not be any subsection on universal quantifier subjects in negative sentences in old Dutch 
duee to a lack of data. 
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Thee fact that we are dealing with historical material has as an important consequence 
thatt not every question can be answered properly due to lack of data. However, on the 
basiss of the data I wil l draw some generalisations. These generalisations wil l first be 
checkedd with a sample of 25 non-arbitrarily chosen languages. Gaps in the Dutch data 
mayy then be compensated by this typological research. The final generalisations, that 
wil ll  form the input for the syntactic and semantic analyses in this book, will thus not 
sufferr from any incompleteness in the Dutch data. 

4.14.1 Negation in Old Dutch 

Oldd Dutch is the name of the earliest known form of Dutch. It refers to all varieties of 
Dutchh that have been spoken until the 10th century. A central problem in the study of 
Oldd Dutch is that hardly any original texts are available. Only one text of Old Dutch 
DeDe Wachtendonckse psalmen 'The Wachtendonck Psalms', dating from the 9th 

Century,, has survived. Another manuscript, De Leidse Willeram 'The William from 
Leyden,'' is sometimes also considered to be an Old Dutch text. This translation of 
eastt lower Franconian comments, in which the high-German elements have been 
replacedd by the dialect of Egmond around 1100 is however significantly younger than 
TheThe Wachtendonck Psalms and is therefore not a good example of proper Old 
Dutch.98 8 

Thee oldest text, the so-called Wachtendock Psalms", is a 9th century translation from 
Vulgatee Latin psalm texts. Although the original text disappeared, a copy of a part of 
thee translation remained. The text consists of two parts: a translation of a number of 
Vulgatee Latin psalms; and the glossed translations of several Latin words into Old 
Dutch,, known as Lipsius' glosses. In both parts, the translation is very close to the 
textstexts and it has been subject of debate to what extent this translation can tell us 
anythingg about the grammar of Old Dutch. Both Hoeksema (1997) and Postma (2002) 
arguee that 'since they [the psalm glosses] are word-by-word translations from the 
Latinn Vulgate-text, they cannot be used as evidence.'I0° 
However,, the observation that the text is a complete word-by-word translation is false. 
Onee can find several examples in which the Dutch glosses do not correspond 1:1 with 
thee original text. This is also the case for some negative sentences. The following 
examplee shows that the translation included a negative marker ne that was absent in 
thee Latin text. 

(7)) a. nequando obliviscantur populi mei101 Vulgate Latin 
neverr forget.3PL.FUT people my 

Exceptt for these two texts two other very short fragments have survived, but these fragments (one of 
thee two is the famous habban olla vogata ...), do not contain any instance of negation. 
ww Cf. Van Helten (1902), Cowan (1957), Keyes (1969), Quak (1981), De Grauwe (1982). 
1000 Hoeksema (1997): 140. 
1011 Wachtendonck Psalms: 58:12. 
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b.. that nohuuanne ne fargetin folk mïn Old Dutch 
thatt n-ever neg forget.3PL.CONJ my people 
'soo that they wil l never forget my people1 

Againstt the background of this strict translation, it is surprising that the translator 
includedd this element ne. Apparently the n-word nohuuanne 'n-ever' did not suffice to 
expresss the sentential negation in this sentence. This supports two conclusions: (i) the 
Oldd Dutch negative marker is ne; and (ii) Old Dutch is a NC language. In 4.1.1 I wil l 
discusss negative markers in Old Dutch, in 4.1.2 I wil l discuss NC in Old Dutch. In 
4.1.33 I wil l show that Old Dutch does not allow for true negative imperatives. A 
paragraphh on the interpretation of universal subjects in negative sentences is absent, 
sincee the Latin Psalms texts do not contain any such examples. Subsection 4.1.4 
concludes. . 

4.1.11 Negativ e marker s in Old Dutc h 

Thee first conclusion that Old Dutch expressed sentential negation by means of a single 
preverball  negative marker ne is also supported by the fact that ne is the general 
translationn of negative markers in Latin in this text. 

•• 102 

(8)) a. Et in via peccatorum non stetit 
Andd in way sinners.GEN non stood.3SG 

b.. Inde in uuege sundigero ne stunt 
Andd in way sinners.GEN neg stood.3SG 
'Andd didn't stand in the way of sinners' 

(9)) a. Subito sagittabunt eum, et non timebunt 
Suddenlyy shoot.3sG.FUT him, and not fear.3sG.FUT 

b.. Galico scutton sulun imo, in ne sulun forhtun 
Suddenlyy shoot will.3sG him, and neg will.3SG.fear 
'Suddenlyy they will shoot him and they will not fear' 

However,, even Old Dutch already exhibits instances similar to the Middle Dutch 
negativee adverb niet, namely niuueht. 

(10)) a. Beatus vir qui non abiit in consilio impiorum104 Vulgate Latin 
BlessedBlessed man who not walks in counsel impious.PL.GEN 

b.. Salig man ther niuueht uör in gerede ungenêthero Old Dutch 
BlessedBlessed man who neg walks in counsel impious.PL.GEN 
'Blessedd the man who does not walk in the counsel of the impious' 

Vulgatee Latin 

Oldd Dutch 

Vulgatee Latin 

Oldd Dutch 

nn Wachtendonck Psalms: 1:1. 
"" Wachtendonck Psalms: 63:5. 
MM Wachtendonck Psalms: 1:1. 

http://forget.3PL.CONJ
http://shoot.3sG.FUT
http://fear.3sG.FUT
http://will.3SG.fear
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(11)) a. Non sic impii, non sic105 Vulgate Latin 
Nott so impious.PL. not so 

b.. Niuueht só ungenêthe, niuueht sö Old Dutch 
Negg so impious.PL. neg so 
'Nott like this, impious, not like this' 

Thee following question immediately rises: what is the status of sentences with a single 
negativee adverb niuueht. At least three different accounts are possible: first, Old 
Dutchh had two different phonologic ally distinct negative markers, ne and niuueht; 
second,, Old Dutch was in fact a Jespersen Phase II languages that could optionally 
addd a negative adverb niuueht next to the obligatory present ne. The fact that ne has 
beenn left out in these examples is due to the fact that the translator wanted to stay as 
closee to the text as possible; third, niuueht is in fact not a negative marker, but a 
compoundd of a negative marker ne and an indefinite element uueht 'what'. 
Thee first hypothesis would be in contradiction with Jespersen's diachronic 
developmentt of negation. Of course it could be the case that Dutch diachronic 
developmentt of negation is not in line with the general picture sketched by Jespersen 
(1917),, but an analysis that can account for these facts without violating Jespersen's 
generalisationn is to be preferred. Although not violating Jespersen's observation, the 
hypothesiss that the translator had left out ne in these cases is too strong too, since it 
followss from the example in (7) that the translator would in fact include an extra 
negativee marker ne, if that would be necessary for grammatical reasons. The third 
hypothesiss also accounts for the presence of two distinct negative markers without 
contradictingg Jespersen's generalisation: suppose that niuueht is composed of a 
negativee marker ne and some non-negative indefinite element uueht. In this case, ne 
wouldd still be the only negative marker, which can be strengthened by adding an 
indefinitee element. This third hypothesis is supported by several facts: (i) many 
languagess strengthen negation by means of adding indefinite elements. Examples are 
e.g.e.g. pas 'step',point 'point', mie 'crumb' and goutte 'drop' in Old French106 or cenige 
PingaPinga 'any things'107 in Old English; (ii) it fits nicely in Jespersen's general 
observationn of diachronic change of negative markers: the formation of negative 
adverbb is the result of assigning negation to an indefinite particle; (iii ) in the 
Wachtendockk Psalms texts examples of non-negative indefinite uuether (related to 
uueht)uueht) can be found as the translation of numquid108 'something/somewhat;' (iv) in 
Middlee Dutch (and still in Modern Dutch) instances of wat 'what' are still used as 
indefinitee expressions meaning 'something' or 'a bit'109; (v) in Early Middle Dutch 

Wachtendonckk Psalms: 1:4. 
1066 Cf. Roberts 2000, Eckardt 2002, Roberts & Roussou 2003. 
1077 See also 3.2.3. 
10SS Wachtendonck Psalms: 88.48 (this piece only glosses some terms). 
1099 This construction, in which a negative marker attaches to an indefinite expression, is similar to the 
Modernn Dutch word nietwat (neg what 'not a bit'), 

(i)) Vind je het nietwat koud? 
Findd you it neg.what cold 
'Don'tt you think it's a bit cold?' 
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thiss indefinite wat is allowed to occur in sentences without the obligatory negative 
marker: : 

(12)) Die wormewe hebben wat verteren110 Middle Dutch 
Thee worms neg have what digest 
'Thee worms don't have anything to digest' 

Hencee I conclude that Old Dutch is a Phase I or II language with a negative marker ne 
thatt always occurs in pre verbal position. Occasionally this marker can be strengthened 
byy an indefinite element similar to Middle or Modern Dutch wat 'what', that forms a 
compoundd with the negative marker, yielding the negative adverb niuueht that in these 
textss is able to express the sentential negation by itself. This niuueht is the forerunner 
off  Middle Dutch nie(t) 'neg'. 

4.1.22 Negativ e Concor d in Old Dutc h 

Thee second conclusion that can be drawn from (7) is that Old Dutch exhibits Negative 
Concord.. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the translator also 
translatedd several Latin non-negatives by n-words. 

(13)) a. Non me derelinquas usquequaque111 Vulgate Latin 
Negg me leave.2sg.imp anywhere/anytime 

b.. nieuuergin Old Dutch 
n-where e 

'Don'tt leave me anywhere/anytime' 

Whereass the Latin texts could suffice with a negative marker non and a non-negative 
adverb,, the Old Dutch translation requires a second negative element. Other examples 
involvee the translation of Vulgate Latin ne ... neque 'neither ... nor' standardly 
translatedd by Old Dutch ne ... ne och ox ne ... noh (14). However, in some cases the 
translatorr added a second negative marker ne after noh in these constructions that got 
spelledd out as nohne (15). This indicates that the sentence would otherwise suffer 
fromm ungrammaticality as well. 

(14)) a. Ideo non resurgent impii in iudicio, Vulgate Latin 
nequeneque peccatores in consilio iustorum 

Thuss not rise.fut.3PL impious.PL.nom in judgement, 
neitherr sinners in councel justice.GEN 

1100 Der Nature Bloeme, VII Wormen, 12491. 
1111 Wachtendonck Psalms: 118.8 (the original manuscript consists of a number of translations of Psalm 
textss and a list of some translated Latin words from other Psalms). 
1122 Wachtendonck Psalms: 1:5. 

http://rise.fut.3PL
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b.. Bethiu ne upstandunt ungenêthege in urdeile, Old Dutch 
nene och sundege in gerede rechtero 

Thuss not rise.fut.3PL impious.PL.nom in judgement, 
neitherr sinners in councel justice.GEN 

Thereforee the impious shall not rise in judgment, 
norr sinners in the council of the just' 

NonNon me demergat tempestas aqae, Vulgate Latin 
nequeneque asborbeat me profundum1'J 

Nott me let.drown. temptations water.GEN 
neitherr absorb me deep 

NeNe mi besenki geuuidere uuateres, Old Dutch 
nohnenohne farsuelge mi diupi 

Negg me let.drown temptations water.GEN 
neitherr swallow.up me deep 

'Lett not the temptations of water drown me, nor the deep swallow me up' 

Thuss Old Dutch can be regarded as a NC language, despite the small number of NC 
occurrencess in this text. Note that NC is also clause bound in Dutch. The following 
examplee (16) exhibits an instance of Old Dutch with three negative elements. The first 
twoo negative are comparable to the not ... nor construction. The third negative 
elementt ne is in a subordinate clause and hence unable to establish a NC relation with 
aa negative element in the matrix clause. 

(16)) a. Non sunt loquelae neque sermones Vulgate Latin 
quorumm non adiantur voces eorum114 

Nott are discourses not.and speeches 
of.whichh not was.heard voiches their 

b.. Ne sint spraken noh uuort thero ne uuerthin Old Dutch 
gihördaa stemmen iro 

Negg are discourses neg are there words 
heardd voices their 

'Theree are no discourses nor speeches in which there voices were not 
heard' ' 

Inn these texts no instances of Paratactic Negation have been found. Note however, that 
thiss does not exclude their existence in Old Dutch. Paratactic Negation (PN) is always 
optional,, and since the psalm texts in Vulgate Latin do not exhibit any NC, there were 
noo examples of PN in the original text. As the translator would only include extra n-
wordss for the sake of grammaticality, there was no need to include PN in the 
translation.. Hence they are not found in the text. 

(15)) a. 

b. . 

mm Wachtcndonck Psalms: 68:16. 
1144 Wachtcndonck Psalms: 18:3. 

http://rise.fut.3PL
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4.1.33 Negativ e Imperative s in Old Dutc h 

Theree are three kind of imperative constructions in Old Dutch: translations from Latin 
imperativee forms in which a 2nd person pronoun is added in the translation; single 
imperativess without a 2nd person pronoun and plural imperatives without a 2nd person 
pronoun. . 

Thee latter case only occurs in non-negative contexts (17), both in the Latin and in the 
Oldd Dutch text. Hence these examples cannot indicate whether true imperatives are 
allowedd or forbidden in Old Dutch. 

(17)) a. Cantate deo, psalmum dicite nomini eius Vulgate Latin 
Sing.lMPP god.DAT, psalm say.IMP name.ABL his 

b.. Singet gode, lof quethet namon sïnin Old Dutch 
Sing.lMPP god, hymn say.lMP name his 
'Singg to god, say a psalm in his name' 

Thee other two kinds of negative imperatives in Old Dutch can be preceded by ne. The 
examplee in (18) shows a negative imperative construction that included as 2n person 
singularr pronoun thu 'you', (19) exhibits a negative imperative without an additional 
personall  pronoun. 

(18)) a. Ne occidas eos115 Vulgate Latin 
Nott slay, imp them 

b.. Ne reslag thu sia Old Dutch 
Negg slay you them 
'Don'tt slay them' 

(19)) a. Ne proicas me in tempore senectutis 
Negg throw me in time old-age.GEN 

b.. Ne faruuirp mi an tide eldi 
Negg throw me in time old 
'Don'tt throw me in the old ages' 

4.1.44 Concludin g remark s 

Itt follows from this small amount of Old Dutch data that Old Dutch was either a 
Phasee I or II language, which in general expresses negation by means of a preverbal 
negativee marker and occasionally exhibits instances of the negative adverb niuueht. 
Oldd Dutch also contains indefinite markers, such as uuether 'what', which may 
enforcee (sentential) negation. Furthermore, Old Dutch is a Negative Concord 

Vulgatee Latin 

Oldd Dutch 

H '' Wachtendonck Psalms: 58:12. 
1166 Wachtendonck Psalms: 70:9. 
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language,, though it remains unknown whether it is Strict or Non-Strict NC. No 
exampless of PN have been found. Finally, Old Dutch seems to allow for negative 
imperatives.. The interpretation of universal subjects in negative sentences remains 
unclear. . 

4.24.2 Negation in Middle Dutch 

Inn this section I wil l re-address the same questions with respect to Middle Dutch. In 
4.2.11 I wil l discuss the status of negative markers in Middle Dutch, with special 
emphasiss on occurrences of a single preverbal negative marker en/ne. In 4.2.2 I wil l 
describee different instances of NC in Middle Dutch and in 4.2.3 I wil l discuss the 
presencee of true negative imperatives. In 4.2.4 I will discuss the interpretation of 
sentencess containing both a universal quantifier subject and a negative marker and 
4.2.55 concludes. 

4.2.11 Negativ e Marker s in Middl e Dutc h 

Dutchh has often been considered as a prototypical example of a language that 
underwentt the Jespersen Cycle (cf. Jespersen 1917, Hoeksema 1997). Whereas Old 
Dutchh exhibits a negation pattern in which there is only one preverbal negation, 
Middlee Dutch exhibits so-called Embracing Negation, whereby both a preverbal 
negativee marker and a negative adverb together express sentential negation. 
Embracingg negation is found in all environments in which finite verbs may occur: VI 
positionss (20), V2 positions (21) and clause-final V positions (22). 

(20)) En laettine mi spreke niet1'7 13th Century Dutch 
Negg let.he me speak neg 
'Iff  he does't let me speak' 

(21)) Sine ware niet genedert heden1 lx 13th Century Dutch 
She.negg were neg humiliated currently 
'Shee wasn't humiliated currently' 

(22)) Dat si niet en sach dat si sochte119 13th Century Dutch 
Thatt she neg neg saw that she looked-for 
'Thatt she didn't see what she looked for' 

Embracingg negation, the standard way to express sentential negation in Middle Dutch, 
iss completely in line with Jespersen's generalisation. The preverbal negative marker 
en/neen/ne is apparently to weak to express negation by itself, and is therefore supported by 

1177 Lanceloet: 20316. 
1188 Lanceloet: 20166. 
1199 Lanceloet: 20042. 
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aa negative adverb niet. Still one can find two kinds of exceptions in Middle Dutch: 
occurrencess of single en/ne and occurrences of single niet. I wil l discuss the latter 
phenomenonn in the next section (4.3.1), since the absence of en/ne is most typical for 
16thh and 17th century (Holland) Dutch. 
Thee occurrence of sentences with single en/ne is also relatively frequent in Middle 
Dutch.. This is not surprising, since the transit from Phase II into Phase HI is gradual. 
Alsoo one finds occurrences of single en/ne that are only allowed in specific contexts. 
Hencee one can distinguish two different kinds of occurrences of single en/ne in 
Middlee Dutch: (i) remnants from Old(er) Dutch, and (ii) special constructions that 
requiree only single en/ne. 

Burridgee (1993) describes that common usage verbs, like to say and to know are often 
negatedd without the adverb niet. She accounts for this fact by arguing that common 
usagee verbs are often conservative with respect to syntactic change. This would imply 
thatt these expressions are rather stored lexically than syntactically produced. Evidence 
thatt common usage expressions tend to be conservative (with respect to negation) 
followss from the dialect of Ghent (East Flanders), or from English, in which some 
expressionss may still be denied by a preverbal negative marker respectively without 
thee dummy auxiliary do. 

(23)) K'ew weet Ghent Dutch 
I.negg know 
'II  don't know' 

(24)) I hope not English 

Postmaa (2002) argues that true instances of single en/ne can never occur, and that all 
occurrencess of these constructions are related to the fact that the negative adverb niet 
hass been replaced by a Negative Polarity Item (NPI). Apart from these common usage 
verbss and Paratactic Negation (see 4.2.2), Postma lists a series of other contexts in 
whichh the preverbal negative marker stands on its own. These contexts are: (i) 
combinationss with the verbs roeken 'to care', doghen 'ought' or verbs with a prefix 
ghe;ghe; (ii) the gradual markers twint 'the least', bore 'al lot' or meer '(any)more', (iii ) 
coordinationn under disjunction and (iv) rhetoric questions. 

(25)) Hemewroektwatsielieghen120 Middle Dutch 
Himm neg cares what they lie 
'Hee doesn't care what they lie about' 

(26)) Hi was al blent, him? sag twint121 Middle Dutch 
Hee was already blind, he.neg saw TWINT 
'Hee was already blind, he didn't see anything' 

1200 Cf. Postma (2002). 
1211 Cf. Postma (2002). 
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(27)) Wedert been is tobroken, wedert en is. Middle Dutch 
Whether.thee leg is broken, whether neg is 
'Whetherr the leg is broken or not' 

(28)) En es dit Floris mijn soete lief12" Middle Dutch 
Negg is this Floris my sweet love 
'Isn'tt this Floris, my sweet love' 

Postmaa argues that all these contexts are downward entailing and able to license 
NPI's.. This is according to him the reason for the possible absence of niet. Since the 
preverball  negative marker in Middle Dutch is too weak to express sentential negation 
byy itself, it always ought to be accompanied by (at least) a second element that 
enforcess the negation. This can either be a second negative marker niet, or an NPI that 
cann only be uttered felicitously in a downward entailing context due to its indefinite 
character.. The same effect can still be seen in French. 

(29)) a. *Jean n 'a une idee French 
Johnn neg.has neg an idea 
'Jeann doesn't have an idea' 

b.. Jean n 'apas une idee 
Johnn neg.has neg an idea 
'Jeann doesn't have an idea' 

c.. Jean n 'a aucune idee 
Jeann neg.has any.NPl idea 
'Jeann doesn't have any idea' 

Inn this example the presence of the NPI aucun 'any' legitimises the absence of the 
normallyy obligatory negative adverb pas. Postma is right in arguing that the absence 
ofof niet in many cases should be compensated. However, his claim that this can only be 
compensatedd by NPI's is too strong. E.g. one also finds single en/ne in conservative 
expressions.. Moreover, non-NPl indefinites are also allowed to participate in negative 
constructionss without niet. 

(30)) Wia/?e hebben f wat; PRO" eten t,]'21 Middle Dutch 
We.negg have WAT eat 
'Wee don't have any food' 

Postmaa accounts for these facts by arguing that indefinite wat is also an NPI that 
needss to be licensed by an appropriate context. This context is in this case not 
introducedd by a lexical element but by a structural configuration, the result of so-
calledd tough movement of the Wh element (30). Although it is not excluded that 

1222 Cf. Postma (2002). 
1233 Cf Hoeksema 1997. 
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syntacticc constructions may license NPI's124, in this case the motivation to link these 
constructionss to NPI contexts is to account for the single occurrences of en/ne in these 
contexts,, and thus stipulative in nature. Moreover, Middle Dutch wat is also allowed 
inn non-negative or non-downward entailing context that lack tough movement 
constructionss as well. Therefore I do not adopt Postma's conclusion that indefinite 
watwat should be regarded as an NPI. 

(31)) Ic sie ghi cont wel wat vinden125 Middle Dutch 
II  see you can PRT WAT find 
'II  see you can find something' 

Thuss it is not only empirically ungrounded to account for those constructions as 
NPI's,, it is also unnecessary. It is known that indefinites are able to enforce a 
negation,, and that these indefinites may in due course be reinterpreted as proper 
negations.. Moreover, given the fact that Old Dutch exhibited a single preverbal 
negativee marker as well, the explanation in terms of conservative expressions is 
plausible,, given the gradual character of the change from Jespersen Phase II to Phase 
III . . 

Hencee apart from negative sentences with Embracing Negation one may find 
occurrencess of single en/ne, which are either remnants from Old Dutch, or 
expressionss that contain an indefinite expression that enforces the negation. This 
indefinitee may be an NPI in some cases, and in other cases not. 

4.2.22 Negativ e Concor d in Middl e Dutc h 

AA third case in which the preverbal negative marker en/ne does not necessarily occur 
inn combination with niet are contexts with n-words. 

(32)) a. Ic en sag niemen126 Middle Dutch 
II  neg saw n-body 
'II  didn't see anybody' 

127 7 

b.. Die niemen en spaers 
Thatt n-body neg saves 
'Whoo saves nobody' 

1244 Cf. The so-called middle construction can be considered as an NPI construction as it licenses any-
terms.. Most probably this is due to some hidden negative operator. Cf. Lekakou 2003. 
125ReynaardeII:6112. . 
1266 Cf. Hoeksema 1997. 
1277 Vanden levene ons heren 2018. 
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(33)) Ende en willen niets anders secge12K Middle Dutch 
Andd neg want.3PL n-thing different say 
'Andd they don't want to say anything different' 

(34)) Dat en haddi noyt ghedaen te voren129 Middle Dutch 
Thatt neg had.he n-ever done at before 
'Thatt he had never done before' 

(35)) Hi<?« woude «ergÉT? gaan130 Middle Dutch 
Hee neg wanted n-where go 
'Hee didn't want to go anywhere' 

(36)) Daer ne was gheen II die roupen dorste131 Middle Dutch 
Theree neg was n- that call dared 
'Theree was none who dared to call' 

Inn these cases an n-word took over the role of the negative adverb niet and establishes 
ann NC relationship. This immediately answers the second question to be addressed in 
thiss section, namely that Middle Dutch is an NC language. Middle Dutch is in fact a 
Strictt NC language as the preverbal negative marker en/ne is allowed to intervene 
betweenn a preverbal negative subject and the verb: 

(37)) Niemen en had mi niet gesien132 Middle Dutch 
N-bodyy neg had me neg seen 
'Nobodyy saw me' 

Notee that the Middle Dutch adverb niet is allowed to participate in NC relations as 
well,, as the example above only contains one negation in its semantics. In fact niet 
mayy even participate in NC relations in which niet is followed by an n-word: in (38) 
nietniet noeyt 'neg n-ever' means 'never' and in (39) the first niet precedes the n-word 
niksniks 'n-thing', but the sentence does not yield any Double Negation. Hence one can 
safelyy conclude that Middle Dutch was an NC language. 

(38)) mi en twifelt niet noeyt erger quaet // dat ic oyt was Middle Dutch 
vann venus discipels ionghen133 

mee neg doubts neg n-ever worse evil that I ever was 
off  Venus' pupils young 

TT don't doubt there was ever worse evil than when I was 
aa young pupil of Venus' 

l2l2**  Spiegel Historiael (V): 33243. 
1299 Borchgrave van Couchi 1: 158. 
130Merlij nn 1039. 
1 11 Alexanders geesten 10:241. 
132CfHoeksemaa 1997. 
1333 Antwerps Liedboek 153:2. 
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(39)) Den onderseten niet en was // gheoorlooft niets niet Middle Dutch 
mett alien // aen enen andren paus te vallen134 

Thee shephards neg neg was // allowed n-thing neg 
withh all PRT an other pope to attack 

'Thee shephards were not at all allowed to attack another pope together' 

Middlee Dutch also exhibited PN, as follows from (40). 

(40)) Doe wilden sie verbieden hem Middle Dutch 
datdat hi in den temple niet ginge 

Theree would they forbid him that he in the temple neg went 
'Theyy would forbid him to go in the temple' 

Notee that PN is the only instance of non-clause bound NC in Middle Dutch. In the 
casee of two negations in different clauses, no NC relation is established. 

(41)) Maer ferguut hem niet en betrout Middle Dutch 
WineWine liet den rose hem niet na comen 

Butt Ferguut him neg neg trust, he.neg let the giant him neg PRT come 
'Butt Ferguut didn't trust him, so he let the giant not follow him' 

Thee claim that NC in Middle Dutch is clause bound has been under attack by 
Hoeksemaa (1997), who shows examples in which negative elements in different 
clausess seem to have a single negative reading. 

(42)) Ic en wane niet dat te Bonivente // Middle Dutch 
NeNe geen so goet was tenegen tiden 

II  neg think neg that at B. neg one so good was at any time 
'II  don't think that anybody was so good at B at anytime' 

However,, the examples that Hoeksema shows all involve matrix verbs like want or 
think.think. These verbs are known to allow for so-called neg raising (Horn 1989). In these 
casess the negation in the matrix clause in fact reflects a mere negation in the 
embeddedd course that only for pragmatic purposes has raised to a higher position. 
Thiss phenomenon is still available in Modern Dutch or English: 

(43)) a. Ik weet niet of ik het mooi vind. Modern Dutch 
II  know neg whether I it nice find 
'II  know I don't like it' 

b.. I don 't think he shows up tonight 
'II  think he doesn't show up to night' 

Brabantschee yeesten 7957-9. 
Ferguutt 1168. 
CC f Hoeksema (1997). 
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Inn (43) the matrix clause contains a negation, although these sentences are standardly 
interpretatedd as if the negation were in the subordinate clause. The same can be the 
casee for (42). The NC relationship in (42) may been established when the higher 
negativee marker was still in the embedded clause, and therefore examples like (42) 
cannott count as proper evidence against the claim that NC is clause bound in middle 
Dutch. . 

4.2.33 Negativ e Imperative s in Middl e Dutc h 

Strongg verbs differ from weak verbs with respect to their imperative singular forms. 
Strongg verbs express the imperative form by means of 0 inflection, and weak singular 
imperativess end on a schwa. These forms are different from the 2nd person singular 
indicativee or subjunctive forms, which always end on an s.137 This makes it possible 
too investigate the presence of negative imperatives. If we find negative imperatives 
endingg on a schwa or without inflection, there is no ban on negative imperatives. This 
iss indeed the case. Negative imperatives occur quite regularly in Middle Dutch. 

(44)) &comanmi«/e/1 38 Middle Dutch 
Negg come.imp me neg 
'Don'tt touch me' 

(45)) En nem in dinen moet // Middle Dutch 
nienie gheen valsch ghewonnen goet 
Negg take in your mood neg no falsely gained goods 
'Don'tt take in your mind any stolen goods' 

(46)) En make mi geen gespringe140 Middle Dutch 
Negg make me no resistance 
'Don'tt resist against me' 

Hencee on the basis of these examples, I conclude that negative imperatives in Middle 
Dutchh are allowed. 

4.2.44 Universa l subject s and negatio n in Middl e Dutc h 

Thee final question to be addressed in this section addresses the interpretation of 
sentencess in which a universal quantifier subject (V-subject) is followed by a negation 
inn Middle Dutch. In most examples in which a universal subject quantifier precedes a 
sententiall  negation, the quantifier scopes over the negation. 

Cf.. Franck (1967) and Le Roux and Le Roux (1945). 
Spiegell  historiacl XXXIIII : 70. 
Diee x. plaghe en die x. ghebode: 2044-5. 
Vierdee Martijn 840. 
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(47)) Elc en haette anderen niet sere141 Middle Dutch 
Eachh neg hated others neg very 
'Nobodyy hated the others very much' 

(48)) Elc en wilde door den vaer Middle Dutch 
Vann sinen vrient niet sceiden daer14 

Eachh neg wanted through the fear of his friend neg separate there 
'Nobodyy wanted to be separate from his friend there' 

However,, few examples can be found where the negation seems to scope over the 
universall  quantifier. A sentence as in (49) obtains a reading in which the negation scopes 
overr the quantifier, since it is clear from the context that the speaker does not count 
himselff  to those kind of writers who have no idea what they are saying or writing. 

(49)) \n loghens niet, ic maecte tliet. Maer elc en weet niet Middle Dutch 
all  tbediet // Wat hi seit of wat hi scrijft143 

I.negg lied neg, I made the.song. But each neg knows neg 
alll  it means what he said or what he writes 

'II  didn't lie, I made the song. But not everyone knows what it all means 
whatt he says or writes' 

Althoughh there seems to be a strong bias towards an interpretation in which the 
universall  scopes over the negation, Middle Dutch is probably ambiguous with respect 
too the interpretation of constructions in which a universal subject precedes the marker 
off  sentential negation. A claim that says that universal quantifier subjects always 
scopee over the negation seems to be ungrounded. 

4.2.55 Concludin g remark s 

Onn the basis of the data in this section, it is safe to conclude that Middle Dutch is a 
prototypicall  Phase HI language, in which except for some conservative expressions, 
negationn is expressed by means of Embracing Negation en/ne ... niet, although a 
markerr indicating indefiniteness may replace niet. 
Middlee Dutch is a Strict NC language, in which the negative adverb niet is free to 
participate.. Contrary to Hoeksema's assumptions Middle Dutch NC is clause bound, 
butt allows for (non-clause bound) Paratactic Negation. 
Middlee Dutch clearly allows for true negative imperatives, and Middle Dutch seems 
too allow for inverse scope readings of V-subjects that precede negative markers. 

1411 Ferguut 5559. 
1422 Grimbergse oorlog 4332. 
1433 Gruuthuse Poems I: 1292. 
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4.34.3 Negatio n in 16th and lfh Century Dutch 

Middlee Dutch was a Jespersen Phase III language, whereas Modern Dutch is a 
Jespersenn Phase V language. In this section I wil l describe the transit period in which 
Dutchh exhibited Jespersen Phase IV behaviour. The title of this section is somewhat 
misleading.. Although the major transit from Phase III to Phase IV took place in this 
period,, it was locally restricted to Holland Dutch. Flanders exhibited this change 
muchh later, in some dialects even at the end of the 191 century. Second, the change 
didd not appear at once. Already in Middle Dutch there were instances of Phase IV 
patternss of negation, so 16th and 17th century Dutch exhibits only a part of the era that 
Dutchh was a Phase IV language. However, apart from those instances of Middle 
Dutch,, which are relevant in this discussion, I wil l restrict myself to 16th and 17th 

centuryy Holland Dutch. 
Inn the first paragraph I will discuss so-called en deletion, the process in which the 
preverball  negative marker gradually disappears. In 4.3.2 I will describe different 
instancess of NC in 16th and 17th century Dutch, and in 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 I wil l discuss 
instancess of negative imperatives and negative sentences with a universal quantifier 
subjectt respectively. 

4.3.11 Negativ e marker s in 16th and 17th centur y Dutc h 

Inn Middle Dutch, sentential negation was usually expressed by means of Embracing 
Negation,, though sometimes, instances of single niet were already present. Van der 
Horstt & Van der Wal (1979) show that the instances of single niet only occurred in 
particularr syntactic environments. These environments were: (i) VI sentences (50); 
(ii )) V2 sentences with subject-verb inversion (51); (iii ) subordinate clauses (52); (iv) 
absencee of finite verbs that are under the scope of negation. The latter category refers 
eitherr to constituent negation, in which the verb is not under the scope of negation, or 
ellipsis,, in which a second finite verb is left out. Obviously, in those cases there is no 
preverball  negative marker. Basically Van der Horst & Van der Wal show that only in 
V22 contexts without subject-verb inversion <?«-deletion is not allowed. 

(50)) a. Suldier niet toe helpen?144 Middle Dutch 
Will.you.theree neg to help 
'Won'tt you help there?' 

b.. Ende nem mi niet voor dijn oordel145 

Andd take.imp me neg vefore your judgmenet 
'Don'tt take me in front of your judgement' 

1444 Mariken 470 (cited in Van der Horst & Van der Wal (1979): 9). 
1455 Reynaerde 244/6 (cited in Van der Horst & Van der Wal (1979): 9). 
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146 6 

(51)) Mine herberge ontseggic u niet 
Myy tavern takeaway.I you neg 
'II  won't take you my tavern away' 

(52)) dat hem tcoude niet mochte deeren 
thatt him the.cold neg might harm 
'thatt the cold couldn't harm him' 

(53)) De zee was diep ende niet te wijt148 

Thee sea was deep and not too wide 
'Thee sea was deep but not too wide' 

147 7 

Middlee Dutch 

Middlee Dutch 

Middlee Dutch 

Inn the 16th century the process of ^«-deletion shows a curious development. Whereas 
inn Middle Dutch instances of single niet mostly occurred in VI or subordinate 
contexts,, in 16th century Dutch sentential negation was expressed only by means of 
thee negative adverb niet in most VI and V2 contexts, while subordinate clauses 
showedd a revival of Embracing Negation. In fact, the subordinate clause is the last 
environmentt that bans Embracing Negation. The following table (taken from Burridge 
1993)) shows the frequencies of en-deletion in Holland and Brabant Dutch. 

(54)) ^«-deletion in Holland Dutch (in %) 

1300 0 
1400 0 
1500 0 
1600 0 
1650 0 

VI I 
43 3 
75 5 
77 7 
100 0 
100 0 

V2 2 
28 8 
25 5 
48 8 
30 0 
100 0 

Final l 
8 8 
36 6 
28 8 
8 8 
98 8 

(55)) £w-deletion in Brabant Dutch (in %) 

1300 0 
1400 0 
1500 0 
1600 0 
1650 0 

VI I 
21 1 
--
50 0 
57 7 
100 0 

V2 2 
0 0 
--
9 9 
5 5 
9 9 

Final l 
5 5 
--
0 0 
5 5 
6 6 

Fromm the picture in (54)-(55) it would follow that en deletion took first place in VI 
environments,, and later in V2 contexts. However, this picture is not entirely correct. 
Vann der Horst & Van der Wal (1979) and De Haan & Weerman (1984) show that en 
deletionn occurs simultaneously in VI and topicalised V2 constructions.149 This means 
thatt all instances of en deletion in V2 contexts, in e.g. 1650 Brabant Dutch, are cases 

1466 Ferguut 839 (cited in Van der Horst & Van der Wal (1979): 9). 
1477 De reis van Sente Brandane: 605 (cited in Van der Horst & Van der Wal (1979): 10). 
1488 Potter, Den Minnen Loep: 174:21 (cited in Van der Horst & Van der Wal (1979): 11). 
1499 Topicalized V2 constructions have the order Topic - Vfin - Subject. 
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off  inversion. This observation corresponds nicely to the fact that only subjects may be 
weakk in sentence-initial position. Given that en/ne in 16th and 17th century Dutch has 
alreadyy become a weak element, the fact that en deletion took place first in VI and 
topicalisedd V2 position can be explained as a result of this ban on non-subject weak 
elementss in preverbal V2 position in Dutch. 

(56)) a. K'heb 'm gezien Dutch 
I.havee him seen 
'II  saw him' 

b.. *'M heb ik gezien 
Himm have I seen 
'Himm I saw' 

Thuss Dutch follows the development as described by Jespersen. Gradually, the 
preverball  negative marker loses force and the negative adverb adopts the role of the 
properr negation. Van der Horst & Van der Wal seek an explanation for this in terms of 
generall  typological tendencies. They follow Vennemann (1974) who connects the 
Indo-Europeann development with respect to sentential negation with the alleged the 
shiftt from SOV to SVO that Indo-European languages underwent in general. 
Vennemannn argues that the OV-VO shift (English being a prototypical example) is in 
factt a shift from XV to VX where X can be any category, including negation. Hence 
Oldd Dutch has the old NegV order with the preverbal negative marker en/ne as the 
onlyy expressor of negation, whereas Modern Dutch exhibits only VNeg behaviour. 
Thiss analysis suffers form several severe problems: first, the claim that Dutch 
undergoess a shift from OV to VO is false. Both Middle Dutch and Modern Dutch 
exhibitt OV in subordinate clauses, and moreover Middle Dutch was even more liberal 
withh respect to embedded VO orders than Modern Dutch. Second, De Haan & 
Weermann (1984) argue that the preverbal negative marker en/ne shows behaviour that 
indicatess that these elements should be understood as clitics or affixes. Lehmann 
(1974)) however argues that in OV languages clitics occur to the right of the verb, and 
inn VO languages to the left. This would mean that one should expect the preverbal 
negativee marker to occur more frequently rather than less frequently. 
Thee question is then: what explains the shift from Embracing Negation to the single 
appearancee of the adverb niet in sentential negation? I wil l not answer this question 
here,, as I wil l deal with aspects of language change and negation extensively in 
chapterr 8, but it seems clear once that the negative adverb that obligatory participates 
inn sentential negation takes over the dominant role, the preverbal negative marker is 
noo longer needed to express negation, and therefore it disappears gradually. The 
atypicall  behaviour of the preverbal negative marker in subordinate clauses wil l be 
discussedd in chapter 8. 

16thh and 17th century Dutch still exhibits Embracing Negation, but allows for instances 
off  a single negative adverb niet as well. First these instances occur only in special 
contextt (subordinate clauses, VI , V2 under inversion), but gradually this way of 
expressingg negation becomes standard. At the end of the 17th century the preverbal 
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negativee marker is almost completely gone in Holland Dutch. Note that this is not the 
casee for Brabant Dutch or Flemish, where this development takes a longer period, 
probablyy due to sociolinguistic motivations. 

4.3.22 Negativ e Concor d in 16th and 17th centur y Dutc h 

Thee question is whether 16th and 17th century Dutch still exhibited NC. Obviously this 
iss the case when the optional preverbal negative marker is present. In those cases 
negationn is manifested twice in the morpho-syntax, but only once present in the 
semantics.. Some typical examples can be shown from Vondel's play Gysbrecht van 
AemstelAemstel from 1638. In this text Vondel uses both the Embracing Negation 
constructionn and single negative adverbs or n-words. As the text is on meter, it is 
conceivablee that Vondel included the preverbal negative marker for prosodie 
purposes. . 

(56)) a. De krijgslien zijn niet veer van deeze kloosterpoort 1638 Dutch 
Thee warriors are not far from this monatry.gate 
'Thee warriors are not far from the monastry's gate' 

b.. Zoo veele moeite en is het leven my niet waerdigh 
Soo much effort neg is the life me not worthy 
'Lif ee is not worth that much trouble for me' 

(57)) a. Maer niemant gaf gehoor152 1638 Dutch 
Butt n-body gave obeying 
'Butt nobody obeyed' 

b.. Dat niemant zich het woên der vyanden en kreunde1 

Thatt n-body SE the raging of. the enemies neg moaned 
'Thatt nobody cared about the raging of the enemies' 

Thee example in (57)b indicates that 16th and 17th century Dutch exhibit Negative 
Concord,, but these examples are rare. Two explanations account for this. First, most 
NCC expressions consist of a negative marker and an n-word. As the negative marker 
tendss to lose force, the frequency of NC examples decreases. Though one may still 
expectt NC in cases in which two n-words or the negative adverb and an n-word co-
occur.. The following examples demonstrate that this is indeed the case. 

153154 4 

1500 Gysbrecht IV: 1038. 
1511 Gysbrecht IV: 955. 
1522 Gysbrecht V: 1368. 
1533 Gysbrecht V: 1410. 
1544 This is an example in which the absence of en would break the meter. Saving meter is probably the 
primaryy reason the include this negative marker in this line. 
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(58)) s'Ondeckt het niemand niet155 1628 Dutch 
She'tellss it n-body neg 
'Shee doesn't tell anybody' 

(59)) Hy vreesde Herkies knods noch Samsons vuisten nietl% 1638 Dutch 
Hee feared Hercules' spadix nor Samson's fists. 
'Hee feared Hercules spadix nor Samson's fists' 

(60)) Zulcx en heeft noyt niet ghebleken157 1579 Dutch 
Suchh neg has n-ever neg appeared 
'Suchh has never appeared (to be the case)' 

(61)) Om niet al levendigh en versch te zijn verslonden 1638 Dutch 
Vann hem, die op zijn jaght geen aes en had gevonden158 

Inn order neg PRT too alive and fresh to be devoured 
Byy him who on his hunt no lure neg has found 

'Inn order not be devoured fresh and alive 
byy him who didn't find any lure while hunting' 

16'' And 17' century Dutch also exhibits Paratactic Negation, as becomes clear from 
thee following examples. 

(62)) Uit vreeze dat de Staet niet strande, en ga te gront159 1646 Dutch 
Out.off  fear that the state collapse.cONJ, and goes to ground 
'Outt of fear that the state wil l collapse and topples down' 

(63)) Van vreeze datze niet wierd nae haer dood mishandelt160 1620 Dutch 
Out.off  fear that.she neg becomes after her dead molested 
'Outt of fear that she will be molested after her death' 

Thus,, 16l and 171 century Dutch is an NC language, although the preverbal negative 
markerr is only optionally available. 

Thee role of the negative adverbial marker in 16th and 17th century Dutch is distinct 
fromm Middle Dutch. In Middle Dutch the negative adverb was free to participate in 
NCC relation, regardless of its position with other n-words in the clause. In 16th and 
11 f century niet is only allowed to participate if it follows all other n-words as (60) 
proves,, or as follows from the fragmentarian answer in (64). 

1555 Hypolitus III . 
156GysbrechtV:: 1316. 

Katholiekk spotgedicht op Oranje en zijn godsdienstvrede. 
'58GysbrechtI:: 13-14. 
'syy Maria Stuart: III (cited in Van der Wouden 1994b). 
1600 Hierusalem verwoest IV: 1878 (cited in Van der Wouden !994b). 
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(64)) Heefter niemant de dief esien? niemant niet? 1617 Dutch 
Has.theree n-body the thief seen? N-body neg? 
'Didd anybody see the thief? Nobody?' 

Oncee that the negative adverb niet precedes an n-word, the negative adverbial marker 
blockss NC readings, as follows from (65), where three n-words in fact exhibit two 
negationss in the semantics. 

(65)) dat niet allen noyt geene bochten off cromten [...] 1630 Dutch 
enen sullen worden bevonden 

thatt neg only n-ever no curves or bends neg will be found 
'thatt not only never any curve or bend may be found' 

However,, the example in (66) shows that a negative subject that is followed by the 
negativee adverb gives also rise to a Double Negation reading. This example can be 
consideredd an indication that 16th and 17th century Dutch is less tolerant with respect 
too NC constructions than previous stages of the language. 

(66)) Niemant [...]  niet en murmureert163 1600 Dutch 
N-bodyy neg neg complains 
'Nobodyy does not complain' 

Hence,, although 16th and 17th century Dutch lacks the obligatory presence of a 
preverball  negative marker, it remains an NC language that behaves similar to Middle 
Dutch:: it allows clause-bounded NC only and it allows Paratactic Negation. Contrary 
too Middle Dutch, 16th and 17th century Dutch does not allow for NC with n-words 
followingg the adverbial negative marker niet. 

4.3.33 Negativ e Imperative s in 16th and 17th centur y Dutc h 

VII  contexts are sensitive to ew-deletion. As is shown in the tables in (54)-(55) 
Hollandd Dutch does not exhibit any imperatives with a preverbal negative marker 
en/neen/ne in the 17th century and Brabant Dutch expresses imperatives with single niet 
onlyy in the second half of the 17th century, according to the sample of texts that 
Burridgee (1993) based her analysis on. Imperatives in this stage of the language can 
havee two forms: singular imperatives are similar to the verbal stem and plural 
imperativess have a suffix -/. Since Old and Middle Dutch did not ban true negative 
imperatives,, it is unlikely that 16th and 17th century Dutch all of a sudden would 
forbidd these constructions to appear. This expectation is born out: we find examples of 

1611 Warenar: 1051. 
1622 Contract between Claes en Frans Dirksz with the city of Amsterdam 
(http://www.amsterdamsebinnenstad.nl/binnenstad/lamp/deotter.html). . 
1633 Van Sinte Niemant: 155. 

http://www.amsterdamsebinnenstad.nl/binnenstad/lamp/deotter.html
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singularr and plural imperatives both with and without the preverbal negative marker 
en/ne. en/ne. 

Negativee imperatives with a preverbal word occur rather frequently in 16th and 17th 

centuryy Dutch, but in many cases it is unclear whether en is a negative marker, or a 
coordinator.. The following example e.g. can be interpreted in two ways. 

(67)) Schep moed, en wanhoop niet](A 1638 Dutch 
Createe courage, and/neg despair neg 
'Createe courage, (and) don't despair1 

(68)) Noch en laet myn ziele van u niet vlien165 1603 Dutch 
Norr neg let my soul of you neg flee 
'Norr let my soul not flee away from you' 

(69)) a. Roept niet luid166 1638 Dutch 
Call.IMP.PLL neg loudly 
'Don'tt shout' 

b.. Doet duecht ende en roept niet eras eras167 1524 Dutch 
DO.IMP.PLL  virtue and neg call.iMP.PL neg eras eras 
'Bee honourable and don't say "eras eras'" 

Givenn the presence of imperatives that are still preceded by a preverbal negative 
markerr en, it is safe to conclude that there is indeed no ban on negative imperatives in 
Middlee Dutch regardless of the choice of the negative marker. 

4.3.44 Universa l subject s and negatio n in 16th and 17th centur y 
Dutc h h 

Thee final question to be addressed in this section is the interpretation of universal 
quantifyingg subjects that are followed by a negative marker. Again, as was the case 
withh Middle Dutch, this is hard to investigate for previous stages of the language, 
sincee contexts often do not disambiguate these sentences. Still, I found several 
exampless that prove that 16th and 17th century Dutch allows for inverse scope 
readings,, in which the negation scopes over the universal quantifier. 

(70)) Al dat waggelt, en valt «/e/168 1657 Dutch 
Al ll  that waddles, neg falls neg 
'Nott everything that waddles falls' 

1MM Gysbrecht V: 1855. 
1655 Het prieelken der geestelijken wellusten: 79-12. 
1666 Gysbrecht II: 501. 
1677 Refreynen int sot amoureus wijs: 45. 
1688 Banket-werk van goeden gedachten: XVI . 

http://Do.imp.pl
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Thatt this is not a single instance of this construction can be seen in the following 
examplee in 18th century Dutch, in which the quantifier geen 'no' scopes over the 
universall  quantifier al. 

(71)) Ja, 't is al geen goud dat er blinkt 1784 Dutch 
Yes,, it is all no gold that there glitters 
'Itt is not all gold that glitters' 

Onn the basis of these few examples I conclude that 16th and 17th century Dutch at least 
allowedd for inverse scope readings in sentences with a negative marker and a 
universall  quantifier subject. 

4.3.55 Concludin g remark s 

16thh and 17th century Dutch does not have an obligatory preverbal negative marker 
andd allows sentential negation to be expressed by means of a single negative adverb. 
Thee disappearance of the preverbal negative marker starts in subordinate clauses, and 
thenn takes place in VI and V2 contexts (under inversion). After that, normal V2 S-V 
orderss allow ^«-deletion. When matrix clauses hardly show examples of the preverbal 
negativee marker en/ne, it shows up again in subordinate clauses. Finally around the 
endd of the 17th century the preverbal negative marker is completely gone. 
16thh and 17th century Dutch also exhibit NC, which is clause-bound except for cases of 
Paratacticc Negation. Contrary to Middle Dutch, 16th and 17th century Dutch does not 
alloww the negative adverb to participate in NC relations, unless it is the final negative 
elementelement in the concord chain. 
Theree is no ban in 16th and 171h century Dutch against negative imperatives, regardless 
off  the choice for the negative marker (Embracing Negation or a single negative 
adverb). . 
Finally,, there is no general ban either on negation that scopes over universal quantifier 
subjectss in the case of the subjects preceding the negative marker at surface structure. 

4.44.4 Negation in Modern Dutch 

Inn this section I will compare the results that have been found for the historical stages 
off  Dutch with the contemporary situation. Therefore the four different topics that have 
beenn investigated for Old Dutch, Middle Dutch and 16th and 17th century Dutch, wil l 
noww be investigated for both Standard and non-Standard Modern Dutch. The situation 
forr Standard Modern Dutch is not very complicated, although it differs crucially from 
olderr stages of Dutch with respect to some phenomena. However, in this section I wil l 
alsoo discuss dialectal variation with respect to negation. We will see that many 
Flemishh dialects show a large range of variation in the way negative expressions are 
expressedd or interpreted and sometimes behave more on a par with Middle Dutch or 
16thh and 17th century Dutch than with Standard Modern Dutch. 
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Thee data that are used in this section come from the database that forms the basis of 
thee Syntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects (SAND) (see also section 1.2). During this 
project,, fieldwork was done in 267 different places in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
France.. The study presented here reflects the range of variation that has been found 
withh respect to negation. 

Sincee this section represents a corpus that contains data from 267 different dialects it 
iss virtually impossible to present an overview here of all dialectal differences. 
Thereforee I focus first on those dialects that still exhibit Jespersen Phase IV 
behaviour.. It wil l turn out that there are three classes of Dutch dialects that do so. 
Afterr that I wil l check whether these dialects exhibit NC, and if so what kind of NC, 
andd I wil l compare this result with other varieties of Modern Dutch. It wil l turn out 
thatt although Modern Dutch varieties can be divided in NC and non-NC dialects, the 
dialectss that are Phase IV all exhibit NC. I will then look at the occurrence of negative 
imperatives,, both for Phase IV varieties and Phase V varieties, and I wil l conclude 
thatt there is no ban on negative imperatives in Modern Dutch and finally I wil l look at 
thee interpretation of sentences that have a universal quantifier subject followed by a 
negativee marker. I wil l show that the set of languages that are able to assign an inverse 
readingg to such sentences forma superset of the set of NC varieties. 
Thiss method makes it possible to provide a coherent overview of the range of dialectal 
variationn with respect to the expression of negation and to draw correct 
generalisationss on the basis of Dutch microvariation. 

Inn subsection 4.4.1 I will discuss the variation in Modern Dutch with respect to the 
wayy sentential negation is expressed. In subsection 4.4.2 I will discuss which varieties 
off  Dutch exhibit NC and to whether this form of NC is different from the ones that we 
exploredd in the previous sections. In 4.4.3 I will discuss the presence of negative 
imperativess in Dutch dialects and in 4.4.4 I will discuss the interpretation sentences 
withh a universal quantifier subject that are followed by a negative marker. 4.4.5 
containss some concluding remarks. 

4.4.11 Negativ e Marker s in Moder n Dutc h 

Inn this subsection I will discuss the variety that Modern Dutch exhibits with respect to 
thee expression of sentential negation. Standard Dutch uses a negative adverb niet that 
occupiess the same position as in the older varieties of Dutch (to the right of Vfm in VI 
andd V2 contexts and to the left of the verb in subordinate clauses). 

(72)) a. Jan loopt niet Standard Dutch 
Jann walks neg 
'Jann walks' 

b.. .. .dat Jan niet loopt 
thatt Jan neg walks 
'.... that Jan walks' 
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c.. Loopt Jan niet? 
Walkss Jan neg? 
'Doesn'tt John walk?' 

However,, we see that many dialects, especially from Flanders, have other means of 
expressingg negation at their disposal. Several dialects have not made the transit from 
PhasePhase IV to Phase V of the Jespersen Cycle (yet) and do not only express sentential 
negationn by means of a negative adverb, but also allow for an optional additional 
preverball  negative en/ne, comparable to the 17th century dialects of Holland Dutch. A 
mapp of places where these dialects are spoken is in (73) below. 

(73)) Map of places with dialects that still allow for an optional preverbal negative 
markerr en/ne are spoken. 

Inn sum 40 different dialects exhibit this pattern, all located in the southwestern part of 
thee Dutch language area. Three areas can be distinguished where Embracing Negation 
stilll  takes place: (I) East Flanders where the majority of Phase IV dialects has been 
foundd (74)-(75); (II) Northern West Flanders169 (76)-(77) and (III ) French Flanders 
(includingg some border dialects in Southern West Flanders) in the extreme south west 
off  the Dutch language area, in which the original Dutch dialect is highly influenced by 

1699 Although West Flemish has featured as the prototypical variety of Dutch that still exhibits Phase IV 
behaviourr (cf. Haegeman 1995, Zanuttini & Haegeman 1996), it turns out that preverbal en has almost 
completelyy disappeared from this area. 
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French;; In all three areas the preverbal negative marker is optionally present, which 
meanss that apart form Embracing Negation examples, negative sentences with single 
nie(t)nie(t) are also available. 

(74)) a. Ik en ga nie naar t school 
II  neg go neg to the school 
ii  don't go to school' 

b.. Pas op dage nie en valt 
Lookk out that.you neg neg fall 
'Makee sure you don't fall' 

(75)) a. Da vinnek ook nie 
Thatt find.I too neg 
'II  don't find that either' 

b.. Ge weet toch ook da't nie plezant is 
Youu know PRT too that.it neg pleasant is 
'Youu know too that it is not pleasant' 

(76)) a. Ze en weet da niet 
Shee neg knows that neg 
'Shee doesn't know that' 

b.. Past op daje nie en valt 
Lookk out that.you neg neg fall 
'Makee sure you don't fall' 

(77)) a. Ze weet nog nie da Marie gisteren dood is 
Shee knows yet neg that Marie yesterday dead is 
'Shee doesn't know yet that Marie died yesterday' 

b.. K geloven dajgie zo slim nie zijt of wiedre 
II  believe that.you so smart are as we 
'II  believe that you are not as smart as we are' 

(78)) a. Neeneenk kewzijn de moeder nie 
No.no.II  I.neg.am the mother neg 
'No,, no. I am not the mother' 

b.. Noes mepeizen dajgie zo boos nieëzijt of wieder 
Wee believe that.you so angry neg.neg.are as we 
'Wee believe that you aren't as angry as we are' 

(79)) a. E klapt nie wel Frans 
Hee speaks neg good French 
'Hee doesn't speak French well' 

b.. Kpeizen datnie morgen goa komn 
I.thinkk that.he.neg tomorrow goes come 
'II  think that he wil l not come tomorrow' 

Berlare e 
(Eastt Flemish) 

Berlare e 

Oostkerke e 
(Westt Flemish) 

Oostkerke e 

Stcc Marie-Chapelle 
(Frenchh Flemish) 

S,ee Marie-Chapelle 

http://that.it
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Bothh in West Flemish and East Flemish the participation of the preverbal negative 
markerr in negative sentences is restricted to V2 main clauses and subordinate clauses. 
Inn French Flanders the preverbal negative marker is also allowed in VI contexts, 
thoughh the only available data are from negative imperatives, and therefore these data 
wil ll  be presented and discussed in section 7.3. Another observation is that the 
majorityy of negative constructions in French Flanders still exhibits Embracing 
Negation,, whereas the West and East Flemish examples lack Embracing Negation in 
mostt cases. 
Hencee one can observe that those Dutch dialects that still exhibit Embracing Negation 
reflectt the pattern of ^«-deletion that has been found for 16th and 17th century Dutch, 
wheree the preverbal negative marker first ceased to exist in VI contexts. French 
Flemishh proves to be more conservative than East Flemish171, which on its turn is 
moree conservative than the West Flemish dialects in which Embracing Negation has 
onlyy been rarely found. 

Still,, this is not the only phenomenon that one can find in the range of variation of the 
usagee of negative markers that Dutch dialects exhibit. In the rest of this section I wil l 
discusss another phenomenon, namely instances of single en in Modern Dutch 
Dialects.. Although it is not possible to express sentential negation by means of a 
singlee preverbal negative marker, some conservative expressions still allow for it. The 
exampless in (80) are short answers, and are probably expressions that have become 
lexicall  ised. 

(80)) a. Uewdoet Berlare 
Hee neg does 
'Hee doesn't' 

b.. KV« weet Gent 
I.negg know (East Flemish) 
'II  don't know' 

Preverball  negative markers may also still occur in sentences that are negatively 
connotated,, e.g. by a semi-negative verb such as twijfelen 'doubt' or in the case of 
particles,, such as maar or juist that indicate a speaker's negative attitude towards the 
contentss of a proposition. 
Thee distribution of this use of en is more widespread than the use of en as a 
participantt in Embracing Negation. Not only can this usage be found in those dialects 
thatt exhibit Embracing Negation (81), it also occurs in dialects that do not allow the 
negativee marker to participate in the expression of sentential negation (82). 

1700 In some cases it is problematic to analyse possible occurrences of the preverbal negative marker en, 
ass it has the same phonological form as the standard conjunction en 'and'. 
1711 The question why French Flemish exhibits more cases of Embracing Negation remains open: either 
itt could be that this is due to the influence of French, which also exhibits Embracing Negation. But it is 
alsoo conceivable that this is a result of a stronger marking of the original French Flemish dialect against 
thee dominance of French. 
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(81)) a. Ken e maar drie pillen Berlare 
II  neg have PRT three tablets 
'II  have only three tablets' 

b.. Terns moa juste goed genoeg Oostende 
It.neg.iss pit prt gooed enough 
'Itt was just enough' 

c.. Ten wos mo juiste genoeg Sle Marie-Chapelle 
It.negIt.neg was PRT PRT enough 
'Itt was just enough' 

(82)) a. K en twijfele Aalter 
II  neg doubt (East Flemish) 
ii  doubt (it)' 

b.. Kenee moar drie spekken Waregem 
I.neg,havee just/only three candies (East Flemish) 
'II  only have three candies' 

Itt is thus conceivable to think of this particular use of en/ne as a final stage of 
Jespersenn Phase IV, where single en/ne is hardly used to express sentential negation, 
butt where it still may be included in expressions that have a negative connotation. 

4.4.22 Negativ e Concor d in Moder n Dutc h 

Whereass Middle Dutch and 17lh Century Dutch (Van der Wouden 1995) exhibit NC, 
itt is known from chapter 3 that Standard Dutch is a Double Negation language. 

(83)) ... dat Jan niet niemand ziet Standard Dutch 
.... that Jan neg nobody sees 
'.... that Jan doesn't see nobody' = 'that John sees somebody' 

Thee results from the SAND fieldwork provide a richer and more fine-grained 
overvieww of the distribution of NC in the Dutch language area. Moreover, it sheds 
moree light on the exact behaviour of NC in Dutch. 

Inn this subsection I wil l first describe the occurrences of NC in those varieties of 
Modernn Dutch that allow for an (optional) preverbal negative marker. I wil l show that 
thee three varieties under discussion, East, West and French Flemish, indeed exhibit 
NC.. Then I wil l discuss different kinds of NC constructions that may or may not 
appearr in these varieties. I will finally show that NC is not restricted to those varieties, 
butt that many other varieties also exhibit NC. 

Eastt Flemish varieties exhibit NC relations between an n-word and the preverbal 
negativee marker (84)a, between an n-word and the negative adverbial marker (84)b or 
betweenn an n-word, the preverbal and the postverbal negative marker (84)c. Note 
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howeverr that in all cases in which the adverbial negative marker enters an NC relation 
itt follows any n-words. This fact is also known in West Flemish (Haegeman 1995), 
wheree constructions in which an n-word follows the negative adverbial marker are 
reportedd to be instances of Double Negation172. Finally, n-words can also participate 
inn Negative Spread construction, in which no negative marker is involved (85). 

(84)) a. K en geef niets aan een ander Berlare Dutch 
II  neg give n-thing to an other 
'II  don't give anything to another' 

b.. Dr wil niemand nie dansn 
Theree wants n-body neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

c.. K en e niemand nie gezien 
II  neg have n-body neg seen 

(85)) Dr zitten hier nieveranst geen muizen Berlare Dutch 
Theree sit here n-where n- mice 
'Theree aren't any mice anywhere around' 

Apartt from these more 'standard' forms of NC, East Flemish dialects also show NC 
relationss in which the adverbial negative marker occurs twice (86). In this case the 
firstt instance of nie is the marker of sentential negation, where the second nie marks 
thee adverb meer 'more/anymore' for negation. 

(86)) Jan (en) ee nie veel geld nie meer Berlare Dutch 
Jann has neg much money neg more 
'Jann hasn't much money anymore' 

Inn order to determine whether these East Flemish dialects are Strict or Non-Strict NC 
varieties,, both the combination between a negative subject in preverbal position and a 
preverball  negative marker and between the subject and a negative adverb should be 
investigated.. It turns out that East Flemish dialects allow for both NC relations, 
althoughh some informants judged the NC relation between a negative subject and the 
preverball  negative marker as archaic. 

(87)) a. Niemand en eet dat ooit gewild of gekund Beverle Dutch 
N-bodyy neg has that ever wanted or can.PERF 
'Nobodyy ever could or wanted to do that' 

1722 Haegeman (1995: 142) provides the following minimal pair from West Flemish: 

(i)) ... da Valere van niemand nie ketent (en) is 
.... that Valere of n-body neg pleased neg is 
NC:: 'that Valere is not pleased with anyone' 

(ii )) ... da Valere nie van niemand ketent (en) is 
.... that Valere neg of n-body pleased neg is 
DN:: 'that Valere is not pleased with no one' 
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b.. Ik peis dat niemand nie gezien ("en) eet Berlare Dutch 
II  think that n-body neg seen has 
'II  think nobody saw (it)' 

Thee number of instances of Paratactic Negation in the NC varieties is smaller. Only in 
thee southern East Flemish dialects examples of Paratactic Negation have been found. 
Inn these cases a comparative in the matrix clause licensed the presence of a preverbal 
negativee marker in the subordinate clause that does not contribute to the negative 
semantics.. As comparative constructions are also known to participate in NC relations 
inn other languages (cf. Herburger 2001), and can be analysed as semi-negatives 
becausee of their monotonie properties (Van der Wouden 1994a) or semantic 
decompositionn (cf. Von Stechow 1984, Kennedy 2001), these instances can be 
consideredd as a form of NC. 

(88)) IJ is veel leper of datrij uit en ziet Strijpen Dutch 
Hee is much smarter if that.there.he PART neg looks (East Flanders) 
'Hee is much smarter than he looks like' 

Westt Flemish dialects that still allow an optional preverbal negative marker resemble 
Eastt Flemish dialects to a large extent with respect to the expression of NC. N-words 
aree allowed to show Negative Spread with both the preverbal negative marker the 
negativee adverb or with both173 (89). Negative Doubling and NC relations with nie 
meermeer 'not anymore' phrases are also allowed. 

(89)) a. J^nhoort da niemer' Oostende 
You.neg.hearr that n-ever (West Flemish) 
'Youu don't ever hear that' 

b.. K geloof dak niemand nie gezien e Oostkerke Dutch 
II  believe that.I n-body neg seen have 
'II  believe that I didn't see anybody' 

c.. .. .da Valere van niemand nie ketent en was West Flemish174 

.... that Valere of n-body neg pleased neg was 
'.... that Valere wasn't pleased with anyone' 

(90)) Zitn dr ier nieverans geen muizen binn Oostkerke Dutch 
Sitt there here n-where n- mice 
'Theree aren't any mice anywhere around' 

(91)) Asset azo voort doet zalt nie lange nie mee trekn Oostkerke Dutch 
If.hee so further does will.he neg long neg more pull 
'I ff  he continuates (his behaviour), he won't live long' 

1733 The SAND fieldwork did not show any combinations of combinations of en, nie and an n-word in 
thee West Flemish dialects. However, the informants did not reject these examples either. Moreover, 
manyy of such examples have been reported in the literature (cf. Haegeman 1995). 
1744 Taken from Haegeman 1995: 142. 
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Westt Flemish differs from East Flemish in the sense that West Flemish also allows 
thee not A no N construction. Here a combination of negative marker on top of an AN 
constructionn establishes an NC relation with the n-word geen 'no' (92) that may 
intervenee between A and N. 

(92)) a. E klap nie goed geen Frans Oostkerke Dutch 
Hee talks neg good n- French 
'Hee doesn't speak any good French' 

b.. Tleevn nie vele geen mensn meer van de boerenstiel 
It.liv ee neg many neg people more of the farm 
'Nott many people make a living from farming' 

Thee question whether West Flemish is a Strict or Non-Strict NC languages is not 
straightforward.. It is known from the literature that the negative subject is not allowed 
too occur in sentence-initial position. However, this is a consequence of a general rule 
inn West Flemish that obliges indefinite expressions to form an existential there 
constructionn and therefore bans indefinites to occur in sentence-initial position. 

(93)) a. *...danen student da gezeid eet West Flemish176 

.... that a student that said has 
'.... that some student said that' 

b.. Datter nen student da gezeid eet 
That.theree a student that said has 
Thatt some student said that' 

(94)) a. *... da niemand dienen boek gelezen eet West Flemish 

b. . 

thatt n-body that book read has 
.. that nobody read that book' 
datterr niemand dienen boek gelezen eet 
that.theree n-body that book read has 
.. that nobody read that book' 

Hence,, the ban on n-words in the canonical subject position is not related to the 
questionquestion whether the variety exhibits Strict or Non-Strict NC. The question is then 
whetherr a negative subject followed by a negative marker in a there construction is 
allowedd or not. It is shown in (95) that in West Flemish dialects both negative markers 
mayy follow the negative subject. 

1755 This construction has first been observed by Vanacker (1975) and has been discussed in Haegeman 
(2002)) for French Flemish dialects. 
1766 Data from Haegeman & Zanuttini: 126. 
1777 Data from Haegeman & Zanuttini: 126-7. 
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(95)) a. Tmvil niemand dansn Oostende Dutch 
It.neg.wantss n-body dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance 

b.. T wil niemand nie dansen S1 Laureins Dutch 
Itt wants n-body neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

AA crucial difference between West and East Flemish dialects is that the group of West 
Flemishh dialects does not exhibit Paratactic Negation. In the SAND fieldwork these 
exampless have actively been triggered, without any response, and in several cases 
informantss have judged these examples as ill-formed. Haegeman (1995: 161, p.c.) 
alsoo reports these constructions to be unwellformed (96): The single expletive en may 
nott give rise to PN constructions and if both negative markers occur a subordinate 
clausee a DN reading is yielded. Therefore I conclude that Paratactic Negation is not 
allowedd in West Flemish. 

(96)) a. *Kvrezen da Valere en komt West Flemish 
I.fearr that Valere neg comes 
'II  am afraid that Valere comes' 

b.. Kvrezen da Valere nie en goa kommen 
I.fearr that Valere neg neg go come 
'II  am afraid that Valere won't come' 

Thee third group of dialects under investigation are the French Flemish varieties. These 
varietiess exhibit NC, mostly in the same way as the West and East Flemish varieties. 
Frenchh Flemish can establish Negative Spread between the preverbal negative marker 
andd n-words, or Negative Doubling relations between two n-words (97). French 
Flemishh allows for not ... not more construction and the not A no N construction as 
well,, and even allows quantifiers, such as veel 'much/many' to occupy the position of 
thee adjective (98). 

(97)) a. Kene niemand ezien Ste Marie Chapelle 
I.neg.havee n-body seen 
'II  didn't see anybody' 

b.. Marie e bezien van geen zeer te doen egen niemand 
Mariee has tried of no pain to do against n-body 
'Maryy didn't try to hurt anybody' 

(98)) a. Ega nie lange nie meer leevn Ste Marie Chapelle 
He.goess neg long neg more live 
'Hee won't live long anymore' 

b.. Ie eklapt nie wel geen Frans 
Hee neg.talks neg PRT n- French 
'Hee doesn't speak good French' 
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c.. Jean ene nie veel geen geld 
Jeann neg. has neg much money 
'Jann doesn't have much money' 

Althoughh the constructions in (98) seem to allow NC relations in French Flemish in 
whichh the adverbial negative marker nie occurs, French Flemish speakers only 
marginallyy accept other cases in which an n-word is in NC relation with the adverbial 
negativee marker. Informants reject cases in which an n-word in object position is 
followedd by a negative marker by offering translations in which the negative adverb is 
lacking.. Moreover, while determining whether French Flemish exhibits Strict or Non-
Strictt NC, it turns out that subject n-words are allowed to be followed by a preverbal 
negativee marker, but the negative subject is only accepted marginally if it is followed 
byy nie (99). 

(99)) a. Niemand enèèt dat newild Ste Marie Chapelle 
N-bodyy neg has that wanted 
'Nobodyy wanted that' 

b.. Tewwil niemand ( nie) dansen 
It.neg.wantss n-body neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

Apparentlyy French Flemish does not seem to allow constructions in which the 
negativee adverb nie follows one or more n-words. Note that this is reminiscent of 
Standardd French. Under this assumption one can conclude that French Flemish is 
Strictt NC: it allows constructions in which a negative marker follows the negative 
subject.. Cases in which this is unacceptable are ruled out for other reasons. 

Finally,, French Flemish shows Paratactic Negation. In the matrix verb twijfeln 'doubt' 
allowss for both negative markers in the subordinate clause, although these markers do 
nott contribute to the negative semantics of the sentence. 

(100)) Ktwijfeln atn nieëngaat doen Ste Marie Chapelle 
I.doubtt that.he neg.neg.goes do 
'II  doubt he'll do it' 

Too conclude, all three dialects groups that have a preverbal negative marker also 
exhibitt NC, though there are some minor differences. Thus so far we partially 
succeededd our task to find any correspondences between the status of the negative 
markerr and the exhibition of NC. It turns out that all Dutch varieties that have an 
(optional)) preverbal negative marker also show NC behaviour. Recall that this 
observationn was also made when describing diachronic variation. 
Thee question then rises whether this generalisation is uni-directional or bi-directional. 
Inn order to answer this question it suffices to see whether there are other NC varieties 
inn Modern Dutch. As there is no preverbal negative marker left in those varieties, the 
onlyy two NC options are Negative Doubling (two n-words) and Negative Spread (n-
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wordd + adverbial negative marker). A picture of dialects in which at least one of these 
iss accepted can be found in (101). 
Roughlyy speaking, in almost every Flemish variety NC is available, as well as in 
manyy of the other Belgian dialects. In the Netherlands some of the Brabant and 
Limburgg Dutch dialects also show NC, and NC is found in a few Frysian dialects and 
inn several dialects from Twente Dutch (in the eastern part of the country). I include 
exampless of NC (both negative Spread and Negative Doubling, if present) in those 
dialectss below. 

(101)) NC dialects in Modern Dutch 
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AA question might be whether these examples are not instances of Emphatic Negation. 
Althoughh the borderline between NC and EN is not always sharp, the choice of 
sentencess was such that the examples are non-emphatic. E.g. the construction there 
wantswants nobody not dance is not emphatic, since the there is construction generally does 
nott invite emphatic elements (which tend to occupy a sentence-initial position under 
topictopic or focus). Other examples, such as nowhere no friends (104), were in fact 
translationss of single negation sentences in the input 'everywhere no friends'. 
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(102)) a. Ie wil nievers nie dansn 
Theree wants n-body.neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

b.. Ie wil geen soepe nie meer eetn 
Hee wants n- soup neg more eat 
'Hee doesn't want to eat any soup anymore' 

(103)) a. Doe wil niemandni danse 
Theree wants n-body.neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

b.. Haa wil geen soep ni mie ete 
Hee wants n- soup neg more eat 
'Hee doesn't want to eat any soup anymore' 

(104)) a. Der wil niemanni danse 
Theree wants n-body.neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

b.. Hiet nergens geen vrienden 
He.. has n-where neg friends 
'Hee hasn't any friends anywhere' 

(105)) a. Der wil niemand nie danse 
Theree wants n-body neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

b.. Hij heef nerges geen vriende 
He.hass n-where neg friends 
'Hee hasn't any friends anywhere' 

(106)) a. Der wil niemand niet danse 
Theree wants n-body neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

b.. Hi het nergens geen vriende 
He.hass n-where neg friends 
'Hee hasn't any friends anywhere' 

(107)) a. Der wol net ien net dansje 
Theree wants neg one neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 

b.. Zitte hjir nergens gjin muizen? 
Sitt here n-where n- mice 
'Aree there any mice around here' 

(108)) a. Der wil geen een nich danse 
Theree wants n- one neg dance 
'Nobodyy wants to dance' 
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b.. Hij wil geen soep niet meer etn niet Almelo 
Hee wants no soup neg more eat neg (Twente Dutch) 
'Hee doesn't want to eat anymore soup' 

Ass follows from the examples, Modern Dutch NC is subject to variety. E.g. sentence-
finalfinal negation has only been observed in Twente Dutch178179, whereas NC is generally 
raree in these varieties. An investigation of the exact difference between all varieties of 
Dutchh that exhibit NC is subject of further research and beyond the scope of this 
study,, as its primary objective is to find correlations between different phenomena in 
thee field of negation. 

Thee conclusion of this subsection is thus that the relation between the status of the 
negativee marker and the occurrence of NC is uni-directional: all dialects that have a 
preverball  negative marker exhibit NC, whereas not every NC dialects allows for an 
(optional)) preverbal negative marker. 

4.4.33 Negativ e Imperative s in Moder n Dutc h 

Negativee imperatives are not problematic in any Phase V dialect. In Standard Dutch, 
negativee imperatives consist of an imperative in VI position followed (not necessarily 
immediately)) by a negative adverb. 

(109)) Vertel maar niet wie ze had geroepen Standard Dutch 
Telll  PRT neg who she had called 
'Donn tell who she called' 

Theree is no relevant variation with respect to this construction amongst the different 
Dutchh varieties. Hence the only domain in which relevant variation may be expected 
iss the domain of Phase IV dialects. The question is then, is there a ban on true 
negativee imperatives in the West Flemish, East Flemish and French Flemish dialects 
thatt still allow for an (optional) preverbal negative marker. 

(110)) a. Vertel mo nie wien dassezie a kunn roepn Oostkerke 
Telll  PRT neg who that.she had can call 
'Don'tt tell who she could have called' 

b.. Vertel maar nie wie dassezij ou kunne roepn Berlare 
Telll  PRT neg who that.she had can call 
'Don'tt tell who she could have called' 

c.. Enzeg niet wien dase gonk wiln roepn Ste Marie Chapelle 
Neg.telll  neg who that.she go want call 
'Don'tt tell who she wanted to call' 

Cf.. Pauwels 1959 who observed similar phenomena in e.g. Aalst Dutch. 
1799 Note that this pattern seems to be similar to the pattern in Afrikaans in which sentence-final 
negationn is highly frequent. 
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Frenchh Flemish allows for true negative imperatives. There are no instances found of 
negativee imperatives in West Flemish or East Flemish. Although West Flemish 
informantss strongly reject examples such as (110), Haegeman (1995) reports cases in 
whichh they are accepted (111). 

(111)) a. En doet da nie West Flemish 
Negg do that neg 
'Don'tt do that' 

b.. En zegt dat an niemand 
Negg say that to n-body 
'Don'tt tell anybody' 

Thee absence of examples as in (111) in East/West Flemish is in line with another 
generalisation,, namely the absence of the preverbal negative marker in VI context. 
Apparentlyy there is variation amongst speakers of West Flemish with respect to the 
possibilityy of the preverbal negative marker to occur in VI contexts. 

Thiss picture corresponds with the general picture of ew-deletion that shows that the 
preverball  negative marker disappears completely in V1 contexts, before disappearing 
inn (non-topicalised) V2 contexts and subordinate clauses. 

Thee absence of negative imperatives in these cases is not the result of a ban on 
negativee imperatives, but a consequence of the process of en deletion that is going on 
inn these varieties. 

4.4.44 Universa l subject s and negatio n in Moder n Dutc h 

Thee question what the interpretation in different Dutch dialects is of sentences 
containingg of a universal subject followed by a negative marker, is hard to test in 
fieldwork,, as informants find judging these examples quite hard. However, many 
informantss accepted the sentence iedereen is geen vakman 'everybody is not an 
expert',, which has a reading V > -. in Standard Dutch, in their dialects under the 
inversee reading (—• > V). 

(112)) Iedereen is geen vakman Dutch 
Everybodyy is no expert 
—ii > V: 'Not everybody is an expert' 
VV > -.: 'Nobody is an expert' 

Thee map in (113) shows that in many dialects this inverse reading is accepted. More 
importantly,, all dialects that exhibit NC also allow for this reading, whereas only a 
partt of the non-NC dialects allowed for this construction under the inverse reading, 
againn pointing at a uni-directional relation between NC and the interpretation of 
sentencess with a universal quantifier subject followed by a negation. 
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Forr now, it suffices to conclude that the inverse readings in these constructions are 
widespreadd amongst Dutch varieties and always possible in the NC dialects. It should 
howeverr be acknowledged that the map in (113) may be subject to minor changes 
afterr a closer examination of the facts, as this construction is harder to test than the 
constructionss in previous sections. 

(113)) Dialects that allow inverse readings of the interpretation of sentences with a 
universall  quantifier subject followed by a negation. 

4.4.55 Concludin g remark s 

Itt becomes clear from the SAND fieldwork that Modern Dutch shows variety with 
respectt to all four topics that have been investigated. Although every variety of Dutch 
usess the adverbial negative marker to express negation, West Flemish, East Flemish 
andd French Flemish exhibit Jespersen Phase IV behaviour. In some other dialects the 
preverball  negative marker is not used anymore to express sentential negation, but can 
stilll  be used in a pleonastic sense. 
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Itt turns out that all these phase IV dialects also exhibit NC, but the distribution of NC 
iss not restricted to those dialects. Many other varieties, both from the Netherlands and 
fromm Belgium, are NC varieties too. All these varieties proved to be Non-Strict NC 
varieties.. In this study subtle differences between the different NC varieties were 
found,, such as the occurrence of Paratactic Negation and the possibility of the so-
calledd not A/Q no N construction. 
Modernn Dutch does not know any ban on negative imperatives, although West and 
Eastt Flemish Phase IV dialects do not allow the preverbal negative to occur in 
imperatives.. This is however due to the fact that this marker does not occur in VI 
contextss anymore, a natural stage in the process of ew-deletion. 
Finallyy the research indicated that inverse readings of constructions in which a 
universall  quantifier subject was followed by negative marker are widespread under 
Modernn Dutch varieties, including all varieties that exhibit NC. 

4.5 4.5 Conclusions Conclusions 

Thee general aim of this chapter was to find any correspondences between the four 
phenomenaa under study: (i) the way sentential negation is expressed; (ii) the 
interpretationn of multiple negation (Double Negation or NC, and if NC what kind of 
NC);; (iii ) the occurrence of true negative imperatives; and (iv) the interpretation of 
sentencess in which a universal quantifier subject is followed by a negative marker. 
Thee results of this chapter are summarised in the following table. 

(114)) Variation with respect to negation in Dutch 
Phase e 
II  / II 
II I I 
IV V 

IV V 

IV V 

IV V 

V V 

V V 

V V 

NC C 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--

--

PN N 
? ? 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--

--

--

->>V V 
9 9 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--

Neglmp p 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Varieties: : 
OldOld Dutch 
MiddleMiddle Dutch 
16th16th and 17 th 
CenturyCentury Dutch 
FrenchFrench Flemish: 
Stee Marie Chapel le 
EastEast Flemish: 
Berlare e 
WestWest Flemish: 
Oostende e 
MostMost southern 
Varieties:Varieties: map 
(101) ) 
MostMost varieties: 
mapp (113) 
StandardStandard Dutch 

Onn the basis of (114) the following generalisations can be formulated: 
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•• Every variety that has an (optional) preverbal negative marker in order to 
expresss sentential negation is an NC variety; not every variety that exhibits 
NCC has a preverbal negative marker at its disposal. 

•• Not every NC variety allows for Paratactic Negation. Every variety that 
exhibitss Paratactic Negation is an NC variety180. 

•• Every NC variety allows for inverse readings of sentences with a universal 
quantifierr subject followed by a negation; not every variety that allows for 
inversee readings of sentences with a universal quantifier subject followed by a 
negationn exhibits NC. 

•• Dutch does not know any ban on true negative imperatives. 
•• Every Dutch NC variety is a Non-Strict NC variety. 

Thesee generalisations will form the input for the analyses in the coming chapters. 
However,, whether the correspondences that have been described are also valid for 
otherr languages, or whether they only hold for Dutch, has to be checked first. 
Moreover,, as Dutch does not exhibit Strict NC or a ban on negative imperatives, it 
shouldd be investigated for other languages whether these two phenomena are related 
too the other phenomena. Finally, the majority of Dutch variations under study proved 
too be Phase IV or Phase V varieties. Therefore a closer look at the behaviour of Phase 
I,, Phase II and Phase III languages is required. In order to fulfil these requirements 
thesee generalisations will be checked against a set of 25 languages in the next chapter. 

Thee second part of this generalization follows from the definition of Paratactic Negation. 
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Thee central objective of this chapter is to check the correctness of the generalisations 
putt forward in the final section of the previous chapter. This is necessary for two 
reasons:: (/) not every phenomenon under research has been covered by the data in 
Dutch,, e.g. the data from Old Dutch are by far insufficient to develop an elaborate 
analysiss about Phase I languages. Therefore additional material from other languages 
iss needed in order to complete the picture; (ii)  those phenomena that are well-captured 
byy the Dutch data give rise to generalisations. However, it is not excluded that these 
generalisationss are restricted to Dutch language-internal variation. The goal of this 
studyy is to investigate whether the generalisations that hold for Dutch also hold for a 
largerr domain of languages, in principle those languages that express sentential 
negationn by means of a negative marker (cf. chapter 3.3.2). Hence the results of the 
Dutchh microtypological study need to be checked against a set of languages. If the 
samee generalisations also hold for this sample, these generalisations cannot be the 
resultss of language-internal variation, and hence count as results from cross-linguistic 
variation. . 

Thee questions, which will be addressed, are similar to those that have been put 
forwardd in chapter 3 and 4. For each language the following questions wil l be asked. 

(1)) In which phase of the Jespersen Cycle can the language be classified? 

(2)) What is the syntactic status (preverbal/adverbial) of the negative marker that 
expressess sentential negation in the language? 

(3)) a. Does the language exhibit Negative Concord (NC)? 
b.. If so, is it Strict or Non-Strict Negative Concord? 
c.. Does the language exhibit Paratactic Negation (PN)? 

(4)) Does the language exhibit Double Negation (DN)? 

(5)) Does the language allow negative imperatives? 

(6)) What is the interpretation of constructions in which a universal quantifier 
subjectt precedes the negative marker? 

Thiss chapter is constructed as follows: since I followed the diachronic development of 
Dutchh negation, I wil l also classify the languages by the phase of the Jespersen Cycle 
theyy are in. Hence I will start by discussing the languages that are in Jespersen Phase I 
inn section 5.1, languages that are in Jespersen Phase II in section 5.2, etc. At the end 
off  this chapter, in section 5.7, all the results of this typological study will be presented 
inn one table and all generalisations, which will form the input for the theoretical 
analysess in chapters 6-8, wil l be presented. 
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5.15.1 Phase I languages 

Ass has been shown in chapter 3.3, all Phase I languages exhibit sentential negation by 
meanss of a single preverbal negative marker. However, with respect to the other 
phenomenaa that have been subject to study, one can distinguish three different 
subclassess of languages within this class of languages: (i) Strict NC languages that 
alloww true negative imperatives (such as most Slavic languages); (ii) Strict NC 
languagess that do not allow true negative imperatives (such as Greek or Hungarian) 
andd (iii ) Non-Strict NC languages, which always block true negative imperatives 
(Spanish/Italian).. Non-Strict NC languages that allow true negative imperatives have 
nott been found. In the rest of this section I discuss these three types of Phase I 
languages. . 

5.1.11 Slavi c language s 

Inn Slavic languages, negation is expressed by means of a negative that is prefixed to 
thee finite verb. Languages such as Czech, Polish, Russian and Serbo-Croatian do not 
havee any negative adverbial marker and hence they are Phase I languages. 

(7)) Milan nevola Czech 
Milann neg-call 
'Milann doesn't call' 

(8)) Jan nie pomaga ojcu Polish 
Jann neg helps father 
'Jann doesn't help his father' 

(9)) Petja na koncerte ne byllx l Russian 
Petjaa at concert neg was 
'Petjaa wasn't at the concert' 

(10)) Ne vidim ih'82 Serbo-Croatian 
Negg saw. 1 SG them 
'II  didn't see them' 

Thesee languages are Strict NC languages. N-words are always required to be 
accompaniedd by a negative marker, even if the subject is in preverbal position. 

1X11 Example taken from Partee & Borschev (2002). 
1S22 Example taken from Schütze (1994). 
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(11)) a. Milan nikomu ne\o\a Czech 
Milann n-body neg-call 
'Milann doesn't call anybody' 

b.. Dnes «evola nikdo. 
Todayy neg-calls n-body 
'Todayy nobody is calling' 

c.. Dnes nikdo «evola. 
Todayy n-body neg-calls 
'Todayy nobody is calling' 

(12)) a. Janek nie pomaga nikomu Polish 
Janekk neg helps n-body 
'Janekk doesn't help anybody' 

b.. Nie pr2yszedl nikt 
Negg came nobody 
'Nobodyy came' 

c.. Nikt nie przyszedl 
N-bodyy came 
'Nobodyy came' 

(13)) a. Natasa nichego ne znaet Russian 
Natasaa n-thing neg knows 
'Natasaa doesn't know anything' 

b.. Ne rabotaet nichego 
NegNeg works n-thing 
'Nothingg works' 

c.. Nichego ne rabotaet 
N-thingg neg works 
'Nothingg works' 

(14)) a. Milan ne vidi nista Serbo-Croation 
Milann neg see n-thing 
'Milann doesn't see anything' 

b.. Ne zove niko 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

c.. Niko ne zove 
N-bodyy neg came 
'Nobodyy came' 

Similarr to Dutch microvariation, these languages allow Paratactic Negation (PN), if 
thee n-word is licensed by a proper downward entailing operator, such as the 
prepositionn without. However, speakers vary with respect to the grammaticality of 
suchh PN constructions. In Czech, Polish and Romanian the construction without n-
thingthing is well-formed and yields a reading 'without anything'. In Russian this is also 
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accepted,, although the expression appears to be more colloquial. Interestingly, the NC 
readingg is unavailable when nichego 'n-thing' is replaced by nikego 'nobody'. In 
Serbo-Croatiann this construction is only accepted in some varieties and is not accepted 
inn the standard language, which uses NPI's similar to English any-terms. 

(15)) Bez nikoho Czech 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt anybody' 

(16)) Bez niczego Polish 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

(17)) a. %Bez nichego Russian 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

b.. *Bez nikogo 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt n-body' 

(18)) a. Bez iceg Serbo-Croatian 
Withoutt anything 
'Withoutt anything' 

b.. "Bez niceg 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

Al ll  these Slavic languages allow true negative imperatives (cf. also Tomic 1999). The 
exampless (19)-(22) show that the imperative verb allows a preverbal negative marker 
withoutt changing its form. 

(19)) a. Pracuj! Czech 
Work.. IMP 
'Work!' ' 

b.. Atepracuj! 
Neg.. work, IMP 
'Don'tt work!' 

(20)) a. Pracuj! Polish 
Work.. IMP 
'Work!' ' 

b.. Nie pracuj! 
Neg.. work, IMP 
'Don'tt work!' 
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(21)) a. Rabotaj! Russian 
Work.. IMP 
'Work!' ' 

b.. Ne Rabotaj! 
Neg.. work, IMP 
'Don'tt work!' 

(22)) a. Radi! Serbo-Croatian 
Work.. IMP 
'Work!' ' 

b.. Ne badi! 
Neg.work.lMP P 
'Don'tt work!' 

Thee Slavic languages under study yield an inverse reading if a universal quantifier 
subjectt (an V-subject henceforward) precedes the negative marker: negation scopes 
overr the universal quantifier in these sentences. Note however, that for all speakers 
thesee sentences are marginally grammatical. 

(23)) Kazdy nemk takové stësti Czech 
Everybodyy neg.has such luck 
'Nott everybody is so lucky' 

(24)) Wszyscy nie przyszli na imprez? Polish 
Everybodyy neg came to party 
'Nott everybody came to the party' 

(25)) Kazdyj rebenok ne govorit po-anglijski Russian 
Everybodyy student neg speaks English 
'Nott every student speaks English' 

(26)) Svako nije dosao na zurku Serbo-Croatian 
Everybodyy neg.AUX come to party 
'Nott everybody comes to the party' 

5.1.22 Greek, Romanian , Hungarian , Hebrew 

Greek,, Romanian, Hungarian and Hebrew differ with respect to the previous set of 
languagess as they do not allow true negative imperatives. With respect to the other 
phenomenaa they behave similar. In (27)-(30) it is shown that they are Phase I 
languagess that exhibit sentential negation by means of a preverbal negative marker. 
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(27)) O Stefonos dhen pigi 
Thee Stefanos neg walked 
'Stefanoss didn't walk' 

Greek k 

(28)) Ion nu munceste 
Ionn neg works 
'Ionn doesn't work' 

Romanian n 

(29)) Nem lattam Janost 
Negg saw. ISG Janos 
'II  didn't see Janos' 

Hungarian n 

(30)) John lo oved 
Johnn Neg works 
"Johnn doesn't work' 

Hebrew w 

Greek,, Romanian, Hungarian and Hebrew also exhibit Strict NC as both preverbal 
andd postverbal n-words are obligatory accompanied by the negative marker. 

(31)) a. Dhen ipe o Pavlos TIPOTA 
Negg said the Paul n-thing 
'Nott everybody is so lucky.' 

b.. Dhen irthe KANENAS 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

c.. KANENAS dhen irthe 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

(32)) a. Ion nu suna pe nimeni 
Ionn neg calls to n-body 
'Ionn doesn't call anybody' 

b.. Nu suna nimeni 
Negg calls n-body 
'Nobodyy calls' 

c.. Nimeni nu suna 
N-bodyy calls 
'Nobodyy calls' 

(33)) a. Balazs nem latott semmitn^ 
Balazss neg saw n-thing 
'Balazss didn't see anything' 

Greek k 

Romanian n 

Hungarian n 

Examplee taken from Suranyi (t.a.). 
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b.. Nem jött el senki 
Negg came PREF n-body 
'Nobodyy came along' 

c.. Senki nem jött el 
N-bodyy neg came PREF 
'Nobodyy came along' 

(34)) a. John lo metzaltzel le-q/"exhad Hebrew 
Johnn neg calls to-n- body 
'Johnn doesn't call anybody' 

b.. Lo tziltzel o/'exhad 
Negg called n- body 
'Nobodyy called' 

c.. Af exhad lo tziltzel 
N-- body neg called 
'Nobodyy called' 

Greek,, Romanian, Hungarian and Hebrew also accept PN constructions, but these 
languagess vary with respect to the extent to which this is possible. Greek is very 
restrictive,, only allowing anti-veridical operators to participate in PN constructions 
(cf.. Giannakidou 1997, 1999, 2000). Romanian and Hungarian are more liberal and 
Hebreww has obligatorily PN constructions in most downward entailing contexts. 

(35)) Xoris KANENANXM Greek 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt anybody' 

(36)) Fara nimic Romanian 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

(37)) Semmi ne'lkül Hungarian 
N-- thing without 
'Withoutt anything' 

(38)) Bli shum davar Hebrew 
Withoutt n- thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

Greek,, Romanian, Hungarian and Hebrew are distinct from the Slavic languages, as 
theyy do not allow true negative imperatives. In these languages the negative marker 
cannott precede the imperative verb, and negative imperatives can only be expressed 
byy means of a surrogate imperative. In Greek and Hungarian the imperative verbs are 

Examplee taken from Giannakidou (1997). 
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replacedd by subjunctives, in Romanian by an infinitive and in Hebrew the negative 
imperativee requires a future form.185 

(39)) a. Diavase to! Greek 
Readd it 
'Readd it' 

b.. *Dhen diavase to! 
Negg read.IMP it 
'Don'tt read it' 

(40)) a. Lucreaza! Romanian 
Work,, IMP 
'Work!' ' 

b.. *Nu Lucreaza! 
Negg work 
'Don'tt work!' 

(41)) a. Olvass! Hungarian 
Read.iMP.. INDEFOBJ 
'Readd it' 

b.. *Nem olvass! 
Negg read.iMP.INDEFOBJ 
Don'tt read it' 

(42)) a. A vod! Hebrew 
Work.lMP P 
'Work!' ' 

b.. *Lo avod! 
Negg work 
'Don'tt work!' 

Finally,, Greek, Romanian, Hungarian and Hebrew constructions in which an V-
subjectt precedes the negative marker give rise to a reverse reading, where the 
negationn scopes over the quantifier. However, the acceptability of these sentences 
differs.. In Romanian and Hebrew they are well-formed, in Greek and Hungarian they 
aree marked. 

1855 In Romanian, the surrogate negative imperative is only infinitiv e in singular forms. The plural 
negativee imperative is a true imperative form, but this form is phonologically identical to the 2nd person 
plurall  indicative verb. Hence the (un)grammaticality of true negative imperatives can only be 
determinedd with singular verbs. (Oana Ovarescu p.a). 
Thee case in Hungarian is more complicated. The negative marker nem is not allowed in imperatives or 
pseudo-imperativee constructions. Hungarian has a special negative marker for imperatives, ne. 
However,, this negative marker ne may not be followed by a verb in the imperative form, but only by a 
subjunctivee verb. (Kriszta Szendröi p.c). 
Inn Hebrew, there is a special imperative negative marker too, al, which cannot be combined with an 
imperativee verb, but only with a verb in future tense. (Eytan Zweig p.c). 
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(43)) "Kathe agoru dhen efije Greek 
Everyy boy neg left 
'Nott every boy left' 

(44)) Toata lumea «-a venit la petrecere Romanian 
Everybodyy neg-has come to party 
'Nott everybody has come to the party' 

(45)) ?Mindenki nem beszél angolul Hungarian 
Everybodyy neg speaks English 
'Nott everybody speaks English' 

(46)) Kulam lo bau la-mesiba Hebrew 
Everybodyy neg came to-DEF.party 
'Nott everybody came to the party' 

5.1.33 Italian , Spanish , Portugues e 

Thee third group of Phase I languages exists of most Romance languages. These 
languagess express sentential negation by means of a single preverbal negative marker 
ass is shown for Italian (47), Spanish (48) and Portuguese (49). 

(47)) Gianni non mangia Italian 
Johnn neg eats 
'Johnn doesn't eat' 

(48)) Juan no vino Spanish 
Juann neg came 
'Johnn didn't come' 

(49)) Eles nao a conhecem186 Portuguese 
Theyy neg her know 
'Theyy don't know her' 

Italian,, Spanish and Portuguese are Non-Strict NC languages, as they do not allow n-
wordss to dominate the negative marker. Hence, if an n-word is in preverbal subject 
position,, the sentence is ungrammatical. 

1866 Preverbal negative markers in this type of languages generally allow clitics to intervene. In chapter 
6,11 will elaborate on clitic intervention in negative sentences in more detail. 
1877 Unless the subject is emphasized. In that case the sentence receives a DN reading. 
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(50)) a. Gianni non ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
Giannii  neg has called to n-body 
'Giannii  didn't call anybody' 

b.. Non ha telefonato nessuno 
Negg has called n-body 
'Nobodyy called' 

c.. Nessuno (*non) ha telefonato 
N-bodyy neg has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

(51)) a. Juan no miraba a nadie Spanish 
Juann neg looked at n-body 
'Juann didn't look at anybody' 

b.. No vino nadie 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

c.. Nadie (*no) vino 
N-bodyy neg came 
'Nobodyy came' 

(52)) a. O Rui nao viu ningém Portuguese 
Ruii  neg looked at n-body 
'Ruii  didn't look at anybody' 

b.. Nao veio ningém 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

c.. Ninguém (*nao) veio 
N-bodyy neg came 
'Nobodyy came' 

Similarr to other Phase I languages that have been studied, Italian, Spanish and 
Portuguesee exhibit PN, as is shown in the following examples. 

(53)) Senza nessuno Italian 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt anybody' 

(54)) Sin nadie Spanish 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt anybody' 

(55)) Sem ningém Portuguese 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt anybody' 
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Italian,, Spanish and Portuguese also ban true negative imperatives. This is related to 
thee fact that these languages are Non-Strict NC languages. No Non-Strict NC 
languagee has been found that allows true negative imperatives 

(56) ) 

(57) ) 

(58) ) 

a.. Telefona!188 

Call l 
'Call!' ' 

b.. *Non telefona! 
Negg call.IMP 
'Don'tt call' 

a.. jlee!189 

Read.iMP P 
'Don'tt read' 

b.. *jA/olee! 
Negg read.iMP 
'Don'tt read' 

a.. Faz isso! 
Do.IMPP it 
'Doo it' 

b.. *Nao faz isso! 
Negg read.iMP it 
'Don'tt do it' 

Italian n 

Spanish h 

Portuguese e 

Finally,, clauses in which a universal quantifier subject (V-subject henceforward) 
precedess a negative marker, a reverse interpretation is possible whereby negation 
scopess over the subject. Note that in Italian these constructions are only marginally 
acceptable.. In Portuguese these constructions are even reported to be unwellformed. 

(59) ) 

(60) ) 

(61) ) 

Tuttii  non parlano Inglese 
Al ll  neg speak English 
'Nott everybody speaks English' 

Todoo el mundo no vino 
Al ll  the world neg came 
'Nott everybody came' 

*Todoss nao vieram 
Everybodyy neg came 

1888 Example taken from Zanuttini (1996). 
1899 Data are from Tomic (1999). 

Italian n 

Spanish h 

Portuguese e 
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5.1.44 Concludin g remark s 

Thee languages discussed above provide sufficient data to confirm the generalisations 
thatt have been drawn on the basis of Dutch diachronic and dialectological variation. 

First,, all Phase I languages are NC languages. Hence the generalisation that NC seems 
too occur in every language that has a preverbal negative marker holds for all Phase I 
languagess discussed. 

Second,, it turns out that Non-Strict NC languages also ban true negative imperatives. 
However,, the ban on negative imperatives is not restricted to Non-Strict NC 
languages.. Some Strict NC languages, such as Greek, also ban negative imperatives. 
Onn the other hand, other Strict NC languages, such as the Slavic languages, allow true 
negativee imperatives. 

Finally,, the generalisation phrased in the previous chapter that all NC varieties of 
Dutchh yield inverse readings in constructions in which the negative marker is 
precededd by an V-subject, also holds for the set of Phase I languages. 

5.25.2 Phase II languages 

Thee number of Phase II languages is much smaller than the number of Phase I 
languagess (cf. Haspelmath 1997). In Phase II languages the second negative marker is 
optionall  and therefore these languages can be seen as transit languages. These 
languagess are on their way from Phase I to Phase III . Hence these languages are not 
stablee with respect to the expression of sentential negation, which explains their low 
frequency. . 

Inn this section, I discuss two languages that exhibit Phase II behaviour: Tamazight 
BerberBerber and Catalan. These two languages express negation by means of a single 
preverball  negative marker, but allow for an optional negative adverb to occur in 
negativee sentences. 

(62)) Ur ughaxx (sha) lktaab Tamazight Berber 
Negg lSG.bought neg book 
TT didn't buy the book' 

(63)) No sera {pas) facil Catalan 
Negg be.FUT.3SG neg easy 
Ttt won't be easy' 

Al ll  Phase II languages exhibit NC. In (64) and (65) it is shown that the preverbal 
negativee marker ur is allowed to participate in NC relations. However, the question 
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whetherr Tamazight Berber is a Strict NC languages cannot be answered 
straightforwardly,, as languages only exhibit Strict or Non-Strict NC with respect to a 
particularr negative marker. Berber is a Strict NC relation with respect to this marker 
ur,ur, as it co-occurs with negative subjects as well, both in preverbal and postverbal 
position.. The negative adverb sha is not allowed to participate in NC relations, unless 
itt heads the NC chain, i.e. it dominates all other n-words. Hence, Berber is a Non-
Strictt NC language with respect to sha, as the subject n-word may not precede this 
negativee marker (65). 

(64)) a. Urdgin ur dix (*sha) gher frans Tamazight Berber 
Neverr neg went. 1SG neg to France 
'II  never went to France' 

b.. Sha-ur 31ix walu 
Neg-negg see.PERF.lSG n-thing 
'II  didn't see anything' 

(65)) a. Ur iddi (*sha) agidge gher-lhefla Tamazight Berber 
Negg went neg n-one to party 
'Nobodyy went to the party' 

b.. Agidge ur iddin (*sha) 
N-onee neg went neg 
'Nobodyy went' 

c.. Sha-ur iddi agidge gher-lhefla 
Neg-negg went n-body to-party 
'Nobodyy went to the party' 

Theree are two varieties of Catalan with respect to NC: one variety that is a Strict NC 
variationn (Catalan I), and one variety that exhibits Non-Strict NC behaviour (Catalan 
II) .. In both varieties of Catalan the optional negative adverb pas is allowed to 
participatee in the NC chain. 

(66)) a. No ha vist (pas) ningti Catalan (I) 
Negg has.3sg seen neg n-body 
'Hee didn't see anybody' 

b.. No functiona (pas) res 
Negg works neg n-thing 
'Nothingg works' 

c.. Res *(no) functiona (pas) 
N-thingg neg works neg 
'Nothingg works' 

(67)) a. No ha vist (pas) ningu Catalan (II) 
Negg has.3sg seen neg n-body 
'Hee didn't see anybody' 
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b.. No functiona {pas) res 
Negg works neg n-thing 
'Nothingg works' 

c.. Res (*no) functiona {pas) 
N-thingg neg works neg 
'Nothingg works' 

Bothh Berber and Catalan allow PN, as is shown in the following examples: 

(68)) Bla wain Tamazight Berber 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

(69)) Sense ningü Catalan 
Withoutt n-body 
'Withoutt anybody' 

Thesee languages are in line with the generalisation drawn in the previous section: all 
Non-Strictt NC languages disallow negative imperatives and Strict NC languages may 
varyy with respect to the availability of true negative imperatives. Catalan disallows 
truee negative imperatives, whereas they are grammatical in Berber. 

(70)) a. Teddath Tamazight Berber 
Go.lMPP neg 
'Go' ' 

a.. Ur teddath (sha) 
Negg go.IMP go 
'Don'tt go' 

(71)) a. jCanta esa canción! Catalan 
Sing.IMPP that song 
'Singg that song' 

b.. *\No canta esa canción! 
Negg sing.IMP that song 
'Don'tt sing that song' 

Finally,, the two languages all allow inverse readings of sentences in which an V-
subjectt precedes the negative marker, although the reading is Berber is marked. So far 
thee generalisation that NC languages render inverse readings in these constructions is 
confirmed. . 
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(72)) Kul-shi ur iddi (sha) Tamazight Berber 
Everybodyy neg went neg 
'Nott everybody went' 

(73)) Tothom no va {pas) venir a la festa Catalan 
Everybodyy neg goes go to the party 
'Nott everybody goes to the party' 

5.35.3 Phase III languages 

Inn this section I wil l discuss the behaviour of Phase III languages. The set of Phase III 
languagess is relatively small. Contemporary examples of Phase III languages are 
Standardd French, some varieties of Italian (cf. Zanuttini 1998) and some versions of 
Arab,, such as Baghdad Arab (cf. Haspelmath 1997). The fact that the set of these 
languagess is (similar to Phase II and Phase IV languages) small, probably comes from 
thee fact that Phase III behaviour is from a economical perspective undesirable: rather 
thann using one marker, one needs two markers to express the same. Hence, it is not 
surprisingg that once that the second negative marker becomes obligatorily present, the 
firstt negative marker exhibits deletion effects. 
Givenn the small number of Phase HI languages and the fact that Middle Dutch, also a 
Phasee III language, has been discussed in detail in the previous chapter, I will restrict 
myselff  to Standard French in this section. 

Standardd French expresses negation by means of two negative markers ne and pas, 
whichh embrace the finite verb. 

(74)) Jean ne mange pas St. French 
Jeann neg eats neg 
'Jeann doesn't eat' 

Standardd French is an NC language, since multiple n-words yield only one semantic 
negation.. With respect to ne, French is a Strict NC languages, as the preverbal 
negativee marker may follow the subject n-word personne ('n-body'). The other 
negativee marker pas, contrary to e.g. Middle Dutch, is not allowed to occur in NC 
constructions s 

(75)) a. Jean ne dit (*pas) rien & personne St. French 
Jeann neg says neg n-thing to n-body 
'Jeann doesn't say anything to anybody' 

b.. II tf'y a (*pas) personne 
Itt has PRT neg n-body 
'Theree isn't anybody' 
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c.. Personne ne mange (*pas) 
N-bodyy neg eats neg 
'Nobodyy doesn't eat' 

Standardd French also allows PN. The preposition sans ('without') is able to select n-
wordss that are not interpreted as semantic negations. 

(76)) Sans hen St. French 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

Thee question whether Standard French allows true negative imperatives is harder to 
address.. At first sight Standard French seems to allow negative imperatives, but closer 
examinationn turns out that three are subtle differences between positive and negative 
imperatives.. In positive imperatives and pronouns and object clitics occur always to 
thee right of the verb, and pronouns must be heavy. In negative imperatives, pronouns 
andd object clitics have to be in preverbal position and, moreover, pronouns must be 
weak. . 

(77)) a. Regarde moi/*me! St. French 
Negg me watch 
'Don'tt watch me' 

b.. Regarde le! 
Watchh it 
'Watchh it' 

(78)) a. *Ne regarde moi/lepas!  19° 
Negg watch me/it neg 
'Don'tt watch me' 

b.. Ne me/Ie regarde pas\ 
Negg it watch neg 
'Don'tt watch it' 

Basedd on the differences between the examples in (77) and (78) I argue that French 
doess not allow true negative imperatives. The negative imperative forms with weak 
pronounss are in fact surrogate imperative forms. 

Ass has already been shown in chapter 3.5, Standard French also yields inverse 
readingss in constructions in which an V-subject precedes the negative marker ne. 

(79)) Tous le monde ne parle pas votre langue French 
Everybodyy neg speaks neg your language 
'Nott everybody speaks your language' 

Dataa are from Rowlett (1998). In chapter 6.1 I wil l discuss these examples extensively. 
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Too conclude, the generalisations that have been formulated also seem to hold for a 
prototypicall  Phase III language such as Standard French. Standard French has a 
preverball  negative marker and is an NC language. Furthermore, being an NC 
language,, it gives rise to inverse readings in constructions in which the negative 
markerr follows an V-subject. Finally, the fact that French is a Strict NC language 
(withh respect to ne) and bans true negative imperatives, is in line with the general 
picturee that the set of Strict NC languages can be divided in a set of languages that 
banss these imperatives, and a set of languages that do not. 

5.45.4 Phase IV languages 

Ass the number of Phase IV languages is relatively small as well (cf. Haspelmath 
1997),, and since I have already discussed several Phase IV varieties in Dutch (17l 

Centuryy Holland Dutch, Contemporary West Flemish, East Flemish and French 
Flemishh varieties), I wil l restrict myself again to one language in this section: 
Colloquiall  French. 
Manyy speakers of French show ne deletion, and use ne only in a formal register. 
Hencee ne has become an optional negative marker. 

(80)) Jean {ne) mange pas Coll. French 
Jeann neg eats neg 
'Jeann doesn't eat' 

Colloquiall  French is similar to Standard French with respect to NC. Ne may 
participatee in all NC constructions and hence Colloquial French should be considered 
aa Strict NC language with respect to ne and as a Non-Strict NC language with respect 
too pas. 

(81)) a. Jean (ne) dit (*pas) hen a personne Coll. French 
Jeann neg says neg n-thing to n-body 
'Jeann doesn't say anything to anybody' 

b.. II («)'y a (*pas) personne 
Itt neg.PRT has neg n-body 
'Theree isn't anybody' 

c.. Personne (ne) mange (*pas) 
N-bodyy neg eats neg 
'Nobodyy doesn't eat' 

PNN constructions such as (82) are also allowed in Colloquial French. 

(82)) Sans Hen Coll. French 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 
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Finally,, the other phenomena, namely the ban on negative imperatives (83) and the 
interpretationn on negative sentences containing V-subjects (84), are similar in 
Standardd and Colloquial French, apart from the fact that ne may be absent.191 

(83)) a. Regarde le! Coll. French 
Watchh it 
'Watchh me' 

b.. (Ne) le regarde pas\192 

Negg it watch neg 
'Don'tt watch me' 

(84)) Tous le monde (ne) parlepas votre langue Coll. French 
Everybodyy neg speaks neg your language 
'Nott everybody speaks your language' 

Itt follows that Colloquial French does not contradict the generalisations that have 
beenn drawn on the basis of the Dutch microvariation and the other languages in 5.1-
5.3. . 

5.55.5 Phase V languages 

Inn chapter 4 I have shown that every Dutch variety that exhibits a preverbal negative 
makerr is an NC language. In this chapter it has been shown that this generalisation 
alsoo holds for all other languages that have been investigated in this study. In chapter 
44 I have also argued that the relation between the availability of a preverbal negative 
markerr and the occurrence of NC is uni-directional, i.e. not every language that lacks 
aa preverbal negative marker is a DN language. 
Inn this section I wil l show that this generalisation is not restricted to Dutch either: 
German,, Norwegian and Swedish express sentential negation by means of a single 
negativee adverb and these languages are DN languages; Quebecois, Bavarian and 
Yiddishh on the other hand are languages which exhibit NC behaviour. 

5.5.11 German , Swedish , Norwegia n 

PhasePhase V languages such as German, Norwegian and Swedish express sentential 
negationn by means of a negative adverb only, as is shown (85)-(87). 

Thee sentence (*Ne )regarde moipas 'Neg watch me neg' is well-formed in colloquial French. 
However,, this does not violate the conclusion, since ne is not optionally absent in this example. This 
sentencee wil l be discussed in chapter 6. 

9**  Data are from Rowlett (1998). In chapter 6.1 I wil l discuss these examples extensively. 
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(85)) Hans kommt nicht German 
Hanss comes neg 
'Hanss doesn't come' 

(86)) Ole gar ikke Norwegian 
Olee walks neg 
'Olee doesn't come' 

(87)) Hon har inte skrivit Swedish 
Shee has neg written 
'Shee hasn't written' 

Thesee languages are all DN languages, i.e. every two negative elements yield a DN 
reading.. This holds both for cases in which a negative quantifier follows and for 
casess in which the negative quantifier precedes the negative marker. 

(88)) a. Hans sieht nicht Nichts German194 

Hanss sees neg n-thing 
'Hanss doesn't see nothing' 

b.. ... dass Niemand heute nicht kommt 
.... that n-body today neg comes 
4.... that nobody doesn't come today' 

(89)) a. Ole sier M e ingenting Norwegian 
Olee says neg n-thing 
'Olee doesn't say nothing' 

b.. Jngen gar ikke 
N-bodyy walks neg 
'Nobodyy walks' 

(90)) a. Sven har inte skrivit ingenting Swedish 
Svenn has neg written n-thing 
'Svenn didn't write nothing' 

b.. Ingen har inte skrivit 
N-bodyy has neg written 
'Nobodyy hasn't written' 

PNN is also forbidden in these languages. If a negative element occurs in a position in 
whichh it is the complement of a negatively connotated element, it remains 
semanticall  ly negative. 

1933 Since every negative element introduces a semantic negation in these languages, the term n-word 
doess not apply anymore. 
1944 Some varieties of German allow for EN constructions (see chapter 3.3.4). 
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(91)) Ohne Nichts German 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt nothing' 

(92)) Uten ingenting Norwegian 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt nothing' 

(93)) Utan ingenting Swedish 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt nothing' 

Al ll  these DN languages allow true negative imperatives. The ban on true negative 
imperativess appears to be related to the fact that the negative marker is a preverbal 
negativee element. 

(94)) a. Mache es! German 
Doit t 
'Doo it' 

b.. Mache es nicht] 
Doo it neg 
'Don'tt do it! ' 

(95)) a. Kom! Norwegian 
Come e 
'Come' ' 

b.. Kom ikke 
Comee neg 
'Don'tt come!' 

(96)) a. Kom! Swedish 
Come e 
'Come' ' 

b.. Kom inte 
Comee neg 
'Don'tt come!' 

Standardd German is ambiguous with respect to the interpretation of sentences in 
whichh an V-subject precedes the negative marker. It allows inverse readings of 
negativee expressions in which an V-subject precedes the negative marker and readings 
inn which the subject scopes over negation. The inverse readings are however the 
preferredd ones. Norwegian and Swedish yield only the inverse reading. Standard 
Dutch,, which allows the V>-i reading only, differs with respect to the other DN 
languagess with respect to the interpretation of this construction. 
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(97)) Jeder kommt nicht German 
Everybodyy comes neg 
'Nott everybody comes' 
7'Nobodyy comes' 

(98)) All e kommer ikke Norwegian 
Everybodyy comes neg 
'Nott everybody comes' 

(99)) All e kommer inte Swedish 
Everybodyy comes neg 
'Nott everybody comes' 

Too conclude, the facts described in this subsection confirm the (uni-directional) 
generalisationss that have been formulated so far. The absence of the preverbal 
negativee marker allows these languages to be DN languages. Moreover, due to the 
absencee of the negative marker, these languages do not ban true negative imperatives. 
Finallyy the generalisation that Phase V languages vary with respect to the 
interpretationn of sentences as in (97) is confirmed: German, Norwegian and Swedish 
alloww inverse readings, whereas Standard Dutch does not. 

5.5.22 Quebecois , Bavarian , Yiddis h 

Similarr to what has been found in the Dutch language-internal variation, other Phase 
VV languages exhibit NC rather than DN. Three examples are given in this subsection: 
Quebecois,, Bavarian and Yiddish. These languages express sentential negation by 
meanss of a single negative adverbial marker (100)-(102). 

(100)) II parte/wwdetoi Quebecois 
Hee speaks neg of you 
'Hee doesn't speak about you' 

(101)) S 'Maral woid an Hans ned hairadn19S Bavarian 
The.Marall  wants to Hans neg marry 
'Marall  doesn't want to marry Hans' 

(102)) Yankl vil nit khasene hobn mit a norveger196 Yiddish 
Yankll  wants neg marry with a Norwegian 
'Yankll  doesn't want to marry a Norwegian' 

Thesee languages are all Strict NC readings as n-words may occur to both the left and 
thee right of the negative adverb. These languages also exhibit PN. 

Examplee taken from Weiss (2002). 
Examplee is from Ellen Prince (p.c). 
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(103)) a. Je }uge pas personne Quebecois 
II  judge neg n-body 
'II  don't judge anybody' 

b.. II y a pas personne en vill e 
Hee is there neg n-body in town 
'Theree is nobody in town' 

c.. Personne est pas capable de parier francais a Montreal? 
N-bodyy is neg capable of speak French in Monréal 
'Iss nobody able to speak French in Montreal?' 

(104)) a. Gestan han'G neamdned gseng Bavarian 
Yesterdayy have.I n-body neg seen 
'Yesterdayy I didn't see anybody' 

b.. ... da(5'ma koana ned furtgehd197 

.... that.me n-body neg leaves 
' . ... that nobody is leaving' 

(105)) a. Ikh hob nit gezen keyn moyz Yiddish 
II  have beg seen n- mice 
'II  haven't seen any mice' 

b.. Keiner efnt nit mayn tir198 

'Nobodyy opens neg my door' 
'Nobodyy opens my door' 

Similarr to all other NC languages discussed in this chapter Quebecois, Bavarian and 
Yiddishh also exhibit PN, as is shown in (106)-(108). 

(106)) Sans rien Quebecois 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

(107)) Ohne nix Bavarian 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

(108)) On gornit Yiddish 
Withoutt n-thing 
'Withoutt anything' 

Forr independent reasons, subjects always occur to the left of the canonical position of the negative 
adverbb in Bavarian. 
1988 Yiddish does not allow subjects to occur in a position to the right of the canonical position of the 
negativee adverb for independent reasons. 
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Inn these languages there is no ban on true negative imperatives either. Quebecois 
differss from other varieties of French with respect to the position of clitics in 
imperatives.. In Standard French clitics occur to the right of the verb in positive 
imperativess and to the left of the verb in negative imperatives (109). 

(109)) a. Fais\s\ Standard French 
Doit t 
'Doo it' 

b.. Ne\e faispas! 
Negg it do neg 
'Don'tt do it' 

Inn Quebecois, clitics occur in postverbal position in both positive and negative 
imperatives.. Consequently I assume that true negative imperatives are allowed in 
Quebecoiss (110). 

(110)) a. Vas-y! Quebecois 
Go-there e 
'Goo there' 

b.. Vas-y pas\ 
Go-theree neg 
'Don'tt go there' 

Thee examples in (111)-(112) illustrate that true negative imperatives are also allowed 
inn Bavarian and Yiddish. 

(111)) a. Geh gradso fort Bavarian 
Goo straight PRT away 
'Leavee straight away' 

b.. Geh ned grad so fort! 
Goo neg straight PRT away 
'Don'tt leave straight away' 

(112)) a. Kuk! Yiddish 
Look k 
'Look!' ' 

b.. Kuk nit 
Lookk neg 
'Don'tt look' 

Finally,, Quebecois and Bavarian allow inverse readings of negative sentences in 
whichh the subject is a universal quantifier.199 

1999 The results of the Yiddish investigation to the grammaticality of these sentences were not clear 
enoughh to present them in this section. 
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(113)) Tout Ie monde est pas expert Quebecois 
Everybodyy is neg expert 
'Nott everybody is an expert1 

(114)) Jeder ist ned so oft on-line Bavarian 
Everybodyy is neg that often on-line 
'Nott everybody is on-line that often' 

Hencee all generalisations hold: Phase V languages can be divided in NC and DN 
languages.. If an V-subject precedes the negative marker, an inverse reading is yielded 
inn which negation outscopes the subject. Being Strict NC languages, the fact that 
Quebecois,, Bavarian and Yiddish do not ban true negative imperatives is in line with 
thee generalisations. 

5.65.6 Phase VI languages 

Thee final set of languages to be discussed in this chapter is the set of Phase VI 
languages,, i.e. the set of languages that allow either a preverbal negative marker or a 
negativee adverb to express sentential negation. As an example I will use three 
varietiess of English, Standard English and two substandard varieties. 

Standardd English has two different ways of expressing sentential negation: by means 
off  the negative adverb not and by means of the contracted negative marker n 't. 
Althoughh n 't is attached to the right of the auxiliary, I consider it as a negative marker 
thatt attaches to Vfin just as the preverbal marker in the Slavic languages and therefore 
itt falls under the same category as preverbal negative markers. In the following 
chapterr I demonstrate that all preverbal negative markers and markers such as English 
nn 't have a similar syntactic status (they are syntactic heads). 

(115)) a. John does/? 't come Standard English 
b.. John does not come 

Inn substandard English the negative adverb not is hardly used in colloquial speech. 
Thee only cases in which not is still uttered is when negation is focussed. In all other 
casess the negative marker n 't is used. 

(116)) a. Mary is«7 ill Subst. English 
b.. Mary is not ill 

Thee distinction between the standard and substandard varieties of English is not only 
manifestedd in the expression of sentential negation, but also with respect to the 
occurrencee of NC. Standard English is a DN language as two negative elements 
cancell  each other out. 
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(117)) a. John does not I doesw 't see no one Standard English 
'Itt is not the case that John sees no one' 

b.. Nobody doesw 7 / does not come 
'Itt is not the case that nobody comes' 

Thiss seems to run against the observation that all languages with a preverbal negative 
markerr are NC languages. However, in English indefinite expressions are generally 
replacedd by an awy-term in a negative context. Especially if the expression uses the 
weakerr negative marker, the appearance of an awy-term is preferred. Whereas in 
negativee expressions with the negative adverb not the usage of any-terms emphasises 
negation,, this is not the case with the negative marker n 't. 

(118)) a. John did« 't buy anything Standard English 
'Johnn bought nothing' 

b.. John did not buy anything 
'Johnn bought nothing at all' 

Hencee it seems that the English expressions with n 't exhibit more NC-like behaviour 
thann expressions with not or negative expressions in Phase V languages such as 
Germann or Norwegian. This observation is confirmed by taking substandard English 
intoo account. Ladusaw (1992) shows that most substandard English varieties exhibit 
NCC behaviour. Ladusaw shows furthermore that these varieties can be divided in Non-
Strictt and Strict NC varieties, which he refers to as A and B varieties respectively. 

(119)) a. John did« 't see nothing Sub. English (A) 
'Johnn saw nothing' 

b.. Nobody has*(«'/) come 
'Nobodyy came' 

(120)) a. John didn't see nothing Sub. English (B) 
'Johnn saw nothing' 

b.. Nobody has« 't come 
'Nobodyy came' 

PNN is also allowed in substandard English, as has already been shown by Labov 
(1966). . 

(121)) Hardly no money, hardly no bread. Sub. English 
'Hardlyy any money, hardly any bread.' 

Hence,, most substandard varieties of English are Strict or Non-Strict NC languages, 
whereass Standard English is a DN language that shows NC-like behaviour and can be 
consideredd as a pseudo-NC language. 
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Englishh also bans true negative imperatives, as it only expresses negative imperatives 
byy means of öfo-support. 

(122)) a. Come! Standard English 
b.. *Come not\ 

Interestingly,, older versions of English (15th century English), in which the negative 
markerr not was already present but the negative marker n't and do-support were 
lacking,, allowed true negative imperatives. 

(123)) Fear wo/! 15th Cent. English 
'Don'tt fear!' 

Apparently,, the ban on true negative imperatives is not related to the occurrence of the 
negativee adverb not, but rather to the phenomenon of cfc-support or the availability of 
thee contracted form n 't. 

Finally,, expressions in which an V-subject precedes the negative marker are 
ambiguouss with respect to the interpretation: both the V>-> and the ->>V reading area 
available. . 

(124)) Everybody doesn't / does not speak French 
V>—,:: 'Nobody speaks French' 
-n>V:: 'Not everybody speaks French' 

Too conclude, English seems to be a transit language between Jespersen Phase V, 
exhibitingg DN, and Jespersen Phase I, exhibiting NC. Although English behaves in 
somee respects as a Phase V language, in many other respects and in its substandard 
varietiess it is on its way of becoming a Phase I language and can be considered as an 
NCC language: in that respect the English data support the generalisations that have 
beenn drawn thus far: languages with a preverbal negative marker (or in this case a 
negativee marker such as n 't) are NC languages, the ban on true negative imperatives 
occurss only in a subset of NC languages and NC languages are able to assign inverse 
interpretationss to sentences in which an V subject precedes a negative marker. 

5.75.7 Conclusion 

Thee results of this chapter can be summarised as follows as in (125). 
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(125)) Overview of the results of the typological study 
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Inn order to draw the correct generalisations I wil l not take into account the results for 
Standardd English as it behaves more like a pseudo NC language than a DN language. 
Thiss has been illustrated by the results of the different substandard varieties that are 
typicall  NC varieties. On the basis of (125) and the results presented in chapter 4 the 
followingg generalisations can be drawn: 

2000 PNM: Preverbal Negative Marker. 
2011 NAM: Negative Adverbial Marker. 
2022 The distinction between Strict and Non-Strict NC does only apply to NC languages. 
2033 In languages with two negative marker, only Strict NC with respect to the preverbal negative marker 
iss taken into account. 
2044 I take English n't to be a preverbal negative marker. As I have argued in this chapter, n 't behaves as 
aa preverbal negative marker despite its occurrence at the right of the auxiliary. 
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•• The set of Non-Strict NC languages is a strict subset of the set of languages 
thatt bans true negative imperatives; 

•• The set of languages that ban true negative imperatives is a strict subset of the 
sett of languages that express sentential negation by means of a negative 
markerr that is a syntactic head (i.e. Jespersen Phase I-IV and Phase V 
languages); ; 

•• The set of languages that express sentential negation by means of a negative 
markerr that is a syntactic head is a strict subset of the set of NC languages; 

•• The set of NC languages is a strict subset of the set of languages in which 
constructionss in which an V-subject precedes the negative marker can be 
assignedd a reverse interpretation (with respect to the subject and the negation). 

Thesee generalisations constitute the Venn-diagram in (126). 

Thee typological checking procedure confirms the generalisations that have been 
drawnn on the basis of the Dutch micro variation. Moreover, this chapter provides a 
moree complete overview, as the set of studied languages contains more Phase I and II 
languagess than the Dutch data set does. 
II take the generalisations that have been formulated above to be valid and these 
generalisationss will form the input in the following theoretical chapters. 
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(126)) Venn diagram containing all studied languages 

Sett of studied languages: 
StandardStandard Dutch 

Sett of languages that allow for an inverse reading 
whenn an V-subject precedes the negative marker: 
German,German, Swedish, Norwegian 

Thee set of NC languages: 
Quebecois,Quebecois, Bavarian, Yiddish 

Thee set of languages that exhibit 
sententiall  negation by means of a preverbal 
negativee marker (Jespersen Phase I-IV ; VI): 
Czech,Czech, Russian, Polish, Serbo-Croatian 
Berber Berber 

Thee set of languages that ban 
truee negative imperatives: 
Greek,Greek, Romanian, Hungarian 
Hebrew,Hebrew, Catalan (I/II),  St. French, 
Coll.Coll. French, English (A/B) 

Thee set of 
Non-Strictt NC languages: 
Italian,Italian, Spanish, 
Portuguese Portuguese 





66 The Synta x of Sententia l Negatio n and 
Negativ ee Marker s 

Inn this chapter I discuss the syntactic properties and behaviour of negative markers 
andd I account for them in a (minimalist) syntactic framework. As was shown in 
chapterr 4 and 5 the syntactic status is related to the other three phenomena that are 
underr investigation in this study: (i) the position of the negative marker in the 
sentencee is uni-directionally related to the occurrence of Negative Concord (NC); (ii) 
thee ban on true negative imperatives only holds in a subset of the set languages that 
exhibitt a preverbal negative marker; and (iii ) the availability of inverse readings of 
clausess with an V-subject followed by a negative marker is related to the occurrence 
off  NC and therefore also to the status of the negative marker. 

Inn this chapter I wil l first address three different questions with respect to the syntax 
off  negative markers in this chapter: 

•• What is the syntactic status of preverbal negative markers?205 

•• What is the syntactic status of postverbal negative markers? 
•• What is the locus of negation in the syntactic structure of the clause? 

Afterr having answered these questions I rephrase the generalisations from chapter 5 in 
syntacticc terms. The relation between the syntactic status of negative marker and the 
occurrencee of NC will be discussed extensively in chapter 8. Other issues such as the 
bann on true negative imperatives and the availability of inverse readings in V-subject 
-- negation clauses, will be discussed in the rest of this chapter. 

Inn section 6.1 I address the first question, and I will argue that preverbal negative 
particless and negative affixes are both related to a syntactic head position X° and I 
showw that negative adverbs are syntactic phrases (XP). 
Inn section 6.2 I argue that negative head markers project a negative feature yielding a 
functionall projection NegP. Languages may vary with respect to the position where 
preverball negative markers are base-generated: either in a position attached to Vfin, in 
aa position that is part of the verbal inflectional system or in Neg°. Furthermore I show 
thatt negative adverbs are base-generated in an adjunct position of vP, and in some 
languagess move to Spec,NegP. Finally I will show that the functional projection NegP 
iss not available universally, i.e. negation is not a syntactic category in every language. 

2055 The terminology is confusing, despite its general usage. Postverbal negative markers refer to 
negativee adverbial markers, which may in fact occur both preverbally and postverbally. Dutch niet is a 
postverball negative marker in main clauses, but a preverbal negative marker in subordinate clauses. 
Hencee the distinction should be read as 'always occurring in preverbal position' vs. 'also possible to 
occupyy a postverbal position.' As the objective of this chapter is to explain this distinction in syntactic 
terms,, the confusing terminology will be replaced by syntactic terms. 
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Inn section 6.3 I argue that the locus of negation is subject to cross-linguistic and 
language-internall  variation. I wil l argue that the position of NegP in the clause is 
determinedd by the semantic properties of the negative operator and not fixed by UG. I 
followw Ramchand (2001) in her assumption that these properties may vary cross-
linguistically. . 
Sectionn 6.4 contains an account for the ban on true negative imperatives, and explains 
whyy this ban holds in several languages only. 
Inn section 6.5 I propose an answer to the question why in NC languages clauses with 
ann V-subject followed by a negative marker always allow for an inverse reading. 

6.16.1 The syntactic status of negative markers 

Thiss section addresses the question regarding the exact syntactic status of negative 
markers.. As we saw in chapter 5 (and in 3.2.2) preverbal negative markers are either 
particless (which are separate words), negative affixes or clitic-lik e elements (which 
aree part of the verbal morphology). All three types of preverbal negative markers 
sharee several syntactic properties. Not only is it the case that the two types of 
preverball  negative markers invoke the occurrence of NC, they also pass several tests 
thatt indicate that these markers are negative heads. Given that these elements prove to 
bee negative heads, they are associated with a head position in the syntactic clause: 
eitherr they are base-generated in a head position, where the verb might pick them up 
inn order to become part of its inflectional morphology, or these negative markers are 
base-generatedd on the (finite) verb that stands in an Agree (or Chain) relation with 
suchh a head, or the finite verb (c)overtly moves to this head position in order to fulfi l 
somee of its syntactic requirements. 
Negativee adverbial markers behave differently from preverbal markers, and I wil l 
showw that this difference is related to their phrasal status, i.e. negative adverbs, such 
ass Dutch niet, should be considered as XP's rather than as X°. 
Inn 6.1.1 I describe the behaviour of preverbal negative particles. In 6.1.2 I discuss the 
behaviourr of negative affixes and clitic-like elements. In section 6.1.3 I discuss the 
syntacticc status of negative adverbial markers. 

6.1.11 Preverba l negativ e particle s as syntacti c heads 

Inn this paragraph I first discuss a number of tests that have been developed to 
determinee whether a particular element is a syntactic head (X°) or a syntactic phrase 
(XP).. Zanuttini (2001) takes blocking of head movement (a form of Relativised 
Minimalityy tracing back to Travis' (1984) Head Movement Constraint) as crucial 
diagnosticss for a head status of a negative marker and discusses a few tests such as 
blockingg of clitic climbing or blocking of V-to-C movement by negative head 
markers. . 
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Inn (l)b it can be seen that the presence of a negative marker ne blocks movement of 
thee clitic from a position in an infinitival clause to a position adjoining the matrix 
auxiliary.. The example in (l)c makes clear that this blocking effect is due to the 
interveningg preverbal negative marker ne, as clitic movement over pas is not illicit . 
Kaynee (1989) argues that the intervening head blocks antecedent government of the 
trace,, but in other frameworks intervening heads are argued to interfere with clitic 
movementt as well. 

(1)) a. Jean lai fait manger tj a Paul206 French 
Jeann it makes eat to Paul 
'Jeann makes Paul eat it' 

b.. *Jean \\ 'a fait nepas manger ti a 1'enfant 
Jeann it.has made neg neg eat to 
'Jeann has made the child not eat it' 

c.. Jean ne U'apas fait manger ti a Paul 
Jeann neg it.has neg made Paul eat it 
'Jeann hasn't made Paul eat it' 

Anotherr test, introduced by Zanuttini, is provided by the phenomenon of long clitic-
climbing.. Italian allows long clitic climbing, i.e. an object clitic moving from the 
complementt position of an infinitive to a position in front of the finite verb. It has 
beenn shown (Rizzi 1982, Burzio 1986) that long clitic climbing is not allowed when a 
negativee marker intervenes (2). 

(2)) a. Gianni li vuole vedere Italian 
Giannii  them wants see 
'Giannii  wants to see them' 

b.. *Gianni li vuole non vedere 
Giannii  them wants neg see 
'Giannii  doesn't want to see them' 

Thee facts in (1) and (2) can be explained by the assumption that Romance preverbal 
negativee markers are heads that block long clitic climbing, and therefore form a firm 
indicationn that these preverbal negative markers are syntactic heads. 

AA third test is the blocking of verb movement. Paduan, an Italian dialect from 
Veneto,2077 requires the C° head to be overtly filled in yes/no interrogatives. In positive 
interrogatives,, the verb moves from a lower position (V°) to C°. As a result of the 
Headd Movement Constraint, this movement would be illici t if another head 
intervened.. Hence, if the preverbal negative marker is a syntactic head, V-to-C 
movementt is predicted to be excluded in Paduan yes/no interrogatives. This prediction 
iss born out, as shown in (3). 

Exampless (1 )a-b are from Kayne 1989, cited in Zanuttini 2001: 524. 
Cf.. Beninca & Vanelli (1982), Poletto (2000), Poletto & Pollock (2001). 
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(3)) a. Vien-lo? Paduan 
Comes-he? ? 
'Iss he coming' 

b.. *Vien-lo no? 
Comes-hee neg? 
'Isn'tt he coming?' 

AA final test is the why not test developed by Merchant (2001). Given that the why not 
constructionn is analysed as a form of phrasal adjunction, it is predicted that this 
constructionn is only allowed in those languages in which the negative marker is not a 
syntacticc head (4). 

(4)) [YP [XP why] [YP not]] 

Thiss prediction is born out for many of the languages with a preverbal negative 
marker,, illustrated by examples from Italian and Greek (5): 

(5)) a. *Perche non? Italian 
b.. *Giati dhen? Greek 

Whyy neg 
'Whyy not' 

Thiss observation holds for all languages that I have studied in this research, except for 
languagess in which the negative marker is phonologically identical to the word for 
'no'' (as in yes/no). Those languages, e.g. Spanish and Catalan, allow the why not 
construction. . 

(6)) a. /.Porquéwo? Spanish 
b.. Per que no? Catalan 

Whyy neg/no 

Merchantt shows that all languages in which the why not construction is ruled out, the 
meaningg of this sentence is expressed by the construction why no, 

(7)) a. Perche no? Italian 
b.. Giati oxi? Greek 

Whyy no 

Sincee the only languages with a preverbal negative marker that allow the why not 
constructionn have a phonological identical word for no, and since why no is proven to 
bee the alternative way to express why not in languages where the latter is forbidden, I 
assumee that in languages like Spanish or Catalan, the expression why not is ill-formed 
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andd replaced by the phonological similar form why no. Hence I adopt Merchant's 
conclusionn that preverbal negative markers are syntactic heads." 

Possiblee arguments against a treatment of preverbal negative markers as syntactic 
headss have been discussed in Rowlett (1998). He provides two arguments from 
Frenchh that form a problem for this analysis, but he shows that these problems can be 
dispensedd with: (i) the substandardly accepted pour ne pas que construction; and (ii) 
multiplee occurrences of ne in a single clause. 

Thee first problem concerns purpose clauses introduced by pour 'in order to' like (8), 
whichh have been analysed as a P taking a CP as its immediate complement. In those 
casess there is no head position available to project the preverbal negative marker ne in 
betweenn P and its complement. 

(8)) Habillez-vous bien [PP pour (ne) pas French 
[cpp que vous preniez froid]] 

Dress-yourselff  well for neg neg that you take.SUBJ cold 
'Dresss yourself properly so you don't catch cold' 

Rowlettt proposes a solution for this problem by arguing that the pour ne pas que 
constructionn is analogous to the more familiar pour nepas ^construction (following 
Mullerr 1991) in which the PP projected by pour selects an infinitival clause, which 
cann be denied by an intervening projection hosting ne. 

(9)) II y a dix raisons [PP pour [iP ne, [XP pas t, [vP légaliser French 
laa prostitution]]]] 

Itt there has ten reasons for neg neg legalise the prostitution 
'Theree are ten reasons not to legalise prostitution' 

Inn such an analysis the P in the pour nepas que construction does not select a CP, but 
itt selects an infinitival clause IP consisting of an abstract infinitival light verb v°, 
whichh takes CP as its complement (10). The abstract infinitival head then attaches to 
thee negative marker ne. 

(10)) Habillez-vous bien [PP pour [ip«e-0j pas [v° ti [CP que vous preniez froid]]] ] 

2088 Note that this observation is not restricted to languages with one negative marker. The preverbal 
negativee marker ne in French cannot participate in the why not construction, whereas French pas can. 

(i)) *Pourquoi nel 
(ii )) Pourquoi pas? 

Whyy neg 

Takenn from Rowlett (1998): 21. 
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Anotherr possible argument against an analysis of the French negative marker ne as a 
syntacticc head is the occurrence of multiple ne in a single clause, yielding Double 
Negationn readings. 

(11)) Je t'ordonne de ne plus jamais ne rien faire"1 French 
II  you.advise of neg n-more n-ever neg n-thing do 
'II  advise you to never again not do anything' 

Rowlettt argues that examples such as (11) are problematic since more than one 
negativee phrase has to be projected in the clause if these negative markers were 
syntacticc heads. This would not be in line with a theory that argues that functional 
projectionss are subject to hierarchy (Rizzi 1997, Cinque 1999). However, this does 
nott a priori exclude the presence of multiple similar functional projections in a clause. 
Zanuttinii  (1998) proposes a series of functional heads hosting a negative head. In my 
ownn analysis of negation (presented in section 6.2 and chapter 8) projections of 
negativee heads may contain negative operators and the Double Negation reading as in 
(11)) is the result of two negative operators in different negative projections. But even 
iff  one maintains the assumption that functional projections cannot occur twice in a 
singlee clause, one may reason along the same lines as in the analysis of the pour ne 
paspas que construction and propose an analysis of these sentences as clauses in which a 
lightt verb in the higher clause (which contains the first ne) selects an infinitival clause 
(withh lower ne). This yields a Double Negation reading as well. 
Thee fact that ne heads its own functional projection also proves that this projection of 
thee negative head contains a negative operator, since infinitival clauses consisting of 
otherr negative elements are open for NC relations in most languages (including 
French).. This follows from the NC readings of sentences in which the second ne is 
leftt out (12). 

(12)) Je t'ordonne de ne plus jamais rien faire French 
II  you.advise of neg n-more n-ever n-thing do 
'II  advise you never do anything again' 

Onlyy the fact that ne is the head of a separate functional projection prevents the lower 
negativee elements from taking part in an NC relation with higher negative elements. 
However,, ne cannot be taken to be the realisation of the negative operator itself, since 
itt is allowed to occur in non-negative sentences as well (cf. Rowlett 1998: chapter 1). 

Onn the basis of the examples above that show that preverbal negative particles are 
syntacticc heads, and on the basis of the fact that the presented counterarguments do 
nott raise problems for such an analysis, I conclude that preverbal negative particles 
aree syntactic heads. 

00 Taken from Rowlett (1998): 23. 
'Rowlettt (1998): p. 24. 
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6.1.22 Other preverba l negativ e marker s as syntacti c heads 

Inn the previous subsection, I concluded that preverbal negative markers that are 
syntacticc words are syntactic heads. The question now rises, whether this analysis can 
bee extended to other types of preverbal negative markers, i.e. should negative affixes 
orr negative clitics also be considered as negative heads? 
Zanuttinii  (1998, 2001) distinguishes between four different kinds of negative markers: 
(i)) negative adverbs, (ii) strong preverbal negative markers, (iii ) weak preverbal 
negativee markers, and (iv) negative markers that are part of the verbal morphology. 
Negativee adverbs wil l be dealt with in the following subsection and strong preverbal 
negativee markers refer to the kind of negative markers that were proven to be 
syntacticc heads in the previous subsection. The question whether a negative marker 
belongss to the third or fourth class is much harder to answer. Zanuttini does not 
analysee the status of inflectional negation in detail and only discusses negative 
markerss that she takes to be weak preverbal negative markers. 
Zanuttinii  defines weak negative markers as those negative markers that cannot 
expresss negation by themselves and need to be accompanied by another negative 
marker,, as in the Northern Italian variety of Cairese. These elements are considered to 
bee weak since they attach to Vfin or to a clitic that on its turn is attached to the verb. 

(13)) Umva*(«e«0 Cairese 
su-CLL neg.LOC-CL goes neg 
'Hee doesn't go there' 

However,, this definition faces empirical and theoretical problems. Slavic languages 
aree known to express negation by means of a negative marker that is attached to Vfin 

inn a similar fashion to weak preverbal negative markers. Moreover, from a theoretical 
pointt of view there is no reason to ban covert realisations of the higher negative 
marker.. In 7.2 and in chapter 8,1 show that most Slavic languages express sentential 
negationn by means of a weak preverbal negative marker that is dominated by an 
abstractt negative operator higher in the clause. 
Thee main difference between weak and strong negative markers seems that with 
respectt to the occurrence of clitics and other functional markers that are attached to 
thee verb, so-called weak markers occupy a lower position in the clause than strong 
negativee markers. 

Zanuttinii  takes weak pre verbal negative markers to be syntactic heads adjoined to V°. 
Thiss analysis is supported by the fact that clitics may occur both to the left and to the 
rightt of a weak preverbal negative marker. In many Romance varieties, weak 
preverball  negative markers occur to the right of first and second person clitics and 
reflexivee clitics, and occur to the left of third person, locative and partitive clitics. 
Assumingg that multiple head adjunction is allowed, this leads to the following 
syntacticc structure for the verbal cluster. 
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(14)) [v [CL-2 [Neg CL-1 neg] CL-2] V] 2]2 

wherebyy CL-1: 1st person, 2nd person and reflexive clitics 
CL-2:: 3rd person, locative and partitive clitics 

Underr Zanuttini's analysis, which takes both clitics and weak preverbal negative 
markerss to be base-generated in head-adjoined position, it follows immediately that 
thesee preverbal negative markers are syntactic heads, as phrase-adjunction to heads is 
ruledd out. 

Zanuttinii  distinguishes between weak preverbal negative markers and (inflectional) 
morphemes.. However, weak negative markers only differ from negative affixes with 
respectt to the position they occupy with respect to the verb. The question is legitimate 
whetherr negative markers that are instances of the verbal morphology, such as the 
Turkishh negative marker me, which precedes tense, mood and person affixes and 
followss reflexive, causative or passive affixes, are fundamentally different from heads 
thatt attach to Vfin. Only if it is assumed that Lexical Items (Li's) enter the derivation 
fullyy inflected and that the formal features that the LI consists of are spelled out as 
inflectionall  morphemes (cf. Chomsky 1995) these negative affixes differ from weak 
negativee markers. If inflected verbs are considered to be the result of a process in 
whichh the verb 'picks up' its affixes, the underlying structure for both types of 
negativee markers is identical: they are both syntactic heads that attach to the verb. 

Thee question rises how to interpret the syntactic status of inflectional material. Formal 
features,, i.e. those features that trigger syntactic operations (see section 2.1), are taken 
too be either interpretable or uninterpretable. During the derivation, every 
uninterpretablee feature has to be eliminated. Feature deletion is the result of feature 
checkingg of an uninterpretable feature against an interpretable feature. (Note that 
uninterpretabilityy is a property of features that only applies at LF.) For example, tense 
iss said to be interpretable on (finite) verbs at LF, but not on nouns. Hence the subject 
checkss its uninterpretable tense feature ([uT]) (according to Pesetzky & Torrego 
(2001)) realised as nominative case) against the interpretable tense feature of the verb. 
Sententiall  negation is a property of the entire predicate or proposition as has been 
shownn in 3.2.1. This means that negation is not interpretable on the verb itself, but is 
interpretablee as a negative operator that scopes over the entire 
predicate/proposition213.. The negative feature that is part of the inflection of the verb 
iss uninterpretable at LF and should be deleted through feature checking. 

Featuree checking can take place through the operation Agree, or through Move, which 
iss a superfunction of Agree. Agree implies that an uninterpretable feature [uF] can be 
checkedd against an [iF] feature located in a higher position than VP. In minimalist 

2122 In a framework that forbids multiple adjunction (like Kayne's (1995) anti-symmetry approach) this 
structuree should be replaced by a more complex structure in which each class of clitics attaches to an 
emptyy functional head. 
2133 The conclusion that negation is not interpretable on the verb is supported by a series of empirical 
argumentss presented in section 2 of this chapter and in chapter 8. 
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terms,, it is said that [iF] probes for a goal [uF]. The question is then: what determines 
thee nature of this functional projection which hosts [iF]? The only possible candidate 
iss a functional projection that is projected by the same feature as the feature [uF] on 
thee verb. In the case of the tense feature this is a T(ense)P, and for mood this is a 
MoodP.. Hence the projection that is needed to eliminate the [uNEG] feature on the 
verbb is a category hosted by a negative feature itself. 
However,, this analysis suffers from the problem of feature redundancy. Suppose that 
aa feature is realised on the verb and it projects a functional projection of its own, it 
wouldd be realised twice. 

(15)) [FPF[ F ] [VPV [ F ] ] ] 

Inn order to discard the problem of feature redundancy I adopt a proposal by 
Koenemann (2000), who combines two earlier proposals by Kerstens (1993) and by 
Ackema,, Neeleman & Weerman (1993). Kerstens (1993) argues that functional 
structuree is projected from the functional features of a lexical item (LI). A problem 
withh Kerstens' proposal is that there are still two identifiable elements, namely the 
featuree F, and a distinct functional head F°. Ackema, et. al. argue that functional 
projectionss are reprojections of the verb, i.e. a verb is allowed to project more than 
once,, yielding a new functional projection VP. This position has been argued against 
byy Chomsky (1995), who argues that this would lead to ambiguous phrase markers: it 
wouldd be unclear for the computational system to decide whether the top VP node is a 
projectionn of the original verb, or of the reprojected verb. In order to solve this 
problem,, Koeneman (2001) adopts Giorgi & Pianesi's Feature Scattering Principle 
(16): : 

(16)) Feature Scattering Principle 
Everyy feature can head a projection 

Thiss principle allows a feature, which is part of an LI that has been inserted in the 
derivation,, to project itself if that is needed to satisfy output requirements. This means 
thatt if there is no position available to host an element carrying [iF] and an LI consists 
off  a feature [uF] itself, this feature may project itself in order to create new structure 
too host the element carrying [iF] to have its [uF] feature checked. Thus, if a verb 
consistsconsists of an uninterpretable feature [uF] this feature may merge with VP to project 
itselff  and create a functional projection FP that forms the domain in which feature 
checkingg can take place, as in (17). 

(17)) [FP[F][VPV<[ F ] >] ] 

II  1 
Forr the case of negation this simply means that every uninterpretable [uNEG] feature 
presentt on Vfin may project itself creating a functional projection NegP. This 
assumptionn immediately answers the question that has been raised in this subsection: 
whatt is the syntactic status of weak preverbal negative markers or negative affixes? 
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Thee answer is straightforward: both are syntactic heads. Either a negative marker is 
head-adjoinedd to V and its syntactic status is X° or it is the realisation of a negative 
featuree on the verb and is allowed to head its own functional projection. Hence in both 
situationss the negative marker is a syntactic head. 
Fromm a theoretical point of view it is shown that both kinds of negative markers under 
discussionn are syntactic heads. Despite the fact that there are only few diagnostics to 
testt this conclusion empirically (weak negative markers and negative affixes are 
attachedd to the finite verb, and therefore they cannot block any head movement 
themselves),, the why not test should still be applicable for languages with a weak 
negativee marker, or a negative affix, since adjunction of a negative head to the XP 
whywhy remains forbidden. This prediction is born out (18). 

(18)) a. *Pochemu«<? Russian 
b.. * Waarom en West Flemish 

Whyy neg 
'Whyy not' 

Thee question whether negative markers are affixes or weak preverbal markers, can be 
dispensedd with, as it is no longer necessary to answer this question in order to 
determinee the status of the negative marker. I conclude that all non-adverbial negative 
markerss are negative heads. 

6.1.33 Negativ e adverb s as maxima l projection s 

Thee conclusion so far is that all preverbal negative markers, being strong, weak or 
affixal,, are syntactic heads X° that are either base-generated or moved to a projection 
thatt is headed by a negative feature. In this subsection I show that the final class of 
negativee markers, negative adverbs, does not consist of syntactic heads, but of 
maximall  projections XP. 

Thee instruments in this subsection are equivalent to the diagnostics that have been 
usedd in the previous subsections: blocking of head movement and the why not test. If 
negativee adverbs are XP's they should not block head movement and the why not 
constructionn should be acceptable. I show that both predictions are correct. 

V22 languages such as Standard Dutch or Swedish only exhibit V2 in main clauses. 
Thiss implies that the verb has to move over the negative adverb to C° in a negative 
sentence.. This movement is allowed in both Swedish and Dutch. 

(19)) a. ... om Jan inte kopte boken Swedish 
.... that Jan neg bought books 
\ . .. that John didn't by books' 
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b.. Jan kopte inte boken 
Jann bought neg books 
'Jann didn't buy books' 

(20)) a. ... dat Jan niet liep Dutch 
.... that Jan neg walked 
.... 'that Jan didn't walk' 

b.. Jan liep niet 
Jann walked neg 
'Jann didn't walk' 

Fromm these results it follows that the negative adverbs in (19)-(20) behave as maximal 
projections.. This is also the result of the why not test that is acceptable in all 
languagess in which the negative marker is an adverb (given that the negative markers 
inn (21) are phonologically distinct from the words for no (as in yes/no) in these 
languages). . 

(21)) a. Why not? English 
b.. Warum nicht? German 
c.. Waarom niet? Dutch 
d.. Varfor inte? Swedish 

Whyy neg? 
'Whyy not?' 

AA third argument in favour of an analysis of negative adverbs in terms of XP's stems 
fromm topicalisation in V2 languages. In these constructions the only available position 
forr a topic position is Spec,CP which can only be the landing site of an XP. In 
Swedish,, topicalisation of negative marker is possible, as is shown in (22). 

(22)) Inte var det Selma Swedish 
Negg was it Selma 
'Itt was NOT Selma' 

However,, Dutch does not allow topicalisation of the negative adverb. 

(23)) *Niet ziet hij het Dutch 
Negg sees he it 
'Hee does not see it' 

Barbierss (2002) takes this as an argument that Dutch niet is not always an XP, 
followingg Hoeksema (1997), who uses the same argument to show that Middle Dutch 
nietniet is not a specifier. Barbiers points out that topicalisation of Dutch niet is 
(marginally)) accepted in some cases. 
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(24)) Ik had wel gezien dat Jan aankwam, Dutch 
maarr niet had ik gezien dat Ed vertrok.214 

II  had PRT seen that Jan arrived, but neg had I seen that Ed left 
'II  did see that Jan arrived, but I had not seen that Ed left' 

Barbierss argues that verbs can have their objects in two positions: in a DP that is to 
thee left of VP, or in a complement CP. 

(25)) Ik heb <dat> gezien <dat hij kwam> Dutch 
II  have that seen that he came 
'II  saw that (he came)' 

Onn the basis of these examples Barbiers (2002) proposes that niet can be seen as an 
argumentt of the verb that is not allowed to receive a 6-role. Hence niet is comparable 
withh expletives in the sense that it has a case feature (realised as [uT]) and lacks a 9-
role.. Therefore it can only occupy the VP-internal object position (to check its case 
features)) in those constructions in which a verb assigns the 0-role to the complement 
CP.. In those cases niet behaves like an XP (24) and the negative adverb is allowed to 
topicalise.. In all other cases niet is base-generated in a head position. 
Barbierss claims that the syntactic status of niet is lexically underdetermined and that it 
mayy vary between X° and XP, depending on independent conditions. Generally niet is 
insertedd in a head position, but only under well-defined conditions the negative 
markerr may appear in the specifier position, thus allowing sentences such as (24). 
Accordingg to Barbiers this approach is in line with Chomsky's (1995) Bare Phrase 
Structuress as a replacement of X-Bar theory. 
Thiss analysis faces several problems. First, the acceptance of sentences like (24) is 
marginall  and the question is legitimate whether these examples provide a firm basis to 
buildd a new theory on. Moreover, it may be the case that the acceptability of (24) is 
relatedd to wel (the counterpart of niet). For some speakers of Dutch the sentence 
becomess ill-formed if wel is left out. 

(26)) *I k had gezien dat Jan aankwam, Dutch 
maarr niet had ik gezien dat Ed vertrok.215 

II  had PRT seen that Jan arrived, but neg had I seen that Ed left 
'II  had seen that Jan arrived, but I had not seen that Ed left' 

Second,, Barbiers' explanation cannot account for the fact that niet, being a head, does 
nott block verb movement to C°, but it is conceivable that this is accounted for in 
termss of remnant movement in which the entire vP moves to Spec,CP rather than V° 
too C° yielding a V2 order at surface structure (cf. Muller 2004). However this 
mechanismm cannot account for the blocking effects in the Romance varieties in which 
negativee elements block verb or clitic movement, without further stipulations. 

2144 Barbiers (2002): 21. 
2155 Barbiers (2002): 21. 
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AA general and more conceptual argument comes from Bare Phrase Structures itself. 
Barbierss argues that the head status of the Dutch negative adverb accounts for the 
generall  ban on topicalisation. If the negative marker is a head, it cannot undergo head-
specc movement to Spec,CP. Head to spec movement is ruled out by Chomsky's 
(1994)) Chain Uniformity Condition. 

(27)) Chain Uniformity Condition (CUC) 
AA Chain is uniform with respect to phrase structure status. 

However,, in Bare Phrase Structure, the distinction between specifiers and heads is 
replacedd by the distinction between minimality and maximality of syntactic element. A 
headd (in the traditional sense) is the first instance in the tree and therefore minimal 
(Xmin).. A maximal projection is the highest instance of such a head and therefore 
maximall  (Xmax). This means that CUC does not apply anymore to the traditional 
notionss of heads and specifier, but to minimality vs. maximality. As a consequence 
theree is no general ban on head to spec movement, but only on movement of a 
minimall  element to a maximal position or vice versa. However, as a consequence not 
everyy instance of head-to-spec movement is ruled out by this system. Suppose for 
instancee that an element H is adjoined to a higher projection of X (XP in the 
traditionall  sense) (28)a. In such a case H, is the lowest and the highest instance of H 
inn the structure, and therefore its phrasal status is xminmax. As a consequence H, being 
maximal,, may rise to a position in which it can no longer project, e.g. Spec,CP (28)b. 
Thiss position is a Xmax position as well and therefore such movement is not ruled by 
(27). . 

(28)) a. [G G [x H X]] 
b.. [ cHC[GG[x<H>X]] ] 

Ass a consequence, head to-spec-movement is not generally ruled out under Bare 
Phrasee Structure. If the phrasal status of a certain element is both minimal and 
maximal,, topicalisation of such an element is allowed. Hence the assumption of an 
underspecifiedd lexical representation of Dutch niet with respect to its phrasal status 
givess rise to other predictions that turn out to be incorrect. 

II  conclude on the basis of the results of the head movement blocking test and the why 
notnot test that the negative adverbs under study are maximal projections. The question 
whyy Dutch niet is not allowed to topicalise (in most cases) remains open and is 
subjectt to further study. 

Althoughh the analysis that negative adverbs are maximal projections is 
uncontroversiall  for many languages, the XP status of English not is not. The syntactic 
statuss of the negative marker has been subject to thorough study (Pollock 1989,1993, 
Lakaa 1990, Haegeman 1995, Potsdam 1997, Merchant 2001). I adopt Haegeman's 
(1995)) assumption that not is a specifier. 
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Ann additional argument in favour of this assumption is that the analysis of English 
DO-- support as a result of the head status of English not does not capture all data. It 
hass been argued (cf. Laka 1990, Pollock 1993) that the negative marker blocks V-to-C 
movementt in negative clauses, and therefore the negative auxiliary DO is inserted as a 
lastt resort option in a higher position (to fil l T°). 

(29)) [TP T do [NegP 0 [Neg not] [ w V ]]] 
11 X ' 

However,, English shows verbal movement across the negative marker: 

(30)) a. John has not been ill 
b.. John is not ill 

Inn (30) it is clear that both forms of the verb to be are base-generated in a position to 
thee right of not, probably in VP. In (30)b however, the verb shows up in a position to 
thee left of not, proving that not does not block verb movement. Hence DO-support is 
nott an argument in favour of analyses that take not to be an X°. Recall furthermore 
thatt English not also passed the why not test. 

Thee adverbial status of not does not hold for the weaker form of not, n 7. Haegeman 
adoptss Zanuttini's (1991) and Pollock's (1993) analysis that n 't is a syntactic head and 
illustratess this by the fact that n't has to move along with an inflected auxiliary (31), 
whereass its adverbial counterpart not cannot be attached on the auxiliary (32). 

(31)) a. Has/7 7 John left? 
b.. *Has John n 7 left? 

(32)) a. Has John not left? 
b.. *Has not John left?216 

II  adopt Haegeman's (1995) conclusion that English not is a specifier and English n't 
iss a syntactic head. Note that this widens the class of preverbal negative markers, as 
nn 7 is strictly speaking not preverbal, since it attaches to the right of Vfm. Nevertheless, 
thiss does not raise any terminological problems as the only distinction that is relevant 
betweenn the different classes of negative markers now is the distinction between X° 
andd XP. Negative adverbs are XP, all other negative markers are X°. 

6.1.44 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section the distinction between preverbal negative markers and negative 
adverbiall  markers has been replaced by a distinction in terms of negative head 

Onlyy acceptable as an archaic expression. 
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markerss versus negative specifiers (X° vs. XP). This means that the generalisations 
thatt have been formulated at the end of chapter 5 should be replaced as well. In brief, 
thiss means that: 

•• All languages with a negative marker X° are NC languages, whereas only a 
subsett of the set of languages that have a negative marker XP are NC 
languages. . 

•• Only a subset of the set of languages with a negative marker X° bans true 
negativee imperatives. 

•• Every language that has a negative marker X° allows for inverse readings for 
sentencess in which V-subjects precede a negative marker. 

Inn chapter 8, I explain the first generalisation in detail. In this chapter I will account 
forr the second and the third generalisation (in 6.4 and 6.5 respectively). 

6.26.2 The negative projection 

Ass we saw in the previous section, negative markers are allowed to host a projection 
off their own or move, along with Vf,n, to a head position that is projected by the 
negativee feature. This projection has come to be known as NegP. These assumptions 
givee rise to several questions that I will address in this section. 

•• What is the nature of this functional projection? 
•• Which negative markers are base-generated in Neg° and which negative 

markerss are not? 
•• Do all negative markers obtain a position within NegP? 
•• Is NegP available in every language? 

Inn 6.2.1, I first discuss what the nature is of a negative projection NegP. In 6.2.2, I 
arguee that preverbal negative markers are either base-generated within this functional 
projectionn or that they are originated in a lower position attached to Vfin and that these 
markerss move to or agree with the negative projection. In 6.2.3, I argue that negative 
adverbss may be associated with a specifier position in NegP, but that this is not 
necessarilyy true for every language exhibiting only a negative adverb. In 6.2.4 finally, 
II conclude, arguing for a flexible treatment of the ontology of functional categories, 
thatt NegP is not available in every language. 6.2.5 contains some concluding remarks. 

6.2.11 NegP as a functiona l categor y 

Everr since Pollock's (1989) seminal work on the structure of the middle field, it has 
beenn generally assumed that there is a separate functional category negation, which 
hostss its own projection. Pollock's argument for this is the fact that auxiliaries in 
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Frenchh and English occupy a different position at surface structure than lexical verbs 
do.. In English, only auxiliaries are allowed to move across the negative marker not. 

(33)) a. Mary does not run English 
b.. Mary is not running 
c.. *Mary runs not 

Inn (33) it is shown that the negative marker intervenes between the head of IP, 
presumablyy the base-position of the auxiliary and the head of the VP, the base-
positionn of the lexical verb. 
Thee fact that the negative marker may intervene between the two positions indicates 
thatt there is a different functional projection located between IP and VP. Pollock 
showss that the same holds for French. Although in French finite clauses both 
auxiliariess and lexical verbs occur to the left of the negative markerwas, auxiliaries 
andd lexical verbs occupy different positions in negative infinitival clauses. Whereas 
thee auxiliary être 'to be' is allowed to occur both to the right and to the left of pas, 
lexicall  verbs, as sembler 'seem' can only occupy a position to the right ofpas. 

(34)) a. Ne pas être heureux est une condition French 
pourr écrire des romans"17 

Negg neg be happy is a prerequisite for write of.the novels 
b.. TVêtre pas heureux est une condition pour écrire des romans 

Neg.bee neg happy is a prerequisite for write of.the novels 
'Nott to be happy is a prerequisite for writing novels ' 

(35)) a. Nepas sembler heureux est une condition French 
pourr écrire des romans218 

Negg neg seem happy is a prerequisite for to.write of.the novels 
b.. *Ne sembler pas heureux est une condition pour écrire des romans 

Negg seem neg happy is a prerequisite for to.write of.the novels 
'Nott to seem happy is a prerequisite for writing novels' 

Onn the basis of these observations, Pollock introduces the so-called Split IP 
hypothesis,hypothesis, arguing that IP should be split up in a TP, an AgrP and, if required, a 
NegP.. This NegP consists of a negative head Neg°, hosting preverbal negative 
markerss and a specifier (Spec,NegP) that is occupied by the negative adverb. 

2177 Example taken from Pollock (1989), cited in Zanuttini 2001: 515. 
:1**  Example taken from Pollock (1989), cited in Zanuttini 2001: 516. 

http://Neg.be
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Thiss line of analysis has been adopted by many scholars (cf. Laka 1990, Zanuttini 
1991,, Ernst 1992, Chomsky 1995, Lasnik 1995, Haegeman 1995, Potsdam 1997, 
Rowlettt 1998). However, various proposals for changing the original analysis have 
beenn brought forward, e.g. with respect to the internal structure of NegP, the origin of 
negativee elements within NegP, the clause-internal position of NegP, or the question 
whetherr there is more than one NegP position available in the clause. 
AA problem with the functional projection NegP is the fact that although Pollock 
(1989)) shows the presence of NegP in English and French, he assumes that languages 
cross-linguisticallyy have a NegP at their disposal, without further motivation of this 
assumption.. In 6.2.4,1 argue that the availability of a negative projection NegP should 
inn fact be subject to cross-linguistic variation. 

6.2.22 Negativ e head marker s bein g associate d wit h Neg

Inn this subsection, I elaborate on a question that has also been put forward in 6.1.2: the 
originn of (preverbal) negative markers. As was shown by Zanuttini (1998, 2001), four 
differentt kinds of negative markers can be distinguished: strong negative markers, 
weakk negative markers, negative affixes and negative adverbs. The conclusion from 
sectionn 6.1 is that the distinction between weak negative markers and negative affixes 
iss not always straightforward, but that the first three kinds of negative markers can be 
seenn as negative heads, whereas the negative adverbial cannot. 

Accordingg to Haegeman (1995) languages differ with respect to the place of origin of 
thee negative marker in the clause. Negative markers that negate a clause by 
themselvess are base-generated in Neg°, whereas negative markers that require a 
secondd negative marker (like the Cairese variety of Northern-Italian, or West Flemish) 
havee their negative marker base-generated in a lower position, as a V-adjoined clitic 
orr as verbal inflection. 
II  adopt Haegeman's (1995) suggestion that the origin of the negative head marker 
mayy vary across languages, but I argue that this cross-linguistic variation is not related 
too the independent occurrence of the negative marker, but to the question whether the 
preverball  negative marker occurs to the right of certain clitics or interact with other 
inflectionall  material. This leads to a reduction of the number of preverbal negative 
markers.. The crucial distinction is between preverbal negative markers that are base-
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generatedd in Neg° and those that are base-generated on Vfm. The question then is what 
thee exact relation is between the lower base-generated negative marker and the higher 
negativee projection. 
Inn the previous section I argued that negative markers that are base-generated on Vfin 

carryy an uninterpretable negative feature [uNEG] that needs to be eliminated. This 
featuree has to move out of the verbal domain in order to project a higher functional 
projectionn NegP. Then the negative feature [uNEG] becomes located in Neg°, and it 
mayy merge with an abstract negative operator Op  ̂ that carries [iNEG], Under spec-
headd agreement [uNEG] gets deleted. 

(37)) [NegP Op-7[jNEG] Neg°[uNEG] [vP V°[uNEG]i [v? V-[ uNEG]i]] ] 

ii  J I I I I 
Agreee Move Move 

Languagess differ with respect to the verb movement along with [uNEG]. In SOV 
languages,, Vfin probably remains in situ, and the abstract feature [uNEG] moves on its 
ownn to v° before moving out of the v phase, whereas in SVO languages [uNEG] 
movess along with Vfm. 

Iff  the distinction between strong preverbal negative markers and weak preverbal 
negativee markers/negative affixes is the result of the position where these elements 
aree base-generated (Neg° or on Vr,n), this difference should also have semantic effects. 
Thiss is indeed the case. First, in languages (like Czech) with the negative marker 
base-generatedd on Vfm, other quantifiers, such as 'much', are able to precede the 
negativee marker but remain under the scope of the negation. In Italian, which has a 
strongg preverbal negative marker, the negative marker coincides with Neg° and the 
quantifierr that occurs to the left of non outscopes negation (38). 
Second,, in Slavic languages in which the negative marker is attached to Vfin, it is also 
possiblee to have NPI objects licensed in a position to the left of the negative marker, 
whereass this is excluded in languages such as Spanish or Italian, in which the negative 
markerr is base-generated in Neg° (39). 

(38)) a. Milan moc wejedl Czech 
Milann much neg.eat.perf. 
'Milann hasn't eaten much' 
negg > much *much > neg 

b.. Gianni molto non ha mangiato Italian 
Giannii  much neg has eaten 
'Giannii  hasn't eaten much' 
*negg > much much > neg 

(39)) a. Ani nohu jsem (tarn) wevidel. Czech 
Neg-evenn a-leg-ACC.SG I-am (there) neg-seen 
'II  haven't been seeing anyone' 
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b.. *Ni una sola alma no he visto Spanish 
Neg-evenn a single soul not I-have seen 
'II  haven't seen anyone' 

Inn the a examples in (38)-(39), the objects (OB) are under the scope of the negative 
operatorr Op—,, and in the b examples they are not. 

(40)) a. [Negp Op-n [vP OB neg-V]] Czech 
b.. [XP OB [Negp Op^]] Spanish/Italian 

Onn the basis of this observation I conclude that strong negative markers are base-
generatedd in Neg°. Weak preverbal negative markers/negative affixes are base-
generatedd on Vfm, and the negative feature moves out of the v phase, possibly along 
withh Vfin, in order to project a position Neg°, where [uNEG] is deleted under spec-
headd agreement. 

6.2.33 Negativ e adverb s as vP adjunct s 

Itt is often assumed that negative heads are associated to Neg° and that negative 
adverbss originate in Spec,NegP. However, the latter assumption should be subject of 
reconsideration.. Rowlett (1998) argues that the French negative adverb pas is base-
generatedd in a vP adjunct position and it moves overtly to Spec,NegP. I demonstrate 
thatt Rowlett is essentially right in assuming that these negative adverbs are originally 
base-generatedd in a vP adjunct position, but that the assumption that negative adverbs 
universallyy move to a higher Spec,NegP position is false. 

II  show that such overt movement is restricted to French (and a few other languages), 
butt that this does not hold for languages such as Standard Dutch or German, or the 
Scandinaviann languages. Rather than stipulating that movement is covert in these 
languages,, I demonstrate that there is no movement at all and that negative adverbs 
takess scope from a vP adjunct position, scoping over the entire proposition. 

Rowlettt supports his claim that pas is not base-generated in Spec,NegP contrary to 
whatt Pollock (1989) and Zanuttini (1998) suggest. He provides three different kinds 
off  evidence: conceptual arguments, synchronic arguments and diachronic arguments. 
ConceptuallyConceptually the idea that pas is a vP adjunct is attractive, since it is the smallest 
syntacticc domain that includes the entire proposition. 
Synchronicc evidence comes from the ban on certain types of negative imperatives in 
French.. As in almost every variety of French the preverbal negative marker is allowed 

2199 Rowlett does not adopt a framework in which the light verb v is always present, and he formulates 
hiss assumption about pas as VP adjunction. The only theoretical argument in favour of an analysis that 
includess the light verb v, is that it fits nicely in phase theory: negation does not only take a proposition 
ass its complement, but it introduces syntactic islands as well, from which extraction is only possible 
underr well-defined conditions. 
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too occur optionally, one can distinguish between two types of imperatives in French: 
thosee with pas, and those with ne ... pas. 

(41)) (Ne) me regarde pas! French 
(Neg)) me watch neg 
'Don'tt look at me' 

Inn (41) the pronoun ne is a clitic that occurs to the left of the Vfin. However, if the 
pronounn is replaced by a heavy pronoun moi 'me' in its canonical postverbal position, 
itt becomes impossible to use the negative imperative with ne. 

(42)) (*Ne) regarde moi pas! French 
(Neg)) watch me neg 
'Don'tt watch me' 

Elaboratingg on Kayne's (1992) conclusion that true imperatives lack TP and any 
functionall  structure that is higher than TP, Zanuttini (1994) argues that in (42) there is 
noo NegP (which she takes to be higher than TP) available. Hence the negative head ne 
cannott be base-generated in Neg°. Rowlett argues that if Neg° is not realised then 
theree is no possibility for pas to move out of its vP adjunct position. This accounts for 
thee examples in (42). 
Iff  Zanuttini's general account for the ban on true negative imperatives in several 
languagess is correct, it is likely that Neg° is absent in (42). The only alternative, 
namelyy that Neg° is realised covertly, does not hold. Suppose that Neg° is realised 
covertly.. In that case pas would be expected to move obligatorily to Spec,NegP, thus 
movingg across the object pronoun moi which is in a position between NegP and vP, as 
inn standard indicative constructions. However, this movement is ruled out. 

(43)) a. * Regarde pas moi! French 
Watchh neg me 
'Don'tt look at me' 

b.. Il ne regarde pas moi 
Hee neg watches neg me 
'Hee doesn't watch me' 

Anotherr piece of evidence comes from the observation that French underwent a 
diachronicc change with respect to the position of pas (cf. Hirschbiiller & Labelle 
(1993,, 1994)). Whereas 20th Century French allows pas to occur at a position 
precedingg an infinitival clause, in 17th Century French pas occurs to the right of Vinf. 
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(44)) a. ... c'est de ne sabandonnerpas 17 Cent. French 
auu plaisir de les suivre220 

.... it.is of neg abandon neg to.the pleasure of them follow 
'.... is not giving in to the pleasure of following them' 

b.. Nous fumes bien malheureux de nepas t'emmener 20th Cent. French 
Wee are well unhappy of neg neg you.take 
'Wee are very unhappy not taking you with us' 

Thee fact that pas is allowed to occur at a lower position (with respect to Vjnf) forms 
anotherr strong indication that pas does not originate in Spec,NegP. This leads to the 
followingg syntactic representation of pas in French. 

(45)) [uegp pas [Nes° ne] [vP<pas>[vP]] ] French 

AA question that rises now is why pas has to move to Spec,NegP. As movement is the 
resultt of feature checking requirements pas has to move to have its uninterpretable 
[uNEG]]  feature checked against Neg°, or pas has to move to Spec,NegP in order to 
checkk an [uNEG] uninterpretable feature of ne. Hence the question about the trigger 
off  pas movement to Spec,NegP is reduced to the question which of the two negative 
markerss is the bearer of the [iNEG] feature, and which marker carries [uNEG]. 

Itt is generally assumed that pas carries [iNEG] and ne [uNEG]. The reasons for this 
are:: (i) pas, contrary to ne, is able to express not only sentential negation, but can also 
negatee other phrases such as AP's, DP's, PP's, etc. (46); (ii) ne may occur by itself in 
French,, but only in non-negative sentences, i.e. sentences without a negative operator 
carryingg [iNEG]. As soon as pas is added, a negative operator is included in the 
semanticss (47). Finally, the assumption that pas carries [iNEG] is in line with the 
observationn that NegP does not always have to be realised in sentences that contain 
pas,pas, such as in the imperative in (42), as movement of pas is only triggered to check 
[uNEG]]  features. 

(46)) a. Fas mal French 
Negg bad 
'Nott bad' 

b.. Pas moi 
Negg me 
'Nott me' 

c.. Pas de Paris 
Negg of Paris 
'Nott from Paris' 

(47)) a. Elle a peur que tu ne sois la French 
Shee has fear that you neg be. SUB J there 
'She'ss afraid that you might be there' 

Dataa from Hirschbüller & Labelle (1993). 
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b.. Elle a peur que tu ne sois pas la 
Shee has fear that you neg be.sUBJ neg there 
'She'ss afraid that you might not be there' 

II  conclude that movement of pas to Spec,NegP is triggered to check ne's [uNEG] 
feature.. In the case of the absence of ne, I assume that the Neg° position is 
phonologicallyy empty, but still contains a [uNEG] feature that heads this projection. 
Inn other words, Neg°[uNEG] is optionally spelled-out in French. 

(48)) [Negp pasfiNEG] [Neg° (ne)[(1NE6]] [vp<pas> [vP ]] ] French 

II I 
Thee conclusion that French pas moves to Spec,NegP in order to check external 
uninterpretablee features, implies that in languages in which there are no [uNEG] 
features,, movement of the negative adverb is not required and therefore excluded. 
Thiss leads to the following picture for Phase V languages: either there is a 
phonologicallyy abstract [uNEG] feature present in Neg°, or there is no [uNEG] feature 
present,, and consequently no NegP. For a language like Dutch, this means that there 
aree two possible ways of analysing the structural position of niet. 

(49)) a. [Negp niet[iNEG] Neg0
[uNEG] [vP t; [vp ]]] 

b.. [vpniet[iNEG] [vp]] 

Thee problem how to determine which representation in (49) is correct for Dutch, is 
subjectt of theoretical considerations rather than empirical observations. Since in Phase 
VV languages there is no overt realisation of [uNEG] the head Neg° is always 
phonologicallyy empty and it does not block verb movement. It follows that there is no 
empiricall  way to determine the existence of a head X° if X° is never expressed 
overtly.. Therefore it appears to be impossible to choose between the two structures in 
(50). . 

(50) ) 

YPP ZP 
(Neg)) / \ 

ZP P 

Thee problem is not restricted to negation, but to adverbs in general: are adverbs 
locatedd in the specifier position of a special functional projection, or are they adjuncts 
off  lexical or functional categories, such as CP, IP, vP, etc? In the next subsection, I 
showw that an adjunct approach is to be preferred from a theoretical point of view over 
thee assumption of multiple functional projections. As a consequence, I wil l argue that 
Phasee V languages only have a functional projection NegP if there is positive 
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evidencee for it: phonological realisations of [uNEG] features or overt movement of 
thee negative adverb to a higher position. 

6.2.44 The availabilit y of NegP 

Everr since Cinque's (1999) seminal work on adverbial ordering, it is known that 
adverbss are subject to a functional sequence. Cinque demonstrates that the 
distributionall  properties of adverbs, free functional morphemes, verbal affixes and 
restructuringg verbs share important distributional properties, and that for that reason 
alll  these phenomena should be given a similar treatment. 
Cinquee therefore argues that the distribution of adverbs is the result of syntactic 
selectionn in which lower adverbial phrases, containing for instance manner adverbs, 
aree selected by higher adverbial phrases like mood or modality phrases. He proposes a 
fine-grainedd structure for adverbial phrases as in (51): 

(51)) [frankly Moodspeech mi fortunately MoodeVaiuative [ allegedly Moodevidentiai 
[probably[probably Moipistemic [ once T(Past) [ then T(Future) [ perhaps 
Moodinesss [necessarily ModneCessity [Possibly Modp0sSibiiit y [usually 
Asphabituaii  [again Asprepetltlve(i) [often Aspfrequentative(i) [intentionally 
Modvoutionaii  [quickly Aspceierative(i) [ already T(Anterior) [ no longer 
Aspterminativee [ Still Aspc o n ti n u a ti v e [always Aspperfect(?) \jl*St Aspretrospective [soon 

Aspproximativee [briefly Aspdurative [Characteristically(?) Aspgeneric/progressive 

[almost[almost Aspprospective [completely AspSgcompietive(i) [tutto Asppicompietive [well 
Voicee [fast/early Aspce[erative(ii) [again Asprepetative(ii) [often AspfreqUentative(ii) 
[completely[completely Asp]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] 221 

Fromm this ordering, contrasts as in (52)-(53) follow immediately: 

(52)) a. Waarschijnlijk gaat Jan vaak naar huis 
Probablyy goes Jan often to house 
'Probablyy John often goes home' 

b.. *Vaak gaat Jan waarschijnlijk naar huis 
Oftenn goes Jan probably to house 

(53)) a. Mogelijk heeft hij het werk bijna af 
Possiblyy has he the job almost done 
'Possibly,, he has almost done the job' 

b.. *Bijna heeft hij mogelijk het werk af 
Almostt has he possibly the work done 

However,, this ordering is not uncontroversial. First, it has been observed that there are 
counter-argumentss against this ordering as in (54), arguing against a syntactic analysis 

Dutch h 

Dutch h 

2211 Cf. Cinque (1999). 
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off  the ordering in terms of selection and feature checking of adverbial heads (Nilsen 
2003). . 

(54)) This is a fun free game where you're always possibly a click away from 
winningg SI000!222 

Nilsenn (2003) argues that these readings show that the adverbial hierarchy is not the 
resultt of syntactic selection, but of semantic scope effects. In (54) always scopes over 
possibly,possibly, although generally possibly dominates always. Nilsen assumes that 
expressionss with a scope ordering as in (54) are felicitous only in rare situations. 
Hencee the relative order of adverbials should be accounted for in terms of 
semantics/pragmaticss (cf. also Ernst 2001, Svenonius 2001b). 
Nilsenn shows that if one has a semantic mechanism that accounts for the standard 
orderr of adverbials the selection and checking mechanism Cinque proposes becomes 
theoreticallyy redundant. The proposal that adverbials move to particular selected 
positionss in order to check the corresponding uninterpretable features of the adverbial 
headss is no longer needed to account for the relative order of adverbs.223 

Nilsen'ss argument is also attractive from a conceptual point of view: it reduces the 
syntacticc ontology. If the adverbial sequence no longer has to be accounted for in 
syntacticc terms, syntax can discard with a series of functional features/projections, a 
desirablee result under minimalist assumptions. 
Notee that adverbial heads are not ruled out. The distributional properties of adverbial 
headss and the position of adverbs are determined by pragmatic and semantic 
considerations.. Only if there is positive evidence for uninterpretable adverbial 
features,, such as adverbial morphology on the verb, or free adverbial morphemes that 
provee to be syntactic heads, the existence of an adverbial head position is required. 
However,, there is no need to assume the presence of adverbial heads if there is no 
visiblee marking of the adverbial head at all, and adverbials can be taken to be adjuncts 
off  other projections. As a consequence, not every adverbial corresponds to a distinct 
syntacticc category. 
Applyingg this theory to a theory of negative adverbs, negative adverbs only move to 
Spec,NegPP if there is positive evidence for the existence of a [uNEG] feature. This 
cann either be a negative affix, a preverbal negative marker, overt movement to a 
higherr position than the position that the negative adverb is base-generated in, or overt 
agreementt with an element carrying a phonologically present [uNEG] feature. 
Thee latter possibility connects the syntactic status of the negative marker with the 
occurrencee of Negative Concord (NC). Suppose that n-words (in NC languages) can 
bee considered non-negative elements carrying a [uNEG] feature. Then NC can be seen 
ass syntactic agreement and the negative marker (carrying [iNEG]) eliminates the n-
word'ss [uNEG] feature under Agree. Since in these languages, as in the languages 

~""~""  Example taken from Nilsen (2003). 
2233 Not every reverse order is ruled out by pragmatic considerations. Nilsen (2003) shows that modal 
adverbss such as probably are positive polarity items and therefore have to precede negation. Likewise, 
negationn always has to scope over universal adverbs such as always, as a result of the semantic 
propertiess of universal adverbs (which are not allowed to scope over negation). 
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withh a preverbal negative marker, [uNEG] is visibly present, a functional projection 
NegPP is required. In the next chapter, I show that n-words should be treated as non-
negativee indefinites carrying [uNEG]. That makes NC a trigger for the presence of 
NegP.. Moreover, it is predicted that the relation that all languages with negative head 
markerss are NC languages. NC languages have a NegP at their disposal, whereas non-
NCC languages do not. Therefore, only in NC languages negative head marker can be 
spelledd out. 

Too conclude, NegP is only available in languages with a [uNEG] feature, i.e. with a 
syntacticc category negation. I showed that NegP is available in all languages with a 
preverball  negative marker (Jespersen Phase I-IV , VI). In Phase V languages the 
availabilityy of a NegP depends on the occurrence of [uNEG] features. Hence negation 
ass a syntactic category is subject to cross-linguistic variation. 

6.2.55 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section the categorical properties of negation have been introduced and it has 
beenn shown that negation may be implemented syntactically by a functional 
projectionn NegP. NegP may either host a (strong) pre verbal negative marker, or 
establishh an Agree relation with a lower negative marker (clitic-lik e or affixal). In 
thosee cases the negative projection is the result of feature projection of the negative 
featuree of Vnn. 
Furthermore,, following Rowlett (1998) I showed that the negative adverb pas in 
Frenchh occupies Spec,NegP at surface structure, but that it originates at a vP adjunct 
position.. Elaborating on this observation, and following a line of thinking introduced 
byy Nilsen (2003), I argued that all negative adverbs are base-generated at a vP 
position,, and that these elements may move to a derived position Spec,NegP if this 
projectionn is triggered. The trigger is the lexical realisation of a [uNEG] feature. This 
leadss to the following typology 

(55)) Phase I languages 

PhasePhase II languages 
Phasee III languages 

Phasee IV languages 

PhasePhase V languages 

Phasee VI languages 

[NegPP [Neg° non] [vP Vf m] ] 

[NegPP [Neg°] [ w Vf in-/We[uNEG] ] ] 

[NegPP [Neg°] [vP W<?-Vfm[uNEG] ] ] 

[NegPP [Neg° «] [vP W-Vf in[uNEG] ] ] 

[NegPP (pas) [Neg° no]] 
[ntgppas[ntgppas [Neg° ne] [vp t, [vp]]] 
[NegPP niet [vp e«/rte-Vfin[uNEG]]] 
hithit%%?pas?pas [Neg° (ne)]] 
[NegPP niet [yp e«-Vfin([uNEG])]] 

[NegPP netj [vP t; [vp]] 
[VPP niet [vP]] 

[NegPP not not [Neg°"' ' ]] 

Italian n 
Turkish h 
Czech h 
Carcarese e 
Catalan n 
St.. French 
Middlee Dutch 
Coll.. French 
Westt Flemish 
Bavarian n 
Dutch h 
English h 
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Ass a syntactic category, negation is subject to cross-linguistic variation. Languages do 
nott require a specific syntactic configuration to express sentential negation. The 
presencee of NegP is only one option. Another option is to use a negative adverb that 
cann be interpreted at LF as the negative operator Op  ̂ without further syntactic 
marking.. In that case, the lexical representation of the negative marker is not involved 
inn syntactic operations (except for Merge) and is directly interpreted at LF. 
Ass mentioned briefly in the previous subsection, the distribution of the syntactic 
categoryy negation (or the functional projection NegP) reflects the distributional 
patternn of NC across languages. Al l languages that have a syntactic category negation 
(Neg°,, phonologically overt or abstract) also exhibit NC. This means that non-NC 
languagess can only be found amongst Phase V languages. In other words: all 
languagess in which NegP is present are NC languages, and all languages in which 
NegPP is absent (like Dutch) cannot be NC languages. Hence I will hypothesise that 
NCC corresponds one to one to the presence of NegP in negative sentences and that NC 
iss a form of syntactic agreement with respect to negation. This hypothesis wil l be 
discussedd extensively in chapter 8. 

6.36.3 The locus of NegP 

Anotherr question that needs to be addressed with respect to NegP is its position in the 
clause.. First, I wil l briefly evaluate Ouhalla's (1991) proposal that there is a single 
positionn of NegP in the clause, of which the position is parameterised: either it 
dominatess TP or VP. Then I discuss Zanuttini's (1998) analysis that there are multiple 
NegP'ss in the clausal domain which potentially could all host a negative marker 
(6.3.1).. In 6.3.2, I show that the position of NegP is semantically derived, where 
sententiall  negation is considered to be a form of binding of event variables by a 
negativee quantifier. I follow Ramchand (2001) in assuming that this form of negation 
iss not universal, but that languages may vary with respect to the kind of variables that 
aree bound by a negative quantifier under negation. 

6.3.11 Fixed position s of NegP 

Onn the basis of different positions of the negative affix in Turkish and Berber, Ouhalla 
(1991)) argues that NegP can occupy two different positions in the clause. Ouhalla 
proposess that this variation is the result of a single parameter that either puts NegP on 
topp of TP or on top of VP. He shows that in Turkish, negative affixes are in between 
thee verb and tense affixes, whereas in Berber negation is in the outer layer of verbal 
morphology.. This is shown in (56). 
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(56)) a. t/r-ad-y-xdel Mohand dudsha Berber 
Neg.FUT.3MASC.arrivee Mohand tomorrow 
'Mohandd wil l not arrive tomorrow' 

b.. John elmalar-i ser-me-di Turkish 
Johnn apples Hke.neg.PAST.3sG 
'Johnn doesn't like apples' 

Ouhallaa formulates the NEG parameter as in (57) and he argues that the same 
parameterr holds for languages like Dutch and French as well: in French NegP 
dominatess TP, in Dutch NegP dominates VP. 

(57)) NEG Parameter 
a.. NegP selects TP 
b.. NegP selects VP 

Althoughh we wil l see that a fixed parameterised position for NegP leaves open many 
questions,, this proposal provides more space for a flexible analysis of NegP than e.g. 
Pollock'ss (1989) proposal, in which the position of NegP is fixed by UG. Ouhalla's 
analysiss that NegP selects VP in languages such as Dutch or German is in line with 
myy analysis that negation in these languages can be expressed by means of an 
operatorr in vP adjunct position. There are some arguments against a (fixed) position 
off  NegP on top of TP: (i) the argument from the morphological order does not hold: it 
remainss unclear whether the negative markers are affixes or clitic-lik e elements that 
aree attached to Vf,„ ; (ii) negation seems to have a distribution that is more free than 
wouldd be expected from a fixed NegP>TP or TP>NegP order; and (iii ) the assumption 
thatt NegP dominates TP would incorrectly predict that it is possible to license NPI 
subjectss to the left of the negative marker. 

Thee first argument Ouhalla presents to support his claim that NegP dominates TP or 
TPP dominates NegP comes from the order of tense and negative morphemes in the 
exampless in (56). However, the two examples do not form a strict minimal pair with 
respectt to the order of verbal morphemes, since the Turkish negative affix occurs to 
thee right of the verbal stem, whereas in Berber the inflectional material is located to 
thee left of Vfin. Consequently, one cannot distinguish between the following two 
representationss for Berber negation: 

(58)) a. [[Neg° ur] [v° ad-y-xdel ]] 
b.. [[v° w-ad-y-xdel[uNEG] ]] 

Inn (58)a the negative marker is attached through head adjunction to Vfin, whereas in 
(58)bb ur is part of the verbal inflectional morphology. As the first analysis cannot be 
excludedd for Berber, the argument from morphology does not hold, since ur in (58)a 
iss not part of the verbal inflectional system. 

22A22A Example taken from Ouhalla (1991). 

http://Hke.neg.PAST.3sG
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AA second argument against Ouhalla's parameter comes from Zanuttini (1998, 2001) 
whoo argues that postverbal negative markers in Romance varieties are allowed to 
occupyy different positions with respect to adverbials. In a framework as developed in 
Cinquee (1999) this would imply that NegP should be assigned different positions 
withinn the adverbial hierarchy. That is exactly why Zanuttini proposes four different 
NegPP position within the hierarchical ordering of functional projections, together with 
twoo positions for TP.225 

( 5 9)) [NegPl [TPl [NegP2 [TP2 [NegP3 UspPperf Uspgen/prog [NegP4 ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] 

Zanuttinii  is essentially right in arguing that more positions should be available for 
negativee markers, but she does not make clear why these positions have to be the 
resultt of a syntactic selection mechanism. The fact that the distribution of negative 
markerss seems much more free than a series of fixed NegP position suggests, does not 
formm a strong argument in favour of an even more fine-grained structure, but rather 
forr a free syntactic distribution, which is constrained by some independently 
motivatedd syntactic or semantic restrictions. Note that the arguments Nilsen (2003) 
putt forward against a syntactic treatment of adverbial ordering also hold here: if the 
orderingg of negative elements with respect to other elements in the sentences can be 
explainedd by a semantic analysis, there is no need to assume a syntactic selection 
mechanismm as well. 

Thee assumption that NegP dominates TP faces another problem: if the negative 
operatorr is higher than the canonical subject position, one would expect NPI subjects 
too be felicitous in a position to the left of the negative marker (since subjects are 
locatedd in Spec,TP) if the negative marker is attached to Vfin. This prediction is not 
bornee out. 
Thee following example from Czech proves that the negative operator is in fact located 
betweenn the subject and the object position, as the subject NPI cannot be licensed by 
thee lower negative marker, whereas the object NPI can. 

(60)) a. *Petnik by za to nebyl dan Czech 
A.nickell  would for it neg.be given 
'AA single cent wouldn't be paid for it' 

b.. Petnik by za to neda\ 
A.nickel.NPii  would for it neg.pay.3sG 
'Hee wouldn't pay a single cent for it' 

Anotherr argument Zanuttini provides stems from negative imperatives (see also the discussion 
earlierr in this chapter), where she argues that NegP is parasitic on TP. She claims that if TP is absent 
anyy higher functional material should be absent as well. In the following section I show that Zanuttini's 
analysiss for Negative Imperatives cannot explain why NegP should be parasitic. Moreover, even if 
NegPP were parasitic on TP, there is no reason to assume a priori that in such a case NegP should 
dominatee TP. 

http://neg.be
http://neg.pay.3sG
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Onn the basis of these examples I conclude that in these languages NegP is located 
beloww TP as well. Apparently, the position of NegP may vary cross-linguistically, but 
seemss to be dominated in many languages that have been diagnosed as NegP>TP 
languages.. Therefore I argue that in the languages that have been discussed so far, 
NegPP (if present) is below TP. 

Thiss claim is not universally applicable. If a given language with a negative marker 
attachedd to Vfin licenses NPI subjects (with the negative marker occurring to the right 
off  this NPI), one has to assume that in those languages NegP is higher than TP. One 
suchh language is Hindi. 

(61)) Koi-bhii«fl/;naayaa226 Hindi 
Anybodyy neg came 
'Nobodyy came' 

Hencee I take Hindi to be a language in which TP dominates NegP, whereas in most 
otherr languages we saw that NegP dominates TP. This may seem as a revival of 
Ouhalla'ss NEG parameter (with a different distribution amongst languages), but there 
iss one major difference between Ouhalla's analysis and mine, namely that I do not 
takee the position of NegP in the clause to be a result of some (parameterised) syntactic 
selectionn mechanism, but to be driven from its semantic properties. 

6.3.22 Sententia l Negatio n as bindin g free variable s 

Inn this subsection I account for the difference between Hindi and the other languages 
withh respect to the position of TP and NegP. In the previous section, I argued, 
followingg Nilsen (2003), that an account of the functional sequence should be 
semantic/pragmaticc and such an account replaces a syntactic selection mechanism. 
Thiss means that the locus of negation in the clause follows from semantic properties 
off  negation. However, the question what the exact semantic properties of negation in 
naturall  language are, is subject to a lot of controversy, and a proper discussion of this 
debatee is beyond the scope of this study. I therefore assume, without any further 
discussion,, that standard sentential negation is binding of event variables by 
existentiall  closure that is introduced by the negative operator (following Acquaviva 
1997,, Giannakidou 1999). Negation, being the negative operator, introduces an 
existentiall  quantifier that binds all free variables that have remained unbound during 
thee derivation. 

(62)) [Cjp-.3 w[...(e)...(x)...] ] 

Fromm such an analysis of sentential negation, the locus of negation as dominating vP 
seemss very plausible. In many syntactic analyses v° or a functional projection high in 

Examplee taken from Vasishth (1999). 
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thee v domain, is said to introduce a free event variable (cf. Chomsky 1995, Ernst 
2001).. A position above vP enables the negative operator to bind the event variable. 
Thee assumption that sentential negation is a form of event binding, explains why 
negationn occupies a position in the clause, immediately dominating vP. 

Thee question that rises then is how to account for the facts about Hindi, in which 
negationn seems to license NPI's at surface structure. Given that T° introduces a time 
variable,, this implies that in this case negation is not only a form of event negation, 
butt that the existential quantifier that is introduced by the negative operator, binds 
temporall  variables, leading to a different logical form for negative sentences. The idea 
thatt languages may vary with respect to the binding strategy for sentential negation 
hass first been proposed by Ramchand (2001). She argues that languages may opt for a 
strategyy in which the negative marker binds an event variable, or a time variable. 
Consequently,, sentential negation can be the result of two different logical forms. 
However,, Ramchand argues that in most cases the two strategies wil l yield subtle 
interpretationall  differences only. 
Ass support for her analysis, Ramchand shows that Bengali has two different negative 
markers,, ni and na, one for each strategy. Na is said to bind event variables, and ni 
bindss time variables. Ramchand shows that these negative markers are in most cases 
inn complementary distribution (where na is the default negative marker), but that there 
aree sentences that allow for both negative markers. In those sentences the 
interpretationall  differences become visible in the interaction with other temporal 
adverbials.. Moreover, the interaction with NPI's follows immediately from this 
analysis.. In Bengali, a temporal NPI adverb kokhono 'ever' can only be licensed by ni 
andd not by na. 

(63)) a. Ami kokhono an khai ni Bengali 
II  ever mangoes ate neg 
'II  never ate mangoes' 

b.. *Ami kokhono an khai na 
II  ever mangoes ate neg 
'II  never ate mangoes' 

6.3.33 Concludin g remark s 

InIn this section I argued that there is a series of arguments that languages vary with 
respectt to the position of NegP. In most languages, NegP is located on top of vP, in 
otherr languages it dominates TP. I showed furthermore that the position of negation is 
nott syntactically predetermined, but that it should be the result of the semantic 
propertiess of the negative operator. Following a proposal by Ramchand (2001), I 
assumee that in those languages in which NegP dominates TP, the negative operator 
bindss temporal variables, hence yielding a logical form that is interpreted as sentential 
negation.. In languages in which NegP is below TP the negative operator binds event 
variables,, yielding a logical form, which is also interpreted as sentential negation. 
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AA major advantage of this view on the syntactic distribution of NegP (or the negative 

operator)) is that one does not need to presuppose multiple positions for NegP in order 

too account for variety of the position of the negative marker, but that every NegP in 

thee syntactic clause introduces exactly one semantic negationi-

s tt Negative Imperatives 

Ass we saw in the conclusion of chapter 5, true negative imperatives are forbidden in 
alll  Non-Strict NC languages (64), and in some Strict NC languages (65). In other 
Strictt languages true negative imperatives are allowed (66). 

(64)) a. *»M>lee!228 

Negg read.2sG.iMP 
'Don'tt read' 

b.. *Non parla 
Negg talk.2SG.iMP 
'Don'tt talk' 

(65)) *Dhen diavase to! Greek 
Negg read.2sG.iMP it 
'Don'tt read it' 

(66)) a. Ne citaj ga! 
Negg read.2sciMP it.ACC.CL 

b.. Ne go ceti! 
Negg it.ACC.CL read.2sG.iMP 
'Don'tt read it' 

Thee difference between the negative marker in Greek and the negative marker in the 
Slavicc examples is that the Greek negative marker, similar to the Italian/Spanish 
markerr is a strong negative marker, not attached to Vfm, whereas the Slavic markers 
aree weak. As I discussed in section 6.2, strong negative markers are base-generated in 
Neg°° and weak negative markers are base-generated in a position attached to Vf,n. The 
[uNEG]]  feature is projected in a higher Neg° position, which holds the negative 
operatorr [iNEG] in its spec position. Hence the generalisation from chapter 5 with 
respectt to the ban on true negative imperatives can be rephrased as follows: 

(67)) Whenever a negative marker is base-generated in Neg°, true negative 
imperativess are not allowed. 

2277 This does not exclude the presence of multiple Neg heads in the clause: as these heads will be 
adjoinedd to V, these Neg heads do not project. 
2288 Examples taken from Tomic (1999). 

Spanish h 

Italian n 

Serbo-Croatian n 

Bulgarian n 

http://read.2sG.iMP
http://talk.2SG.iMP
http://read.2sG.iMP
http://read.2sG.iMP
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Severall  analyses have been proposed to account for the ungrammaticality of (64)-
(65).. These analyses can be roughly divided into two groups: (i) analyses in terms of 
thee negative marker blocking movement of Vfin to a higher position (Rivero 1994, 
Riveroo & Terzi 1995); and (ii) analyses that say that NegP is parasitic on TP, i.e. 
NegPP does not exist without TP being present (and dominating NegP). In the latter 
analysiss true imperatives are said not to trigger any TP, and the absence of TP 
excludess the presence of a (higher) NegP (Kayne 1992, Zanuttini 1994). 
Itt is standardly assumed that imperatives move to a position in a functional projection 
thatt is hosted by a [Mood] feature. Rivero (1994) and Rivero & Terzi (1995) assume 
thatt languages vary cross-linguistically with respect to the position where [Mood] can 
bee projected. In languages like Spanish, Italian or Greek, Mood is realised in C°, 
whereass in the Slavic type of languages Mood is realised in 1° (or T°). If Neg° is 
locatedd between C° and 1°, it follows from the Head Movement Constraint that 
negativee heads block movement to C° and hence rule out true negative imperatives. 
Thee Slavic languages can express true negative imperatives, since Neg° does not 
blockk V-to-I movement. 

However,, this account faces several problems. Tomic (1999) argues that the 
assumptionn that Mood is realised in 1° in Slavic languages is not well founded and she 
providess examples in which she shows that the subject located in Spec,TP can precede 
andd follow the imperative verb. Consequently, imperative verbs can move to a higher 
positionn than 1°. 
AA second argument against Rivero's analysis is that several negative markers, such as 
Frenchh ne, are able to incorporate into an (empty) head. Hence it remains unclear why 
Frenchh true negative imperatives cannot fuse with ne and move to C° together. 

(68)) CP French 

C°° NegP 

Nee mange; T° 

1, , 

AA third argument against Rivero's analysis is that true imperatives are always 
morphologicallyy poor which argues against an analysis in terms of movement to 
functionall  projections, as movement is generally taken to be morphologically driven. 
Thee morphological poorness of true negative imperative forms can then be taken as an 
argumentt to propose that imperatives clauses are structurally poorer than indicative 
clauses.229 9 

Thiss argument is not sufficient by itself, as it depends strongly on the alleged relationship between 
morphologicall  richness and syntactic operations. However, it is another indication against Rivero's 
approach. . 
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Zanuttinii  (1994) suggests, following Kayne (1992), that imperatives only move to a 
separatee Mood° position, which is immediately dominating vP and that this MoodP is 
thee highest position in the imperative clause. According to Zanuttini the absence of 
TPP blocks the presence of any functional material higher than TP, including NegP. 
Sincee there is no TP, true negative imperatives cannot exist. 
Althoughh it seems plausible to assume that TP is lacking in imperatives (since 
imperativess are considered to be tenseless) and that true imperatives are truncated 
syntacticc structures, there is no reason to assume that NegP is absent as well. Only if 
thee negative marker would carry a [uT] feature that needs to be eliminated against TP, 
wee may explain the absence of negative imperatives as a consequence of the absence 
off  TP. It has been suggested that negative markers require such a feature, since they 
expresss sentential negation. This assumption holds in languages in which the negative 
markerr is only allowed to express sentential negation. This is certainly not the case for 
Italiann non, since it is also allowed to express constituent negation. 

(69)) Gianni ha arrivato non oggi Italian 
Giannii  has arrived neg today 
'Nott today Gianni arrived' 

Moreover,, Zanuttini's solution cannot explain why true negative imperatives in 
languagess with a lower negative marker are not forbidden. Since negative markers 
needd to be in a feature checking relation with NegP, true negative imperatives in 
clausess without a NegP are ruled out. 

Bothh Rivero's and Zanuttini's analyses face serious problems. However these 
problemss can be solved if one adopts the conclusion from the previous section that 
NegPP is below TP and immediately dominates vP. In this case MoodP also dominates 
NegP,, and hence an overtly filled Neg° blocks movement from v° to Mood° as a 
resultt of the HMC. 

(70)) [MoodP [NegP [vP]]] 

Itt is explained why in languages in which the negative marker is base-generated in 
Neg°° (Italian, Spanish, Greek, a.o.) true imperatives are not allowed, whereas in 
languagess in which the negative marker is base-generated in a position attached to 
Vf in,, Neg° contains a phonologically empty feature [uNEG]. This feature does not 
blockk V-to-Mood movement and therefore true negative imperatives are allowed in 
thesee languages. 

Thee only problem that remains open is the question why a negative marker that is 
base-generatedd in Neg° cannot incorporate into V impand move to Moodc together with 
V imp.. I take phonologically strong negative markers such as Italian non to be 
(syntactic)) words, and the phonologically weak forms, such as French ne, not. 
Furthermore,, I adopt the standard hypothesis that syntactic words cannot be subject to 
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incorporation,, but only to compounding. This explains why the negative marker in 
Italiann cannot incorporate in a higher head. 
Ass there is no rule that forbids such incorporation of the French negative marker ne 
thee explanation for the absence of true negative imperative forms in French should 
comee from somewhere else. I argue that French ne, contrary to the Spanish or Italian 
negativee markers, has a [uT] feature. This explains also why ne, contrary to Italian 
non,non, may not be used as a marker of constituent negation. Adopting Kayne's and 
Zanuttini'ss proposal that true imperative forms lack a T° head, the ungrammatically 
off  true negative imperatives follows immediately: ne cannot incorporate into T°, 
hencee its [uT] feature remains unchecked and the derivation crashes. 

Thiss analysis is also supported by the facts about French ne that have been discussed 
inn 6.1.1. The claim that the French negative marker incorporates into T° also explains 
thee surface order of negative infinitives in French (cf. Rowlett 1998). 

(71)) [II veut [T° ne, [Negp pas [Neg= tj [vP manger]]]]] French 

Thiss analysis about true negative imperatives follows from the generalisation on these 
imperativess that has been formulated in chapter 5 and accounts for the distribution 
thatt has been found. Moreover this analysis can explain the ban on true negative 
imperativess by adopting (i) that imperatives verbs move obligatory to Mood°; (ii) the 
Headd Movement Constraint; and (iii ) the absence of T° in true negative imperatives. 
Notee that these assumptions have been motivated independently. 

6.56.5 Universal Subjects and Negation 

Inn this section I, address another generalisation that has been drawn in chapter 5: the 
relationn between Negative Concord and the reading of V-subjects that are followed by 
aa negative marker. At the end of section 6.2, I hypothesised that all NC languages 
expresss sentential negation by means of a NegP. Hence the generalisation that in all 
NCC languages the reverse V-subject - negation reading is available, as well as in a 
strictt subset of the set of Non-NC languages, can be rephrased as in (72). 

(72)) Every NC language (i.e. every language that has NegP) has an inverse reading 
off  clauses in which an V-subject precedes the negative marker. Only in some 
non-NCC language this reading is also available. 

Ass we saw before, in languages with a NegP present, the negative operator is located 
inn a higher position than in languages without NegP. Recall that one of the arguments 
too locate NegP immediately above vP was that vP is the smallest projection that 
containss the entire proposition (73)a. This assumption is based on the widely accepted 
proposall  that subjects are base-generated in Spec,vP and may move to a Spec,TP 
positionn later on (Koopman & Sportiche 1991, Chomsky 2001). In languages without 
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aa NegP, subjects and negative operators are both base-generated in a specifier position 
ofvP(73)b. . 

(73)) a. [Negp Op  ̂[Neg° [VP SU [vP ]]] ] 
b.. [VP Op  ̂[vP SU [vP]] ] 

Inn the case of sentential negation in languages that have NegP, the presence of NegP 
(outsidee vP) is triggered by the presence of a negative head marker that carries 
[uNEG]]  or by the fact that the negative head marker is base-generated in Neg°. As a 
consequence,, in all these languages sentential negation always takes scope from a 
positionn higher than vP outscoping the subject in Spec,vP. 
Inn languages without NegP however, this consequence does not follow: as the 
negativee adverb is not required to be hosted in a particular projection, the following 
structuree is also allowed: 

(74)) [vP SU [vP OpJ\\ 

Sincee in the structure in (74) the subject dominates the negative operator, this is no 
instancee of propositional negation anymore, but an instance of predicate negation, 
whichh is strictly speaking (from a syntactic point of view) a form of constituent 
negation.. Thus one difference between NC and non-NC languages is that in NC 
languagess a negative operator cannot take scope from a position below the base-
generatedd position of the subject. 

Lett us look at the consequences of this fact for universal subjects. It is well known 
thatt universal quantifiers are generally not allowed to raise over negation (cf. Beghelli 
&&  Stowell 1997, Nilsen 2003) (75). 

(75)) John didn't see every book 
-iVx[book'(x)) -^ saw'(j, x)] 
*Vx[book'(x)) ->• -nsaw'(j, x)] 

However,, in the logical form of (76), the subject scopes over the negative operator. 
Sincee universal quantifiers are not allowed to raise over the negative operators, the 
onlyy way to establish such readings is by the V-subject already having scope over the 
negativee operator in base-generated position. 

(76)) Iedereen loopt niet Dutch 
Everyonee walks neg 
'Nobodyy walks' 

(77)) [vp iedereen [vp niet [v° loopt]]] 

2300 Thiss is not entirely true. In chapter 7 and 8,1 show instances where this is indeed the case. However, 
inn those examples there is no negative marker present. The presence of NegP in a position above vP is 
merelyy the result f the presence of the negative marker in NC languages. 
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(78)) A.P.Vx.[Human'(x) -> P(x)](>.y--<walk,(y)) = Vx.[HumaiT(x) -> -nwalk'(x)] 

Onlyy in those languages in which the subject has been base-generated in a higher 
positionn than the negative operator this interpretation is available. In all other 
languages,, these sentences receive the reverse interpretation, i.e. the order —i>V. 
Thereforee this reading is expected to be available only in those languages that lack 
NegP,, i.e. only in non-NC languages. This explains partly the generalisation in (72), 
namelyy why the only available reading in NC languages is reverse (—>>V). 

Threee questions still need to be answered: (i) how can the fact that languages allow 
surfacee structure orders in which the V-subject dominates the negative marker despite 
thee ban on QR of universal quantifiers over the negative operator as in the example 
(76);; (ii) why are these sentences, even in NC languages, only marginally acceptable; 
(iii )) why do not all non-NC varieties have the V>-i readings at their disposal. 

Thee first question to be addressed is why word orders of the form V>-1 (with reading 
—i>V)) are allowed in many languages. First, in many languages, e.g. the Slavic 
languages,, the negative marker is attached to Vfin, and the negative operator is realised 
abstractly.. In these cases, the location of the negative marker does not represent the 
locationn of the negative operator. The correct representation of these sentences is: Op^ 
>> V > negative marker. 
Second,, in other languages the negative marker is the phonological realisation of the 
negativee operator, such as those many varieties of Dutch in which the reverse order is 
thee preferred one (although it is only marginally acceptable). 

(79)) Iedereen komt niet Substandard Dutch 
Everybodyy comes neg 
'Nott everybody comes' 

Thee question remains open why in this sentence the V-subject seems to be allowed to 
movee over niet, whereas the reading remains inverse. This phenomenon can be 
explainedd in terms of feature movement. Movement of iedereen in cases such as (79) 
iss required for grammatical reasons, since subjects obligatory move to Spec,TP in 
Dutch.. However, movement of the universal quantifier is forbidden for semantic 
reasons.. The only way to rescue this conflict between semantic and formal 
requirementss is to assume feature movement of the relevant (formal and phonological) 
featuress to Spec,TP, whereas the relevant semantic features remain in situ. Hence all 
formall  and semantic requirements are fulfilled and the semantic features remain in 
Spec,vP. . 

(80)) [TP SUj[Formal and Phonological Features] [vP Op~, [VP SUi[Semantic Features]]]] 

Thee second question, why are these sentences only marginally acceptable to speakers, 
cann be answered in terms of blocking effects. Given that in NC languages the only 
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possiblee reading is the inverse reading (-i>V), these sentences are hard to parse as 
surfacee structure suggests an interpretation in which the universal quantifier scopes 
overr negation. Moreover, there is a much easier way to produce a clause with the 
samee reading (-i>V), namely by putting the negation in front of the universal 
quantifierr at surface structure. 

(81)) Pas tous Ie monde mange French 
Nott everybody eats 
'Nott everybody eats' 

Inn sum, I assume that clauses with an V-subject are generally blocked by the 
existencess of sentences like (81), where the interpretation is identical, but which are 
moree ease to parse. 

Finally,, the third question concerns the range of interpretations of these clauses in 
non-NCC languages. Contrary to NC languages, clauses with an V-subject preceding 
negationn in non-NC languages are in principle ambiguous, depending on the original 
positionn in the derivation. However, the set of non-NC languages exhibits variation 
withh respect to the availability of the interpretation of these clauses. In some varieties 
thesee clauses are ambiguous, in some clauses only the V>—• reading is available, in 
otherr varieties only the reverse reading -i>V is available. 

II account for the varieties that lack ambiguity in terms of pragmatic blocking of one of 
thesee readings. Since both interpretations of (76) can be paraphrased by one the 
sentencess in (82), which are also easier to parse, it is conceivable that languages rule 
outt at least one of these interpretations for pragmatic reasons. In conversation, 
languagee users try to reduce ambiguity, and by disallowing one of the possible 
interpretations,, these sentences become unambiguous. 

(82)) a. Niemand komt Dutch 
N-bodyy comes 
'Nobodyy comes' 

b.. Niet iedereen comes 
Nott everybody comes 
'Nott everybody comes' 

Thee underlying ambiguity of these clauses also explains why these sentences are 
almostt ungrammatical in most languages. As these sentences can easily be 
paraphrasedd by unambiguous examples or examples that form less problems for 
parsing,, clauses with an V-subject preceding negation are generally blocked (cf. 
Giannakidouu (2001) for an analysis for Greek). 3I 

2311 Giannakidou's (2001) analysis uses pragmatic blocking to account for the ban on universal 
quantifierss scoping over negation, as QR does not render constructions that cannot be expressed 
otherwise.. This is opposed to universal quantifier NPI's which are required to cross negation for their 
semanticc requirements. 
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6.66.6 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter I implemented most generalisations that have been drawn in chapter 4 
andd 5 in a syntactic (minimalist) framework. 

Thee first question was how to analyse the difference status of preverbal and postverba! 
negativee markers. I argued, using different diagnostics, that preverbal negative 
markerss (particles, clitic-lik e elements attached to Vfm, or negative affixes) should be 
consideredd as syntactic heads (X°). Negative adverbs are considered to be specifiers or 
adjunctss of some projection XP. 
Ass preverbal negative markers are syntactic heads, they project their own feature and 
thiss gives rise to a functional projection NegP. The preverbal negative marker is 
associatedd with the head of this projection, Neg°. The negative adverb may be 
associatedd with the specifier position of the functional category NegP, but this is not 
necessary.. It could also be that the negative adverb remains in a vP adjunct position. 
Therefore,, I argue that languages that only exhibit a negative adverb (Phase V 
languages)) exhibit variation with respect to the presence of a functional projection 
NegPP in negative clauses. Recall that this pattern reflects the correspondence between 
NCC and the syntactic status of negative markers. Since all languages that have a 
visiblee negative head Neg° are NC languages, and only some languages without an 
overtt negative head are NC language, I proposed the following hypothesis: 

(83)) Every language that exhibits a functional projection NegP is a NC language. 

Inn the rest of this chapter I argued that the position of NegP is in between TP and vP 
inn most languages (on the basis of both syntactic and semantic reasons), but that some 
languagess such as Hindi or Bengali also express sentential negation by means of a 
NegPP dominating TP. I adopted Ramchand's (2001) claim that sentential negation is a 
formm of binding of time variables or event variables by means of negative existential 
closure. . 

Thee conclusions so far lead to an explanation of two other generalisations in chapter 
5:: first, the generalisation that a subset of the set NC languages forbids true negative 
imperatives.. I argue that this observation follows from the question whether the 
negativee head marker is base-generated in Neg° or not. I have shown in section 6.4 
thatt a negative marker blocks movement of Vfm from v° to Mood0 if it is base-
generatedd in Neg°, which is obligatory for true imperatives. 

Furthermore,, I explained a second generalisation from chapter 5, namely the fact that 
NCC languages allow for inverse readings only in clauses in which an V-subject 
precedess negation. I argued that this follows from the ban on QR of universal 
quantifierss over negation, and that in NC languages, given the presence of a functional 
categoryy NegP, which hosts the negative operator Op  ̂ in its spec position, the V-
subjectt can never scope over negation. In non-NC languages, a derivation where a 
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universall  subject quantifier is base-generated in a higher position than Op  ̂ is allowed, 
andd hence the availability of the reading V>-i is accounted for. 

Thee main conclusion from this chapter is that many generalisations follow from the 
observationn that negation is flexible cross-linguistically (or language-intemally) with 
respectt to its syntactic categorical status. I have argued that only in a subset of the set 
off  languages negation is realised as a syntactic category, i.e. it triggers syntactic 
operations.. In other languages, like Dutch and German, syntax is blind for negation, 
i.e.. negation does not trigger syntactic operations. Negative lexical items do not 
containn formal information for the syntactic procedure, but consist of material that can 
bee interpreted directly at the interface with the Conceptual-Intentional component of 
thee language faculty. 





7 7 Thee meanin g of n-word s 

Inn this chapter I wil l address a question that has occupied a central position in the 
studyy of Negative Concord: the semantic status of n-words. In the following three 
sectionss I wil l discuss the question whether n-words are inherently negative or not. 
Thee central problem becomes clear in the following sentences (taken from Herburger 
2001): : 

(1)) Tvovino Spanish 
Negg came.3sg 
'Hee didn't come' 

(2)) Nadie vino Spanish 
N-bodyy came 
'Nobodyy came' 

(3)) No vino nadie Spanish 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

Inn (1) the negation is introduced by the negative marker no. Given that the negative 
markerr no is the actual negative operator 32, the minimal pair in (2)-(3) raises a 
problemm for the semantic representation of n-words. From (2) it would follow that the 
n-wordd nadie 'n-body' is semantically negative, as it is the only element in the 
sentencee that is responsible for the semantic negation. However, from (3) it would 
followw that nadie is semantically non-negative, since the meaning of the sentence 
containss only one negation, that is introduced by no 'neg'. 

Inn the literature three different approaches have been formulated to solve this 
problem.. The first approach, Factorisation and Absorption (Zanuttini 1991, 
Haegemann 1995, Haegeman & Zanuttini 1996, De Swart & Sag 2002), says that all n-
wordss are semantically negative and through some semantic process, all the negations 
meltt together into one negative quantifier. The second approach takes the opposite 
perspectivee and says that all n-words are non-negative NPFs (Laka 1990, Ladusaw 
1992,, Giannakidou 1997, 2000) that are licensed by either an overt or a covert 
negation.negation. Finally, it has been suggested that n-words are ambiguous between a 
negativee and a nonnegative interpretation. Zwarts & Van der Wouden (1993) and Van 
derr Wouden (1994a, 1997) argue that n-words are configurationally ambiguous 
betweenn semantically negative and non-negative terms. Herburger (2001) argues that 
n-wordss are even lexically ambiguous between the two readings. 

2322 In chapter 8 I will thoroughly analyse the interpretability of negative markers and conclude that this 
assumptionn is correct. 
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Inn this chapter I wil l evaluate all three approaches and describe the problems each 
approachh faces. I wil l argue that the approach that says that n-words are semantically 
non-negativee accounts most adequately for the empirical facts, but that, contrary to 
whatt has dominantly been suggested in the literature within this perspective, this 
approachh needs to be implemented in a syntactic framework that takes NC to be the 
resultt of syntactic agreement with respect to sentential negation. I wil l argue that n-
wordss should not be treated as NPI's. 
Inn this chapter I wil l discuss and evaluate the current literature on the issue and I will 
concludee that n-words are neither negative quantifiers, nor non-negative NPI's. As an 
alternativee I wil l propose that n-words are non-negative indefinites that are 
syntacticallyy marked for negation by means of a [uNEG] feature. In chapter 8 I wil l 
elaboratee this hypothesis and present my own theory of NC. 

Apartt from the question whether n-words are semantically negative or non-negative, I 
wil ll  also address the quantificational status of n-words: I wil l argue that n-words 
shouldd be treated as non-quantificational indefinites that introduce a free variable, 
whichh needs to be bound by a higher existential quantifier. 

InIn section 7.1 I wil l discuss the first approach that says that all n-words are negative 
quantifiers.. In section 7.2 I will describe the second approach that considers n-words 
too be non-negative. In section 7.3 I will discuss the ambiguity hypotheses. In section 
7.44 I wil l address the quantificational status of n-words and 7.5 will contain the final 
evaluationn and conclusions. 

7.17.1 N-words as Negative Quantifiers 

Inn this section, I wil l discuss the first of the three approaches that have been 
dominatingg the literature for the last decade, which says that all n-words are 
semanticallyy negative. In 7.1.1 I wil l discuss Haegeman & Zanuttini's (1991, 1996) 
analysiss in terms of factorisation and in 7.1.2 I wil l discuss De Swart & Sag's (2002) 
implementationn in a polyadic framework. I will demonstrate that both positions in the 
debatee on the semantic status of n-words do not hold. 

7.1.11 Factorisatio n and negativ e absorptio n 

Inn this subsection I will first discuss and evaluate an approach to account for the 
semanticss of NC that stems back to Zanuttini's original hypothesis from 1991 and is 
adoptedd in Haegeman & Zanuttini (1991), Haegeman (1995) and Haegeman & 
Zanuttinii  (1996). Haegeman and Zanuttini argue that the expression of Wh and 
negationn is governed by similar syntactic and semantic mechanisms. Haegeman 
(1995)) lists several empirical arguments that suggest a similar syntactic treatment of 
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WhWh and negation. First both Wh and negation trigger subject-auxiliary inversion as is 
seenn in (4). 

(4)) a. Never would I do that 
b.. What did you do? 

Second,, both Wh and negation are able to license NPI's such as English awy-terms, as 
inn (5): 

(5)) a. John doesw 't see anybody 
b.. Who saw anybody? 

Third,, both Wh and negation introduce so-called inner islands effects (6), in which an 
interveningg operator in A-bar position prohibits movement out of an A-bar position. 

(6)) a. 1. [Bil l is here]i as they know t j ' 
2.. *[Bil l is here]; as they don't know tj 

b.. 1. Whyi did you think that they will fire Bil l tj 
2.. *Whyi did you wonder whether they will fire Bil l tj 

AA fourth correspondence between negation and Wh according to Haegeman and 
Zanuttinii  is the similarity between readings of multiple ffTz-expressions and NC. 
Expressionss containing multiple Wh-terms are interpreted as a single question at LF. 
Hencee the two Wh-terms (each binding a separate variable) form together one Wh-
operatorr that binds two variables as is shown in (7). The answers to such a question 
consistt of one or more pairs of persons and things: 

(7)) Who read what? John read the NY Times; Mary read the Washington Post. 
WhWhxxWhWhyy[do\x,[do\x, y)] -> Wh^y[do\x, y)]234 

Higginbothamm & May (1981) and May (1989) provide a formal description of Wh-
elementss in terms of polyadic quantification by arguing that Wh-terms are unary 
quantifierss that in the same projection turn into w-ary quantifiers, binding n variables. 
Polyadicc quantification can take place after a process of factorisation. Factorisation is 
thee process, which describes what happens when two quantifying elements raise to the 
samee projection under QR in order to turn from n monadic quantifiers into one w-ary 
polyadicc quantifier. In the case of Wh, polyadic quantification takes place after 
factorisation,, whereby the interrogative operator of the second W7ï-element is 
transmittedd into the first JF/i-operator. 
Haegemann & Zanuttini (1991) argue that factorisation only takes place if all Wh-
elementss stand in a proper syntactic configuration, i.e. spec head agreement within a 
particularr functional projection (CP (or IntP in Rizzi 1997 terms)). This means that 
factorisationn is syntactically driven. This syntactic motivation requires the presence of 

2333 These examples are originally from Ross 1983, cited in Rizzi 1990 and Haegeman 1995. 
2344 ' Wh* reads as 'For which x ' ; ' Wh  ̂ reads as 'For which pair <x,y>'. 
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syntacticc features of Wh-terms that drive movement to CP. Rizzi (1991, 1996) 
formalisedd this syntactic requirement by arguing that all ^-elements obey the Wh-
criterion. . 

(8)) ^-Criterion: 
a.. A Wh operator must be in Spec-head configuration with X°|Wh] 
b.. An X°[wh] must be in Spec-head configuration with a Wh operator 

Zanuttinii  (1991) takes NC to be similar to polyadic quantification of Wfc-terms. Thus 
shee extends this notion of polyadic Wh quantification to the field of negation and 
proposess a notion of Negative Absorption, which she defines as in (9). 

(9)) [Vx^[Vy^]([Vz^] ) = [V x,y(,z)]^
235 

Shee takes n-words to be unary negative quantifiers, and NC to be the result of a 
processs of factorisation and absorption. Hence the interpretation of (10) is equivalent 
too the formation of the pair-list reading in (7)b. 

(10)) Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno 
N-bodyy has called to n-body 
'Nobodyy called anybody' 
Vx,y[-icall(x,, y)] 

Inn a similar fashion she describes Negative Absorption between a single n-word and a 
negativee operator as in (11). 

(11)) [ V x + = [ V x ] n 

Iff  negative factorisation and absorption are similar to resumption of Wh quantifiers236, 
negativee factorisation and absorption can only take place under spec head 
configurationn as well. Hence Rizzi's Wh criterion has to be extended with respect to 
negation.. Haegeman & Zanuttini therefore introduce the so-called NEG-Criterion, 
formalisedd as in (12). 

(12)) NEG-Criterion 
a.. A NEG-operator must be in Spec-head configuration with X0

tNEG] 

b.. An X°[NEG] must be in Spec-head configuration with a NEG-operator 
Wherebyy the following definitions hold: 

NEG-operator:NEG-operator: a negative phrase in scope position 
ScopeScope position: left-peripheral A'-position [Spec,XP] or [YP,XP]. 

Thee round brackets indicate optionality. 
Resumptionn of quantifiers refers to the creation of one n-aty quantifier out of a sequence of n unary 

quantifiers. . 
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Thiss NEG-criterion triggers the movement of every n-word to a specifier or adjunct 
positionn of NegP. Note that this position cannot be the lowest specifier position as this 
positionn is occupied by the negative operator -i itself. The fact that the negative 
operatorr occupies a specifier position follows from the NEG-Criterion: in the case of 
singlee sentential negation without n-words the NEG-Criterion still applies and 
thereforee the negative head marker is forced to be in spec head configuration with the 
negativee operator. In Italian e.g. the negative head marker non is thus accompanied by 
aa negative operator in Spec,NegP. Evidence for this assumption follows from example 
(13)) where the negation blocks A-Bar movement of an adjunct in a lower clause to a 
Spec,CPP position in a higher clause. 

(13)) a. Perchei ha detto che Gianni e partito tj Italian 
Whyy did you say John left? 
'Whyy did you say John left?' 

b.. *Perchei [Negp Op  ̂non ha detto [Cp che Gianni e partito t;]] 
Whyy did neg you say John left? 
'Whyy didn't you say John left?' 

Inn earlier work on the application on the NEG criterion (Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman & 
Zanuttinii  1991), languages were assumed to vary cross-linguistically with respect to 
thee moment of application of the NEG criterion: the NEG criterion applies at surface 
structuree in West Flemish, and at LF in Romance languages. Therefore n-words are 
movedd to the left of the negative marker nie in West Flemish before Spell Out, 
whereass in languages like Italian movement over non is postponed (14). 

(14)) a. S-Structure dat [Negp niemandinietig [Uen belt]]] West Flemish 
thatt n-body neg neg calls 
'thatt nobody calls' 

bl.. S-Structure [NegP e [Neg° non [ha telefonato nessuno]]] Italian 
b2.. LF [NegP nessuno[ [Neg° non [ha telefonato tj]] ] 

n-bodyy neg has called 
'thatt nobody has called' 

Later,, Haegeman (1995) replaces this assumption of cross-linguistic variation in the 
momentt of application of the NEG-criterion by the assumption that all languages 
applyy the NEG-criterion at surface structure. This is due to her adoption of a 
representationall  framework (cf. Brody 1995), in which the notion of movement is 
replacedd by the notion of CHAIN. The NEG-criterion is applied to negative CHAIN'S 
thatt are either headed by an abstract operator with the phonological content in foot 
positionn (e.g. Italian), or have the entire n-word in their head position (e.g. West 
Flemish)) (15). 

(15)) a. [NegP Op—>\ [Neg° non [ha telefonato nessuno\]]] Italian 
11 CHAIN ' 
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b.. ... dat [NegP niemand, niet [Neg= [t, en belt]]] West Flemish 
11 CHAIN—1 

Notee that for successful factorisation n-words are forced to move to a position to the 
leftt of the negative operator. This is in line with Zanuttini's assumption that n-words 
aree universal quantifiers: if n-words are negative existential quantifiers, they could not 
occurr to the left of the negative operator -, since no negative absorption could take 
place.. Hence Zanuttini proposes semantic representation as in (16) for n-words: 

(16)) [[Nessuno]] = AP.Vx[persoiT(x) -  ̂ -,P(x)] 

Thiss analysis of n-words faces several problems. I wil l list them briefly, and then 
discusss every problem in detail. 

•• Several important differences can be found between the syntax and semantics 
off Wh and negation. 

•• It remains unexplained why the Law of Double Negation does not apply. 
•• N-words do not only lose their negation after factorisation with another n-

word,, but they are also allowed to have a non-negative reading in other 
contexts. . 

•• The analysis does not correspond to the unidirectional generalisation between 
negativee head markers and NC. 

SeveralSeveral important differences can be found between the syntax and semantics o/Wh 
andand negation. 

Haegemann & Zanuttini's account relies on the syntactic and semantic similarities 
betweenn Wh and negation. Hence if Wh and negation appear to be fundamentally 
different,, the analysis loses ground. Therefore the three syntactic similarities ((4)-(6)) 
thatt Haegeman put forward as arguments in favour of similar treatment of Wh and 
negationn should be evaluated. It turns out that these similarities are not as 
straightforwardd as Haegeman and Zanuttini take them to be. 

Althoughh the similarity between subject-auxiliary inversion under Wh and negation 
seemss striking, it has been under attack by Giannakidou (1997) who presented three 
counterargumentss against this observation: 
(i)) Giannakidou (1997) argues that languages like Spanish, Greek and French do not 
exhibitt inversion after negative fronting. This result is not surprising given that 
negativee inversion under NegP only takes place if the verb is overtly marked for 
negation,, i.e. if it carries a negative feature. Then the distribution with respect to 
negativee inversion follows immediately from the results of chapter 6. In languages 
likee West Flemish or English it does; in languages like Spanish, French or Greek the 
negativee feature is not realised on Vfm, but on the negative marker base-generated in 
Neg°.. This accounts for the fact why not all languages with Jffc-inversion also have 
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NEGG inversion. Moreover, not every language exhibits ff7?-inversion. ^-inversion 
onlyy takes place if the verb is marked for Wh, i.e. if it carries a ^-feature. The 
similarityy between Wh- and negative inversion is thus reduced to the fact that both Wh 
andd negation may trigger inversion effects. Note that triggering of inversion effects is 
nott restricted to these two phenomena. Topic and focus are also known to trigger 
inversionn effects. 
(ii )) Giannakidou also claims that inversion after negative fronting is stylistically 
marked,, whereas inversion under Wh fronting is not. But this is due to the fact that 
Spec,CPP is not the natural landing site for n-words, whereas it is for ^-elements. 
Movementt from Spec,NegP to Spec,CP is only motivated by topicalisation, which in 
generall  triggers stylistic effects. The subject-auxiliary inversion is then the result of 
thee application of the NEG criterion after topicalisation: the n-word in Spec,CP should 
bee in spec head configuration with C0[Neg]. 
(iii )) Giannakidou postulates that inversion is only triggered by sentential negation, 
andd not by constituent negation, which is, according to her, not in line with 
Haegeman'ss claim: 

(17)) a. Not many years ago Paul was in love with Lucy 
b.. *Not many years ago was Paul in love with Lucy 

Butt this is in fact a prediction that follows from the NEG-criterion: inversion effects 
aree the result of the fact that a verb is marked for negation. Since (17) is an example 
off  constituent negation, the verb cannot be marked for negation. Hence the NEG-
criterionn cannot apply on sentential level. If the NEG criterion applies, one should 
adoptt a syntactic structure as in (18) where the NEG criterion is fulfilled within the 
adverbiall  constituent, licensing an abstract Neg°" : 

(18)) [TP [NegP Not many years ago Neg°] [Tp Paul was in love with Lucy]] 

Hencee Giannakidou's counterarguments against Haegeman's (1995) claim that Wh 
andd negation exhibit large similarity with respect to their syntactic properties are 
convincingg in the sense that the syntactic behaviour of Wh and negation as discussed 
above,, should be treated as distinct phenomena. The syntactic similarity is a 
consequencee of the fact that both negation and Wh can be subject to feature checking 
requirementss in particular groups of languages. Hence, the fact that W7*-elements can 
bee factorised is a result of JfTz-movement that is triggered by means of feature 
checking.. Factorisation of negative elements can be supported by the fact that Wh 
elementss can also be factorised. 

Thee question is then whether the examples in (5) (NPI licensing) and (6) (island 
effects)) legitimise a similar syntactic or semantic analysis of negation and Wh. It has 
beenn shown that licensing of awy-terms is related to the non-veridical nature of NPI 
licenserss (Giannakidou 1999). Since negation and Wh are non-veridical, they are able 

Underr the assumption that the temporal adjunct is a TP adjunct. 
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too license NPI's. The class of non-veridical elements is however not restricted to Wh 
andd negation. As a consequence, the fact that both Wh and negation are able to license 
NPFss does not legitimise a similar treatment of multiple Wh and multiple negation. 

Thee same holds for the island effects in (6). It is well-known that negation and Wh are 
nott the only linguistic phenomena, which introduce islands. Moreover, the cross-
linguisticc uniformity of these island effects suggests that semantic constraints are 
involved.. It has been argued by Szabolcsi & Zwarts (1993) and Honcoop (1998) that 
thesee islands are the result of downward entailing properties of introducers of islands. 
Recalll  that all downward entailment elements are non-veridical. Again it is the fact 
thatt both Wh and negation are non-veridical, which is responsible for the island 
effects,, and hence a special similar treatment of multiple negation and multiple Wh 
cannott be supported on these grounds. 

Inn sum, although Wh and negation share syntactic and semantic properties, such as 
inversionn effects, the ability to license NPI's and certain island effects, these 
propertiess are not necessarily restricted to Wh and negation. Inversion effects can be 
seenn as an effect of a mechanism of feature checking and the licensing of NPI's; the 
islandd effects are related to the non-veridical properties that Wh and negation share. 
Feature-checkingg mechanisms do not necessarily result in polyadic quantification 
(theyy may only lead to factorisation) and neither does non-veridicality. Hence the 
similaritiess between Wh and negation do not legitimise an analysis of NC in terms of 
polyadicc quantification. 

Apartt from the differences that are mentioned above, two other differences between 
polyadicc Wh quantification and NC are crucial for the proper evaluation of Zanuttini 
andd Haegeman's proposals. First, polyadic quantification is supposed to create LF's 
thatt cannot be yielded without polyadic quantification. The reading in (19) is not 
equivalentt to a LF with a monadic ^-operator and an indefinite or existential 
quantifier.. However, in the case of negation in NC languages, the LF's (20) are 
equivalent. . 

(19)) a. Who read which book 
Whx,y[person'(x)) & book'(y) & read'(x,y)] <=/=> 

b.. Who read a book 
Whx3y[person'(x)) & book'(y) & read'(x,y)] 

(20)) Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
N-bodyy has called to n-body 
'Nobodyy called anybody' 
-.3Xjy [person'(x)) & person'(y) & call'(x, y)] o 
-i3x3y[person'(x)) & person'(y) & call'(x, y)] 

Second,, NC is clause bound (21)a whereas the formation of polyadic ^-elements is 
not(21)b: : 
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(21)) a. Nessuno ha detto che nessuno ha telefonato Italian 
-3x[say'(x,, -,3y[caII'(y)]] 
*^3x,y[say'(x,, [call'(y)]] 

b.. Who did John say that read what? 
^x,y[say'(j,, read'(x, y))] 

ItIt  remains unexplained why the Law of Double Negation does not apply. 

AA second argument against Haegeraan's and Zanuttini's solution is that the 
comparisonn between multiple Wh and multiple negation is inadequate with respect to 
twoo facts: (i) contrary to the formation of a polyadic Wh-quantifier, the formation of a 
polyadicc negative quantifier is subject to cross-linguistic variation; (ii) it remains 
unexplainedd why the Law of Double Negation does not always apply. 
Notee that one of the central arguments in favour of Haegeman's and Zanuttini's 
analysiss was the resemblance with multiple Wh. However, interrogatives cross-
linguisticallyy give rise to LF's that contain only one ffTj-operator binding multiple 
variables.. If the comparison between multiple Wh and multiple negation is correct, 
thee expectation is that multiple negation always gives rise to NC readings, in which 
thee two negative quantifiers have formed one polyadic quantifier. But NC only occurs 
inn a subset of the set of languages. 
Thee fact that the formation of polyadic negative quantifiers is blocked in several 
naturall  languages is the result of the Law of Double Negation (LDN). This law 
cancelss to negative quantifiers out against each other. However, if the semantic 
propertiess of negative quantifiers are cross-linguistically identical, as Haegeman and 
Zanuttinii  suggest, LDN is expected to apply to all languages. The fact that negative 
quantifierss seem to obey this law in only a subset of the set of languages is a clear 
indicationn that n-words are semantically different from negative quantifiers in DN 
languages. . 
Hence,, the fact that multiple Wh allows the formation of polyadic quantification does 
nott guarantee that this holds for other categories as well. 

N-wordsN-words do not only lose their negation after factorisation with another n-word, but 
theythey are also allowed to have a non-negative reading in other contexts 

Ass has been shown in chapter 3, it is possible to license the presence of n-words by 
otherr elements than negation. This means that it is not possible to factorise the 
negationn of the n-word with a higher negation. However, n-words cannot occur in 
everyy environment: the class of elements that licenses n-words is broader than the 
classs of negative elements and seems to be a subset of the class of NPI-licensers. 
Herburgerr (2001) (citing Bosque 1980) lists a series of examples from Spanish, of 
whichh a sample is demonstrated in (22)-(24). 
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(22)) a. Pedro compró el terreno sin contarselo a nadie" Spanish 
Pedroo bought the land without telling to n-body 
'Peterr bought the land without telling anybody' 

b.. Antec de hacer nada, debes lavarle las manos 
Beforee of do n-thing, must.2SG wash.CL the hands 
'Beforee doing anything, you should wash your hands' 

(23)) a. Dudo que vayan a encontar nada Spanish 
Doubt.. 1SG that will.3PL.SUBJ find n-thing 
ii  doubt they will find anything' 

b.. Prohibieron que saliera nadie 
ForbadeJPLL that went out.3SG.SUBJ n-body 
'Theyy forbade anybody to go out' 

(24)) a. Es la ultima vez que te digo nada240 Spanish 
Iss the ultimate time that you tell. 1SG n-thing 
'Thiss is the last time I tell you anything' 

b.. Juan ha llegado mas tarde que nunca 
Juann has arrived more late than n-ever 
'Juann has arrived later than ever' 

Thee examples in (22)-(24) are examples of Paratactic Negation, where prepositions 
(22)) or verbs (23) with a negative connotation are able to license n-words that are in a 
subordinatee (clause) position. The examples in (24) are similar to the previous ones: 
ultimaultima 'last' in (24)a is an adjective with a negative connotation and although 
comparativess might not seem to have a negative connotation, they can easily be 
paraphrasedd by means of a negative sentence: sentence (24)b is interpreted as 'Guan 
hass never arrived as late as now.' Although these examples are from Spanish, this 
phenomenonn is widespread under NC languages (e.g. cf. Giannakidou 1997 for 
Greek).. However, not every language exhibits the same pattern: Serbo-Croatian for 
examplee allows the licensing of n-words in before clauses, but Polish does not. It can 
bee argued for that these licensers are in fact lexically decomposed into a negative 
operatorr and a non-negative element. English doubt would then have the lexical 
representationn of 'not be sure.' In chapter 8 I wil l argue that this provides indeed a 
possiblee account for Paratactic Negation, but this solution does not help Zanuttini, 
sincee Zanuttini treats n-words as universal quantifiers, and universal quantifiers 
cannott raise out of the clause (Szabolcsi 1997, Giannakidou 2000). The 
quantificationall  status of n-words wil l be the subject of section 7.4. 

TheThe analysis does not correspond to the uni-directional generalisation between 
negativenegative head markers and NC. 

Herburgerr (2001): 297. 
Herburgerr (2001): 297. 
Herburgerr (2001): 298. 

http://will.3PL.SUBJ
http://out.3SG.SUBJ
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AA final argument against Haegeman & Zanuttini's analysis is that in its present form it 
doess not explain why the occurrence of NC is uni-directionally related to the syntactic 
statuss of NC. According to Haegeman & Zanuttini (1996) the NEG-criterion applies 
universallyy and hence whether a negative marker is overtly or covertly present does 
nott matter. However, note that a framework in which NegP is only realised when 
theree are [uNEG] features present, is in line with the NEG criterion approach. 
Accordingg to Haegeman & Zanuttini, NC is only possible as a result of factorisation 
underr NegP, and only languages with a Neg° position can host a negative head 
marker.. This could explain why negative head markers occur only in NC languages. 
Hencee the feature-checking mechanism that seems to underlie NC should be 
implementedd in a syntactic framework that allows a flexible availability of functional 
projections. . 

7.1.22 NC as resumptio n of negativ e quantifier s 

Dee Swart & Sag (2002) argue that Zanuttini's original notion of negative factorisation 
andd absorption still suffers from a lack of compositionality and is an ad hoc 
mechanismm that serves no other goal than to account for NC effects. Although 
Zanuttini'ss analysis relies crucially on the similarity between the semantics of 
multiplee Wh and negation, De Swart & Sag argue that her analysis lacks a proper 
frameworkk from which negative absorption immediately follows. Hence De Swart & 
Sagg incorporate NC in the polyadic framework that has been developed to account for 
thee fact that multiple WZ?-terms are interpreted as a single interrogative operator. They 
focuss on examples in Romance languages (mainly French), but claim that their 
approachh of NC can in principle be extended to any language. 

Sentencess in (substandard) French and (substandard) English containing two n-words 
aree ambiguous between an NC and a Double Negation reading. 

(25)) a. Personne (n') a rien fait French 
N-bodyy (neg) has n-thing done 
NC:: 'Nobody did anything' 
DN:: 'Nobody did nothing' 

b.. Nobody did nothing English 
NC:: 'Nobody did anything' 
DN:: 'Nobody did nothing' 

Ratherr than accounting for these multiple readings in terms of structural or lexical 
ambiguity,, De Swart & Sag argue that the ambiguity follows from two different 
mechanismss of quantification: (i) iteration of multiple monadic quantifiers and (ii) 
quantifierr resumption. 

Binaryy resumption is defined as follows: if two 'similar' quantifiers both bind 
variabless of a subset of a domain of discourse E, the resumptive quantifier binds pair 
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variabless that are members of a subset of E". Extending this to n-ary quantifiers, n-ary 
resumptionn is defined as follows: 

(26)) Q'E
A ' -^ A ( R) = QEKA'XA^X *^(R), 

wherebyy Aj , A2....,Ak cE and A]xA2><...xAk,R ^EK 

Assumingg that quantifier resumption is optional, both readings can be achieved. 

(27)) a. [NOE
HUMAN , NOE

T H I N G ] (DO) <» 
-n3x^3y[Person(x)) & Thing(y) & Do(x, y)] 

b.. [NO'E
HUMAKTHING ](DO)o 

[NOE,HUMANxTH[NG ](DO)« « 
-n3x3y[Person(x)) & Thing(y) & Do(x, y)] 

Dee Swart & Sag show that NC readings are in fact comparable to resumptive readings 
sincee NC relations can be modified by sauf" except' clauses, a standard diagnostic test 
forr resumptive readings. 

(28)) Personne w'a parlé apersonne, sauf Marie a son frère.241 French 
N-bodyy has talked to n-body, except Marie to her brother 
'Nobodyy talked to anybody, except Mary to her brother' 

Thee question then rises why the preferred reading in English is Double Negation, 
whereass in French it is NC. According to De Swart & Sag this has however nothing to 
doo with the language system itself, but is a matter of language use. De Swart & Sag 
relatee this outcome to the position of a language in the Jespersen Cycle and argue that 
languagess vary with respect to the DN vs. NC interpretation of multiple negative 
expressionss along the lines of the Jespersen Cycle242. 

Twoo issues remain open for De Swart & Sag: (i) their treatment of the negative 
operatorr and (ii) the occurrence of Paratactic Negation (PN). Since their approach of 
resumptionn of negative quantifiers already yields a single negation in semantics, the 
contributionn of the negative operator seems to be semantically vacuous. Their solution 
too this problem is to assume that negation is an operator that does not bind a variable. 
Beingg a zero quantifier, it participates in the resumptive quantification of negative 
quantifierss without changing the argument structure of the sentence . The only 
conditionn for participation in the concord relation is that the zero operator shares some 

2411 Taken from De Swart & Sag (2002): 388. 
2422 Note that this is only partially true. Jespersen Phase I-IV languages are all NC languages, but only 
somee Phase V languages are DN languages. Hence, not every languages exhibits diachronic variation 
withh respect to NC, e.g. Yiddish has remained an NC language. 
2433 The term 0 quantifier falls back toLindström (1996) characterization of quantifier types. Functions 
fromm Pow(E) to truth values are defined as quantifiers of type <]>. Functions from Pow(E) to a 
quantifierr type <1> are <1,1>. Functions from propositions to truth values can be seen as functions not 
bindingg any variable and therefore as <0> quantifiers. 
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propertyy with the other negative quantifiers. De Swart & Sag argue that this property 
iss the semantic anti-additive feature that both negative quantifiers and the negative 
operatorr have in common.244 The analysis of negative operators as zero quantifiers 
cann be extended to other negative elements, such as prepositions like without. De 
Swartt & Sag take French sans 'without' to be a propositional modifier, similar to the 
negativee operator, that due to its anti-additive properties is allowed to participate in 
thee quantifier retrieval245. 

Thiss implementation of NC in a polyadic quantification framework has one major 
theoreticall  advantage: rather than to account for NC in a syntactic way (through the 
NEGG Criterion) and a semantic way (by means of factorisation and absorption) De 
Swartt & Sag need only a semantic mechanism to derive the proper semantics. 
Anotherr advantage is that polyadic quantification has been motivated independently 
(nott only to derive pair-list readings, but also with respect to quantifiers binding a 
reflexivee pronoun), whereas negative absorption is a mechanism that has only been 
stipulatedd to account for NC. 
Thee absence of any underlying syntactic constraints raises two major consequences 
forr a theory of NC: (i) how to account for the locality effects, such as clause 
boundednesss of NC relations; and (ii) how to account for cross-linguistic variation of 
thee possibility of NC. 
Dee Swart & Sag answer the first question by adopting Reinhart's (1997) and Winter's 
(1997)) observation that the scope of NP quantifiers is always clause bound and since 
theyy treat n-words as inherently negative quantifiers, clause boundedness of NC 
followss from general constraints on QR. Note that this analysis forces De Swart & 
Sagg to account for resumption of multiple Wh terms without analysing these Wh 
elementss as quantifiers, but as indefinites. The quantificational nature of n-words wil l 
bee discussed in section 7.4. 
Thee other consequence of a strict semantic analysis for NC is that they have to explain 
thee cross-linguistic variation with respect to the occurrence of NC. De Swart & Sag 
relatee NC to the Jespersen Cycle, by arguing that NC is the result of reinterpretation 
off  indefinite expressions such as Early French personne 'anybody' as inherently 
negativee elements. French used to be a Double Negation language in which indefinites 
enforcee the single expression of negation. As single negative readings can be the 
resultt of only one negative operator, or of resumption of multiple negative elements, 
indefinitee non-negative elements such as personne are reanalysed as negative 
quantifierss participating in an NC reading. Hence De Swart & Sag argue that, whereas 
languagess have both NC and DN readings available for multiple negative expressions, 
languagess vary diachronically with respect to the preferred reading. 

2444 An exception is made for French pas and English not that in most varieties do not seem to 
participatee in the concord relationship. De Swart & Sag argue that these adverbial modifiers are verbal 
complements,, that due to some lexical constraint have to remain intact in the quantifier storage and can 
thereforee not be subject to quantifier retrieval. Languages vary with respect to this lexical constraint. 
2455 The assumption that sans 'without' is a prepositional modifier is motivated by the fact that sans 
selectss infinitival verbal complements, e.g. sans dire rien 'without saying anything'. 
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Althoughh the absence of a syntactic basis in this theory may lead to an increase in its 
theoreticall  power, it also leads to a series of empirical problems. Partly this may be 
thee case because this approach is still programmatic in nature, and not every issue has 
beenn carefully dealt with, but other problems are a direct consequence of the 
predictionss that have been made within this framework. In short, De Swart & Sag's 
approachh faces the following problems: 

•• The assumption that NC is the result of resumptive quantification vis a vis 
iterationn of monadic quantifiers is weakly motivated. 

•• Several syntactic and semantic constraints on NC do not follow from the 
theory. . 

•• The analysis does not correspond with the generalisation between negative 
headss and NC. 

TheThe assumption that NC is the result of resumptive quantification vis a vis iteration of 
monadicmonadic quantifiers is weakly motivated. 

Thee fact that it is possible to account for NC in terms of polyadic quantification does 
nott legitimise such an analysis. An argument against De Swart & Sag's analysis is 
thatt the negative resumptive quantifier is reducible to an iteration of monadic 
quantifiers.. This would be an argument in favour of analyses that take n-words to be 
non-negativee existential quantifiers. 

(29)) [ N O ' E ™ ^ ™ 0 ] (DO) <=> 

[NOE 2™A N x T H I N G](DO)« « 
-n3x3y[Person(x)) & Thing(y) & Do(x, y)] e> 
^QHUMAN^^ SOMEHUMANJ ( D Q ) 

Resumptivee quantification is generally motivated by the fact that these readings 
cannott be reduced to iterations of monadic quantifiers, as is the case with resumptive 
negativee quantifiers. This criticism also holds for Zanuttini's analysis. De Swart and 
Sagg provide four counterarguments against this position, arguing that their analysis is 
indeedd well motivated. 

Thee first counterargument put forward by De Swart &  Sag concerns the fact that 
languagee in some cases 'does go beyond the Frege boundary' and that polyadic 
quantificationn has been well motivated for a wide range of facts (cf. Keenan & 
Westerstahll 1997). Although it is certainly true (contrary to Haegeman & Zanuttini's 
proposals)) that this proposal is embedded in a larger and independently motivated 
framework,, it still does not follow why NC should be treated as an instance of 
polyadicc quantification. Each instance of polyadic quantification should be well 
motivatedd and the fact that other complex constructions should be analysed in terms 
off resumption does not motivate a polyadic quantificational account of NC. 
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Thee second counterargument that De Swart & Sag present concerns the fact that NC 
readingss can be modified by except phrases (28). However, this test cannot be applied 
inn all cases of alleged polyadic constructions. Some polyadic constructions cannot be 
modifiedd by an except phrase, as in (30). 

(30)) Personne we veut parler a. personne, sauf Jean au diable French 
N-bodyy neg wants talks to n-body, except Jean to.the devil 
'Nobodyy wants to talk to anybody, except John to the devil' 

Inn this example the resumptive quantifier in the matrix clause only refers to pairs of 
variabless that obey a De Re reading, since the second negative quantifier personne has 
scopedd over the modal verb veut 'want'. The interpretation of the resumptive reading 
off  (30) reads as 'there is no pair <x, y> such that x wants to talk to y, but there is a 
pairr <Jean, le diable> of which the first member wants to talk to the second member.' 
Thiss interpretation presupposes the existences of the devil, whereas (30) can be 
utteredd felicitously with a De Dicto reading for le diable. So modification by sauf is 
nott a proper criterion to motivate resumptive quantification. 

Third,, they argue that other instances of non-reducible polyadic constructions can be 
translatedd into first-order logic, e.g. reflexive pronouns that are bound by a 
quantificationall  subject. 

(31)) Every boy likes himself 
[ E V E R Y ,, SELF] (LIKE) 
Vx[lik ee (x, x)] 

Thee resumptive quantifier in (31) cannot be reduced to an iteration of monadic 
quantifiers,, but can be translated by a reading that only consists of a monadic 
quantifier.. However, it remains unclear whether (31) is a proper example of 
resumptivee quantification, since the except phrase cannot modify pairs of variables 
thatt are bound by the polyadic quantifier. De Swart & Sag argue that modification by 
exceptexcept phrases forms one of the major diagnostics to determine polyadic 
constructions.. (32) is an indication that the reflexive variable is bound by a monadic 
quantifierr rather than resumptive quantifier. 

(32)) Every boy likes himself, (*except John himself) 

Fourth,, De Swart & Sag argue that the translation of a resumptive negative quantifier 
intoo an iteration of monadic quantification is only possible if n-words are treated as 
existentiall  quantifiers (29). Since May (1989) argues that (at least) English no-one 
cannott be an existential quantifier, this would be an argument against reducing 
Englishh resumptive NC readings into iterations of monadic quantifiers. 
Thiss is however untrue. Reducibility into monadic quantifiers can also be the case if 
alll  n-words are treated as universal negative quantifiers: 
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(33)) N-body neg likes n-thing 
[ N O P E R S O N X T H I N G] ( L I K E ) ) 

[EVERYPERSON,, NOTHING](LIKE ) 
Vx[person'(x)) -^ Vy[thing'(y) ->• -,like'(x,y)]] 

Hencee I argue that the four counterarguments that De Swart & Sag provide against the 
positionn that resumptive NC readings can be reduced to iterations of monadic 
quantifierss and that such an analysis is to be preferred, are not well motivated. 

SeveralSeveral syntactic and semantic constraints on NC do not follow from the theorw 

Anotherr argument against De Swart & Sag's approach concerns the fact that it does 
nott account for a number of syntactic and semantic constraints that govern NC. 
Beforee discussing these constraints, it should be acknowledged that they do not claim 
too have answers for all these questions since their account is essentially programmatic 
inn nature. Their main aim is to show that NC fits in a polyadic framework, but such a 
theoryy may require additional machinery to account for every restriction. I will 
discusss three properties of NC that remain unexplained within this approach. 
First,, this approach should account for the clause boundedness of NC relations. De 
Swartt & Sag argue that quantifier retrieval is constrained to clauses and that finite 
verbss are required to have an empty quantifier store. This covers the clause 
boundednesss of standard NC relations, but De Swart & Sag stipulate that this claim 
doess not hold for subjunctive verbs with negative quantifiers in their store. This 
assumptionn has been made to account for several PN effects, but is not independently 
motivated.. In fact, as I will discuss in section 7.4, subjunctives generally do not allow 
forr QR across the clause. E.g. verbs such as believe are known to select subjunctive 
clausess cross-linguistically, but these quantifiers cannot raise out of the subjunctive 
clause. . 

(34)) John believed that he bought every book 
*Vx.[book'(x)) -> believe'CJ, buy'(j, x))] 

Anotherr argument concerns the possible interference with an NC relation by the 
negativee marker. De Swart & Sag propose a lexical constraint on the possibility for 
negativee adverbs to participate in NC relations. French ne, Middle Dutch en/ne or the 
Slavicc negative markers are allowed to establish an NC relation, French pas or 
Englishh not are not. However, there is third class of negative markers that, depending 
onn their position in the syntactic clause, may or may not participate in an NC relation. 
Goodd examples are West Flemish nie or Italian non. West Flemish nie is allowed to 
bee in an NC relation, but any n-word that is c-commanded by nie yields a Double 
Negationn reading (35). The opposite is the case with Italian non, which introduces 
Doublee Negation if it is c-commanded by an n-word (36). 
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(35)) a. Valere ziet niemand nie West Flemish 
Valeree sees n-body neg 
NC:: 'Valere doesn't see anybody' 

b.. Valere ziet nie niemand 
Valeree sees neg n-body 
DN:: 'Valere doesn't see nobody' 

(36)) a. Non ha telefonato nessuno Italian 
Negg has called n-body 
NC:: 'Nobody called' 

b.. Nessuno non ha telefonato 
N-bodyy neg has called 
DN:: 'Nobody didn't call' 

Dee Swart & Sag do not present an explanation for this phenomenon. 

AA third argument against De Swart & Sag's approach is the status of NC and Double 
Negationn cross-linguistically. According to De Swart & Sag the linguistic competence 
allowss for both readings cross-linguistically. The fact that one reading is preferred 
overr the other is the result of factors that play a role in language use. The question is 
whetherr such a strict claim holds. 
Firstt there are Double Negation languages that completely disallow NC-like readings, 
includingg Emphatic Negation readings (see 3.3.4). Examples of these languages are 
Swedishh and Norwegian. By arguing that multiple negative expressions in these 
languagess do have underlying NC readings, that are unavailable for reasons of 
languagee use, this theory of NC overgeneralises. The ambiguity between an NC and a 
Doublee Negation reading is less straightforward than the authors assume. Probably 
thiss is due to the range of their empirical domain. Contrary to what the title of their 
paperr 'Negative Concord in Romance' suggests, it is mainly about English and 
French.. I have already shown in chapter 5 that both languages occupy an unstable 
positionn in the Jespersen Cycle: French, since the increasing absence of the preverbal 
negativee marker makes it a candidate to change from an NC language into a Double 
Negationn language (Phase IV to Phase V); English, since it is on its way of becoming 
aa Phase I language and allows NC in almost all its substandard varieties. Therefore 
ambiguityambiguity seems plausible in these languages, but this is not a universal property of 
languages. . 
Second,, the proposed link between the preferred reading and the Jespersen Cycle is 
nott empirically motivated. De Swart & Sag suggest that languages with a preverbal 
negativee marker allow indefinite expressions (NPFs) to emphasise the negation and 
thatt these NPFs can be reinterpreted as negative quantifiers, changing the language 
fromm a Double Negation reading into an NC language. However, although this might 
havee been the case for French, this is certainly not the case in many other languages 
wheree negation was emphasised by the presence of an n-word that already had a 
negativee connotation. The Middle Dutch n-word niemen 'n-body' stems from ne 
iemeniemen 'neg somebody'. The origin of n-words is generally not a non-negative 
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indefinite,, but rather a combination of a negative marker and a negative expression. 
Hencee NC cannot simply be taken to be the result of reanalyzing NPI's as negative 
quantifiers. . 

TheThe analysis does not correspond with the generalisation between negative heads and 
NC. NC. 

Finally,, De Swart & Sag's approach is incompatible with the generalisation described 
inn chapter 5, which links preverbal negative markers unidirectionally to NC. Rather 
thann to develop a theory that accounts for this correlation and to develop a strictly 
semanticc theory about NC as a result of resumptive quantification, it seems more 
plausiblee to develop a theory that explains NC on the basis of its empirically well-
groundedd syntactic constraints. Given the syntactic nature of the constraints on NC, I 
arguee that a syntactic approach is to be preferred. 

7.1.33 Concludin g remark s 

Too conclude this section, I briefly summarise the main conclusions: I argue that 
Zanuttinii  and Haegeman's assumption to treat n-words in a similar fashion as Wh 
termss is not well motivated, and that analyses based on this assumption face problems. 
First,, the motivation to analyse n-words as negative quantifiers was because of its 
resemblancee with Wh. However, closer examination of this correspondence turned out 
thatt there are serious differences between multiple negation and multiple Wh 
constructions:: NC is clause bound, multiple Wh is not, multiple Wh cannot be reduced 
too a single Wh operator and an existential quantifier, NC constructions can. 
Second,, these analyses fail to explain why languages differ cross-linguistically with 
respectt to the occurrence of NC. Especially the question why some languages would 
andd others would not allow polyadic quantification of negative quantifiers remains 
unanswered. . 
Third,, n-words may have a non-negative reading in many downward entailing 
contexts,, which cannot be accounted for easily in this framework. 
Finally,, the uni-directional relation between negative heads NC is not predicted by 
thesee analyses, although the original proposal of the NEG criterion left space for such 
aa correspondence. 

Onn the basis of the discussion that I have presented in this section, I conclude that n-
wordss should not be taken as negative quantifiers. In the next chapter I discuss the 
oppositee view that takes n-words to be non-negative. 
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7.27.2 N-words as non-negative 

Opposingg the view that n-words are inherently, i.e. semantically negative, the 
approachh that has been introduced by Laka (1990) and that was further elaborated by 
Ladusaww (1992) consists of a view in which n-words are semantically non-negative. 
Thee central question within this approach is not how the disappearance of negation 
cann be explained without losing compositionallity, but how to account for the 
negationn in the semantics of NC sentences. If n-words do not contribute to the 
negativee semantics of a sentence, how can the interpretation of a sentence like (37) 
containn a negation at all? 

(37)) Nessuno ha parlato con nessuno Italian 
N-bodyy has talked with n-body 
'Nobodyy talked to anybody' 

Inn this section I wil l first discuss Ladusaw's (1992) position and then Giannakidou's 
(2000)) theory on NC. Giannakidou's proposal can be thought of as a semantic 
radicalisationn of Ladusaw's original theory, which is partly due to her different 
perspectivee on NPI licensing. 

7.2.11 N-word s as non-negativ e indefinite s 

Ladusaww argues that Zanuttini's (1991) syntactic account of NC lacks a proper 
semanticc basis, which he tries to provide. His central idea is that n-words in NC 
languagess are non-negative indefinites in the sense of Heim (1982), and do not have 
anyy quantificational force of their own, but only contribute an unbound variable and a 
descriptivee context. This implies that all n-words need to be roofed (i.e. unselectively 
bound)) by a negative operator. This is essentially synonymous to saying that n-words 
aree equivalent to indefinite NPI's such as awy-terms. The difference is that n-words 
havee a more restricted distribution than awy-terms, e.g. because the first category may 
onlyy be licensed by anti-additive operators and the latter may also occur in other non-
veridicall  contexts. Hence Ladusaw treats n-words on a par with NPI's occupying the 
oppositee position in the debate about the semantic nature of n-words. As n-words do 
nott have any negative force of their own, two questions immediately arise: (i) where 
doess the negation come from in NC sentences that contain only n-words; (ii) what 
licensess these NPI's? 
Inn sentences like Italian (38) the answer immediately follows. There is an anti-
additivee negative operator non 'neg' that is responsible for the expression of negation 
andd that licenses present n-words. Additional evidence for this analysis comes from 
thee fact that no n-word is allowed to precede the negative marker in Italian. 
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(38)) Non ha telefonato nessuno Italian 
Negg has called n-body 
'Nobodyy didn't call' 

(39)) *Nessuno non ha telefonato Italian 
N-bodyy neg has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

AA problem for this analysis is however formed by sentences like (37), in which an 
overtt anti-additive operator is absent. Ladusaw accounts for this problem by arguing 
thatt the negative operator does not necessarily have to be lexically present, but can 
alsoo be configurationally present, i.e. by introducing some additional structure, such 
ass a negative phrase NegP. The crucial question is then what licenses the introduction 
off  this extra configurational material, since abstract structure cannot be introduced 
'will yy nilly.' The answer to this question is that the presence of n-words licenses the 
abstractt negative operator, which in its turn licenses the n-words (self-licensing in 
Ladusaw'ss terms). Hence, contrary to standard NPI's such as any-terms, n-words may 
licensee themselves. 

Ladusaww provides an analysis in terms of GPSG and GB in order to show that this 
mechanismm of self-licensing does not suffer from circularity. A crucial observation for 
thiss is that sentential negation in NC languages is either expressed by a negative 
markerr in preverbal position or by an n-word that precedes the verb. Sentences in 
whichh both are lacking are generally ill-formed in NC languages, or give rise to 
constituentt negation at most. 

(40)) Ha *(non) telefonato nessuno (a nessuno) Italian 
Hass neg called n-body (to n-body) 
'Nobodyy called (anybody)' 

Ladusaww proposes that n-words can only be licensed if either the specifier position or 
thee head position (or in some languages both positions) of NegP are filled. In the case 
off  a negative operator this is done by assigning the negative operator a Neg° position; 
inn the case of an absent negative operator one of the n-words moves to a Spec,NegP 
positionn and thus licenses the presence of NegP, which in its turn licenses all n-words. 

(41)) a. Non ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
[NegPP [Neg° wortfNEG]] [TP ha telefonato a nessuno\^EG]\~\ 

b.. Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno 
[NegPP NessunopiEG] [Neg° ?] [TP ha telefonato a nessunois^c]]] 

Ladusaw'ss position is essentially programmatic in the sense that his proposal is not 
fullyy embedded in a syntactic or semantic framework. In order to be evaluated it needs 
too be implemented in an appropriate syntactic or semantic framework. As Ladusaw's 
proposall  relies crucially on the similarity between n-words and NPI's, the choice for 
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adoptingg a proper framework to implement his ideas depends on the treatment of 
NPI'ss like English any-terms. The problem is however that the behaviour of n-words 
iss crucially different from that of 'standard NPI's'. This means that a theory that treats 
n-wordss as NPI's needs some additional machinery to account for the differences 
betweenn the two kinds of terms. A theory that analyses n-words in different terms than 
NPI'ss needs to explain the large similarity between the two classes. An example of the 
firstfirst type of theory is Giannakidou (2000). This wil l be discussed in the next 
subsection.. A proper implementation of Ladusaw's program in syntactic terms wil l 
formm the core of my own explanation for NC to be discussed in chapter 8 (cf. also 
Acquavivaa 1995, Giannakidou 1997 for implementation in a syntactic framework). 

Problemss for Ladusaw's proposal that are related to the similarities between n-words 
andd NPI's wil l be discussed in the subsequent subsection. Now I wil l describe some 
otherr problems related to Ladusaw's position that challenge the alleged non-negativity 
off  n-words in general. 

Obviously,, cases in which n-words do exhibit negative behaviour are problematic for 
thiss approach. Contexts, in which n-words seem to be inherently negative, form 
counterargumentss against Ladusaw's approach. I wil l discuss three such contexts. 

•• N-words in fragmentary answers, disjunction and coordinated structures. 
•• Instances of e vent-bound n-words. 
•• N-words in preverbal position. 

N-wordsN-words in fragmentary answers disjunction and coordinated structures 

Fragmentaryy answers form a challenge for the non-negativity approach, since n-words 
aree allowed to occur in fragmentary answers, contrary to NPI's: 

(42)) iQuién vino? Nadie I *Un alma246 Spanish 
Whoo came? N-body / a single soul 
'Whoo came? Nobody / a single soul' 

Thee n-word occurring in the short answer in (42) is allowed, whereas the NPI is not. 
Zanuttinii (1991) and Herburger (2001) suggest that this kind of example indicates that 
n-wordss do in fact express negation themselves. The only way out for the non-
negativityy approach is to argue that n-words do in fact license themselves in this 
contextt as well and that some abstract structure is responsible for licensing the 
negation. . 
Thee problem then is how to account for the fact that n-words are allowed to license 
themselves,, whereas an NPI with similar semantic contents is not. Hence these 
exampless do not contradict the non-negativity approach, but they are a problem for 

Examplee from Herburger (2001): 309. 
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analysess that take n-words and NPI on a par. I wil l continue the discussion of this 
problemm in 7.2.2. 

Thee same holds for other elliptic structures such as VP conjunctions or disjunctions, 
ass the example in (43) shows. 

(43)) Me caso contigo o con nadie Spanish 
II  marry with.you or with n-body 
'II  marry you or nobody (else)' 

Disjunctionn is always based on coordination of two similar projections. As the latter 
partt of the disjunction in (43) is a PP, containing a DP nadie, this would, according to 
Herburgerr (2001), be an example in which the n-word cannot be licensed by some 
additionall  abstract structural feature [NEG] in the second clause, nor in the first clause 
(ass the first clause is not under the scope of negation). Hence the n-word should be 
semanticallyy negative in this case. 
However,, the debate about conjunctions, disjunctions and coordination contains more 
pluriformityy than Herburger suggests. Coordinations generally have the surface 
structuree in (44). Hence, two possible underlying structures may apply: a structure in 
whichh the two YP's are coordinated and a structure in which XP is part of a 
coordinatedd ZP and ZP2 is deleted under ellipsis with the exception of YP. 

(44)) XP YP, Op YP2 

(45)) a. [XP [YP, Op YP2]] 
b.. [[ZP, XP YP,] Op [zp2 X4*  YP2]] 

Thee question is then of course what licenses the ellipsis in the structure in (45)b. The 
standardd answer refers to identity with the first XP but in a sense this is the weakest 
approachh to the licensing question. A stronger answer could be: any material of which 
thee (covert) presence is also triggered by the (syntactic) context licenses the ellipsis. 
Thee latter strategy may account for the structure in (46)b. The presence of nadie 
requiress a negative marker in the second TP, which is deleted under ellipsis. The 
deletionn of the second verb takes place under identity, the deletion of the negative 
markerr by the n-word that, by its appearance in postverbal position, marks the 
presencee of its licenser. Note that this is a reformulation of Ladusaw's principle of 
self-licensing. . 

(46)) a. [Tp Me caso [PP contigo] o [PP con nadie]] 
b.. [Tp Me [T caso [PP contigo]] o [T [Negp no caso [PP con nadie]]]] 

Hence,, Herburger's argument does holds only under the assumption that underlying 
structuress like (46)b are not allowed. However, she does not provide grounds to 
legitimatee this assumption. Note again, that the analysis in (46)b distinguishes 
betweenn n-words and NPI's, as the sentence cannot be paraphrased by a English 
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translationn consisting of any-terms, or a Spanish variation with un alma 'a single 
soul.' ' 

(47)) a. *I marry you or anyone English 
b.. *Me caso contigo o con un alma Spanish 

Thuss the first series of arguments by Herburger against Ladusaw's position are proven 
insufficientt as long as n-words are treated distinctly from standard NPFs. 

InstancesInstances of event-bound n-words 

Thee second argument is based on the possibility of n-words occuring in postverbal 
position.. Without being licensed by a negative marker or an n-word in preverbal 
position,, they still seem to express negation by themselves. An example from Spanish 
(againn by Herburger) is given in (48). 

(48)) El bébé este mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby is looking at n-body 
'Thee baby is looking at nothing' 

Inn these cases the n-word is interpreted as negative in postverbal position without a 
negativee marker in preverbal position. Apparently n-words may occur by themselves 
withoutt being licensed. However the reading of (48) differs from an NC reading in 
whichh there is a preverbal negative marker no. The only reading (48) may get is a 
readingg in which the existential quantifier binding the event variable scopes over the 
negation. . 

(49)) 3e[Look'(e) & Agent(baby,e) & -^.[Thing^x ) & Theme(x, e)]] 

Thiss explains why there is no preverbal negative marker in (48): in the case of a 
preverball  negative marker the negation would scope over the quantifier that binds the 
eventt variable and the sentence would get a different reading. Still, this argument does 
nott provide evidence against the non-negative approach. It is not excluded that inside 
thee vP a silent negation is active. This silent negation may be licensed by the n-word. 
Thee question is then why the silent negation may not have phonological contents. 
Onee could argue that this negation is not spelled out, since there is no need to do so. 
Thee presence of the n-word in object position already triggers the presence of a NegP, 
soo this does not have to be made visible. The reason why in general the negative 
markerr has to be visible is for scope reasons. Contrary to (48) the sentence (50) (with 
ann NC reading) expresses sentential negation. Without the negative marker self-
licensingg still requires an abstract negation to be included. As this abstract negation 
wil ll  be included in a position as low as possible, a sentential negation reading is ruled 
out,, since the negation is located inside vP and sentential negation is the result of a 
negativee operator that scopes over the entire vP in order to bind the event variable that 
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hass been introduced by v°. The negative head is banned from being spelled out in 
lowerr position, because there is no need to do so, and hence it is ruled out under 
minimalistt assumptions. 

(50)) El bébé no este mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby neg is looking at n-body 
Thee baby isn't looking at anything' 

N-wordsN-words in preverbal position 

Thee final argument given by Herburger is why preverbal n-words seem to express 
negationn by themselves in preverbal position (cf. (51)). 

(51)) Nadie (*no) vino247 Spanish 
N-bodyy neg came 
"Nobodyy came' 

Ass have already demonstrated in chapter 3, this is not a general property of NC 
languages,, but a property of Non-Strict NC languages such as Spanish and Italian. 
Mostt NC languages, such as Czech, do not have this property and require the presence 
off  a preverbal negative marker. 

(52)) a. Nikdo w^vola Czech 
N-bodyy neg.calls 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

b.. * Nikdo vola 
N-bodyy calls 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

Thee fact that the preverbal negative marker is not visible is not an argument against 
thee Ladusaw approach. At most it is an argument against an analysis of Non-Strict NC 
languagess in terms of non-negative n-words. I wil l show in the following chapter that 
thee distinction between Strict and Non-Strict NC is the result of the syntactic/semantic 
propertiess of the negative marker in these languages and I will present an account of 
thee facts in (51) there. 

Ass long as n-words are not confused with NPI's, arguments against Ladusaw's 
approachh do not hold, but additional syntactic accounts may be required. We saw that 
suchh syntactic accounts can be motivated on independent grounds. 

""  This sentence can be well-formed if the subject is focussed. In that case the sentence yields a Double 
Negationn reading. 
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7.2.22 N-word s as Affectiv e Items 

Inn the previous subsection it became clear that Ladusaw's original approach left space 
forr different interpretations. NC can be regarded as some form of syntactic agreement, 
orr as a special instance of negative polarity. Whereas in the previous subsection I 
emphasisedd that n-words are crucially different from NPI's, in this subsection I wil l 
discusss an analysis put forward by Giannakidou (2000) that considers n-words as 
polarityy items. Although her data are primarily from Greek, her analysis applies also 
too other languages, such as Catalan, Polish or Hungarian. 

Giannakidou'ss account of NC is an application of her treatment of Affective Items. 
AI' ss form a superset of the set of NPI's and consist of all elements that can only be 
utteredd felicitously in a particular semantic context C. According to this definition, n-
wordss are AI's, since they cannot occur in every context. Hence constructions 
involvingg n-words are by definition instances of AI's licensed by a proper licenser. 

Giannakidouu distinguishes two different paradigms of n-words in Greek: emphasised 
andd non-emphasised n-words. These series differ with respect to the number of 
contextss that can license them. Emphasised n-words can be licensed by negation, or 
prepositionss like without or before. Unemphasised n-words can also be licensed in all 
non-veridicall  contexts, including interrogatives, imperatives, etc. The behaviour of 
unemphasisedd n-words is similar to that of English awy-terms, whereas emphasised n-
wordss exhibit almost the same behaviour as standard n-words in NC languages. 
Thereforee I consider the elements that Giannakidou refers to as unemphasised n-
wordss to be indefinite AI's that need to be licensed by a non-veridical context. 
However,, note that unemphasised elements (similar to English any-terms) fall out of 
thee definition of n-words as has been formulated in subsection 3.1.2 (repeated in (28)) 
sincee they cannot introduce a negative context themselves. 

(53)) An n-word is an indefinite or quantifying element that only under certain well-
definedd conditions introduces a negative context. 

Theree is no context available in which the unemphasised element introduces a 
negativee context: unemphasised n-words, contrary to standard n-words, are not 
allowedd to precede the negative marker dhen (54) and they are not allowed to occur in 
fragmentaryy answers (55), whereas their emphasised counterparts are able do do so. 
Moreover,, Giannakidou observes that unemphasised n-words can be licensed in non-
negativee non-veridical contexts (56). Emphasised n-words are only allowed to occur 
inn anti-veridical contexts, i.e. when they are licensed by a negative element (57). 

(54)) KANENAS/*Kanenas dhen ipe TIPOTA Greek 
N-body/anybodyy neg says n-thing 
'Nobodyy says anything' 
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(55)) Ti idhes? TIPOTA/*tipota Greek 
Whatt saw.2sg? N-thing/anything 
'Whatt did you see? Nothing. Anything' 

(56)) a. Pijes {pote/*POTE} sto Parisi? Greek 
Went.2SGG ever/n-ever to Paris? 
'Didd you ever go to Paris' 

b.. Elpizo na emine {kanena/*KANENA} komati 
Hope.lsgg SUBJ left.3sg any/n- piece 
'II  hope there is any piece left' 

(57)) a. I Theodora *(dheri) Greek 
enekrinee {kanena/KANENA} sxedhio248 

Thee Theodora neg approved any/n- plan 
'Theodoraa didn't approve any plan' 

b.. *(xoris) na dhi {kanenan/KANENAN} 
withoutt SUBJ see.3SG anybody/n-body 
'withoutt seeing anybody' 

Sincee Giannakidou's unemphasised n-words do not count as n-words under the 
definitionss of section 3.1 and do not behave like standard n-words, I wil l only refer to 
emphasisedd n-words (in Giannakidou's terms) as n-words. Giannakidou's 
unemphasisedd n-words will be treated as general AI's such as English cwy-terms. 

Giannakidouu accounts for the differences between emphasised and non-emphasised n-
wordss in Greek by arguing that this is due to the quantificational nature of emphasised 
n-words:: unemphasised n-words are mere indefinites, which have no quantificational 
forcee of their own, whereas emphasised n-words should be considered as 
quantificational.. It is known that quantifiers cannot scope out of their clause. 
Giannakidouu takes the fact that NC is clause-bound as a central argument for the 
quantificationall  nature of Greek (emphasised) n-words, since their locality restrictions 

.. 249 

aree similar to those of quantifiers. 

Thee assumption that (emphatic) n-words are non-negative quantifiers enables 
Giannakidouu to present a compositional analysis of NC. She argues that n-words are 
universall  quantifiers that take scope over negation at LF. The semantics of KANEN AS 
'n-body'' is thus as in (58). This yields the correct readings for the NC sentences, cf. 
(59). . 

(58)) [[KANENAS] ] - XPVy[Person(y) -* P(y)] 

Exampless (54)-(57) are taken from Giannakidou 1998:467. 
II  wil l discuss the issue of the quantificational nature of n-words in section 7.4. 
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(59)) Dhen irthe KANENAS250 

Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 

(60)) NegP: X.PVy[Person(y) -> P(y)](A.x,-,came(x,)) 
Vy[Person(y)) -> -.came(y)] 

^.xi-icame(xi) ) 
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Greek k 

—icame(xi) ) 

IP:: came(xi) 

VP:: Xv(x0 
KANENAS: : 
>.PVy[Person(y)) -» P(y)] 1°: camev 

ti ::  X] tv: X v 

Iff  the assumption that Greek emphatic n-words are non-negative universal quantifiers 
thatt have to scope over a negation is correct, then the correct interpretation follows. 
However,, it is unclear why this assumption holds. The assumption that n-words are 
non-negativee universal quantifiers is twofold: first it argues that n-words are non-
negativee NPFs; second it takes n-words to be universal quantifiers. I wil l discuss the 
quantificationall  nature in section 7.5. In this subsection I wil l address the question 
whetherr Greek n-words are NPI's and discuss several problems that this analysis 
faces. . 

Thee assumption that Greek emphatic n-words are non-negative NPI's is problematic 
forr the following reasons: 

•• The analysis fails to explain why emphatic n-words cannot be licensed outside 
thee clause. 

•• The question why universal quantifiers exhibit AI/NPI-like behaviour remains 
unanswered. . 

•• The nature of licensing of emphatic n-words remains unexplained. 

2500 Taken from Giannakidou 2000: 501. 
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•• The ungrammaticality of fragmentary answers containing unemphasised n-
wordss remains unexplained. 

•• The unidirectional relation between the syntactic status of the negative marker 
andd the occurrence of NC remains unexplained. 

TheThe analysis fails to explain why emphatic n-words cannot be licensed outside the 
clause clause 

Thee first three problems address the three general questions that dominate any theory 
off AI/NPI licensing: respectively the licenser question, the licensee question, and the 
licensingg question. For the sake of clarity I will repeat these three questions from 
chapterr 3: 

Thee licenser question is essential for the determination of what counts as a negative context, 
sincee it addresses the question what conditions a proper NPI-Iicenser needs to fulfil. The 
licenseelicensee question seeks an answer to the question why certain elements are only allowed to 
occurr in particular contexts, and what distinguishes them from polarity-insensitive elements. 
[...]] The licensing question addresses the question of the relation between licenser and its 
licenseee and its answer consists of the conditions for such a relation to be allowed (generally 
answeredd in terms of c-command). [Taken from 3.1.2] 

Thee first problem addresses the question why n-words being NPI's cannot be licensed 
outsidee the clause. According to Giannakidou NPI's can only be licensed by an anti-
veridicall context, i.e. a context with the following property: 

(61)) If Opip) —» -i/7 is logically valid, Op is anti-veridical 

Supposee we have the following context C: 

(62)) C: It is not the case that/?, whereby/? is a proposition 

Inn this case p is in an anti-veridical context since the first clause is an anti-veridical 
operator.. Suppose/? is 'John reads a book.' Then 'It is not the case that John reads a 
book'' —> —,p. In this case it is to be expected that Op can license both the 
unemphasisedd and the emphasised Greek n-words (Giannakidou's terms). However, 
ass we saw, only the unemphasised n-words can be licensed by this context (63). 
Giannakidouu argues that this is due to the quantificational nature of emphasised n-
words:: n-words have to be originated in a proper context, but given the fact that they 
aree subject to Quantifier Raising they have to scope over the negation. As is known 
fromm the literature QR is clause-bound. However, this does not mean that quantifiers 
aree blind for the semantic properties of the clause that dominates their own clause. 
Thee observation that emphasised n-words are non-negative quantifiers does not 
explainn why they are only allowed in negative (anti-veridical) contexts. It remains an 
openn question why the n-word in (63) cannot be assigned a non-negative universal 
readingg in the subordinate clause 'It is not the case that everybody came' 
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(63)) *Dhen alithévi pu irte KANENAS Greek 
Negg true that came n-body 
'Itt is not true that everybody came' 

Onee could argue that it does not necessarily have to be the case that polarity items are 
dominatedd by a proper operator, but that it would also be sufficient if they dominate 
suchh an operator. Take e.g. sentence (64): 

(64)) John didn't see anyone 
-.BxfpersonXx)) & see(j, x)] 
Vx[person'(x)) -> -.see(j, x)] 

Thee two logical representations in (64) are truth-conditionally identical. Hence one 
cannott argue on the basis of these examples that anyone is an existential quantifier: it 
couldd also be a universal quantifier that due to its polarity properties needs to 
dominatee a negative operator. However, introducing an extra quantifier in these 
sentencess illsutrates that for English only the first representation can be the correct 
one. . 

(65)) The IRS rarely audits anyone 
<V>> Q-n <3> 
Itt is usually not the case that there is someone whom the IRS audits 
•Everyonee is such that it is usually the case that the IRS doesn't audit him 

Thee first reading follows from the construal in which the NPI is treated as an 
existentiall quantifier, the second reading derives from the analysis of anyone in terms 
off a universal quantifier. Given that the second reading does not represent the 
meaningg of the sentence in (65), NPI's are treated as existential quantifiers or 
indefinites. . 
Thiss observation is supported by Linebarger's (1987) immediate scope constraint. 
NPI'ss should always be immediately dominated by a downward entailing (DE) 
operator,, in other words: no non-DE operator is allowed to intervene. For example in 
(66)) the intervening determiner the blocks the licensing of any. Similarly in (67) only 
readingss in which every does not intervene between the negation and any are 
allowed.251 1 

(66)) *I did« 't meet the man who gave me any present 

(67)) Mary didn't wear any earrings at every party 
—i>any>V V 
V>^>any y 
*->>V>any y 

511 Examples from Guerzoni (to appear). 
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Richterr & Sailer (1998) take these constraints as evidence that NPI licensing is a form 
off  variable binding, and therefore argue that NPI's should be treated as indefinites. If 
thee variable introduced by any is not bound by a DE operator, but by a non-DE 
operator,, then licensing is illicit . Giannakidou argues that the immediate scope 
constraintt is not a priori connected to NPI's being indefinites. However, her analysis 
off  NPI's as universal quantifiers does not offer an explanation for the effects in (66)-
(67),, whereas the indefinite approach does. 

Thuss the assumption that Greek n-words are non-negative quantificational NPI's is 
problematicc and forms an extra argument in favour of analyses that take NC to be a 
formm of syntactic agreeent. 

TheThe question why universal quantifiers exhibit AI/NPI-like behaviour remains 
unanswered unanswered 

AA second argument against Giannakidou's analysis of NC in terms of NPI licensing is 
thee fact that it fails to address the licensee question. It has often been assumed that it 
iss in fact the indefinite/minimiser status of NPI's that is the source of their context 
dependencyy (Kadmon & Landman 1993, Krifka 1995). In these analyses it is shown 
thatt NPI's indicate minimal amounts, and that sentences containing NPI's can 
thereforee only be felicitous in DE contexts. 
Thee assumption that Greek n-words are universal quantifiers fails to account for the 
factt why the following sentence is ungrammatical, or semantically/pragmatically 
unfelicitous. . 

(68)) *Irt e KANENAS Greek 
Camee n-body 
'Everybodyy came' 

Reasoningg that this is not well-formed because it is an NPI is circular, as it is the 
ungrammaticalityy of examples such as (68) that the NPI account is based on. The fact 
thatt n-words only occur in anti-veridical contexts is descriptively adequate, but lacks 
explanatoryy motivation. A theory that also explains why NPI's are not allowed to 
occurr outside non-veridical contexts is therefore to be preferred. 

TheThe nature of licensing of emphatic n-words remains unexplained 

Third,, as we saw in chapter 5, Greek is a Strict NC language and accepts cases in 
whichh the (emphasised) n-word occurs in preverbal position preceding the negative 
markerr dhen. 
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(69)) KANENAS dhen irte Greek 
N-bodyy neg came 
'Nobodyy came' 

Normallyy AI/NPI licensing does not allow for these constructions, since the negative 
markerr is required to c-command the NPI both at s-structure and LF. This is also the 
casee in English: 

(70)) * Anybody does« 't come 

Thee fact that the example in (69) is well formed is then incompatible with an analysis 
inn terms of NPI's, although cases in which NPI's dominate the negation do exist, e.g. 
Dutchh NPI verbs. 

(71)) Jan hoeft niet schoon te maken Dutch 
Jann needs neg clean to make 
'Johnn doesn't need to clean' 

However,, in these cases the negation still scopes over the NPI verb and the verb is 
base-generatedd in a position below the negation. The fact that the finite verb moves 
overr the negation is probably a result of PF movement (cf. Chomsky 1995). 
Althoughh the example in (70) is not in line with a general approach of n-words in 
termss of NPI's, it is not a valid counterargument against Giannakidou's proposal of 
NC,, as she allows for universal quantifier NPI's that due to their quantificational 
propertiess raise to a position that dominates the negative operator. However, the 
argumentt that some NPI's are allowed to occur in a position that is forbidden for 
weakerr AI's is problematic. The sole argument Giannakidou provides to show that 
Greekk n-words are NPI's, is that Greek n-words occur in contexts that are a subset of 
contextss in which AI's are licensed. This is not problematic, since it is known from 
thee literature (Van der Wouden 1994a, Zwarts 1998) that some AI's require stronger 
licensingg conditions than others. However it is problematic that Greek emphatic NPI's 
aree also allowed in contexts that do not allow other NPI's, such as the context in (70). 

(72)) KANENAS/*Kanenas dhen ipe TIPOTA Greek 
N-body/anybodyy neg says n-thing 
'Nobodyy says anything' 

Thee argument that Greek n-words are quantifiers and are therefore forced to raise to a 
positionn to the left of the negative marker violates Giannakidou's account of AI's as 
beingg context sensitive. Apparently there is a particular subclass of AI's that is 
allowedd to occupy positions that are forbidden for all other AI's. The only way to save 
Giannakidou'ss approach of n-words in terms of AI's is to broaden the definition of 
AI' ss to such an extent that n-words fit in. Such a step can only be maintained if there 
iss independent motivation to do so. This evidence is lacking. The only motivation to 
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alloww for certain AI' s to participate in constructions as (72) is to account for these 
constructions.. Hence the argument that Greek n-words are NPI's is circular. 

TheThe ungrammaticality of fragmentan? answers containing unemphasised n-words 
remainsremains unexplained 

Thee fourth argument concerns a similar problem: fragmentary answers raise problems 
forr the approach that n-words are non-negative. However, Giannakidou provides an 
elegantt solution: n-words in fragmentary answers are the result of ellipsis. Before 
ellipsis,, the sentence contains an overt negation that is responsible for the licensing of 
thee NPI. Hence fragmentary answers as in (73) are created in a three-step process: 
firstt the non-elliptical sentence is produced, then the n-word moves to a Topic/focus 
position,, and finally the rest of the sentence is deleted under ellipsis (74): 

(73)) Ti idhes? TIPOTA Greek 
Whatt saw.2sg? N-thing 

(74)) a. [NegP Dhen []P idhes TIPOTA]] Greek 
t>.. [NegP TIPOTA, dhen [IP idhes tj]] 
c.. [Negp TIPOTA, dhettfa idhes tj ] 

Thee question is now: what excludes the presence of a fragmentary answer like (75)? 

(75)) Ti idhes? *Tipota Greek 
[Dhonn idhes tipota] 

Iff  n-words are AI' s and if they are allowed in these contexts, more AI's should in 
principlee be allowed to occur in fragmentary answers (without an overt licenser). This 
iss not the case. The argument that this might be due to the fact that Greek emphatic n-
wordss are universal and not existential quantifiers does not help, since there is no ban 
onn existential quantifiers in fragmentary answers: 

(76)) What would you like for your birthday? All donkeys! / A donkey! 

Thuss Giannakidou's analysis requires an additional explanation. She argues that only 
unaccentedd material may be subject of deletion under ellipsis. In the case of non-
emphaticc n-words in Greek the negative marker needs to be stressed and can therefore 
nott be deleted. However, this does not hold for the ban on NPI's that can be stressed 
occurringg in fragmentary answers, such as English any-terms or Spanish un alma (77). 

(77)) *UN ALM A no vino Spanish 
AA soul neg came 
'AA single soul didn't come' 
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Thesee elements are not allowed in fragmentary answers either. Giannakidou links this 
too the ban on NPI's preceding negation at surface structure and claims that if an NPI 
iss subject of a c-command constraint, then ellipsis is not allowed. However, this is not 
true,, since Dutch NPI verbs are free to occur to the left of the negation at surface 
structuree (as shown in (71)), but are forbidden in fragmentary answers. 

(78)) Waar droom je over? *(Niet) hoeven schoonmaken Dutch 
Wheree do you dream PRT? Neg need clean 
'Whatt are you dreaming of? Not needing to clean' 

Hencee I take the ban on NPI's in fragmentary contexts as an argument against a 
similarr treatment of NPI's and n-words. 

TheThe unidirectional relation between the syntactic status of the negative marker and 
thethe occurrence ofNC remains unexplained 

Finally,, the analysis of n-words as AI's is not related to the syntactic status of the 
negativee marker. This means that adopting this position in the debate on the semantic 
statuss of n-words requires an additional theory for the unidirectional relation between 
thee syntactic status of a negative marker and the occurrence of NC. It stands to reason 
thatt a theory from which this generalisation follows is superior. 

Giannakidouu addresses two questions with respect to the semantic status of n-words: 
(i)) what are the quantificational properties of n-words and (ii) what is the negative 
contentt of n-words. Her answer to the latter question is that n-words are semantically 
non-negative.. However, this analysis does not legitimise the conclusion that n-words 
aree AI's. AI's share several properties that n-words lack and vice versa and should be 
treatedd as different entities. 

7.2.33 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section I discussed the view that n-words are semantically non-negative. 
Althoughh the conclusion that n-words are AI's is proven to be wrong, the approach 
thatt n-words are semantically non-negative is still tenable. In the next chapter I argue 
thatt this is in fact the correct assumption to be made. As the licensing conditions of n-
wordss are crucially different from context dependency licensing, as is the case with 
AI's/NPI's,, I wil l propose a different mechanism that is responsible for the licensing 
off  n-words, namely feature checking. This implies that NC should be considered a 
formm of syntactic agreement. Note that syntactic agreement, like the treatment of n-
wordss as AI's, follows from Ladusaw's programmatic approach of treating n-words as 
semanticallyy non-negative. 
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II  argue that the perspective that NC is the result of syntactic agreement with respect to 
negationn does not only yield solutions to problems that have been discussed in the 
previouss sections, but also that this correctly predicts the typological generalisations, 
whichh have been formulated in chapter 4 and 5. 

7.37.3 The ambiguity approach of n-words 

Inn this section I wil l evaluate an approach that tries to overcome the problems with the 
analysess discussed in 7.1 and 7.2. Most of the problems, which arise from analyses 
thatt treat n-words as semantically negative or semantically non-negative is that n-
wordss seem to exhibit both kinds of behaviour. The occurrence of n-words in non-
negative,, downward entailing contexts with an existential reading is problematic for 
ann analysis that treats n-words as negative quantifiers. On the hand, the occurrence of 
n-wordss in fragmentary answers is problematic for theories that treat n-words as 
semanticallyy non-negative. Both Van der Wouden (1994a) and Herburger (2001) 
thereforee suggest that n-words are ambiguous between negative quantifiers and NPI's. 
Inn the following two subsections I wil l briefly discuss these theories and conclude that 
thesee theories face both empirical and conceptual problems. 

7.3.11 Context-sensitiv e ambiguit y 

Vann der Wouden & Zwarts (1993) and Van der Wouden (1994a) propose a context-
sensitivee semantics that takes lexical elements to be systematically ambiguous 
betweenn two (or more) readings depending on the context they appear in. This 
semanticc framework has been proposed for independent reasons by Keenan (1974), 
Parteee (1984) and Pustejovsky (1989). Partee argues that adjectival polysemy (like the 
differentt interpretations of red in (79)) should be accounted for by adopting a 
disjunctivee meaning form as in (80). 

(79)) a. Red grapefruit 
b.. Red army 
c.. Red carpet 

(80)) / (x)=_i fP,(x) ,_ i fP2(x) , . . . ,_ if otherwise 

Vann der Wouden and Zwarts take the meaning of n-words to be the outcome of such a 
meaningg function, following an original hypothesis by Longobardi (1991) who argues 
thatt n-words are systematically ambiguous between negative universal quantifiers and 
positivee existential quantifiers. Hence Van der Wouden and Zwart take n-words to be 
positivee existentials in the proper negative context (depending on the specific 
propertiess of a language Downward Entailing, or anti-additive) and as universal 
negativee contexts in all other contexts. 
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(81)) The meaning of n-words as the result of context-sensitive semantics 

Context: : 
N-words s 

DE/AA' ' Otherwise e 
V ^ / ^ 3 3 

Ass has been described in 3.3.3, Van der Wouden distinguishes between Negative 
Spreadd and Negative Doubling. Negative Spread does not involve a specific negative 
markerr and therefore the context sensitivity of n-words is responsible for the NC 
Readingg in Negative Spread constructions such as (82). 

(82)) Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
N-bodyy called to n-body 
'Nobodyy called anybody' 
V-nn  3 

Inn this case the NC reading follows naturally: the first n-word is not in a negative 
contextt and therefore it gets interpreted as a negative quantifier and thus it introduces 
aa negative context. The second n-word therefore is in a negative context and gets 
interpretedd as a positive existential. 

Casess of Negative Doubling are more complex: as an example Van der Wouden 
describess the situation in Afrikaans, which he considers to be a strict Negative 
Doublingg language in the sense that an NC relation does not have more than two 
members.253 3 

Inn the case of Negative Doubling in Afrikaans, the negative marker nie (henceforward 
nienie}})) (83)a or an n-word (83)b is followed by a second (optional) negative marker nie 
(nie(nie 2). 

(83)) a. Ek het hom nie gesien nie2S4 Afrikaans 
II  have him neg seen neg 
'II  haven't seen him' 

b.. Niemand het dit gesien nie 
N-bodyy has this seen neg 
'Nobodyy saw this' 

Vann der Wouden argues that n-words in Afrikaans are semantically negative, since the 
occurrencee of multiple n-words in an NC chain yields Double Negation readings. This 
ledd Van der Wouden and Zwarts to assume that the negative marker is subject to 
context-sensitivee ambiguity: in non-negative contexts the negative marker is a 
negativee operator function that reverses truth-conditions; in negative contexts it is an 
NPII  that represents an identity function that conserves truth conditions. 

2522 DE: Downward Entailing; AA: Anti-Additive. 
2533 Recall that it became clear from the discussion in 3.3.3 on Afrikaans that this view is no longer 
tenable. . 
2544 From Van der Wouden (1994): 100. 
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(84)) The meaning of Afrikaans nie as the result of context-sensitive semantics 
Context: : 
N-words s 

Negative e 
1(11(1 -> l ; 0 ->0) 

Non-negative e 
(11 - > 0 ; 0 ^  1) 

Vann der Wouden (1994a) argues that this treatment is similar to the treatment of many 
NPI's,, such as any or idiomatic NPIs. Contrary to other kinds of NPI's these NPI's 
aree allowed to occur in non-negative contexts, but they lose their particular reading in 
thesee contexts. In (85) any behaves like an indefinite under negation, but in non-
negativee contexts it is a free-choice element, that behaves like a universal quantifier. 
Inn (86) the negative sentence gives rise to an idiomatic reading, whereas the positive 
sentencee is interpreted non-idiomatically. 

(85)) a. John didn 't see anybody 
-i3x[person'(x)) & see'(j, x)] 

b.. Anybody saw John 
Vx[person'(x)) —> see'(x, j)] 

(86) ) Eddyy did« 7 lif t a finger when the old lady got beaten 
Eddyy lifted a finger and the whole orchestra started to play255 

Vann der Wouden & Zwarts sketch a context-sensitive semantics of both negative 
markerss and n-words, and provide elaborate analyses for languages such as Italian and 
Catalan.. Van der Wouden argues that Italian only exhibits Negative Spread, which 
meanss that the negative marker is (always) the realisation of the negative operator. 
Thiss implies that n-words in Italian are context sensitive, whereas the negative marker 
iss always negative. The typical pattern for Non-Strict NC languages that forbid 
instancess of NC consisting of a preverbal negative marker preceded by an n-word 
((87)c)) follows from this approach. 

(87) ) 

b. . 

c. . 

Nessuno Nessuno 
N-body y 

haa telefonato a 
calledd to 

'Nobodyy called 
V-, , 
Non Non 
Neg g 
'He e 

Nessuno Nessuno 
N-body y 

haa telefonato a 
called.3SGG to 
didn'tt call 

nessunonessuno (-(82)) 
n-body y 
anybody' ' 
3 3 
nessuno nessuno 
n-body y 
anybody' ' 

nonnon ha telefonato a nessuno 
negg called to n-body 

'Nobodyy did not call 
V-, , —, , 

anybody' ' 
3 3 

Italian n 

Fromm Van der Wouden (1994): 100. 
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Strictt NC languages allow NC readings in sentences such as (88). Van der Wouden 
accountss for this by arguing that Catalan exhibits a combination of Negative Spread 
andd Negative Doubling. 

(88)) Res (no) functiona Catalan 
N-thingg neg works 
'Nothingg works' 
V ^^ ƒ 

Still,, the approach by Van der Wouden & Zwarts (1993) faces several problems that I 
wil ll  list briefly below and that I clarify thereafter. 

•• The analysis cannot explain the clause-boundedness of NC. 
•• The analysis does not explain why n-words in many languages cannot occur by 

themselvess in non-elliptic sentences. 
•• The analysis cannot explain why n-words can sometimes have negative 

readingss within a negative context. 
•• Lexical underspecification is in general not expected to lead to possible 

contradictoryy meanings. 
•• Unless contextual ambiguity is proven to be the correct option, a theory that 

cann explain NC without relying on ambiguity is superior to a theory that is 
basedd on ambiguity. 

•• The unidirectional relation between the syntactic status of the negative marker 
andd the occurrence of NC remains unexplained. 

TheThe analysis cannot explain the clause-boundedness ofNC 

First,, the clause-boundedness of NC relations does not follow from Van der 
Wouden'ss (1994a) analysis. In fact Van der Wouden tries to prove the opposite, 
namelyy that NC relations can be realised between two clauses, by arguing that 
Paratacticc Negation is possible in all studied NC languages. However, this does not 
explainn why standard NC has to be clause bounded. Negative Contexts are not 
restrictedd to single clauses, and if an n-word is in a clause that is dominated by a 
clausee containing a negative context, then an additional analysis is needed to explain 
why,, contrary to standard NPI licensing, NC relations between the higher negation 
andd the lower n-words are forbidden. 

TheThe analysis does not explain why n-words in many languages cannot occur by 
themselvesthemselves in non-elliptic sentences 

Anotherr argument against Van der Wouden's analysis is that it does not explain why 
NCC is obligatory. If a sentence contains a postverbal n-word in a non-negative context 
(i.e.. not preceded by any negative element), the sentence is predicted to be 
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grammaticall  as the n-word will be interpreted as a negative universal quantifier, 
whichh may scope over the entire predicate. 

(89)) *Ha telefonato a nessuno Italian 
Has.3sgg called to n-body 
'Hee called nobody' 

V-. . 

Vann der Wouden only says about the absence of this construction that there is some 
domainn of Negative Doubling that excludes the sentence's topic position. Hence the 
postverball  negative quantifier cannot scope over the entire clause and instead it 
triggerss Negative Doubling by introducing a negative marker non (in topic position) 
thatt in its turn forms a negative context in which the n-word switches from negative 
quantifierr to positive existential. 
Howeverr this way of reasoning is stipulative, since the only motivation to assume 
suchh an adaptation of the theory is to account for the unwellformedness of 
constructionss such as (89). Moreover, the notion of a domain of Doubling and the 
motivationn to leave out the topic position from the scope of a negative quantifier (in 
postverball  position) remain unclear and unsupported by independent evidence. 

TheThe analysis cannot explain why n-words can sometimes have negative readings 
withinwithin a negative context 

Moreover,, the treatments of n-words in negative context in a context-sensitive 
frameworkk leads to the prediction that n-words in negative contexts may not be 
interpretedd as negative quantifiers. However, Herburger (2001) shows examples from 
Spanishh in which n-words following a negative marker are ambiguous between an NC 
readingg and a DN reading. 

(90)) El bebé no esta mirando a nadie2"6 Spanish 
Thee baby neg is looking at n-body 
NC:: The baby is not looking at anybody' 
DN:: 'The baby is not looking at nobody' 

Thee second reading in (90) is not a standard instance of DN, as the negative quantifier 
cannott scope over the existential quantifier that binds the event variable. The DN 
readingg of (90) is thus equivalent to (91). 

(91)) -ae[look'(e) & Agent(b, e) & -n3x[Person(x) & Patient(x, e)]] 

Onee may argue that the second reading is marked, whereas the first (NC) reading is 
thee preferred one, but this is due to the fact that situations in which the second reading 
iss salient are rather odd. However these situations are conceivable (as in the case of a 

Takenn form Herburger (2001): 306. 
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babyy that is staring) and in such a situation (90) under the reading of (91) is not 
unusual. . 

Finally,, as Herburger observes, the (pragmatically marked) reading in which each n-
wordd is assigned a negative reading is not restricted to postverbal positions. 
Constructionss with two preverbal n-words are also possible in Spanish. 

(92)) Nadie nunca volvió a Cuba257 Spanish 
N-bodyy n-ever returned to Cuba 
NC:: 'Nobody ever returned to Cuba' 
DN:: 'Nobody never returned to Cuba' 

Althoughh nadie 'n-body' introduces a negative context, nunca 'n-ever' is still able to 
gett a negative reading too. In a context-sensitive framework this is not expected. Note 
furthermore,, that nunca is not in topic position and (92) does not exhibit Negative 
Doublingg (i.e. the negative marker is absent), as would be predicted by Zwarts & Van 
derr Wouden's approach. 

Thee previous arguments showed that a context-sensitive framework gives rise to 
predictionss about possible readings of n-words that seem to be too strict. Apparently 
inn some negative contexts n-words may keep their negativity. This phenomenon is not 
restrictedd to the negativity of n-words, but also in the case of idiomatic NPI's. The 
idiomaticc expression to lift  a finger (86) is only available in negative contexts. 
However,, it is not the case that the literal reading is not only available in non-negative 
contexts,, but also in negative contexts. 

(93)) Eddy used to be an Arab thief. Now he cannot lif t a finger anymore. 

Hencee the literal meaning remains always available, whereas the metaphorical reading 
iss only available in particular contexts. 

LexicalLexical underspecification is in general not expected to lead to possible contradictory 
meanings meanings 

Anotherr argument against Van der Wouden & Zwart's analysis in terms of context-
sensitivee semantics concerns the validity of the accounts in terms of 
underspecificationn of meanings of lexical elements. Intuitively there is a difference 
betweenn the polysemy of red in different contexts and the difference between a 
negativee operator and the identity operator. Van der Wouden argues that it is not the 
differencee between the possible meanings of a certain lexical element, but that the 
correspondencess are the crucial factor. E.g. the different kinds of red all denote 
propertiess (of nouns) and the difference between free choice any (V) and the 
indefinitee any (3) is in fact a shift between two possible kinds of quantifiers. The 

Takenn from Herburger (2001): 306. 
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samee holds for the difference between negative quantifiers (V—i / -i3) and positive 
existentialss (3): the meaning shifts along the line of the complement axis in the 
classicall  square of opposition (cf. Aristotle, Horn 1989, Van der Wouden 1994a). 

(94) ) Squaree of opposition 
All(V ) ) 
Noo (V-, or-.3) 

Somee (3) 
Nott all (-.V or 3-,) 

Thee same holds for the meaning shift of the negative marker: the only two non-
trivial"""  operators that map truth-values to truth-values are the identity function and 
thee negative operator. Hence a meaning shift between those two is to be expected, 
accordingg to Van der Wouden. 
Howeverr this position has been under attack. The ambiguity of any was an argument 
inn favour of this form of context-sensitive semantics. However, many scholars have 
arguedd that free-choice any is different from universal quantification and, moreover, a 
singlee representation can be given for any such that it gives rise to the correct readings 
inn both negative and non-negative constructions (Aloni 2003, Giannakidou 2002, 
Chierchiaa 2004). For conceptual reasons a single representation for n-words is 
preferredd over an ambiguity analysis. 

UnlessUnless contextual ambiguity is proven to be the correct option, a theory that can 
explainexplain NC without relying on ambiguity is superior to a theory that is based on 
ambiguity. ambiguity. 

Ambiguityy analyses are in some sense a theoretical last-resort, i.e. from a conceptual 
pointt of view, analyses, which cover the same facts without assuming ambiguity are 
preferredd over theories that posit ambiguity. This implies that theories that use 
ambiguityy require independent evidence or motivation for this ambiguity. In the case 
off  this analysis, the motivation follows from the analysis of the ambiguity of awv and 
fromm accounts of the polysemy of adjectives and verbs. However this motivation turns 
outt not to be firm enough to build a theory upon, and moreover the theory itself faces 
somee important problems. 

TheThe unidirectional relation between the syntactic status of the negative marker and 
thethe occurrence ofNC remains unexplained 

Finally,, Van der Wouden & Zwart's analysis does not connect NC to the syntactic 
statuss of the negative marker. Hence, this theory requires an additional syntactic 
theoryy to account for the distribution of NC languages. In chapter 8 I wil l show that a 

"*"*  The term 'non-trivial' is due to Van der Wouden. One could argue however, that the Identity 
functionn is the most trivial function as the application of this function does not contribute to the 
semanticss of a sentence. Moreover, it is unclear why functions that map all truth values to either 0 or 1, 
aree trivial, as they do provide semantic contribution. 
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theoryy of NC in terms of syntactic agreement predicts this distribution of NC and DN 
languages. . 

7.3.22 Lexica l ambiguit y 

AA final approach to be described in this chapter is Herburger's account for NC in 
termss of lexical ambiguity. Herburger argues that theories that do not describe NC in 
termss of ambiguity may seem conceptually superior, but that there are two arguments 
too analyse NC as a result of lexical ambiguity: (i) other theories face serious problems 
thatt are either unsolvable or require additional mechanisms that make them 
unattractive;; and (ii) that this ambiguity is not stipulated but motivated: it is a 
reflectionn of an intermediate phase in the Jespersen Cycle. 

Herburger'ss analysis is primarily based on two observations: (i) the fact that n-words 
inn NC languages sometimes express negation by themselves, and sometimes behave 
likee NPI's; and (ii) that these possible meanings are not in complementary distribution 
(ass exemplified in 7.3.1). The fact that n-words are sometimes ambiguous between 
negativee quantifiers and non-negative NPI's in the same constructions led Herburger 
too assume that n-words are lexically ambiguous and that in most cases some filter 
blockss one of the two readings. Such a framework requires two different filters on n-
words:: one filter that blocks the NPI reading; and one filter that blocks the negative 
quantifierr reading. 

Thee first filter that blocks the non-negative NPI readings is straightforward: an n-word 
cann only have an NPI reading if it is in a proper negative (i.e. anti-additive or 
downwardd entailing) context. The absence of such a context blocks the NPI reading. 
Thee second filter is less straightforward. Herburger postulates that negative quantifiers 
inn NC languages are not allowed to move across the quantifier that binds the event 
variable.. As a result of this filter n-words always keep their negative quantifier 
reading,, but constructions in which the negative quantifier in postverbal position 
receivess a negative quantifier interpretation are pragmatically marked. Herburger 
providess examples such as (95) (similar to the example in (90)) in which a postverbal 
n-wordd still receives a negative reading. In these kinds of examples the negative 
quantifierr does not scope over the existential quantifier that binds the event variable, 
yieldingg an LF such as (96). 

(95)) El bebé no esta mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby neg is looking at n-body 
DN:: 'The baby is not looking at nobody' 

(96)) 3e[look'(e) &  Agent(b, e) &  -,3x[Person(x) &  Patient(x, e)]] 

Althoughh these sentences are completely grammatical, their usage is restricted for 
pragmaticc reasons. The sentence in (95) (with reading (96)) can only be uttered 
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felicitouslyy in rather odd situations. Therefore the reading with the non-negative n-
wordd is the preferred one. 

Noww the preverbal-postverbal distinction immediately falls out: n-words in preverbal 
positionn are not licensed by negation, and therefore they are interpreted as negative 
quantifiers.. N-words in postverbal position can either be licensed by a preverbal n-
wordd or a negative marker and in these cases they receive a non-negative NPI reading. 
Inn the (rare) cases that postverbal n-words are not licensed by a negative element, they 
aree interpreted as negative quantifiers, which are not allowed to scope over the 
quantifierr binding the event. 

Herburgerr acknowledges that (lexical) ambiguity should not be proposed without 
properr motivation. She relates the property of a language to have lexical ambiguous n-
wordss at its disposal as a reflection of an intermediate phase in the Jespersen Cycle. 
Shee follows Ladusaw (1993) in his analysis that during the cyclic development of 
negation,, minimizing indefinites first become NPI's and later negative quantifiers. 
Takee for example the diachronic change of meaning of the French word personne. In 
Oldd French this word meant 'person' and could be used as a minimizing element, 
mostlyy in negative sentences. 

(97)) a. I did« V talk 
b.. I did/7 V talk to a (single) person 

Later,, in Middle French, personne only became available in negative sentences and 
thereforee got reinterpreted as an NPI. Standard French still exhibits this use of 
personne,personne, as is demonstrated in (98). 

(98)) Je/ï'ai vu personne Standard French 
II  neg.have seen n-body 
kII  didn't see anybody' 

Finallyy in Colloquial French the preverbal negative marker ne is almost completely 
gone,, and personne is allowed to be the only negative element in a negative sentence, 
ass is shown in (99). Hence personne behaves like a negative quantifier. 

(99)) J'ai vu personne Coll. French 
I.havee seen nobody 
'II  saw nobody' 

Herburgerr argues that Non-Strict NC languages like Spanish can be seen as 
intermediatee stages between Middle French and Colloquial French varieties. In these 
intermediatee phases n-words are sometimes, mostly in preverbal position, interpreted 
ass negative quantifiers and in other cases postverbally as NPI's. Given the fact that n-
wordss show a diachronic meaning shift, ambiguity of n-words is then a side effect of 
thiss meaning shift in which both meanings are available. 
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Stilll  some problems remain open under this analysis: 

•• The ban on postverbal negation scoping over the event quantifier remains 
unmotivated. . 

•• Preverbal n-words in negative contexts do not get an NPI reading. 
•• The diachronic meaning shift between NPI's and lexical ambiguous n-words is 

unclear. . 
•• The analysis faces problems when applied to Strict NC languages. 
•• The question as to why no disambiguating mechanism rules out lexically 

ambiguouss n-words is still open. 
•• The unidirectional relation between the syntactic status of the negative marker 

andd the occurrence of NC remains unexplained. 

TheThe ban on postverbal negation scoping over the event quantifier remains 
unmotivated unmotivated 

Thee first argument is straightforward and acknowledged by Herburger herself. It is 
unclearr why, unlike in Dutch or English, negative quantifiers in Spanish are not 
allowedd to scope over the event quantifier, yielding propositional negation. Moreover, 
inn the languages she discusses (primarily Spanish) no other examples of blocking by 
eventt quantifiers of quantificational terms are provided. 

PreverbalPreverbal n-words in negative contexts do not get an NPI reading 

Thee second argument is an argument that holds for all analyses of n-words in terms of 
NPI's,, namely the ban on NC interpretations of preverbal n-words if the dominating 
clausee contains a negative context. In Herburger's analysis the NC reading is 
predictedd to be well-formed in sentence (100), since the preverbal n-word is in a 
negativee context. Note that this argument does not hold against Herburger's analysis 
only,, but is a general argument against all analyses of n-words in terms of NPI's. 

(100)) No se da el caso de que nadie viaje a Francia Spanish 
Negg SE give the case of that n-body travels to France 
*'Itt is not the case that anybody goes to France' 
'Itt is not the case that nobody goes to France' 

Herburgerr counters this argument by arguing that NC can be licensed outside the 
clause,, as in the cases of Paratactic Negation. She even shows an example in which an 
entiree clause intervenes between the negatively connotated verb doubt and the clause 
containingg an n-word. 
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(101)) Dudo [que él haya dicho 
[quee Maria le debiera ningün dinero]] Spanish 

Doubt.. ISG that he has.sUBj said that Maria him owed.sUBJ n- money 
'II  doubt that he said that Mary owned him any money' 

However,, this sentence contain two subjunctives, and subjunctives seem to be able to 
licensee lower n-words (as was shown in 3.3.3). Therefore, this argument no longer 
holdss if the subjunctive in the intervening clause is mandatory. This is indeed the 
case. . 

(102)) *Dudo que él ha dicho que Maria le debiera ningiin dinero 
Doubt.ISGG that he has.lND said that Maria him owed.sUBJ n-
'II  doubt that he said that Maria owned him any money' 

Spanish h 
money y 

TheThe diachronic meaning shift between NPI's and lexical ambiguous n-words is 
unclear unclear 

Thee third argument concerns the motivation for lexical ambiguous n-words along the 
liness of the Jespersen Cycle. Herburger assumes a meaning shift that takes n-words 
firstfirst to be NPI's, later on these elements are ambiguous between NPI's and negative 
quantifierss and finally n-words become sole negative quantifiers. 

(103) ) NPI's s -> > NPI's s 
Negg Quantifiers ^^ Neg Quantifiers 

Thee meaning shift in (103) suggests the presence of a phase in the Jespersen Cycle in 
whichh n-words are NPI's and cannot receive a negative quantifier interpretation. This 
observationn is incorrect. Older phases of Italian and Spanish were Strict NC languages 
thatt did not allow preverbal n-words without a preverbal negative marker: 

(104)) Que a myo Cid Ruy Diaz, que nadi no diessen posada 
Thatt to my Lord Ruy Diaz that n-body neg give lodging 
'Thatt nobody gave lodging to my lord Ruy Diaz' 

111 Cent. Spanish 

Ass is well known, Strict NC languages give rise to fragmentary answers, single n-
wordss in coordination, etc. Hence, one cannot analyse these kinds of n-words in 
Spanishh in the first phase of the Jespersen Cycle as sole NPI's, since this phase of 
Spanishh does not only allow for NPI readings of n-words, but also for Negative 
Quantifier-likee interpretations. Herburger's motivation for lexical ambiguity by 
consideringg the meaning shift along the line of the Jespersen Cycle is only valid if n-
wordss never occur without an extra negative marker. However in those cases n-words 
neverr introduce a negative context and as a result fall outside the definition for n-
words.. Hence they are no n-words and for that reason these languages should not be 
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consideredd NC languages. Therefore the independent motivation for assuming lexical 
ambiguityy is ungrounded. 

TheThe analysis faces problems when applied to Strict NC languages 

Thee fourth argument concerns the treatment of Strict NC languages. Herburger 
discussess the case of Catalan, which allows for an overt negative marker following 
preverball  n-words. This raises an open question how the (single) negativity of 
sentencess like (105) can be accounted for. 

(105)) Res no functiona Catalan 
N-thingg neg works 
'Nothingg works' 

(106)) *Gaires coses no functionen Catalan 
Many.NPII  things neg work 
'Manyy things don't work' 

Twoo analyses are possible: (i) the negative marker no is allowed to license the NPI-
versionn of res. But this analysis does not explain why (106) is ruled out; (ii) the 
negativee marker is lexically ambiguous between a semantically empty NPI and a 
negativee operator. However, this analysis is in contradiction with Herburger's 
motivationn for ambiguity: if this were true, preverbal n-words in Old Spanish could 
alsoo acquire a negative quantifier reading and this runs against her claim that all n-
wordss in Old Spanish are NPI's. Moreover, the ambiguity of the negative marker is 
nott independently motivated. 

TheThe question as to why no disambiguating mechanism rules out lexically ambiguous 
n-wordsn-words is still open 

Evenn if the lexical ambiguity could be motivated by correspondences with other 
phenomenaa such as the Jespersen Cycle, lexical ambiguity of n-words is not expected 
too the extent that their possible readings are opposite. Generally, one would expect 
twoo diverging meanings of a single lexical item to result in two phonologically 
differentt lexical items, each corresponding to one particular meaning. A good 
illustrationn of this mechanism is the development of the word for 'cock' in Southern 
French.. This used to be gallus in French, but due to phonological change, it was 
pronouncedd as gat, which was identical to the word for 'cat'. As soon as the 
phonologicall  string gat could refer to a cock and cat, the word faisan immediately 
replacedd the word for cock, and gat could only mean 'cat'. This illustrates that 
languagess try to reduce the amount of lexical ambiguity (Elffers 1995) and that lexical 
ambiguityambiguity between two opposite meanings seems unlikely. 
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TheThe unidirectional relation between the syntactic status of the negative marker and 
thethe occurrence ofNC remains unexplained 

Finally,, Herburger's analysis does not explain why the syntactic status of n-words is 
uni-directionallyy related to NC. Herburger relates the occurrence of NC to the 
Jespersenn Cycle. However, this would lead to a bi-directional generalisation, as in her 
analysiss all Phase V languages are expected to be non-NC languages. This prediction 
iss incorrect however, since several Phase V languages, such as Bavarian or 
Quebecois,, exhibit NC. 

7.3.33 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section I have discussed and evaluated two theories that provide an account for 
thee semantics of n-words in terms of ambiguity. In both cases I argued that these 
theoriess fail to explain several empirical facts. The general empirical argument is that 
evenn in the perspective of lexical or contextual ambiguity, the behaviour of seemingly 
non-negativee n-words is crucially different from that of standard NPFs. Hence these 
theoriess lack an explanation of the differences in distribution between NPI's such as 
a«v-termss and non-negative n-words. 
Moreover,, both theories suffer not only from empirical problems, but also from 
conceptuall  problems. The ambiguity hypothesis is not well motivated on independent 
grounds.. Both Van der Wouden and Zwart's comparison to the ambiguity between 
NPII  any and free-choice any, and Herburger's motivation along the lines of the 
Jespersenn Cycle were proven to be not solid. 

7.47.4 On the quantificational status of n-words 

Iff  follows from the discussion in sections 7.1-7.3 that n-words should be considered as 
non-negativee elements that are syntactically marked for negation, i.e. they carry an 
uninterpretablee [uNEG] feature that needs to be checked against a semantically 
negativee operator carrying [iNEG]. Hence, as I will explain in detail in chapter 8, NC 
iss the result of syntactic agreement between negative elements and a (c)overt negative 
operator,, and no longer poses a problem for compositionality. 

AA final question that has not been addressed yet, the quantificational status of these 
non-negativee elements. Are n-words indefinites or quantifiers, and if they are 
quantifierss are they universal or existential quantifiers? 

InIn this section, I briefly address this question and argue that there is strong evidence 
thatt n-words are in fact non-quantificational, and that arguments that n-words are 
(universal)) quantifiers are not as straightforward as they seem to be. 
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7.4.11 N-word s as indefinite s 

Thee main difference between indefinites and quantifiers is that the first lack 
quantificationall  force, whereas quantifiers do. Indefinites introduce a free variable 
thatt needs to be bound by existential closure that is applied either on text or sentential 
level,, or by an adverbial operator. This means that non-negative indefinites have two 
differentt licensing requirements: they need to be bound by an element carrying 
[iNEG]]  (in order to have their [uNEG] feature deleted) and by existential closure to 
havee their free variable bound. 
Giannakidouu (2002) argues that the latter requirement is problematic for n-words. She 
presentss data from Greek in which both an adverb, a negation and an N-word occur. 

(107)) Sixna, otan o Janis ine thimomenos Greek 
dhendhen milai me KANENAN259 

Usually,, when John is upset neg talks to n-body 
USUALLY s[Johnn is upset in s] [-^(Person'(x, s) & Talk'(John, x, s))] 

Giannakidouu argues that if n-words were indefinites, they should be able to be bound 
byy the Q-adverb sixna ('usually'), contrary to fact. However, recall that n-words are 
subjectt to two binding requirements. They should be bound by a negative operator for 
syntacticc reasons and by an adverbial operator in order to bind its variable. This leads 
too two possibilities. Either they are first dominated by the Q-adverb where the 
negationn outscopes this adverb and the Q-adverb binds their variable under existential 
closuree before the negative operator checks the n-words [uNEG] feature, or they are 
boundd by negation first. Since negation is an adverbial operator too, it can introduce 
existentiall  closure and the n-word is bound by negation, yielding the reading in (107). 
Thee question why the sentence obtains the latter and not the first interpretation is 
relatedd to scope marking conditions. Note that dhen, being a negative marker, denotes 
thee scope of the negation. If negation had to outscope the adverb, this would be 
manifestedd at surface structure. Hence contrary to what Giannakidou suggests this 
examplee is in line with n-words being indefinite. 

Thee fact that licensing conditions of n-words are related to the scope marking of the 
negativee marker also addresses another problem that Herburger posed against the non-
negativityy approach, namely contexts in which an n-word acquires a negative reading 
inn postverbal position without being licensed by a negative marker, and yielding an 
event-boundd negative reading, as shown in (108) (repeated from (48)). 

(108)) El bébé este mirando a nadie2(M Spanish 
Thee baby is looking at n-body 
3e[Look*(e)) & Agent(baby, e) & ^3x.[Thing'(x) & Theme(x, e)]] 

Examplee taken from Giannakidou 2002: 9. 
Examplee taken from Herburger (2001). 
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Herburgerr argued that these constructions show that n-words in postverbal position 
cann behave like negative quantifiers, but this analysis immediately raises the question 
whyy the negative quantifier cannot undergo QR. This problem is solved if the n-word 
iss taken to be an indefinite. Indefinites cannot undergo QR, and hence if a higher 
negativee operator does not license the negation, the only available reading is the 
event-boundd reading. Applying a (syntactic) self-licensing mechanism, as Ladusaw 
(1992)) suggested, n-words are licensed as low as possible by an abstract negative 
operator.. Only if for scopal reasons (e.g. to express sentential negation) the negation 
mustt be licensed by a higher negation an overt negative marker is introduced in a 
positionn preceding v°. Hence in (108) the indefinite cannot exhibit QR to a higher 
positionn itself, since it is not quantificational, but a negative operator, either envisaged 
inn a higher position or immediately dominating the n-word, can license it. 

Anotherr argument in favour of an indefinite approach is locality. NC is known to be 
clause-boundd except for PN. NC parallels QR in this respect. Giannakidou takes this 
ass an argument in favour of a quantificational approach. However, under the proposed 
featuree checking mechanism clause-boundness is already the result of the syntactic 
constraintss concerning feature checking (which is subject to locality). Therefore, the 
clause-boundnesss does not support a quantificational analysis. 
Moreover,, in many instances of PN an NC relation crosses the clause boundary. All 
thesee examples share the property that the lower clauses contain a subjunctive verb. 
Subjunctivess are known to allow feature checking across the clause (cf. Giorgi 2004) 
andd hence the existence of such examples (as the minimal pair in (109) shows) is a 
majorr argument in favour of the indefinite approach. 

(109)) a. *No vindra perquè ha fet res amb ningu Catalan 
Negg come.fut because he has.iND done n-thing with n-body 
'Hee won't come because he has done anything with anybody' 

b.. No vindra perquè hagi fet res amb ningü 
Negg come.fut because he has.sUBJ done n-thing with n-body 
"Hee won't come because he has done anything with anybody' 

Althoughh similar to NC licensing quantifiers may exhibit QR in infinitival or 
restructuringg clauses (cf. Farkas & Giannakidou 1996), n-words are not interpreted 
quantificationallyy in such constructions.261 

(110)) Dhen pistevo oti ides KANENAN Greek 
Negg believe. 1 sg that saw.2sg n-thing 
'II  don't believe you saw anything' 
*'Everyy person is such that I don't believe that you saw him' 
*' II  don't believe that you saw every person' 

2611 Giannakidou (2002) acknowledges that it is not necessarily the case that QR should be applied here. 
Shee only wants to illustrate the strong correspondence between locality restrictions on NC and QR. 
However,, the non-universal interpretation of (110) still requires an explanation. 
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AA final argument against a treatment of n-words as universal quantifiers is the fact 
thatt universal quantifiers do not move across negation. Giannakidou (2000) argues 
thatt this argument does not hold for NPI V-quantifiers. She postulates that normal 
combinationss of a universal quantifier scoping over negation are blocked by the 
presencee of other constructions that yield the same interpretation (involving n-words). 
However,, it became clear in chapter 6.4 that even in languages in which universal 
quantifierr precedes negation, an inverse reading is often yielded. The ban on universal 
quantifierss scoping over negation seems to be much stronger. Therefore the question 
whyy universal quantifier n-words are allowed to scope over negation remains open 
withinn this approach. 

7.4.22 N-word s as quantifiers : almost modificatio n 

Thee claim that n-words are universal quantifiers (in certain languages) has often been 
supportedd by the fact that n-words allow a/mos^-modification. It is well known that 
indefinites/existentiall  cannot be modified by almost as opposed to universal 
quantifierss (cf. Carlson 1980). 

(111)) a. * John saw almost somebody 
b.. John saw almost everybody 

Zanuttinii  (1991) and Giannakidou (2000) take this as an argument that n-words are 
universall  as these can be modified with almost too. 

(112)) Non ha telefonato a quasi nessuno 
Negg has.3sg called to almost n-body 
'II  called almost nobody' 

Thiss argument has been under attack, as almost modification is not restricted to 
universals,, but rather to endpoints on a scale (Horn 2000, De Sag & Swart 2002). In 
thee discussion about the quantificational status of n-words this counter argument does 
nott hold, as existentials/indefinites denote minimal amounts, whereas universals 
denotee endpoints, as Giannakidou (2000) argues correctly. 
However,, note that almost modification precedes the negation. The semantics of (112) 
aree either 'ALMOST(-,3)' or 'ALMOST(V-V)'. In both cases almost modifies an 
endpointt of the scale. The only open question is how almost, being a DP modifier can 
outscopee the negation. It would make sense to exclude this possibility, thus providing 
evidencee for the universal quantifier analysis. On the other hand, if the universal 
quantifierr analysis is correct, two multiple n-words can each be modified by almost. If 
n-wordss are existentials/indefinites almost cannot occur more than once in the clause 
sincee it cannot modify existentials/indefinites, but only the first almost can scope over 
thee negation, yielding the order ALMOST > - .3, yielding the correct reading. 
Movementt of the second almost to a position dominating negation would make the 
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sentencee ill-formed (as it does not modify the second argument anymore, but only the 
firstfirst argument that has already been modified by almost). 

(113)) *Skoro niko nije kupio skoro nist Serbo-Croatian 
Almostt n-body neg bought almost n-thing 
'Almostt nobody bought almost anything' 

Thiss sentence is reported to be ill-formed, which is only possible if n-words are non-
universal. . 

Giannakidouu (2000, 2002) provides more arguments in favour of her analysis of n-
wordss as universal quantifiers.262 She argues for example that n-words, similar to 
universall  quantifiers, cannot bind donkey anaphora. Richter and Sailer (1998) argue 
againstt this argument since negation forms islands for donkey anaphora anyway. 
Howeverr I do not discuss these elements here in detail, as I take the arguments 
presentedd in 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 as sufficient to provide an analysis that takes n-words to 
bee non-negative indefinites lacking quantificational force. 

7.57.5 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter I first argue that the analysis that n-words are negative quantifiers that 
meltt into one larger negative quantifier (Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman 1995, Haegeman 
&&  Zanuttini 1996, De Swart & Sag 2002), is not tenable for different reasons: first, the 
motivationn to analyse n-words as negative quantifiers was their resemblance with Wh. 
However,, closer examination of this correspondence has shown out that there are 
seriouss differences between multiple negation and multiple Wh constructions. Second, 
thesee analyses fail to explain why languages differ cross-linguistically with respect to 
thee occurrence of NC. Third, n-words may have a non-negative reading in many DE 
contexts,, which cannot be accounted for easily in such a framework. Finally, the uni-
directionall  relation between negative heads NC is not predicted by these analyses. 
Inn this chapter I also discuss the view that all n-words are non-negative and need to be 
licensedd by a possibly abstract negative operator (Ladusaw 1992, Giannakidou 1997, 
2000).. I show that many of the problems, which follow from the account that takes n-
wordss semantically negative, can be solved by this analysis, but that one particular 
interpretationn of this perspective, namely that n-words are NPI's is problematic, as the 
behaviourr of NPI's is substantially different from that of n-words (n-words are 
allowedd to occur to the left of the negative marker in Strict NC languages, n-words 
mayy occur in fragmentary answers, and licensing n-words is clause bound). Moreover, 
II  show that the position that NC is a form of syntactic agreement with respect to 
negationn corresponds neatly to the observed uni-directional relation between negative 
headss and NC. 

""  " It should be mentioned that Giannakidou does not argue n-words in all NC languages are universal 
quantifiers,, but she argues that this is the case in a number of languages, such as Greek, Hungarian, or 
manyy Slavic languages. 
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Finallyy I discuss the approach that takes n-words to be ambiguous between negative 
quantifierss and NPI's (Zwarts & van der Wouden 1993, Van der Wouden 1994a, 
Herburgerr 2001) and show that these analyses face problems too: first the NPI-like 
behaviourr of n-words is not always similar to the behaviour of real NPI's (e.g. in 
beingg clause-bound or exhibiting DN effects). Furthermore, I argue that an analysis 
thatt can account for NC without falling back on ambiguity is theoretically preferred. 
Finally,, analyses within this approach fail to account for the syntactic 
correspondencess that go along with NC, as has been presented in chapter 5 and 6. 

Inn 7.4, I conclude on the basis of a number of arguments that n-words are best 
consideredd as indefinites, lacking quantificational force of their own. 

Thiss leaves us at the point where it is possible to draw the main conclusion of this 
chapter:: n-words are non-negative indefinites that are syntactical marked for negation 
byy means of a [uNEG] feature that are crucially different from NPI's. In the next 
chapterr I wil l formulate my own theory of NC. I wil l show how all readings can be 
constructedd compositionally, and how my analysis accounts for those problems that 
otherr analyses have been facing. 
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Inn this chapter I wil l formulate my own theory of sentential negation and Negative 
Concord.. From the previous chapters it follows that a theory of NC has to be based on 
threee pillars: syntax, semantics and typology. The theory that I wil l propose is a 
syntax-semanticss interface theory. Hence it wil l be based on the results of both the 
syntacticc and the semantic analyses that have been put forward in the previous 
chapters.. The typological results form the output of this theory, i.e. it should be 
predictedd why certain languages do and others do not exhibit NC and why languages 
changee with respect to that. Thus this theory of NC meets the following criteria: 

•• It should be syntactically adequate: the syntactic observations with 
respectt to syntactic status and position of negative elements that have 
beenn formulated in chapters 5 and 6 should form the input for the theory. 

•• It should be semantically adequate: the observations from chapter 7, 
namelyy that n-words are neither negative quantifiers, nor NPI's and that 
thee licensing of n-words is a form of (syntactic) agreement, should form 
thee input for the theory as well. 

•• It should be typologically adequate: the theory should explain all 
generalisationss with respect to negation and NC that have been 
formulatedd on the basis of the empirical results in chapter 4 and 5, both 
diachronicallyy and synchronically. 

Thiss chapter has been built up as follows: in section 8.1 I will formulate a set of 
hypothesess that forms the outline of my proposal, and I will show how the correct 
readingss fall out naturally for the different types of languages that have been explored 
inn chapter 5. In section 8.2 I will show how the problems that proved to be 
problematicc for the analyses described in chapter 6 and 7 are solved within the 
approachh that I propose, and how the typological distribution of NC languages is 
predictedd by this analysis. Section 8.3 finally shows how the proposed theory for NC 
correspondss to language acquisition and language change (the Jespersen Cycle). 

8.18.1 Proposal 

Thee central idea behind this theory is that Universal Grammar allows for more than 
onee way of expressing negation. The set of languages and varieties that have been 
underr investigation manifested at least two different ways of expressing negation, 
whichh I tentatively call syntactic negation and semantic negation. These different 
wayss are roughly defined as follows:2 3 

Earlierr versions of this proposal have been presented in Zeijlstra (2004a) and Zeijlstra (2004b). 
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(1)) Semantic negation: every negative element corresponds 1:1 to a negative 
operator. . 

(2)) Syntactic negation: negative elements mark the presence of a (c)overt negative 
operator. . 

Thiss classification, which can be divided into several subclasses, forms the core of the 
proposall  that is based on the analyses presented in the previous chapters on the syntax 
andd semantics of negation. 

Itt follows immediately from the definitions in (l)-(2) that the two ways of expressing 
negationn correspond to the cross-linguistic variation with respect to NC. Languages 
thatt exhibit semantic negation, defined as in (1), do not allow a negative element to be 
assignedd a non-negative reading, since every instance of morpho-phonological 
negationn corresponds to a negative operator. As a consequence, these languages do 
nott have n-words at their disposal, since n-words may receive non-negative readings. 
Thereforee languages that express negation by means of semantic negation are Double 
Negationn (DN) languages. 
NCC languages obviously violate the definition in (1) since not every negative element 
correspondss to a negative operator. NC languages fall under the category of syntactic 
negation.. This means that negative elements are not necessarily the realisation of 
negativee operators, but they may also mark the presence of a (c)overt negative 
operator.. In the case of NC, this means that there is only one negative operator, and 
thee other negative elements only mark the presence of this operator. 
Notee that this way of expressing negation opts for different subclasses: it can be the 
casee that no overt negative element corresponds to a negative operator and that the 
negativee operator, responsible for the negative semantics, is only covertly present. It is 
alsoo possible that in a particular language some negative elements correspond to a 
negativee operator (i.e. they are semantically negative), and other negative elements 
aree non-negative, only marking the presence of a negative operator (i.e. being 
syntacticallyy negative). I will argue that the first, strict version of (2) accounts for 
Strictt NC, and that the second, less strict version accounts for Non-Strict NC 
languages. . 

Inn the following subsections I wil l show how this proposed mechanism works in 
detail:: in 8.1.1 I wil l discuss how this mechanism predicts correct syntactic and 
semanticc results for Strict NC languages; in 8.1.2 I wil l describe how this mechanism 
workss for Non-Strict NC languages and in 8.1.3 I wil l discuss how this system works 
forr DN languages. 

8.1.11 Stric t Negativ e Concor d 

Thee central hypothesis behind the assumption that NC languages express (sentential) 
negationn by means of syntactic negation (2) is that negation in these languages 
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exhibitss syntactic agreement that, in principle, does not differ from (syntactic) person 
orr tense agreement. 
Inn this subsection I discuss which consequences this view has for the interpretation of 
n-wordss and negative markers and for the syntactic structure of negative expressions. 
Ass has already been shown in chapter 7, n-words are non-negative indefinites that are 
syntacticallyy marked for negation, i.e. they bear an uninterpretable [uNEG] feature, 
thatt at some point during the derivation needs to be checked against an overt or covert 
elementelement that carries an interpretable [iNEG] feature. This feature checking is 
governedd by the syntactic operation Agree. Thus NC is the realisation of an agreement 
relationn between a negative operator and an n-word. 

However,, the assumption that n-words consist of a feature [uNEG] raises four major 
questions:: (i) what is the status of the negative feature of the negative markers in 
Strictt and Non-Strict NC languages; (ii) how is the negative operator introduced; (iii ) 
whatt is the semantic representation of the negative operator 0p_,; and (iv) how does 
thiss mechanism allow for NC relations in which more than one n-word is involved? 

Thee first question is about the semantic properties of negative markers in NC 
languages.. The system proposed provides two different options, and we wil l see that 
bothh options are realised in natural language. The first option is that negative markers 
carryy an uninterpretable [uNEG] feature, the other option is that negative markers 
carryy an interpretable negative feature [iNEG]. I argue that negative markers in Non-
Strictt NC languages carry an [iNEG] feature, but that negative markers in Strict NC 
languagess carry a [uNEG] feature. 
Evidencee that indicates that negative markers in Strict NC languages are semantically 
non-negativee comes from the fact that in these languages negation scopes over 
quantifiers,, like much or many, which dominate the negative marker, whereas this is 
excludedd in Non-Strict NC languages. 

(3)) a. Milan moc «ejedl Czech 
Milann much neg.eat.PERF. 
negg > much: 'Milan hasn't eaten much' 
*muchh > neg: 'There is much that Milan hasn't eaten' 

b.. Molto non ha mangiato Gianni Italian 
Muchh neg has eaten Gianni 
*negg > much: 'Gianni hasn't eaten much' 
muchh > neg: 'There is much that Gianni hasn't eaten' 

Anotherr piece of evidence is that in Strict NC languages, contrary to Non-Strict NC 
languages,, the position of the negative operator is distinct from the position of the 
negativee marker. For example non-subject NPI's may occur to the left of the negative 
marker,, whereas this is forbidden in Strict NC languages. 
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(4)) a. Ani nohu jsem (tam) nevidel. Czech 
Neg-evenn a-leg-ACC.SG I-am (there) neg-seen 
'II  haven't been seeing anyone' 

b.. *Ni una sola alma no he visto Spanish 
Neg-evenn a single soul not I-have seen 
'II  haven't seen anyone' 

Inn (3)a and(4)a, the objects (OB's) are under the scope of the negative operator Op,, 
andd in (3)b and (4) b they are not. In Non-Strict NC languages the negative marker 
mayy coincide with Op^. This is not possible in Strict NC languages. The logical forms 
aree therefore as in (5). 

(5)) a. [NegpO/?-,[vpOBneg[uNEG]-V]] Strict NC 
b.. [Xp OB [Negp neg[iNEG]-V] ] Non-Strict NC 

Hencee negative markers in Strict NC languages are semantically non-negative and are 
thereforee the phonological realisation of a [uNEG] feature. 

Thee second question to be addressed concerns the presence of the negative operator. If 
negativee elements in Strict-NC languages carry [uNEG], they cannot be interpreted as 
negativee operators. Yet, a negative operator should be present in negative sentences, 
bothh for semantic reasons (otherwise these sentences would not be semantically 
negative)) and for syntactic reasons (otherwise there is no element carrying [iNEG] 
thatt negative elements can check their [uNEG] features against). Hence n-words and 
negativee markers need to participate in a feature checking relation with an (abstract) 
negativee operator Op  ̂ that carries [iNEG]. This leads to the following question: why 
iss the negative operator phonologically empty? 
Generallyy the postulation of covert material is a theoretical last resort operation, as it 
iss preferable to derive the semantics of a sentence without adopting abstract material. 
Stilll  there are good arguments to assume the presence of an abstract negative operator: 
(i)) the examples in (3) and (4) prove that the negative marker occupies a different 
positionn in the clause than Op^\ (ii) making the abstract negative operator overt would 
nott change the semantics of negative expressions in Strict NC languages. In those 
casess the negative marker remains semantically non-negative and stands in an Agree 
relationn with an overt negative operator. Although this alternative configuration does 
nott contain covert material, its semantics is identical to the semantics of the 
configurationn with Op-, being phonologically absent. The presence of a negative 
operatorr (carrying [iNEG]) is already triggered by the presence of the negative marker 
carryingg [uNEG], This means that there is no need for speaker or hearer to include an 
overtt negative operator, and hence for reasons of economy, a representation with a 
covertt negative operator is the preferred one. 
Note,, however, that it is not impossible for a language to provide phonological 
contentt for the abstract negative operator. As we saw in 3.2.3, languages that express 
negationn by means of a negative marker Neg° may include a second negative marker 
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thatt eventually can be reinterpreted as the negative operator (along the lines of the 
Jespersenn Cycle).264 

Thee third question concerns the semantics of the negative operator Op-,. I adopt the 
analysiss proposed by Giannakidou (1997), following Heim (1982), that the negative 
operatorr is an adverbial operator that not only introduces negation at LF, but also 
bindss all open variables under existential closure. Hence the meaning of the negative 
operatorr is: 

(6)) [[OpJ]=^(3f 65 

Thiss means that all free variables that are introduced in vP or below will be bound by 
thee existential quantifier that is induced by Op^. One variable that can be introduced 
inn vP is the event variable e (7). 

(7)) Paul didn't arrive 
-aetarrive'Ce,, p)]266 

Otherr variables are introduced by indefinite DP arguments or indefinite adverbs. As I 
arguedd in chapter 7, n-words are indefinite elements that introduce a free variable. I 
followw Von Stechow (1993, 2004) that indefinite arguments or adverbs are of type 
«e,t>t>> which have a predicative but no quantificational nature. Hence the meanings 
off  n-words are as in (8). 

(8)) a. [[n-body]] - A.P.[PersoiT(x) & P(x)] 
b.. [[n-thing]] = AP.[Thrag'(x) & P(x)] 
c.. [[n-ever]] = XP.[Time'(t) & P(t)] 
d.. [[n-where]] = XP.[Place\p) & P(p)] 

Notee that n- (the n-word corresponding to no in English) is of type «e, t>, « e , t > , t» 
(9),, as it requires two predicates. 

(9)) [ [n- ] ]=mQ[P(x)&Q(x) ] 

Hencee if one or more n-words are base-generated in vP, their free variables are 
unselectivelyy bound by the same existential quantifier that is introduced by Op^, 
leadingg to single negation readings without unbound variables. In a Strict NC 

2644 French pas is a good example of such a negative operator. Italian mai may be analysed in the same 
way. . 
2655 The brackets indicate optionality. If there is no open variable, the negative operator wil l not 
introducee existential closure. 
2666 This reading is not complete yet. Other variables such as temporal or modal variables may be 
introducedd later on and bound by an other existential quantifier. Otherwise thesentence means that 
'Paull  never arrived.' This fact supprts the analysis stated in chapter 6.3 that said that in most languages 
NegPP is dominated by TP, which assumably introduces temporal variables. 
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languagee such as Greek a sentence as (10) has a reading in which x and e are both 
boundd by negation. 

(10)) Dhen irthe KANENAS 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 
-tBcxCame'te,, x) 

Laterr in this subsection I wil l show how these readings compositionally follow from 
thee proposed syntactic structure. 

Thee fourth question addresses NC relations between two or more elements containing 
[uNEG]]  features. As I concluded above, this is the case for every instance of Strict 
NC,, since the n-words and negative markers carry a [uNEG] feature in these 
languages.. I argue that these NC relationships are the result of multiple agreement (cf. 
Uraa 1996 and Haraiwa 2000, 2001), i.e. the possibility that multiple elements with a 
[uF]]  feature check their features against one single element carrying [iF] (cf. also 
2.1.3). . 
Chomskyy (2001) argues that multiple Agree is illici t because it violates the Defective 
Interventionn Constraint (9). 

(11)) *a > p > y, whereby a, p, y match and > is a c-command relation. 

II $ 
Inn (9) Agree(a, y) is not allowed since p is a matching goal and (3 is inactive as a result 
off  Agree with another probe. In the case, however, in which p is not inactive yet (its 
featuree has not been deleted yet in the derivation) this constraint also forbids a 
simultaneouss feature checking relation between a and (3 and a and y. 

(12)) *a > J3 > y, whereby a, P, y match and > is a c-command relation. 

\L£3 \L£3 
Thee reason why (12) is ruled out is because the Defective Intervention Constraint is a 
representationall  condition (i.e. a filter). Since p becomes inactive after Agree(a, p), 
Agree(a,, y) is ruled out according to (9). 
Haraiwaa (2000, 2001) argues, however, that the DIC in its present form is too strict to 
accountt for several empirical phenomena, such as multiple nominatives in Japanese 
(seee also chapter 1.1.3) and he proposes to replace the representational DIC by a less 
powerfull  derivational DIC, that (i) forbids inactive goals to intervene in an Agree 
relation,, but (ii ) allows a probe to check for all possible goals in an 'accessible' 
domain.. Hence, after merger of the probe, multiple elements may stand in an Agree 
relationn with the probe. 
Thiss still rules out cases as in (9), but allows multiple feature checking as in (12), as 
longg as p is still active. I follow Haraiwa in assuming that the Defective Intervention 
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Constraintt should be derivational, which allows multiple feature checking as a single 
syntacticc operation as in (13): 

(13)) a > P > y, whereby a is probe and p, y are matching goals for a and > is a c-
|| /fi /^ command relation. 

Underr these assumptions multiple Agree also applies to NC as multiple [uNEG] 
featuress can stand in an Agree relation with one negative operator [iNEG] as long as 
noo intervening negative element has its [uNEG] feature checked at an earlier stage of 
thee derivation. 

Too summarise, the analysis for Strict NC languages is as follows: 

•• Negative markers are the phonological realisation of a [uNEG] feature. 
•• N-words are semantically non-negative indefinites that carry a [uNEG] 

feature. . 
•• Negation is introduced by a covert Negative operator Op  ̂ in Spec,NegP that 

carriess an [iNEG] feature. Op  ̂ does not only introduce a negation at LF, but 
alsoo unselectively binds all free variables under existential closure. 

•• NC is the result of multiple Agree between Op^, the negative marker and any 
presentt n-words. 

•• The reason for the absence of an overt negative operator is functional: its 
phonologicall realisation would not contribute to the interpretation of the 
sentence. . 

Noww I will illustrate how this analysis explains the correct semantics for six 
prototypicall languages of the phases of the Jespersen Cycle: Czech (Phase I), Catalan 
(Phasee II)267, Middle Dutch (Phase III), West Flemish (Phase IV), Bavarian (Phase V) 
andd (substandard) English (Phase VI). 

PhasePhase I: Czech 
Czechh is a Strict NC language in which the negative marker forms a prefix on Vfin (8). 

(14)) Milan «evidi Czech 
Milann neg.sees 
'Milann doesn't see' 

Thee negative marker in Czech is the realisation of a feature [uNEG] that needs to be 
eliminatedd at some point during the derivation. This feature [uNEG] projects a 
categoryy Neg°. The specifier position of this projection, Spec,NegP is filled by Op^, 
whichh carries [iNEG]. Hence feature checking takes place under spec-head agreement 
inn NegP,, and [uNEG] is deleted. 

2677 Catalan exhibits two different dialects: one dialect that is a Non-Strict NC language and another 
dialectt that shows Strict NC behaviour. Obviously the Strict NC variety will be analysed here. 
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(15)) [Negp O/MiNEG] Neg0
[aNBG] [vP Milan «evidi[uNE6] ]] 

tt  I 
Thee LF of (14) consists of the negative operator that induces a Boolean negation and 
existentiall  closure of the event variable that is introduced by v°. 

(16)) NegP: -,3esee'(e, m) 

- i 33 Neg': see'(e, m) 

Op^Op  ̂ Neg° vP: see'(e, m) 

DP:: m v': A.x.see'(e, x) 

Milann A.x v°: see'(e, x) 

I I 
nevidi i 

Inn the case of NC constructions, things work in a similar fashion. In (17) the sentence 
doess not only contain a negative marker, but also an n-word in object position. The 
meaningg of the sentence has one negation only. 

(17)) Milan «evidi nikoho Czech 
Milann neg.sees n-body 
'Milann doesn't see anybody' 

Bothh Vfin and the indefinite nikoho 'n-body' are marked for negation by means of an 
uninterpretablee feature [uNEG]. The negative feature [uNEG] projects Neg° and Op^ 
occupiess Spec,NegP. Since Agree is subject to locality conditions that require the 
negativee verb and the negative object to be in the same phase as the negative operator 
orr on the phase edge of the lower phase, the object moves to a vP adjunct position, 
leadingg to the syntactic representation in (18). 
Underr Multipl e Agree both negative elements are allowed to have their negative 
featuress checked against the same Op  ̂ that is located in Spec,NegP. Hence no 
[uNEG]]  feature remains undeleted. 

(18)) [NegP O/MiNEG] [VP nikoho[afse\ [vP Milan [v° «evidi[aWB6] ]] ] 

Thiss syntactic representation leads to a single semantic negation, as the only 
semanticallyy negative element is the abstract negative operator. According to the 
definitionss in (8), nikoho 'n-body' is an indefinite that has no quantificational 
propertiess and introduces a free variable. This variable wil l be bound through 
existentiall  closure under the negative operator, yielding an existential reading —13 (cf. 
Heimm 1982, 1983, Acquaviva 1995, Giannakidou 1997 for similar treatments). 
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(19)) NegP: ^3e,u[Person'(u) & see'(e, m, u)] 

—133 Neg': Person'(u) & see'(e, m, u) 

Op-,Op-, Neg° vP: Xx.[Person'(u) & see'(e, x, u)](m) = 
Person'(u)) & see'(e, m, u) 

DP:: m vP: Xx.[Person'(u) & see'(e, x, u)] 

Milann Xx vP: XP. [person'(u) & P(u)]( Xy.see'(e, x,y)) 
Person'(u)) & see'(e, x, u) 

DP P 
I I 

XP.[person'(u)) & P(u)] Xy v°: see'(e, x,y) 

II  I  . 
nikohonikoho «evidi 

Czechh NC constructions with a subject n-word in postverbal position are similar to 
constructionss with n-words in object or non-argument position (20). 

(20)) Ne\o\a nikdo. 
Neg-callss n-body 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

Thee n-word, being base-generated in Spec,vP position, and Vf,n both carry a [uNEG] 
featuree that is deleted against Op^s [iNEG] feature under multiple Agree (21). Since 
thee uninterpretable features have been checked against the [iNEG] feature of Op^, the 
derivationn converges at LF and will be interpreted as a single negation. The negative 
operatorr is in its turn responsible for the introduction of the negation in the semantic 
representationn as well as for the binding of the variables e and u (22). 

(21)) [Negp Op -41NEG] [Neg° «evola|HNBG] [vP nikdo[&®ei\] 

(22)) nevola —> call'(e, x) 
nikdoo ~~> XP.[person'(u) & P(u)] 
nikdo(nevola)) ~~> XP.[person'(u) & P(u)] (Xx. call'(e, x)) 

== person'(u) & call'(e, u) 
oopp^^ ~~> - a 
Op^Op  ̂ (nikdo(nevola)) —> -i3e,u[person'(u) & call'(e, u)] 

Ass Czech is a Strict NC language, the reverse order of Vfin and the subject at surface 
structuree is also grammatical with an NC reading. The underlying syntactic 
representationss do not differ crucially. In (21) I proposed that Vf,n moves along with 
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thee verb to Neg°. I assume that Vfin in (23) remains at v°. Hence (23) has a syntactic 
structuree as in (24). 

(23)) Nikdo nevo\L 
N-bodyy neg-calls 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

(24)) [NegP Op ĵxEG] [VP nikdo\#&G] [v= wevola[„nsG]]]] 

PhasePhase II:  Catalan 
Catalann is an interesting language in the study of negation. First it exhibits regional 
varietyy with respect to being Strict or Non-Strict NC. Second, in several varieties of 
Catalan,, a second negative marker pas ('step') can optionally be included in a 
negativee expression. Hence it is a language in Jespersen Phase II . In this subsection I 
discusss the Strict NC variety of Catalan only. 

Inn (25) negation is expressed by means of two negative markers. 

(25)) No sera (pas) facil Catalan 
Negg will.3sg neg/step easy 
"Itt won't be easy' 

II  adopt the standard assumption that no is base-generated in Neg° (Giannakidou & 
Querr 1995). This analysis is in line with the observation (see 6.4) that the negative 
markerr blocks true negative imperatives in Catalan (cf. Grinstead 1998). 

(26)) *\No canta esa canción! Catalan 
Negg sing.imp that song 
'Don'tt sing that song' 

II  adopt that pas, as in French, originates in a vP adjunct position. Furthermore I take 
paspas to carry [uNEG] as it is optional, and it does not have to participate in the 
expressionn of negation. 
Sincee preverbal negative markers carry [uNEG] in Strict NC languages, (25) has a 
syntacticc representation with two elements that need to check their [uNEG] feature 
againstt the [iNEG] feature of the abstract Op^ 

(27)) [Negp Op̂ [iNEG] [Neg° AfyfcNea] sera [vP pas[tiWeG] facil]]] 

Inn (28) we find an instance of NC in Catalan that has three negative elements: no and 
paspas and an object n-word ningü 'n-body'. 

(28)) No vuil pas acusar ningü 
Negg want. 1SG neg accuse n-body 
'II  don't want to accuse anyone (at all)' 
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Assumingg that ningu is in a vP adjunct position at some point during the derivation as 
welll  as pas is, the NC reading follows immediately as a result of multiple agreement 
betweenn the [iNEG] feature of the negative operator and the [uNEG] features of the 
threee negative elements. As there is only one element carrying [iNEG], there is only 
onee negation at LF. 

( 2 9)) [NegP Op^ïSEG] [Neg0 M>[«*H5G]  ̂ [vP/WS[«NBG] [VP ^ « ^ [ « N B G] aCCUSar]] ]] 

PhasePhase III:  Standard French 
Standardd French is a prototypical Phase III language. It is both a Strict NC language 
(ass the negative subject can be followed by the preverbal negative marker ne) and a 
Non-Strictt NC language (since the negative subject cannot yield an NC reading if it is 
followedd by pas). In this section, I wil l discuss Strict NC examples of French only. 

Standardd sentential negation in French (30) consists of the element ne, base-generated 
inn Neg°, carrying [uNEG], and pas, base-generated in a vP adjunct position, moved to 
Spec,NegP,, and carrying [iNEG]. Hence «e's [uNEG] feature is deleted after 
checkingg against pas' [iNEG] feature, as in (31). 

(30)) Jean ne mange pas French 
Jeann neg eats neg 
'Jeann doesn't eat' 

(31)) [Negp pas[iNEG]i [Neg° ne mange[uN6G]] [vp tj Jean ]] 

Ass pas carries [iNEG], it is an overt realisation of the negative operator. Hence pas 
translatess as - ,3. Hence the negation and the existential quantifier introduced by pas 
bindd the event variable, and sentential negation is yielded. 

(32)) ^3eeat'(e,j) 

NCC constructions in French do not allow the presence of pas. Given that ne and n-
wordss in standard French carry [uNEG], the negative operator in Standard French 
needss to be realised covertly. Therefore (33) has a syntactic representation as in (34). 

(33)) Jean ne mange rien (*pas) French 
Jeann neg eats n-thing 
'Jeann doesn't eat anything' 

(34)) [Negp Op îNEG] [Neg° ne-mangei[«N6e]] [VP rien(aNBe] Jean t,]] 

Thee semantics follows immediately from (34). Op  ̂ induces the negation, which binds 
alll  free variables under existential closure. The sentence obtains a reading as in (35). 

(35)) -a „ea t ' (e , j , x) 
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Casess in which the subject in French precedes the negative marker ne are slightly 
moree complicated, since the abstract negative operator and personne 'n-body' are 
bothh located to the left of ne, and Spec,NegP appears to be doubly filled. However, as 
personnepersonne has been base-generated at an earlier stage in the derivation in Spec,vP, it is 
licensedd by the negative operator in Spec,NegP (37). 

(36)) Personne ne mange 
N-bodyy neg eats 
'Nobodyy eats' 

French h 

(37)) [Negp 0/̂ [iNEG] [Neg° ne- mangei(ttNBG)] [vPpersonne[iimG] [v° t,]]] 

Thee derivation in (37) is interpreted as 

(38)) -,3e,x[Person'(x) & Eat'(e, x)] 

Thee structure in (37) does not reflect the word order at surface structure, as the subject 
inn French obligatorily moves to SpecJP and the negative marker, being incorporated 
inn Vfin, moves to T°. However, extraction of the subject out of the negative quantifier 
iss not allowed, since the variable introduced by the subject needs to be bound by the 
existentiall  quantifier. In order to solve this problem, I argue that the subject forms a 
compoundd with the negative operator, and that this compound, consisting of the 
negativee operator (introducing existential closure) and the subject indefinite personne, 
movess to Spec,TP. 

(39) ) 

[0/?^j-personnek]ii  T 

Ass the internal order of the relevant items has not been changed, the movement from 
Negg to T (both head and specifier movement), does not influence the interpretation in 
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(38).. In (39) the negative operator still precedes all n-words, and hence all free 
variabless remain bound. 

PhasePhase IV: West Flemish 
Westt Flemish is a Phase IV language, which means that the preverbal negative marker 
enen is no longer obligatorily present to express sentential negation, and that the 
adverbiall  negative nie(t) is the main expression of sentential negation. As West 
Flemishh is a Strict NC language (as has been shown in chapter 4), n-words may 
precedee both negative markers, and still yield an NC reading. In light of the previous 
discussionn this implies that both negative markers in West Flemish carry [uNEG]. 
Hencee the way NC readings are composed in West Flemish does not differ 
significantlyy from the composition of NC readings in other languages, except for the 
factt that a vP adjunct position may be overtly filled with an element carrying [uNEG]. 

AA simple negative sentence as in (40) contains one or two negative markers that are 
licensedd by the abstract negative operator (41), yielding the interpretation (42). 

(40)) ... da Valere nie (en) klaapt 
.... that Valere neg neg talks 
'.... that Valere doesn't talk' 

(41)) [Negp Ö/MiNEG] [vP »te[»*JEG] Valere [v° ew-klaapt[rf«G]]]] 

(42)) -ae[Talk'(e, v)] 

Thiss mechanism also applies if an n-word is included as in (43). Every negative 
elementt carries a [uNEG] feature that is checked against the negative operator, and 
everyy variable that is introduced (either the event variable introduced by v°, or the 
variablee that is introduced by the n-word nieman 'n-body') is bound under negative 
existentiall  closure that is applied by Op-, (44). Hence the reading of (43) is as (45). 

(43)) ... da Valere tegen nieman nie en klaapt 
.... that Valere neg neg talks 
\ . .. that Valere doesn't talk' 

(44)) [Negp Op̂ [INEG] [[PP tegen nieman[t&&&\  [vp niet{^m&\ Valere 

[v°° (ert)-klaapt[HNfcG]]]] ] 

(45)) -ae,x[TaIk_to'(e, v, x)] 

2688 This analysis in terms of compounding is a consequence of the fact that LF will interpret a sentence 
afterr every phase has been spelled out. In a model of the syntax-semantics interface that immediately 
interpretss new-formed constructions, such an analysis is superfluous: the order Op  ̂> personne, would 
bee sent to LF and syntactic change with respect to that order would not influence this interpretation. 
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Constructionss in which a subject n-word precedes the negative markers en and nie 
(46)) are accounted for by the fact that the abstract operator in Spec,NegP has 
dominatedd the subject n-word in Spec,vP. In order to move to a higher position in the 
clause,, the subject n-word scrambles out of vP and forms a compound with the 
negativee operator in order to fulfi l the syntactic and semantic licensing conditions and 
ann NC reading is rendered, similar to French (39). 

(46)) ... da nieman {nie) {en) klaapt 
.... that Valere neg neg talks 
\ . .. that Valere doesn't talk' 

(47)) [\egp Op-̂ NEG] [niemani^f^) [vP nie^^^EG] Valere 
[v°° e«-klaapt[aNBG]]]] ] 

(48)) ^3CA[Talk_to'(e, x)] 

PhasePhase V: Bavarian 
Bavariann is a Strict NC language classified as a Jespersen Phase V language. The 
negativee marker carries [uNEG] and n-words are non-quantificational indefinites that 
carryy [uNEG] as well. Negation is expressed by means of an abstract negative 
operatorr Op^EG] that binds all free variables under existential closure (49)-(51). 

(49)) ... dass s'Maral an Hans ned hairadn woid 
.... that the.Maral the Hans neg marry wants 
\ . .. that Maral doesn't want to marry Hans' 

(50)) [NegP Op îNEG] Neg° [S'Maral [an Hans [vP ned\^sG] [v°] [VP hairadn]]]]] 

(51)) -3c[Many'(e, m, h)] 

NCC readings in Bavarian are derived in a similar fashion, where an additional n-word 
enterss in a feature-checking relation with Op  ̂ as well, and its free variable is bound 
underr existential closure. 

(52)) S'Maral woid koanenedhairadn 
The.Marall  wants n-one neg marry 
"Marall  doesn't want to marry anybody' 

(53)) [Negp Op [̂iNEG] Neg° [S'Maral [koane [vp ned[umG] [v° woid] [vp hairadn]]]]] 

(54)) -ac,x[Marry'(e, m, x)] 

Thee same mechanism applies to NC constructions with an n-word in subject position. 
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Onee issue has remained unsolved so far. NC in Bavarian, West Flemish and the other 
Dutchh NC varieties is not obligatory, i.e., the negative marker(s) may be absent in 
sentencess that contain an n-word. Although one could argue in the case of West 
Flemishh that the optionality of NC is due to the fact that the language changes from a 
Phasee IV (NC) language to a Phase V language that lacks NC. However, such an 
analysiss does not account for the fact that Bavarian does not exhibit obligatory NC 
either,, as is illustrated in (55). The question is of course why in all other observed NC 
languagess the n-word obligatorily needs to be accompanied by a preverbal negative 
marker,, whereas this seems to be optional in Bavarian. 

(55)) S'Maral woid koane hairadn 
The.Marall  wants n-one marry 
'Marall  doesn't want to marry Hans' 

Weisss (2002) relates this optionality to the fact that Bavarian allows scrambling. He 
arguess that n-words need to move out of vP to NegP in order to establish feature 
checkingg relations with Neg° {ned in Bavarian, non in Italian, according to Weiss) 
underr spec head configuration.269 Weiss suggests that this movement is realised 
overtly,, whereas this movement takes place in Romance languages after Spell-out. 
However,, the assumption of post Spell-Out movement in Romance is stipulative, and 
itt can be shown that this movement is unnecessary. The reason why NC is always 
obligatoryy in Romance languages (in sentences containing an n-word) is related to 
scope.. Without the preverbal negative marker the n-word, could only be licensed 
insidee vP by an abstract Op-,, in which it would yield a reading where negation is 
dominatedd by the existential quantifier that binds the event variable. Since n-words 
aree indefinites and lack quantificational properties, n-words cannot raise out of vP as a 
resultt of QR either (whereas this is possible in DN languages, since negative terms are 
quantificationall  in those languages). Hence the additional preverbal negative marker 
iss needed, because it is the only way to ensure that Op  ̂ applies at a position higher 
thann vP. 
Sincee Bavarian and West Flemish allow scrambling, n-words move out of vP to a 
positionn between Op-, and vP. Therefore the overt expression of the negative marker 
inn a vP adjunct position is no longer needed, since the presence of Op_, above vP (in 
NegP)) has already been marked. This explains the possible absence of ned in 
Bavariann or nie in West Flemish negative expressions. 

PhasePhase VI: (Substandard) English 
Finally,, a brief remark about English, which I consider to be a Phase VI language. 
Mostt substandard varieties of English are NC varieties (cf. Labov 1966, Ladusaw 
1992,, Anderwalt 2002), which come about either as Strict NC languages (A-varieties 
inn Ladusaw's terms) or Non-Strict NC languages (B-varieties). This observation is in 
linee with the analysis put forward in chapter 6.1 that negation in English is a syntactic 
categoryy and hence yields a NegP in negative expressions. Hence substandard 

Notee that I take ned to be a negative specifier. 
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expressionss such as (56) can be analyzed as multiple agreement of [uNEG] features 
againstt a single Op~, (57)-(58). 

(56)) John d'idn 't do nothing 
'Johnn did/7 't do anything' 

(57)) [Negp Op îNEG] [Neg° « ''[*>*&] ] [vP do nothing{MSG]]] 

(58)) -.3„[Do'(e, j ,x)] 

Inn all the examples above I have shown that Strict NC is the realisation of multiple 
agreementt with negation. Furthermore I have argued that n-words, as well as v°, 
introducee free variables, which have to be bound by existential closure. The negative 
operator,, realised abstractly in strict NC languages, introduces this existential 
quantifier.. Finally, I have shown that this mechanism applies in Jespersen Phase 1 to 
PhasePhase VI languages, with minor variation with respect to the position of the negative 
adverbb and the possibility for n-words to scramble out of vP. 

8.1.22 Non-Stric t Negativ e Concor d 

Now,, I wil l discuss the difference between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages. As I 
arguedd in the previous subsection, this difference can be reduced to the status of the 
[NEG]]  feature of the negative marker. In Strict NC languages, the negative marker 
carriess [uNEG] and needs to stand in a checking relation with Op^. 
Inn Non-Strict NC languages however the negative marker carries [iNEG] and it is the 
realisationn of the negative operator. Hence, the interpretation of a negative marker in a 
Non-Strictt NC language, such as Italian non, is defined as in (59). 

(59)) [[non]]=-.(3)27° 

Inn NC constructions in which all n-words occur to the right of the negative marker, 
thee syntactic and semantic requirements are fulfilled in a similar fashion as in Strict 
NCC languages . 

(60)) Non ha telefonato a nessuno 
Nott has called to n-body 
'Hee hasn't called anybody' 

(61)) [Negp [Neg° wo«[iNEG]] tvP ^a telefonato a nessunoi^^EG]] 

(62)) -ae,x[CalT(e, he, x)] 

Bracketss read as optionality. 
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Thingss are different, however, in the case of an n-word in preverbat subject position. 
Thee subject n-word, being base-generated in Spec,vP has eliminated its [uNEG] 
featuree after Agree with non, and its free variable is bound by the existential quantifier 
introducedd by non (63)-(65). 

(63)) Non ha telefonato nessuno 
Negg has called n-body 
'Nobodyy called' 

(64)) [a Gianni [Negp [Neg° WO«[JNEG]] [VP ha telefonato nessuno[^iEG\]] 

(65)) -aw [Ca i r (e, x, g)] 

Inn this case the sentence is well-formed, as the n-word has its feature checked against 
[iNEG]]  and the variable introduced by nessuno is bound by the negative operator. The 
factt that this variable is bound implies that the indefinite nessuno is no longer allowed 
too move out of the domain that is introduced by the negative quantifier, i.e., out of the 
domainn c-commanded by non. If the n-word raises out of this domain as in (66), it 
wouldd have a variable as its argument that has been bound by a lower quantifier. Such 
constructionss are illici t at LF (67). 

(66)) *Nessuno non ha telefonato 
N-bodyy neg has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

(67)) *[T P [Person'(x) & Call'(e, x)] [NegP -,3ej[] ] 

Thiss analysis is supported by the fact that n-words are allowed to participate in NC 
relationss if non is absent. In that case, the first n-word is licensed by the abstract 
negativee operator Op  ̂ with which it forms a compound (68)-(70). 

(68)) Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno 
Nott has called to n-body 
'Nobodyy called anybody' 

(69)) [Negp [Op^[\yiEG]-Nessuno[^^Q]i] [vP tj ha telefonato a nessuno[lamQ]\ 

(70)) -13e,x,y[Person'(x) & Person'(y) & Call'(e, x, y)] 

Thee examples above show that Non-Strict NC readings immediately follow as a 
consequencee of the fact that negative markers in these languages carry [iNEG]. 

Anotherr prediction that follows from this analysis is that negative markers in 
languagess with more than one negative marker may vary with respect to the 
interpretabilityy of their [NEG] feature. This prediction is born out, as is illustrated by 
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Standardd French, a Phase III language. Standard French has two negative markers, 
«<?[UNEG]]  and pas[MEG]- In simple negative expressions pas moves out of its vP adjunct 
positionn to Spec,NegP and from there it takes scope over the entire vP (71). In NC 
constructionss one n-word obligatorily raises to Spec,NegP to form a compound with 
Op^Op  ̂ that is base-generated in Spec,NegP (72). 

(71)) [TP Jean [T° [ne mange],] [NcgP/?a5 t{\]  Standard French 
Jeann neg eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything'' 

(72)) [TP Jean [T° [ne mange]i] [Negp rien tj ] Standard French 
Johnn neg eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything' 

Iff  a subject n-word personne moves to Spec,NegP, it forms a compound with Op  ̂and 
establishess an NC relation (73). If pas is included in such a sentence, it cannot move 
too Spec,NegP (since it is occupied by Op  ̂ that licenses personne). Hence pas has to 
remainn in situ and the sentence yields a DN reading (74). 

(73)) Personne ne mange Standard French 
N-bodyy neg eats 
'Nobodyy eats' 

(74)) Personne ne mange pas Standard French 
N-bodyy neg eats neg 
'Nobodyy doesn't eat' 

AA similar analysis holds for Romanian. Romanian has two distinct negative markers, 
nunu for tensed and infinitival clauses and ne for other untensed clauses such as 
participless or gerunds. Romanian is a Strict NC language, since the subject n-word is 
allowedd to occur to the left of nu. However, the behaviour of untensed negative 
clausess (participles or gerunds) is typically Non-Strict NC. 
Thiss distinction follows immediately by assuming that nu carries [uNEG] and ne 
carriess [iNEG]. 

(75)) a. Nimeni *(nu) vine271 Romanian 
N-bodyy neg comes 
'Nobodyy comes' 

b.. Nimic a *(nu) manca 
N-thingg to neg eat 
'Nothingg to eat' 

**  ' Data are from Teodorescu (2004). 
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(76)) a. Un film de nimeni (*«e)vazut Romanian 
AA movie by n-body neg.seen 
'AA movie seen by nobody' 

b.. Articol niciodata (*«e)citat 
Paperr n-ever neg.quoted 
lAA never quoted paper' 

Too summarise, the distinction between Strict NC and Non-Strict NC languages 
followss immediately from the difference between [uNEG] and [iNEG] markers. Apart 
fromm this, the analysis for the construction, derivation and interpretation of Strict NC 
andd Non-Strict NC expressions is identical. 

8.1.33 Doubl e Negatio n 

Inn this subsection I wil l discuss the derivations and interpretations of multiple 
negativee expressions in Double Negation languages. Double Negation languages 
expresss negation by means of semantic negation, which implies that every negative 
elementt is lexically negative. In minimalist terms these negative elements carry an 
interpretablee negative feature [iNEG]. If every negative element carries a feature 
[iNEG],, and there are no elements with uninterpretable negative features [uNEG], no 
syntacticc operation with respect to negation is triggered. This means that the 
informationn about negation that has already been encoded in the lexicon enters the 
levell  of semantic representation without being subject to specific syntactic 
requirements. . 

Fromm the generalisations of chapter 5 it follows that Double Negation languages can 
expresss negation only by means of a negative adverb, which has been base-generated 
inn a vP-adjunct position. As a result of the fact that it is not needed to check negative 
featuress of the negative adverb, and there is no overt head Neg° present that needs to 
havee its uninterpretable [uNEG] features checked, movement of the negative adverb 
fromm a vP adjunct position to a Spec,NegP position is unmotivated and therefore ruled 
outt under minimalist assumptions. 

Givenn the fact that negative clauses in Double Negation languages do not exhibit 
movementt to a position in a functional projection NegP, there is no ground to assume 
thee presence of such a functional projection: Double Negation languages do not have 
aa functional projection NegP, i.e., negation in such languages is not a syntactic 
category.. In section 8.3, I wil l explain in detail how negation can be acquired as a 
syntacticc category. 

Underr these assumptions the semantic representations of negative elements in Double 
Negationn languages are straightforward: negative elements are already negative in 
theirr lexical semantic representation. Negative elements are either negative quantifiers 
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orr negative markers. Negative Quantifiers are analysed as generalised quantifiers as in 
(77). . 

(77)) [[n-Q]] = M>^3x,...[Q(x) & P(x)]272'273 

Thee negative marker is the phonological realisation of the [iNEG] feature and 
translatess as the negative operator -i(3). For the very fact that it is an operator, the 
negativee operator is able to bind free variables that have been introduced in an earlier 
stagee in the derivation (such as event variables) unselectively. 

Thee correct readings of single and multiple negative sentences in Double Negation 
languagess such as Standard Dutch fall out naturally. 

(78)) Jan loopt niet Standard Dutch 
Jann walks neg 
'Johnn doesn't walk' 

Thee sentence in (78) contains a negative adverb only and yields sentential negation. 
Duringg the derivation, after the merger of verb and subject, the negative adverb takes 
vPP as its complement and negates the proposition, after which the subject moves out 
too Spec,TP" . This stage of the derivation is represented in (79). 

(79)) [Tp Jani [vP niet [vP tj loopt]]] 

Thiss syntactic structure is interpretated as in (80), which corresponds to the negation 
off  the proposition John walks. 

(80)) vP: -,3e.walk'(e,j) 

-.33 vP: -,walk'(e,j) 

niett DP: j v': A.x.walk'(e,x) 

Jann A.X v: walk'(x) 
I I 

loopt t 

Inn (81) the sentential negation is the result of the negative quantifier niemand 
'nobody'' that takes scope over the non-negative predicate, yielding the correct 
readingg (83). 

2722 0 e {Person', Thing', ...} 
!733 The dots indicate that the existential quantifier is also allowed to bind free variables that have 
remainedd unbound during the derivation. 

Leavingg out V2 effects and other phenomena irrelevant to the present discussion. 
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(81)) Niemand loopt Standard Dutch 
Nobodyy walks 
'Nobodyy walks' 

(82)) [vp Niemand loopt] 

(83)) vP: -,3e,x[person'(x) & walk'(e,x)] 

DP:: AP.-,3x[person'(x) & P(x)] v': Xy.walk'(e,y) 

niemandd A.y v°: walk ' (e,y) 

,1 1 
loopt t 

A nn example of Double Negation can be found in (84): the negative quantifier niemand 
' nobody'' is applied to a negative predicate, yielding a Double Negation reading as in 
(86).. In this case the negative operator niet denies the predicate, and the negative 
quantifierr niemand 'nobody' is applied to the negated predicate. As the subject has 
movedd across the negative operator, lambda abstraction takes place after the predicate 
hass been negated by niet. 

(84)) Niemand loopt niet Standard Dutch 
Nobodyy walks neg 

'Nobodyy doesn't walk' = 'Everybody walks' 

(85)) [TP Niemand, [vP niet [vp t; loopt]]] 

(86)) TP: -,3x[person'(x) & -,3ewalk'(e,x)] = Vx[Person'(x) -» -,3ewalk'(e,x)] 

DP:: XP.-,3x[person'(x) & P(x)] ^x.-,3ewalk'(e,x) 

Niemandd Xx —i3ewalk'(e,x) 

XP:: -,3 vP: walk'(e,x) 

II  I 
niett loopt 

Althoughh these semantic representations seem straightforward, it should be noted that 
thee only possible negative elements are negative quantifiers and the negative adverb 
niet.niet. Double Negation languages do not have an abstract negative operator. The main 
reasonn for this is that the presence of an abstract negative operator should be licensed 
byy a syntactic licensing mechanism, namely a marker that does not contribute to the 
negativee semantics of the sentence. Double Negation languages lack such markers by 
definition. . 
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8.1.44 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section it has been illustrated how the presented analysis of negation is able to 
explainn the syntactic and semantic properties of multiple negative expressions. The 
analysiss is based on the distinction between syntactic and semantic negation. The 
mainn difference between NC and DN languages is that in the first type of languages 
negationn is expressed as a result of a feature checking relation between elements 
carryingg [iNEG] and [uNEG]. Negation is the result of agreement between multiple 
[uNEG]]  features against a single negative operator Op- carrying [iNEG]. Double 
Negationn languages only have [iNEG] and due to the lack of [uNEG] features no 
negativee projection is realised for syntactic agreement between negative elements. 
II  have argued that the distinction between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages can be 
reducedd to the interpretability of the [NEG] feature of the negative marker: negative 
markerss in Strict NC languages carry [iNEG]; negative markers in Non-Strict NC 
languagess carry [uNEG], 

Inn the following section I wil l discuss a number of the consequences of this analysis. 
Firstt I wil l show that the analysis predicts the exact typological distribution one finds 
withh respect to the syntactic status of the negative marker and the occurrence of NC. 
Secondd I wil l show how this analysis accounts for several of the problems with 
respectt to NC that have been discussed in chapter 7. 

8.28.2 Predictions and remaining questions 

Inn this section, I wil l discuss the consequences of the analysis with respect to three 
differentt issues: (i) the typological distribution of NC languages; (ii) (syntactic) 
locality;; and (iii ) instances of n-words that appear to be interpreted negatively. 

AA discussion of the typological distribution is motivated by the necessity to explain 
thee generalisation between the syntactic status of negative markers and the occurrence 
off  NC that has been observed in chapter 5, and has been rephrased in syntactic terms 
inn chapter 6. I argued in chapter 7 that other theories of NC failed to predict the 
correctt typological distribution. In 8.2.1 I will show that the analysis presented here 
succeedss to predict this distribution correctly. 

Thee second issue, syntactic locality, is concerned with the clause-boundness of NC. 
Clause-boundnesss was one of the major arguments for proposing a theory of NC in 
termss of syntactic agreement rather than a theory that takes n-words to be NPI's. In 
thiss subsection, I wil l argue that NC is indeed subject to locality, and is not allowed to 
violatee island constraints. This prediction follows immediately from the theory of NC 
presentedd in 8.1. 

Inn chapter 7 we saw that analyses that take n-words not to be inherently (i.e. 
semantically)) negative need to account for instances in which n-words seem to 
acquiree a negative reading without being licensed by an overt licenser. This is for 
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instancee the case with fragmentary answers, n-words in conjunction or disjunction, or 
n-wordss that are dominated by the negative adverbial marker. 

II  wil l discuss the typological predictions in 8.2.1, the issue of locality in 8.2.2 and the 
instancess of seemingly negative n-words in 8.2.3 and 8.2.4. Subsection 8.2.5 contains 
somee concluding remarks. 

8.2.11 The typologica l distribution  of NC 

Inn this subsection I wil l investigate the consequences for the typology of NC 
languages.. Languages differ with respect to the way they express negation: sentential 
negationn is either realised through syntactic negation, in which negation is expressed 
byy means of agreement between a (c)overt negative operator and a number of 
morpho-phonologicallyy negative elements that are marked for negation by a [uNEG] 
feature,, or it is expressed by means of semantic negation, in which every negative 
elementelement is semantically negative and corresponds to a negative operator. 

Thiss difference has some major consequences for the clausal structure of negative 
expressionss in NC languages vis a vis DN languages. In NC languages, negative 
expressionss need to have their [uNEG] feature checked against an element carrying 
[iNEG].. Following standard minimalist assumptions (Chomsky 1995, 2001, Bobaljik 
&&  Thrainsson 1996), feature checking of [F] involves a relation with a corresponding 
syntacticc head Fc. This means that all NC languages, as exemplified in section 8.1 
(andd also in chapter 6) require the presence of a functional category Neg, which heads 
aa functional projection NegP. As has been shown in chapter 6, every negative marker, 
exceptt negative adverbs in DN languages such as Dutch, are associated to one of the 
positionss in NegP. Hence the prediction is that NC languages can have negative head 
markers,, adverbial negative markers, or both. This prediction is born out as has been 
shownn for Czech/Italian, Standard French and Bavarian respectively. 

Inn DN languages, negation is expressed by means of semantic negation, which does 
nott involve any syntactic requirements with respect to negation. Negation is not a 
syntacticc category in these languages, and hence there is no functional projection 
NegP.. As there is no negative head Neg° in these languages, there are no negative 
headd markers, since these have to be associated with Neg°, which is absent in DN 
languages.. The only position a negative marker can occupy in these languages is a 
specifier/adjunctt position. Hence, contrary to NC languages, DN languages do not 
alloww negative head markers. This prediction is born out: in the set of studied 
languagess no language has been found that has a negative head marker, but does not 
exhibitt NC. 
Thus,, the following classification of languages can be made: 
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(87)) A typology of NC and DN languages 
Negative e 
Marker r 
NC C 
DN N 

Negativee Head 

Italian/Czech Italian/Czech 
0 0 

Negativee Head + 
Negativee Adverb 
StandardStandard French 
0 0 

Negative e 
Adverb b 
Bavarian Bavarian 
Dutch Dutch 

Notee that the typology in (87) corresponds exactly to the empirical observation that all 
languagess with a negative head marker are NC languages, but that not every language 
withh an adverbial negative marker only is a DN language. The following 
(unidirectional)) implication holds. 

(88)) If a language has a negative marker that is a syntactic head, the language 
exhibitss NC 

Thee analysis predicts correctly the observed distribution of NC languages with respect 
too the syntactic status of the negative marker. 

8.2.22 Localit y 

Anotherr major consequence of this analysis concerns the fact that NC should be 
subjectt to syntactic locality constraints. This means that NC relations cannot be 
establishedd if two participating elements are in different syntactic domains. 
AA first consequence of the locality of NC is that it is clause-bound. This prediction is 
correct,, as we see in (89). The fact that NC is clause bound only follows if n-words 
aree taken to be syntactically marked for negation, and not NPI's. In the latter case NC 
wouldd be predicted not to be clause-bound. 

(89)) Non ho detto che nessuno e arrivato Italian 
Negg say.lSG that n-body has.iND arrived 
DN:: T don't say that nobody has arrived' 
*NC:: T don't say that anybody has arrived' 

Thee only two exceptions to this observation are instances of subjunctive clauses (cf. 
Haegemann 1995, Herburger 2001) (90) and neg raising (cf. Horn 1989) as (91). 

(90)) Non pretendo che nessuno dica niente 
Negg ask.lSG that n-body says.SUBj n-thing 
'II  don't ask that anybody says anything' 

(91)) Non credo che ha fatto niente 
Negg believe.lSG that has.3sg n-thing 
TT believe that he didn't do anything' 

Italian n 

Italian n 
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Ass I argued for in chapter 7.4, subjunctive clauses are not as complete clauses such as 
indicativee clauses, but they lack material in the CP layer. Giorgi (2004) argues that 
subjunctivess clauses do not block movement out of the clause. This is illustrated, for 
instance,, by the fact that long distance anaphora in embedded clauses can only refer to 
mainn clause antecedents if they are in a subjunctive clause and not if they are in an 
indicativee clause.275 In (92) subordinate proprie ('his own') can only refer to a main 
clausee antecedent if the subordinate Vfin clause is subjunctive. 

(92)) a. *Quel dittatorej ha detto che notiziari televisivi Italian 
parlerannoo a lunge delle propriej gesta 

Thee dictator has said that news.programs TV talk.FUR.lND at long of.the 
ownn deeds 

'Thee dictator said that the news programs will talk a lot about 
hiss own deeds' 

b.. Quel dittatorej ha detto che notiziari televisivi parlino a lunge delle 
proprie,, gesta 

Thee dictator has said that news.programs TV talk.FUT.SUBJ at long of.the 
ownn deeds 

'Thee dictator said that the news programs wil l talk a lot about 
hiss own deeds' 

Giorgii  accounts for these facts by assigning a different structure for subjunctive and 
indicativee clauses. Indicative clauses are said to have a full CP layer, containing 
ForcePP and FinP, whereas subjunctive clauses lack ForceP (cf. Rizzi 1997). 

(93)) a. [ForceP ... [FinP]] Indicatives 
b.. [FinP] Subjunctives 

Thee fact that subjunctive clauses are not islands with respect to syntactic operations 
accountss for the grammaticality of the NC reading of sentences such as (90). Both n-
wordss carry a [uNEG] feature, and these features wil l be checked against WOW N̂EGJ in 
thee matrix clause. 

(94)) iVo»[iNEG] pretendo [FinP che nessuno[&fZQ] dica niente^mG] ] 

Thee existence of Paratactic Negation (PN) is also explained by this mechanism as is 
illustratedd by (95). Recall that in chapter 3 I analysed verbs or prepositions with a 
negativee connotation as elements that are lexically decomposed in a negative and a 
non-negativee part. E.g. doubt is decomposed in not be sure. In syntactic terms these 
elementss carry an [iNEG] feature, and hence they can license n-words in subordinate 
clausess (96). 

2755 An exception is formed by cases in which no separate subjunctive form is available. In those cases 
Giorgii  argues that the indicative and subjunctive forms are phonologically identical. 
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(95)) Dudo que el bebé esté mirando a nadie Spanish 
Doubt.. 1SG that the baby is looking at n-thing 
'II  doubt that the baby is looking at anything' 

(96)) [Forcep Dudo[iNEG] [FinP que el bebé esté mirando a nadie[^is^]\] 

Paratacticc Negation has been regarded as one of the major arguments in favour of an 
analysiss of n-words in terms of NPI's. This is due to the fact that in most Downward 
Entailingg (DE) contexts n-words can be licensed, even outside the clause. However, as 
II  showed, this licensing is allowed by the fact that these subordinate clauses are 
subjunctive.. This explains why DE contexts are able to license n-words in subjunctive 
clauses:: subjunctive clauses express non-veridical propositions. Hence subjunctive 
clausess can be selected by DE matrix clauses, since all DE contexts are non-veridical 
(cf.. Zwarts 1995). As subjunctives clauses do not block agreement relations, n-words 
cann enter a feature checking relation with a DE element (carrying [iNEG]) in a higher 
clause. . 

Thee approach that NC is a form of syntactic agreement has been under attack by 
Giannakidouu (1997), who shows that NC relations in Catalan and Greek are allowed 
too violate other island constraints, such as adjunct islands. 

(97)) No vindra [perquè vulgui fer res amb ningü] Catalan 
Negg come.fut because want.SLJBJ do n-thing with nbody 
'Hee doesn't come because he wants to do something with somebody' 

However,, the minimal pair in (98) shows that this is due to the fact that the adjunct 
clausee is subjunctive. Hence it does not count as a counterargument against the claim 
thatt NC is a form of syntactic agreement. 

(98)) a. *No vindra perquè ha fet res amb ningü Catalan 
Negg come.fut because he has.lND done n-thing with n-body 
'Hee won't come because he has done something with somebody' 

b.. No vindra perquè hagi fet res amb ningü 
Negg come.fut because he has.sUBJ done n-thing with n-body 
'Hee won't come because he has done something with somebody' 

Thee other counterargument against NC being clause-bound is that NC is possible in 
so-calledd neg-raising structures. In these structures a negation in a matrix clause is 
interpretedd in the subordinate clause, and may establish an NC relation with other n-
wordss in this clause (cf. (91), repeated here as (99)). 

(99)) Non credo che ha fatto niente Italian 
Negg believe. lSG that has.3SG done n-thing 
'II  believe that he didn't do anything' 
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Notee that this sentence is interpreted as (100), in which the NC reading is predicted. 

(100)) Credo che non ha fatto niente Italian 
Believe.. lSG that neg has.3sg n-thing 
'II  believe that he didn't do anything' 

Negg raising is discussed at length in Horn (1989), who discusses different types of 
analyses:: syntactic analyses that take neg raising to be a form of movement (Fillmore 
1963,, Lakoff 1969, Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971) and pragmatic analyses that argue 
thatt neg raising is the result of certain pragmatic implicatures (Partee 1970). 

II  wil l not discuss these analyses in details, since the exact analysis is not relevant to 
thee discussion here. I wil l restrict myself to showing that the behaviour of neg raising 
iss in line with the analysis of NC presented here. I argue that NC is a result of feature 
checkingg of multiple negative elements in a proper syntactic domain. This means that 
thee higher negative element in a neg raising construction is still associated with the 
positionn in the lower clause. The reading of (99) is identical to the reading of (100), 
becausee the position of non in (99) is associated to the position of non in (100). 
Thiss position is supported by the examples in (101) and (102). The reading of the neg 
raisedd construction in (101) is predicted to be be identical to the one in (102), which is 
indeedd the case. In (102) no NC reading is available (only a marginally accepted DN 
reading).. The same holds for (101), where non cannot establish an NC relation with 
nessuno.nessuno. The difference between (99)-(100) and (101)-(102) follows from the fact that 
nonnon is related to the Neg° position in the lower clause. Only if syntactic agreement 
betweenn the negative elements is possible there, NC is available if non is subject to 
negg raising. 

(101)) Non credo che nessuno ha telefonato Italian 
Negg believe, lsg that n-body has called 
*' II  believe that nobody called' 
'II  don't believe that nobody called' 
'II  believe that nobody didn't call' 

(102)) Credo che nessuno non ha telefonato Italian 
Negg believe, lsg that n-body has called 
*' II  believe that nobody called' 
'II  believe that nobody didn't call' 

Too conclude, NC obeys syntactic locality restrictions. The only two exceptions, 
subjunctivesubjunctive clauses and neg raising, have proven not to be counterarguments for this 
theory.. These exceptions follow from my analysis by adopting independently 
motivatedd assumptions, such as locality differences between indicative and 
subjunctivee clauses. 
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8.2.33 Sole n-word s in NC language s 

Ann often presented counterargument against analyses of NC that take n-words to be 
semanticallyy non-negative is that one can find instances of n-words that appear to be 
inherentlyy negative. Two different kinds of examples can be given: examples of single 
n-wordss that acquire a negative interpretation (without being licensed overtly), and 
exampless of multiple negative constructions where the NC reading is not available. 
Exampless of the first type are: fragmentary answers (103), n-words in coordinated 
structuress (104), n-words in preverbal position in Non-Strict NC languages (105) and 
n-wordss that receive a vP-internal interpretation (i.e. an interpretation in which the 
negationn is dominated by an existential quantifier that binds the event variable) (106). 

(103)) ^A quién viste? jA nadie\ Spanish 
Too who saw.2sG? N-body 
'Whoo did you see? Nobody' 

(104)) Me caso contigo o con nadie Spanish 
II  marry with.you or with n-body 
ii  marry you or nobody (else)' 

(105)) Nessuno ha telefonato Italian 
N-bodyy has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

(106)) El bébé este mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby is looking at n-body 
'Thee baby is looking at nothing' 

Exampless of the second kind will be given in 8.2.4. 

Inn this subsection I show that all these instances of seemingly negative n-words follow 
fromm my analysis, which takes n-words to be semantically non-negative elements. 
Severall  of these examples have already been discussed in chapter 7.2. Other examples 
havee not been accounted for. In this subsection I wil l briefly discuss the examples in 
(103)-(106). . 

Giannakidouu (2001) accounts for the acceptability of n-words in fragmentary answers 
inn terms of ellipsis. She suggests that the grammaticality of examples as (103) is the 
resultt of PF movement of the n-word to a sentence-initial position, and that the rest of 
thee sentence is deleted under ellipsis (107). 

(107)) [[A nadie]; [NegP no vió t,] 
Too n-body neg saw. 1SG 
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However,, this analysis faces a serious problem: it does not account for the fact that 
NPI'ss cannot occur in fragmentary answers. Giannakidou argued that this is due to the 
factt that NPI's such as awy-term cannot be emphasised. However, this restriction also 
holdss for NPI's that can be emphasised, such as Spanish un alma 'a single soul.' 

(108)) a. Who did you see? * Anybody! 
b.. ^A quién viste? *jA un alma! Spanish 

Too who saw.2SG? A single.soul 
'Whoo did you see? A single soul' 

Thee examples in (108) cannot be explained by arguing that NPI's are required to be c-
commandedd by a negative marker at surface structure. The examples from Czech in 
(4),, repeated as (109), show that NPI's can also be licensed to the left of the negative 
marker,, as long as they are dominated by the abstract Op^. This is shown in (109), 
wheree Qp_, is triggered by the presence of ne. 

(109)) Ani nohu isem (tarn) Kevidel. Czech 
Neg-evenn a-leg-ACC.SG I-am (there) neg-seen 
'II  haven't been seeing anyone' 

Hencee the analysis by Giannakidou, who argues that an overt negative operator that is 
deletedd under ellipsis licenses n-words, cannot account for the fact that NPI's in 
fragmentaryy answers cannot be licensed, contrary to n-words. 
II  argue that this fact follows from the analysis in which the negation is introduced by 
ann abstract negative operator, which is included in the derivation to establish a feature 
checkingg relation with n-words. As NPI licensing is not a syntactic, but a semantic 
phenomenon,, this agreement mechanism applies to n-words only, not to NPI's. 
Elementss with [uNEG] can trigger the presence of Op^, NPI's cannot. Hence I argue 
thatt n-words in fragmentary answers are licensed by Op  ̂ that is able to check their 
[uNEG]]  feature as in (110). 

(110)) [0/^[iNEG] [A nadie{^iEG]] . • • ] 2 7 6 

'Nobody' ' 

Thee question immediately arises why this negative operator is realised abstractly. The 
reasonn for this is straightforward: the overt negative operator is introduced if that is 
necessaryy for scopal reasons, otherwise it is left out. In (103) the scope is already clear 
fromm the position of a nadie in the fragmentary answer. 

Thiss analysis also accounts for the acceptability of sole n-words in coordinated 
structure,, e.g. after a disjunction as in (104). In chapter 7.2 I argued that these 
constructionss are unvalid counterarguments against the claim that n-words are 

2766 The question whether this construction contains abstract material that has been deleted under 
ellipsis,, or the semantics of the negative quantifier plus the negation are sufficient yield the proper 
interpretationn is left aside. 
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semanticallyy non-negative. Depending on the view on coordination (cf. Merchant 
2003)) two different explanations of these examples are possible: either the second 
disjunctt contains a copy of the matrix clause (containg a negative marker carrying 
[iNEG])) that is deleted under ellipsis, or the disjuncted n-word is licensed by Op^. 

(111)) a. [[Me caso contigo] o [me no^^ê  casocon nadie\^is^,}}} 
b.. [[M e caso contigo] o [Op ,[JNEG] con "T^>[ UNEG|]] 

'II  marry you or nobody' 

Thee example in (105) addresses the question why in Non-Strict NC languages 
preverball  subject n-words occur in the clause without a negative marker. In 8.1.2 I 
explainedd in detail that this is related to the fact that an n-word cannot dominate the 
negativee operator and that the preverbal negative marker in Non-Strict NC languages 
iss the overt negative operator. 

Thee example in (106), finally, also follows directly from the analysis. Herburger 
(2000)) showed that n-words may occur solely in postverbal position, but that the 
interpretationn of these constructions is different from sentential negation. The 
example,, repeated below, has an interpretation as in (113). 

(112)) El bébé esta mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby is looking at n-body 
'Thee baby is looking at nothing' 

(113)) 3e[look'(e) & Agent(e, b) & -i3x[PersoiT(x) & Patientje, x)]] 

Thiss interpretation follows immediately from the theory. The negative marker no is 
absentt in this sentence. This marker is included only if required for scope reasons, i.e. 
too express sentential negation. In this case, the n-word must be licensed by an 
immediatelyy dominating abstract operator as in (114). Note that in this construction 
thee negation is too low to bind the event variable (that is introduced at v°). Hence the 
eventt variable wil l be bound under existential closure introduced by a different 
operatorr at a later stage. 

(114)) [El bébé [v- esta mirando [O/^JNEG] [a ««^[«NES]] ] ]] 

Itt follows that all instances of sole n-words in NC languages can be explained by this 
theory. . 

8.2.44 DN in NC language s 

Anotherr set of counterarguments against the analysis that n-words are semantically 
non-negativee is formed by constructions consisting of multiple n-words that do not 
establishh an NC relation with each other. Examples are n-words occurring in different 
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clausess (see 8.2.1), n-words followed by the negative adverbial marker in languages 
thatt exhibit overt scrambling (115), preverbal n-words followed by a negative marker 
inn Non-Strict NC languages (116), and n-words in focus position (117). 

(115)) ... da Valere nie ketent van niemand {en) is277 West Flemish 
.... that Valere neg happy of n-body neg is 
' .... that Valere is not happy with nobody' 

(116)) ?Nessuno non ha telefonato Italian 
N-bodyy neg has talked 
'Nobodyy didn't call' 

(117)) No ho telefonato a NESSUNO! Italian 
Negg have. 1 sg called to n-body 
'II  didn't call nobody!' 

Thee fact that NC relations obey locality conditions is discussed in detail in 8.2.1, and I 
wil ll  not repeat this discussion here. 

Interestingg examples are cases such as (115). In these cases the n-word is in a vP in 
situu position, but it cannot be licensed by the abstract negative operator that checks the 
[uNEG]]  feature of nie. This is the case in all NC languages that exhibit scrambling, 
suchh as West Flemish, Bavarian and the varieties of Dutch that have been discussed in 
chapterr 4. In 8.1.1 I argued that, contrary to e.g. Romance languages, NC languages 
suchh as West Flemish and Bavarian need to overtly move n-words to a higher position 
(higherr than vP) in order to participate in an NC relationship. This scrambling is 
motivatedd for scopal reasons, i.e. to express sentential negation: just as Romance 
languagess mark sentential negation by means of a negative marker that indicates that 
Op^Op  ̂should be higher than vP, languages such as Bavarian and West Flemish move 
thee n-words themselves to a position higher than vP in order to render sentential 
negationn (i.e. binding the event variable by a negative operator). However, this 
movementt is absent in (115), indicating the n-words may be licensed in situ, i.e. by an 
Op^Op  ̂ that cannot check we's [uNEG] feature. Hence, in order to check nie's [uNEG] 
featuree a second Op  ̂ is introduced in the clause, yielding a DN reading. 

(118)) [... da Valere [Negp QP-,[ÏNEG] [vp «/^[«NEG] ketent van 
[O/MiNEG]]  [«/CTWfl/w/[tf*G ] (e«[«NE6]) i s] ] ] ] ] 

Thee example in (116) appears to violate the condition that preverbal n-words may not 
bee followed by a negative marker. However, this construction is marginally 
acceptablee if the subject n-word is stressed; then it yields a DN reading. Again this 
followss from the fact that the negative operator non in Italian cannot license the 
subjectt n-word, as the negative operator needs to dominate n-words in order to 

Takenn from Haegeman (1995): 142. 
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establishh NC relationships. However, if a second, abstract Op- is introduced, e.g. in a 
focuss position in the CP layer, this violation is repaired. Hence these sentences get a 
DNN reading. 

(119)) [FOCP O/MINEG] [nessunoi&i&z] [Negp «O«[JNEGJ ha telefonato]]] 

Thiss analysis is supported by the fact that focus appears to be able to license n-words 
anyway,, as is shown in the fourth example in (117). Assuming that the focused n-
wordd has to move over the negative operator covertly, it can no longer be bound by 
thee negative operator non. Hence a second negative operator is included to license 
NESSUNO,NESSUNO, and a DN reading is yielded. 

(120)) [FocP Op [,NEG] [NESSUNOIHUEG], [NegP WO/7[INEG] ha telefonato ts]] ] 

Itt has been shown that every instance of DN in NC languages follows from the theory 
thatt has been presented in 8.1. The checking requirements of negative elements 
triggerr the presence of an abstract negative operator. If this negative operator is 
unablee to check the [uNEG] features of all negative elements, a second Op  ̂ is 
requiredd to check these features. Hence the self-licensing mechanism allows DN 
constructionss if licensing by a single Op  ̂ is prohibited for syntactic or semantic 
reasons.. Instances of DN in NC languages therefore do not count as counterarguments 
againstt the analysis that n-words are semantically non-negative. 

8.2.55 Concludin g remark s 

Inn this section I showed that the typological classification that has been observed in 
chapterr 5 follows from the theory of NC. 
Second,, the fact that NC is subject to syntactic locality also follows. I showed that 
counterargumentss against this observation are the result of the fact that subjunctive 
clausess do not show the same blocking effects as indicative clauses, or the result of 
negneg raising. 
Third,, the assertion that n-words are semantically non-negative requires an 
explanationn for instances of sole n-words that are interpreted negatively. I argued that 
thee introduction of an abstract Op  ̂does not create higher scope, and should therefore 
bee introduced as low as possible. From this requirement explanations for the 
grammaticalityy of sole n-words in fragmentary answers, coordinated structures, 
pree verbal and post verbal position fall out naturally. 
Finallyy I showed that this mechanism does not only predict instances of sole n-words, 
butt also of multiple negative expressions that do not yield NC readings. 
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8.38.3 Learnability and language change 

Althoughh the analysis that I proposed correctly predicts the readings and acceptability 
off  multiple negative expressions, two question remain: (i) how does a speaker of a 
languagee know whether a language exhibits syntactic or semantic negation; and (ii ) 
howw does the diachronic development of the expression of sentential negation relate to 
thee diachronic development of the interpretation of multiple negation. In this section I 
wil ll  address these questions. 

Inn 8.3.1 I wil l present a learning mechanism that explains how a language learner 
knowss whether (s)he has to express sentential negation by means of syntactic negation 
orr semantic negation. In 8.3.2 I wil l describe the relation between NC and the 
Jespersenn Cycle. 

8.3.11 The acquisitio n of negatio n 

Myy analysis of sentential negation and NC is flexible in the sense that it does not take 
negationn as a universal syntactic category: several languages express negation by 
meanss of a syntactic feature checking mechanism, which enables negation to project; 
otherr languages have no syntactic category negation at their disposal, and negation 
doess not project in these languages. Since the property of negation is subject to cross-
linguisticc variation, negation as a syntactic category cannot be taken as part of UG. 
Hencee the fact that a language exhibits syntactic or semantic negation should be the 
resultt of first language (LI ) acquisition. 

Thee process of acquiring negation has been investigated and it wil l not be discussed 
here,, since the questions of how, at what age and under which conditions children 
exactlyy acquire negation as a syntactic category do not relate directly to the 
discussion.. In this subsection I wil l sketch the general principle behind this learning 
process. . 

Thee core of the mechanism is that negation is acquired as a syntactic category if and 
onlyy if there is positive evidence for this syntactic category in the LI input. If there is 
noo positive evidence, the language learner will not acquire a syntactic category 
negation. . 
Thee obvious question then is what forms the cue for such a syntactic category. In 
chapterr 6 and 8 I argued that the negative projection was instantiated in order to 
establishh a feature checking relation with negative elements carrying [uNEG]. If there 
aree no [uNEG] features present, there is no need to assume the presence of functional 
headd Neg° to check these features. Hence if there are no features [uNEG] present in 
thee LI input, there is no syntactic category negation. 
Howw does the LI learner determine the interpretability of [NEG] features? The LI 
inputt for the language learner consists of pairs of syntactic structures and 
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correspondingg meanings. Now, a LI learner of Dutch receives sentences in his input 
thatt correspond to negative meanings: 

(121)) a. Jan loopt niet —,walk'(j) 
Jann walks neg 

b.. Jan ziet niets -,3x.[Thing'(x) & see'(j, x)] 
Jann sees neg 

c.. Niemand houdt van Marie -i3x.[Person'(y) & Hke'(y, m)] 
N-bodyy likes Mary 

Sincee all negative elements in (121) correspond to a negation in the semantics, the 
languagee learner wil l take these negative elements to be negative operators and they 
wil ll  be assigned [iNEG] only. The language learner has no trigger to assign one of 
thesee elements [uNEG] and therefore the language learner does not acquire [uNEG] 
features. . 

However,, things are different inNC languages. Suppose that a similar set of sentences 
iss offered to a LI learner of Italian: 

(122)) a. Gianni non ha telefonato —.call'(g) 
Giannii  neg has called 

b.. Gianni non ha telefonato a nessuno -i3x.[Person'(x) & calP(g, x)] 
Giannii  neg has called to n-body 

c.. Nessuno ha telefonato -.3x.[Person'(x) & call'(x)] 
N-bodyy has called 

Inn (122)a the language learner can still assign [iNEG] to non, since it corresponds to 
thee negative operator. However, in (122)b, the LI learner is confronted with two 
negativee elements, that correspond to one negation only. Therefore only one of the 
twoo negative elements can carry [iNEG]. Given that non carries [iNEG], this implies 
thatt nessuno has to carry [uNEG]: it is an element that is morpho-phonologically 
markedd for negation, but it does not contribute to the negative semantics of the 
sentence.. Given that feature checking is always against a higher, c-commanding 
element,, the analysis that non carries [uNEG] and nessuno [iNEG] is ruled out. Since 
thee LI takes n-words to carry [uNEG], and a sentence like (122)c does not consist of 
overtt elements carrying [iNEG], the LI learner also acquires the abstract negative 
operatorr Öp îNEG]-

Inn Strict NC languages such as Czech, things are slightly different. On the basis of 
(123)a,, the LI learner can assign [iNEG] to ne. From this it would follow that the n-
wordd nikoho carries [uNEG]. However, this leads to a serious problem, since the 
featuree checking relation for (123)c cannot be explained (nor the proper semantics of 
thee NC reading). The only way to resolve this is to reinterpret ne as [uNEG] and to 
assumee the presence of Op^NEG] in all sentences in (123). 
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Thee difference between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages then is that in Non-Strict 
NCC languages, such as Italian or Spanish, constructions as in (123)c are not present in 
thee LI input, so that the negative marker remains [iNEG] in these languages during 
thee L1 acquisition. 

(123)) a. Milan «<?vidi -.see'(m) 
Milann neg.sees 

b.. Milan nevidi nikoho -n3x.[Person'(x) & see'(m, x)] 
Milann neg.sees n-body 

c.. Nikdo ne\o\k. -,3x.[PersoiT(x) & call'(x)] 
N-bodyy neg.calls 

Byy adopting this simple learning mechanism, one can abstractly describe how the 
languagee learner acquires the (un)interpretability of [NEG] features. If the language 
containss [uNEG] features, the LI learner learns that such a language exhibits syntactic 
negation.. If it does not contain the [uNEG] features, sentential negation is expressed 
byy means of semantic negation. 

Notee that this input-output mechanism also accounts for diachronic change. If 
languagess change with respect to the phonological strength or frequency of the 
presencee of negative markers, the L1 learner may decide to assign different status to 
thee [NEG] features. Hence, diachronic change along the lines of the Jespersen Cycle 
mayy trigger the occurrence or the disappearance of NC. This phenomenon I wil l 
exploree in the following subsection. 

8.3.22 NC and the Jesperse n Cycl e 

Inn this subsection, I re-address the (uni-directional) relation between the Jespersen 
CycleCycle and NC. The overview presented in chapters 4 and 5 has shown that not all 
Jespersenn Phase V languages are NC languages, whereas the other Phases consist of 
NCC languages only. This classification falls out naturally: if a language lacks NC, it 
doess not have a NegP at its disposal, and hence no position that may be associated 
withh a negative head. The negative marker in DN languages can only occur in a vP 
adjunctt position, and thus it is a syntactic phrase. As a consequence of this, all 
languagess that have a negative marker X° are NC languages. The diachronic change 
off  NC into DN or vice versa can thus only take place if a language develops from a 
Jespersenn IV language into a Jespersen V language, or if a language develops from 
Jespersenn Phase V into Phase VI. In this subsection I wil l discuss these changes in 
detail:: the development of French from Phase IV to Phase V, and the development of 
Englishh from Phase V to Phase VI. 

Standardd French is a Phase III language, but in Colloquial French the negative marker 
iss almost completely gone. Hence the fact that Colloquial French still has an optional 
negativee head marker is no longer a cue for French as an NC language. Therefore, 
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Colloquiall  French is open to a change from NC to DN. This follows from the learning 
mechanismm presented in 8.3.1. 

(124)) a. Jean ne mange rien Standard French 
Jeann neg eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything" 

b.. Jean mange rien Coll. French 
Jeann eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything' 

Inn (124)a, a language learner is forced to assign [uNEG] to rien, but that is no longer 
thee case in the second sentence. The sentence (124)b could be analysed as rien 
carryingg [uNEG], licensed by an abstract Op^, or as rien carrying [iNEG]. The only 
cuee to distinguish between these two options is the frequency of constructions such as 
(125). . 

(125)) Personne dit rien 
N-bodyy says n-thing 
'Nobodyy said anything1 

AA sufficient number of Negative Spread expressions such as (125) may form a cue to 
assignn [uNEG] to n-words such as rien. It is therefore predicted that colloquial French 
cann be divided in two different classes: NC Colloquial French and DN Colloquial 
French.. This classification is indeed found in current French (cf. De Swart & Sag 
2002).. Speakers differ with respect to a NC or DN interpretation of sentences as in 
(125)) and to many speakers they may even be ambiguous. 

Thee fact that languages differ with respect to keeping NC properties after losing the 
preverball  negative marker is also illustrated in Dutch microvariation. Although most 
southernn and northern varieties lack a preverbal negative marker en/ne, some varieties 
stilll  exhibit NC, whereas others do not. 

Thee reverse development has been reported for English, where, as discussed in 
chapterr 3.3.3, the negative marker n 't gradually takes over the role of the main bearer 
off  negation. The fact that n 't is an X° is a cue for the occurrence of NC. Although 
Englishh is officially a DN language, many varieties of English are nowadays NC 
varieties.. This is not only restricted to well known NC varieties, such as Black 
Americann English Also the majority of British English dialects exhibit NC (cf. 
Anderwaldd 2002). 
Anotherr argument that supports the analysis that English is underlyingly an NC 
languagee is the fact that English expresses sentential negation by using NPI's for 
indefinitee arguments or adverbial expressions. Although I have emphasised that the 
behaviourr of English awy-terms is crucially different from that of n-words, the surface 
formss of such expressions are more similar to Romance NC expressions than to the 
Dutch/Germann way of expressing such constructions. Moreover, the inclusion of any-
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termss forms an indication for the hearer that the expression is negative, similar to the 
inclusionn of n-words in NC languages. Although the sentences in (126) are both 
grammaticall  and truth-conditionally equivalent, (126)a is the preferred expression. 

(126)) a. I didn't buy (any) sausages 
b.. I bought no sausages 

Thee change in English with respect to the expression of sentential negation induces 
thee occurrence of NC, as predicted by the theory of NC presented in this chapter. 

8.48.4 Conclusion 

Inn this chapter I have presented my theory of NC. As I put forward in the introduction 
off  this chapter a theory of NC should be syntactically, semantically and typologically 
adequate.. I conclude that the theory I presented meets these three criteria. It accounts 
forr cross-linguistic variation with respect to the syntactic status and position of 
negativee markers; it accounts for the fact that n-words do not behave as NPI's or 
negativee quantifiers, but as non-negative indefinites, which carry a formal feature 
[uNEG].. Finally, from this theory the typological classification of NC languages 
followss immediately. Hence it also meets the third criterion: typological adequacy. 

Thee theory explains the difference between NC languages and DN languages by 
assumingg that NC languages have grammaticalised negation: it has become part of 
theirr syntactic vocabulary. DN languages have not grammaticalised negation, which 
meansmeans that all available lexical information with respect to negation is directly 
interpretedd at LF without giving rise to the syntactic operations Move or Agree. The 
differencee between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages simply follows from the 
interpretationall  status of the negative marker itself. 
Ann advantage of this theory is that the parameterisation in a particular language with 
respectt to NC follows from the lexical properties of negative elements in that 
language.. These lexical properties differ only with respect to their [NEG] feature 
values.. The feature values (u/i) for [NEG] features are in their turn the result of LI 
acquisition,, driven by a simple input-output mechanism. 

Moreover,, several notorious problems with respect to NC, such as fragmentary 
answers,, n-words that seem to introduce negation, or the clause-boundedness of NC 
havee been explained. 

Somee questions remain open, or are left aside. I wil l discuss three of these questions. 
First,, the exact differences in interpretation of sentences with a negative subject in 
preverball  or postverbal position have not been discussed in detail. Ladusaw (1994) 
arguess that (127)a has a categorical reading and (127)b is thetic. Giannakidou (1999) 
arguess that this categorical reading of nadie is the result of movement of the n-word to 
Spec,NegP.. Giannakidou argues (following Ladusaw) that material in Spec,NegP 
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constitutess the restrictive clause of the negative operator, turning Op  ̂ into a tripartite 
quantifier.. If Spec,NegP does not contain material other than Op^, as is the case with 
postverball  nadie in (127) the n-word is part of the nucleus of Op  ̂ and therefore the 
negativee operator is not a tripartional quantifier (and thus unable to yield a categorical 
reading).. Others (cf. Herburger 2000) argue that topicalisation of XP's always turns 
thee XP into a quantifier. Therefore no special account for the difference between 
theticc and categorical readings needs to be provided, as it is a mere consequence of 
subjectt topicalisation. I leave this issue aside for further research. 

(127)) a. Nadie vino Spanish 
b.. Non vino nadie 

'Nobodyy came' 

AA second open question is the possibility of extraction of negation from a negative 
quantifierr in DN languages. Penka & Von Stechow (2002) show that in expression 
suchh as (128) the negation dominates the deontic modal verb, whereas the existential 
partt of the quantifier remains under the scope of the modal. 

(128)) Du muss kein Krawatte anziehen German 
Youu must no ties put on 
'Itt is not obligatory that you wear a tie' 

Penkaa & Von Stechow argue that all negative quantifiers are semantically non-
negative,, and should be licensed by an abstract negative operator. They argue that the 
differencee between NC and DN languages can be reduced to the locality conditions of 
n-wordd licensing: DN languages have their n-words licensed immediately, whereas 
NCC languages can have several n-words licensed by a single Op^. However, this runs 
againstt the observation that only NC languages have an abstract negation at their 
disposall  and predicts that there is no relation between the status of the negative 
markerr and NC, as all languages exhibit a NegP. The interaction between negation 
andd modality, an interesting, yet hardly explored terrain, therefore remains subject of 
futuree research. 

Finally,, the learning mechanism that I presented in 8.3.1 has been applied to negation 
only.. Although this mechanism correctly describes the results of the acquisition of 
NC,, it should be applied to other functional domains such as Wh, tense or agreement 
ass well. In Zeijlstra (2004c) I propose a more general version of the mechanism in 
8.3.1,, showing that it also explains the typological classification of pro drop and V-to-
II  movement. 
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Inn this chapter I wil l briefly list the main conclusions that have been put forward in 
thee previous chapters. In chapter 1,1 introduced a series of questions that required an 
empiricall  and a theoretical analysis. These questions concerned four different 
phenomenaa in the study of negation: 

•• The way sentential negation is expressed in different languages; 
•• The way multiple negation is interpreted in different languages; 
•• The ban on true negative imperatives in several languages; 
•• The interpretation of constructions in which an V-subject precedes a negative 

marker; ; 

Inn chapter 1, I put forward two different types of questions: empirical questions and 
theoreticall questions. The empirical questions concern first the exact behaviour of the 
above-mentionedd topics and the correspondences between these topics, i.e. to what 
extentt these topics are correlated. 
Thee theoretical questions are raised in order to provide an explanation for the 
observedd phenomena and their correspondences. 

9.19.1 Empirical results 

Thee empirical results of the study of the correlations is based on threefold empirical 
domains:: Dutch diachronic variation, Dutch dialectological variation (267 varieties 
havee been investigated) and a sample of 25 other languages. The results can be 
summarisedd as follows: 

•• the set of Non-Strict NC languages is a strict subset of the set of languages that 
bann true negative imperatives; 

•• the set of languages that ban true negative imperatives is a strict subset of the 
sett of languages that express sentential negation by means of a negative head 
(i.e.. Jespersen Phase I-IV and Phase VI languages); 

•• the set of languages that express sentential negation by means of a negative 
headd is a strict subset of the set of NC languages; 

•• the set of NC languages is a strict subset of the set of languages in which 
constructionss in which an V-subject precedes the negative marker can be 
assignedd a reverse interpretation (with respect to the subject and the negation). 

Thee results are also summarised in the Venn diagram in (I). Note that all 
correspondencess between the investigated phenomena are unidirectional and give rise 
too typological implications. These typological implications will not be considered as 
typologicall primitives, but they are predicted by the theory of sentential negation and 
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NCC that I have presented, based on a syntactic analysis of negative markers and a 
semanticc analysis of n-words. 

(1)) Venn diagram containing all studied languages 

Sett of studied languages: 
StandardStandard Dutch 

Thee set of languages that allow for an inverse reading 
whenn an V-subject precedes the negative marker: 
German,German, Swedish, Norwegian 

Thee set of NC languages: 
Quebecois,Quebecois, Bavarian, Yiddish 

Thee set of languages that exhibit 
sententiall  negation by means of a preverbal 
negativee marker (Jespersen Phase I-IV ; VI): 
Czech,Czech, Russian, Polish, Serbo-Croatian 
Berber Berber 

Thee set of languages that ban 
truee negative imperatives: 
Greek,Greek, Romanian, Hungarian 
Hebrew,Hebrew, Catalan (I/1I), St. French, 
Coll.Coll. French, English (A/B) 

Thee set of 
Non-Strictt NC languages: 
Italian,Italian, Spanish, 
Portuguese Portuguese 
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9.29.2 Theoretical results 

Inn chapter 6, I have examined the syntactic status of negative markers. Negative 
markerss come about in different forms: as preverbal, phonologically strong particles 
(suchh as Italian non), as clitic-lik e or affixal elements (such as Czech ne) or as 
negativee adverbs (such as Dutch niet). 
II  have shown that the first two kinds of negative markers are syntactic heads (X°), 
whereass negative adverbs are syntactic phrases (XP) (cf. Zanuttini 1998). As a result 
off  this, negative head markers are able to project. All negative head markers are 
associatedd to the head position (Neg°) of a particular negative projection NegP. 
Consequently,, all languages that exhibit a negative head marker also exhibit NegP in 
negativee expressions. Two different kinds of languages with respect to the position of 
thee negative head can be distinguished: languages in which the negative marker is 
base-generatedd in Neg° and languages in which negative markers are base-generated 
att some position attached to the Vfm (either by head adjunction or as part of the verbal 
inflectionall  morphology). 
Negativee specifiers cannot project a negative projection NegP. However, the presence 
off  negative specifiers does not exclude an abstract realisation of Neg°. Therefore this 
analysiss of the syntax of negation predicts two types of languages with a negative 
specifierr only: languages in which this specifier is in Spec,NegP (headed by an 
abstractt Neg°) and languages in which there is no Spec,NegP position available. In 
thee latter case the negative marker is located in a vP adjunct position. 
Inn chapter 6, I also argue that negative markers are the realisation of negative formal 
features.. Formal features come about as either interpretable or uninterpretable. 
Elementss carrying an uninterpretable feature [uNEG] need to check this feature 
againstt an element that carries [iNEG]. As all negative head markers that are base-
generatedd in the verbal domain stand in an Agree relation with Neg° or move to Neg°, 
andd given that these syntactic operations can only be triggered by feature checking, 
negativee head markers are the realisation of an uninterpretable [uNEG] feature. 
Negativee heads that are base-generated in Neg° are not necessarily the realisation of 
[uNEG]]  but may also be the realisation of [iNEG] (i.e. they are interpreted as negative 
operators)) as they have not been subject to Agree or Move. 
Followingg the assumption that the order of functional categories in the clause is 
semanticallyy driven (cf. Nilsen 2003) and assuming that sentential negation is binding 
eventt variables under negation (following Acquaviva 1995, Giannakidou 1997) 
(assumingg that these event variables are introduced by the highest head in the verbal 
domainn (presumably v°)), the location of NegP is such that it should at least dominate 
vP.. In some languages this position may even be higher (following Ramchand 2001). 

Inn chapter 7, I have focused on the semantics of n-words evaluating different 
proposalss that have been formulated in the last 14 years. Three different kinds of 
proposalss have been formulated. First, proposals arguing that n-words are negative 
quantifierss that are subject to resumptive quantification, and therefore melt together 
intoo one large negative quantifier binding multiple variables (Zanuttini 1991, 
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Haegemann 1995, Zanuttini & Haegeman 1991, 1996, De Swart & Sag 2002). I have 
discussedd various arguments that run against such an analysis, and I conclude that n-
wordss are not negative quantifiers. 
Second,, I have evaluated two proposals (Ladusaw 1992, Giannakidou 2000) that take 
n-wordss to be non-negative NPI's that are licensed by an abstract negative operator. I 
havee argued that the observation that n-words are non-negative is correct, but that n-
wordss crucially differ from NPI's, in the sense that n-words are not licensed by proper 
semanticc contexts (namely anti-veridical contexts), but that they are licensed by a 
syntacticc feature checking mechanism. 
Third,, I have discussed two papers (Van der Wouden 1994a and Herburger 2001) that 
describedd n-words as being ambiguous between negative quantifiers and NPI's and I 
havee provided several arguments that show that this approach faces problems as well. 
II  conclude that the approach that takes n-words as non-negative elements that are 
syntacticallyy marked for negation, is to be preferred. 
Finally,, I have discussed the quantificational status of n-words and I have argued that 
n-wordss should not be considered as quantifiers, but as indefinites (as in Heim 1982) 
thatt introduce a free variable that is bound under existential closure. This leads to the 
followingg syntactic and semantic representation for n-words: 

(2)) [[n-Q]] = ?J\[Q(x) & P(x)][uNEG], whereby Q e {Person', Thing' , ...} 

Inn chapter 8, I have combined the results from chapter 6 and 7. From the analysis in 
chapterr 6 it follows that languages that have a [uNEG] feature at their disposal may 
projectt a NegP. As n-words also carry [uNEG] this means that every language that has 
NCC is able to project NegP. Hence the difference between NC and DN languages can 
bee reduced to the availability of a [uNEG] feature. In languages with a [uNEG] 
feature,, (sentential) negation is a form of syntactic agreement, driven by a feature 
checkingg mechanism; in languages without a [uNEG] feature every negative element 
carriess [iNEG] and wil l be interpreted as a negative operator at LF. The latter 
languagess exhibit DN, where is no NegP present and negative agreement is 
impossible. . 

Thus,, sentential negation can either be expressed by means of semantic negation (1) 
orr syntactic negation (2) and languages vary diachronically and synchronically with 
respectt to these means. 

(3)) Semantic negation: every negative element corresponds 1:1 to a negative 
operator. . 

(4)) Syntactic negation: negative elements mark the presence of a (c)overt negative 
operator. . 

II  have argued that in NC languages all negative elements are licensed by a negative 
operatorr Op  ̂ that carries [iNEG]. Being an adverbial operator, this negative operator 
doess not only introduce the Boolean negation, but it is also able to introduce 
existentiall  closure. Hence this negative operator, translated as (5), binds all free 
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variabless that are introduced by the n-words, and the event variable that is introduced 
byv°. . 

(5)) [[Qp-J]=-(3) 

Adoptingg Haraiwa's (2001) notion of multiple Agree, this single negative operator is 
ablee to license all negative elements carrying [uNEG] within its local domain. This 
explainss a single NC reading. 
II  argue furthermore that the distinction between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages is 
thee result of the interpretational status of the [NEG] feature on the negative marker: if 
thee negative marker carries [uNEG] it should be bound by a higher abstract Op  ̂ that 
cann also bind the preverbal subject n-word. In Non-Strict NC languages the negative 
markerr carries [iNEG] and is therefore the highest element of an NC chain: no n-word 
iss able to dominate this negative marker, since the free variable it introduces cannot be 
boundd by the existential quantifier that the negative operator introduces. 
II  have shown in chapter 8 that many of the problems that other analyses face have 
beenn solved within this analysis or can be solved by adopting mechanisms that have 
beenn motivated independently. 
Inn chapter 8, I also address the question how a language learner 'knows' whether a 
languagee has a [uNEG] feature. I propose a simple input-output learning mechanism 
inn which the LI learner connects an utterance to the discourse situation. If the LF that 
describess the situation contains one negation only, whereas the utterance itself consist 
off  more than one negative element, the language learner analyses at least one of these 
negativee elements as non-negative at LF. Such a negative element is assigned 
[uNEG].. If such utterances are absent there is no need for the LI learner to assume the 
presencee of [uNEG] features and these features wil l not become part of his/her 
grammar. . 

Fromm this theory of sentential negation and Negative Concord the typological results 
presentedd in (1) follow naturally: 
Inn Non-Strict NC languages the negative marker is the phonological realisation of the 
negativee operator. In order to express sentential negation it should bind the event 
variablee in v° and therefore this negative marker should be base-generated in Neg°. 
Imperativess have been analysed as truncated syntactic structures that lack TP, but 
requiree movement of Vfm from V° (below NegP) to Mood° (above NegP). If overt 
materiall  occupies Neg°, the Head Movement Constraint blocks the formation of such 
ann imperative. Thus all languages that have their negative marker base-generated in 
Neg°° ban true negative imperatives. This negative marker can either be [uNEG] (e.g. 
inn Greek) or [iNEG] (as in Italian). As there are no negative head markers carrying 
[iNEG]]  that have not been base-generated in Neg°, the set of Non-Strict NC languages 
iss a strict subset of the set of languages that ban a true negative imperative. 
Languagess that ban true negative imperatives have their negative marker base-
generatedd in Neg°. Negative head markers are either base-generated in Neg° or in 
somee position attached to Vfin. Consequently, the set of languages that ban true 
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negativee imperatives forms a strict subset of the set of languages that have a negative 
headd marker, i.e. that express negation by means of a preverbal negative marker. 
NCC is available in languages that express sentential negation by means of syntactic 
negation,, i.e. in languages in which negation may project. I show that this is the case 
inn all languages that exhibit a [uNEG] feature. Languages with a preverbal negative 
headd marker have [uNEG], but languages with a negative specifier only may also 
havee a [uNEG] feature, as long as there is a proper cue for it in the LI input. NC is 
suchh a cue. Hence, if a language exhibits NC, the language has a [uNEG] feature, 
whichh is able to project. In such languages there is both a Neg° position and a 
Spec,NegPP position available to host a negative marker. However if a language lacks 
NC,, there is no [uNEG] feature and thus no NegP. Then the negative marker may only 
occupyy a vP adjunct position, and it follows that there is no DN language with a 
negativee head marker. The set of languages with a negative head marker is a strict 
subsett of the set of NC languages. 
Finally,, languages with a NegP are always higher than the subject that has been base-
generatedd in Spec,vP (cf. Koopman & Sportiche 1991). As universal quantifiers 
cannott move across negation, sentences in which the negative marker follows an V-
subjectt wil l in principle acquire a reading in which negation outscopes the subject. In 
non-NCC languages this phenomenon is also possible, since negation is in principle 
base-generatedd in a higher position than the subject. However, if the negative operator 
iss base-generated before merger with the subject (yielding predicate negation) and the 
subjectt merges to this negative predicate, the reading V>^ is yielded. As non-NC 
languagess may vary with respect to the preferred interpretation (whereas both are in 
principlee possible) it follows that the set of NC languages is a strict subset of the set of 
languages,, in which constructions where an V-subject precedes the negative marker 
cann be assigned a reverse interpretation. 

Too conclude, the theory of sentential negation and Negative Concord that I present in 
thiss dissertation provides an explanation for all four phenomena that have been 
subjectt to this study; the theory is able to provide solutions for problems that other 
analysess have been facing; and finally, this theory predicts the typological 
implicationss that have surfaced in the empirical research. 



AA Abbreviaton s 

CAPS CAPS 
Strikothrough h 
(A) ) 
*(A ) ) 
* * 
# # 
% % 

? ? 

?? ? 

A>B B 
<A>...<A> > 
[X] ] 
[FF] ] 
[IFF] ] 
[uFF] ] 

[*I I 
[[X] ] ] 
— i i 

& & 
V V 

—> > 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
V V 
V-subject t 
3 3 
1 1 
Op Op 
Op^ Op^ 
AA A 
ACC C 
AI I 
ASP P 
CL L 

cue e 
D D 
DE E 
DEF F 
DIC C 
DN N 

Capitalss indicate stress 
Strikethroughh indicates deletion under ellipsis 
AA is optional 
AA is obligatory 
Thee sentence is ungrammatical 
Thee sentence is infelicitous 
Thee sentence is only grammatical for some speakers 
off  the language/variety 
Thee sentence is marked 
Thee sentence is hardly grammatical 
AA scopes over B, A dominates B 
AA can only occur in the first or in the second position 
AA feature X 
AA formal feature 
Ann interpretable formal feature 
Ann uninterpretable formal feature 
Thee feature X has been deleted 
Thee interpretation of X 
Negation n 
Conjunction n 
Disjunction n 
Implication n 
Firstt person 
Secondd person 
Thirdd person 
Universall  quantification 
AA universal quantifier subject 
Existentiall  quantification 
Identityy function 
Operator r 
Negativee operator 
Anti-additive e 
Accusative e 
Affectivee Item 
Aspectuall  marker 
Clitic c 
Chainn Uniformity Condition 
Determiner r 
DownwardDownward entailing 
Definitee marker 
Defectivee Intervention Constraint 
Doublee Negation 
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EN N 
FA A 
FOC C 
FUT T 
IMP P 
IND D 
LC C 
LDN N 
LEM M 
LF F 
LOC C 
N N 
Neg g 
NC C 
NOM M 
NPI I 
OB B 
PAST T 
PRES S 
PERF F 
PF F 
PL L 
PM M 
PN N 
PPI I 
PRT T 
0 0 
SAND D 
SUBJ J 
SO O 
SG G 
Spec c 
SS S 

su u 
T T 
V V 
Vfin n 

WN N 
X° ° 
XP P 

Emphaticc Negation 
Funactionall  application 
Focus s 
Futuree tense marker 
Imperativee marker 
Indicativee marker 
Laww of Contradiction 
Laww of Double Negation 
Laww of the Excluded Middle 
Logicall  Form 
Locativee marker 
Noun n 
Negativee marker 
Negativee Concord 
Nominative e 
Negativee Polarity Item 
Object t 
Pastt tense marker 
Presentt tense marker 
Perfectt tense marker 
Phonologicall  Form 
Plural l 
Predicatee modification 
Paratacticc Negation 
Positivee Polarity Item 
Particle e 
Quantifier r 
SyntacticSyntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects 
Subjunctivee marker 
Spell-Out t 
Singular r 
Syntacticc specifier 
Surfacee Structure 
Subject t 
Tense e 
Verb b 
Finitee verb 
Weakeningg Negation 
Syntacticc head 
Syntacticc phrase 
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Inn dit proefschrift bespreek ik vier verschijnselen op het gebied van negatie. Deze 
verschijnselenn zijn: (/') de wijze waarop zinsnegatie in een taal wordt uitgedrukt; (if) 
dee interpretatie van meervoudig negatieve uitdrukkingen; (iii)  de grammaticaliteit van 
negatievee imperatieven; en (iv) de interpretatie van zinnen waarbij een subject dat 
bestaatt uit een universele kwantor aan een negatieve markeerder voorafgaat. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 geef ik een schets van de theoretische achtergronden van de 
generatievee syntaxis, de formele semantiek en de studie naar de syntax-semantics 
interface.interface. Ik beschrijf kort de essentiële gedachten achter het minimalistisch 
onderzoeksprogrammaa binnen de generatieve grammatica (Chomksy 1995, 2001) en 
bespreekk de belangrijkste operaties Merge, Move en Agree. Daarnaast ga ik in op de 
notiess van feature checking en lokaliteit. 
Eveneenss geef ik een beknopt overzicht van de grondslagen van de 
waarheidss voorwaardelijke semantiek en bespreek ik compositionaliteit van betekenis. 
Datt laatste houdt in dat de betekenis van een zin te herleiden valt uit de betekenis van 
dee zinsdelen en hoe de zin is opgebouwd uit deze delen. 
Tenslottee bespreek ik enkele achtergronden met betrekking tot de syntax-semantics 
interface.. De centrale vraagselling in dit deelgebied van de theoretische taalkunde is 
waarr zich de grens tussen syntaxis en semantiek bevindt: worden zinnen op 
oppervlakteniveauu geïnterpreteerd of biedt de syntaxis nog de mogelijkheid om na 
Spell-OutSpell-Out transformaties uit te voeren die een Logische Vorm (LF) opleveren die 
vervolgenss de invoer vormt voor het semantisch proces. In dit hoofdstuk poneer ik de 
stellingg dat de bestudeerde verschijnselen op het gebied van negatie in ieder geval 
geenn argumenten bieden om het laatste te veronderstellen. 

Inn hoofdstuk drie leid ik de vier verschijnselen op het gebied van negatie in en 
verschaff  ik waar noodzakelijk werkdefinities. 
Hett eerste verschijnsel, de wijze waarop natuurlijke talen zinsnegatie uitdrukken, 
vertoontt zowel synchrone als diachrone variatie. Sommige talen drukken zinsnegatie 
uitt door middel van een negatieve markeerder die links van het werkwoord staat 
(zoalss het Italiaans). Ook zijn er talen die naast deze pre verbale negatieve markeerder 
eenn optioneel negatief adverbium tot hun beschikking hebben, zoals het Catalaans. 
Dezee constructie, waarbij negatie door middel van een preverbale negatieve 
markeerderr en een negatief adverbium wordt uitgedrukt, is zelfs verplicht in het 
(formele)) Frans. In het Westvlaams daarentegen wordt negatie altijd door middel van 
eenn negatief adverbium uitgedrukt, maar is een preverbaal negatief element nog steeds 
beschikbaar.. In talen zoals het Duits wordt zinsnegatie uitsluitend door een negatief 
adverbiumm uitgedrukt. Voorbeelden staan in (1). 

(1)) a. Gianni non ha telefonato Italiaans 
Giannii  neg heeft gebeld 
'Giannii  heeft niet gebeld' 
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b.. No sera (pas) facil Catalaans 
Negg zal.zijn neg gemakkelijk 
'Hett zal niet gemakkelijk zijn' 

c.. Jean ne mange pas Standaard Frans 
Jeann neg eet neg 
'Jeann eet niet' 

d.. Valere {en) klaapt nie Westvlaams 
Valeree neg praat neg 
'Valeree praat niet' 

e.. Hans kommt nicht Duits 
Hanss komt neg 
'Hanss komt niet' 

Talenn veranderen in de loop der tijd met betrekking tot de uitdrukkig van zinsnegatie. 
Eenn goed voorbeeld hiervan is de ontwikkeling die het Nederlands heeft doorgemaakt 
(2).. Waar de laatste resten van het Oudnederlands (9e eeuws) suggereren dat 
uitsluitendd een preverbaal negatief element dienst deed als ontkennend element, 
vertoontt de Middelnederlandse ontkenning een hoge mate van overeenkomst met het 
hedendaagsee formele Frans, terwijl de negatie in het moderne Nederlands vrijwel 
identiekk is aan die in het Duits. 

(2)) a. Inde in uuege sundigero ne stunt278 Oudnederlands 
Enn in weg zondaars neg stonden 
'Enn stonden in de weg van de zondaars' 

b.. Dat si niet en sach dat si sochte279 Middelnederlands 
Datt zij neg neg zag wat zij zocht 
'Datt zij niet zag wat zij zocht' 

c.. Jan loopt niet Modern Nederlands 

Dee ontdekking dat talen gedurende de loop der tijd variëren in de manier waarop 
zinsnegatiee wordt uitgedrukt is afkomstig van Jespersen (1917). Het cyclische verloop 
vann de uitdrukking van zinsnegatie staat daarom ook bekend als De Jespersen Cyclus. 
Dee variatie die talen ten toon spreiden ten aanzien van de uitdrukking van zinsnegatie 
levertt de volgende onderzoeksvraag op: op welke manieren is de syntaxis in staat om 
zinsnegatiee uit te drukken en hoe moet dit beperkte scala aan mogelijkheden worden 
verklaard. . 

Hett tweede verschijnsel dat ik in dit proefschrift onderzoek is de interpretatie van 
zinnenn met meer dan één negatieve uitdrukking. De Nederlandse zin in (3)a heeft een 
interpretatiee als in (3)b: de twee negaties heffen elkaar op. Dit is echter niet het geval 
bijj  de Italiaanse tegenhanger van deze zin. De zin in (4)a heeft een interpretatie als in 
(4)b,, waarbij de twee negatieve elementen lijken te zijn samengesmolten tot een 
semantischee negatie. 

""  Wachtendockse psalmen 63:5. 
27gg Lanceloet 20042. 
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(3)) a. Jan heeft niet niemand gebeld Nederlands 
b.. Jan heeft iemand gebeld 

(4)) a. Gianni non ha telefonato a nessuno Italiaans 
Giannii  neg heeft gebeld naar n-iemand 

b.. Gianni heeft naar niemand gebeld 

Ditt verschijnsel, dat zich niet alleen voordoet in het Italiaans maar in de overgrote 
meerderheidd der talen, heet Negative Concord. Negative Concord (NC) laat zich 
onderverdelenn in twee subcategorieën: Strict Negative Concord en Non-Strict 
Negativee Concord. De onderverdeling tussen Strict en Non-Strict NC spitst zich toe 
opp de vraag of een negatief subject in preverbale positie gevolgd wordt door een 
negatievee markeerder. In Strict NC talen (bijvoorbeeld het Russisch) is dit verplicht 
(5),, in Non-Strict NC talen, zoals het Portugees, is dit verboden (6). 

(5)) Nichego *(ne) rabotaet Russisch 
N-ietss neg werkt 
'Nietss werkt' 

(6)) Ninguêm (*nao) veio Portugees 
N-iemandd neg kwam 
'Niemandd kwam' 

NCC vormt een uitdaging voor de compositionaliteit van betekenis. De 
onderzoeksvraagg is daarom: hoe is het mogelijk dat twee negatieve elementen elkaar 
niett opheffen, maar gezamenlijk één semantische negatie vormen. 

Hett derde verschijnsel dat ik heb onderzocht behelst negatieve imperatieven. In een 
aantall  talen mag de imperatieve vorm van een werkwoord niet in combinatie met een 
negatievee markeerder voorkomen. Een voorbeeld van zo'n taal is het Spaans, waarbij 
dee betekenis van een negatieve imperatieve constructie uitsluitend tot stand kan 
komenn wanneer het werkwoord niet in een imperatieve maar in een subjunctieve vorm 
staatt (7). 

(7)) a. !Lee! Spaans 
Lees.2sg.imp p 
'Lees!' ' 

b.. *}No\ee\ 
Negg lees.2SG.lMP 
'Leess niet!' 

c.. \No leas! 
Negg lees.2sG.suBJ 
'Leess niet!' 

http://Lees.2sg.imp
http://lees.2SG.lMP
http://lees.2sG.suBJ
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Dee vraag die dit verschijnsel oproept is waarom het in sommige talen het geval is dat 
negatievee imperatieve constructies syntactisch uitgesloten zijn. 
Hett vierde verschijnsel betreft tenslotte de interpretatie van zinnen waar een 
universeell  kwantificerend subject aan een negatieve markeerder vooraf gaat. In het 
Nederlandss staat de negatie in het bereik van de kwantor ((8)a), zij het dat de 
grammaticaliteitt van dergelijke constructies marginaal is. In een taal als het Frans 
heeftt de negatie juist bereik over het subject ((8)b). 

(8)) a. Iedereen komt niet Nederlands 
'Niemandd komt' 

b.. Tous Ie monde ne par\e pas votre langue Frans 
Heell  de wereld neg spreekt neg uw taal 
'Niett iedereen spreekt uw taal1 

Ditt vierde verschijnsel vormt een vraag op het gebied van de syntax-semantics 
interface.. Terwijl de oppervlaktevolgorde in beide gevallen een interpretatie 
verondersteltt waarbij het subject bereik heeft over de negatie, is dit voor veel talen 
niett het geval. De onderzoeksvraag luidt: hoe valt dit verschijnsel te verklaren. 

Dee vier bovengenoemde verschijnselen zijn reeds eerder bestudeerd en verschillende 
analysess zijn geformuleerd om deze vragen te beantwoorden. In deze studie wordt 
echterr niet zozeer gepoogd deze verschijnselen in isolatie te bestuderen. Hun 
onderliggendee typologische correlaties worden evenzeer in ogenschouw genomen. De 
uiteindelijkee doelstelling van dit proefschrift is dan ook geweest om een eenduidige 
theoriee van negatie te formuleren die alle vier verschijnselen verklaart alsmede hun 
onderlingee correlaties. 

Omm deze correlaties correct te kunnen beschrijven heb ik onderzoek verricht binnen 
driee verschillende empirische domeinen. In hoofdstuk vier beschrijf ik de resultaten 
opp het vlak van diachrone en dialectologische variatie in het Nederlands. Door juist 
éénn taal in detail te bestuderen beschikt men over de mogelijkheid om zeer precieze 
generalisatiess op te stellen over deze verschijnselen. De diachrone data heb ik deels 
uitt de bestaande literatuur overgenomen, en zijn deels het resultaat van eigen 
onderzoekk in diverse historische bronen. De dialectologische data zijn het resulataat 
vann het veldwerk dat ik samen met een aantal collega's heb uitgevoerd voor de 
Syntactischee Atlas van de Nederlandse Dialecten (SAND). De nadelen van deze 
methodee zijn (/*) dat niet alle verschijnselen voorkomen binnen de Nederlandse 
microvariatiee en (/'/') dat het niet op voorhand valt uit te sluiten dat de generalisaties 
uitsluitendd van toepassing zijn op het Nederlands. In hoofdstuk 5 voer ik daarom een 
typologischee controle uit, d.w.z. dat ik voor een groep van 25 nier-willekeurig 
geselecteerdee talen hun gedrag met betrekking tot de vier verschijnselen heb 
bestudeerd.. Op basis van deze controle kunnen de volgende typologische implicaties 
wordenn opgesteld: 
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•• De verzameling Non-Strict NC talen is een strikte deelverzameling van 
dee talen die negatieve imperatieve constructies verbieden; 

•• De verzameling talen die negatieve imperatieve constructies verbieden is 
eenn strikte deelverzameling van talen die zinsnegatie niet uitsluitend 
doorr middel van een negatief adverbium uitdrukken; 

•• De verzameling talen die zinsnegatie niet uitsluitend door middel van 
eenn negatief adverbium uitdrukken is een strikte deelverzameling van de 
verzamelingg NC talen; 

•• De verzameling NC talen is een strikte deelverzameling van de 
verzamelingg talen die in zinnen waarbij een universeel kwantificerend 
subjectt vooraf gaat aan de negatieve markeerder, een lezing opleveren 
waarbijj het subject binnen het bereik van de negatie valt; 

Inn hoofdstuk zes behandel ik verschillende vragen naar de syntaxis van negatieve 
markeerders.. Allereerst beargumenteer ik aan de hand van verschillende testen dat 
preverbalee negatieve markeerders en negatieve affixen beschouwd dienen te worden 
alss syntactische hoofden (X°). Negatieve adverbia daarentegen zijn syntactische 
maximalee projecties (XP). Deze onderverdeling van negatieve elementen heeft 
gevolgenn voor de opbouw van de synatctische structuur van negatieve zinnen. Terwijl 
syntactischee hoofden altijd een eigen syntactische categorie projecteren is dat voor 
negatievee adverbia niet noodzakelijk het geval. Daarom is de verwachting dat er drie 
soortenn talen zijn: talen met een negatief hoofd die een eigen functionele projectie 
NegPP genereren, talen waarbij het negatieve adverbium een Spec,NegP positie bezet 
enn waarbij het hoofd Neg° leeg blijft en talen waarbij er geen functionele projectie 
NegPP beschikbaar is. In dergelijke talen neem ik aan dat het negatieve adverbium zich 
inn een vP-adjunt positie bevindt en dat negatie in deze talen dus geen syntactische 
categoriee vormt. Merk op dat deze typologische classificering overeenkomt met die 
voorr NC talen. De aanwezigheid van een negatief hoofd Neg° in een bepaalde taal 
impliceertt het voorkomen van NC in die taal. 
Naastt de syntactische status bediscussieer ik ook in dit hoofdstuk de positie van 
negatievee elementen in de zin. Ik stel op semantische gronden vast dat dat de positie 
vann NegP zich in de meeste talen direct boven vP en in enkele talen zelfs boven TP 
bevindt.. Talen met een negatief hoofd onderscheiden zich verder in talen waarbij dit 
hoofdd wordt basisgegenereerd in Neg° en talen waarbij het hoofd als een clitic-achtig 
off inflectioneel element wordt basisgegenereerd in de directe omgeving van het finiete 
werkwoord. . 
Aanemendee dat in imperatieve constructies geen functionele projectie TP aanwezig is 
enn dat imperatieve werkwoorden naar een positie Mood° dienen te bewegen volgt de 
restrictiee op negatieve imperatieve constructies direct: aangezien MoodP in een 
hogeree positie staat dan NegP moet het werkwoord over Neg° heen bewegen naar 
Mood°.. Dat is uitsluitend mogelijk wanneer Neg0 niet gevuld is met een negatieve 
markeerder.. In talen waarbij de negatieve markeerder wordt basisgegenereerd in Neg0 

zijnn negatieve imperatieven dan ook uitgesloten. 
Uitt de afwijkende positie van de negatieve operator in niet-NC talen (vP-adjunct 
positie)) tegenover die in NC talen (in NegP) volgen de inverse bereiken van negatieve 
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zinnenn met een universeel kwantificerend subject. Aangezien het subject wordt 
basisgegenereerdd in vP staat in NC talen de negatie altijd hoger dan de originele 
subjectt positie terwijl in niet-NC talen de negatieve markeerder in hetzelfde domein 
wordtt basisgegenereerd. Omdat universele kwantoren in de regel niet over negatie 
heenn kunnen bewegen, leveren NC talen voor de genoemde constructies inverse 
lezingenn op. 

Inn hoofdstuk 7 staat de semantiek van n-woorden centraal. N-woorden zijn negatief 
gemarkeerdee indefinite expressies, zoals nessuno in het Italiaans (4) of nichego in het 
Russischh (5). De betekenis van n-woorden vormt een notoir probleem voor theorieën 
opp het gebied van negatie. Aan de ene kant lijken zij semantisch negatief te zijn, 
omdatt zij in bepaalde contexten geïnterpreteerd kunnen worden als negatieve 
kwantoren,, maar in andere contexten lijk t het er eerder op dat zij semantisch non-
negatieff  zijn en door een andere negatie worden gelicenseerd. 
Err kunnen grofweg drie verschillende benaderingen worden geselecteerd: 
benaderingenn die stellen dat alle n-woorden semantisch negatief zijn en middels een 
process van polyadische kwantifactie tot een grote negatieve kwantor samensmelten. 
Protagonistenn van een dergelijke theorie zijn Haegeman & Zanuttini (1991, 1996) en 
Dee Swart & Sag (2002). Aan de andere kant zijn er theorieën waarin wordt 
voorgesteldd dat n-woorden semantisch niet-negatieve Negatief-Polaire Elementen 
(NPE's)) zijn die door een al dan niet overt aanwezige negatie worden gelicenseerd. 
Dergelijkee theorieën zijn voorgesteld door bijvoorbeeld Ladusaw (1992) en 
Giannakidouu (1997, 2000). Ten slotte zijn er analyses die stellen dat n-woorden 
contextueell  of lexicaal ambigu zijn russen negatieve kwantoren en niet-negative 
NPE's.. Deze analyses zijn gepresenteerd door Van der Wouden & Zwarts (1993) en 
Vann der Wouden (1994) resp. door Herburger (2001). 
Inn dit hoofdstuk bespreek ik alle drie de soorten analyses en constateer ik dat n-
woordenn noch als negatieve kwantoren noch als niet-negatieve NPE's kunnen worden 
beschouwd.. Een probleem voor analyses in termen van negatieve kwantoren is dat n-
woordenn ook kunnen voorkomen in de complementen van voorzetsels zoals zonder of 
vann werkwoorden zoals verhinderen of vrezen. Eveneens zijn n-woorden geen NPE's 
aangezienn de distributie van NPE's te veel afwijkt van die van n-woorden. Zo kunnen 
NPE'ss niet in fragmentarische antwoorden voorkomen, terwijl n-woorden dat wel 
kunnen.. Ook kunnen NPE's over de zinsgrens heen worden gelicenseerd in 
tegenstellingg tot n-woorden. Tenslotte laat ik zien dat de analyses in termen van 
ambiguïteitt het gedrag van n-woorden evenmin kunnen verklaren. Bovendien 
beargumenteerr ik op pretheoretische gronden dat theorieën die het gedrag van n-
woordenn zonder ambiguïteit kunnen verklaren te prefereren zijn boven 
ambiguïteitanalyses. . 
Inn mijn conclusies val ik terug op een interpretatie van Laudsaw's voorstel dat zegt 
datt n-woorden indefinieten zijn die syntactisch congrueren met de negatie (Ladusaw 
1992).. Ik toon aan dat een aantal problemen met betrekking tot de semantiek van n-
woordenn op deze manier kunnen worden ondervangen. Bovendien wijzen de 
typologischee implicaties tussen NC en de syntactische status van de negatieve 
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markeerderr ook in de richting van een benadering van NC in termen van syntactische 
congruentie. . 

Inn hoofdstuk 8 presenteer ik tenslotte mijn eigen theorie over NC. Ik baseer mij 
daarbijj  op de volgende punten: (/) n-woorden zijn niet-negatieve indefinieten die 
syntactischh gemarkeerd zijn voor negatie door middel van een oninterpreteerbaar 
kenmerkk [uNEG] (9): 

(9)) [[n-Q]] = M\[Q(x) & P(X)][UNEG] 

(//')) de negatieve operator Op-, draagt een interpreteerbaar kenmerk [iNEG] dat in staat 
iss de [uNEG] kenmerken van n-woorden te elimineren en dat door middel van 
existentialexistential closure in staat is de vrije variabelen die door n-woorden worden 
geïntroduceerdd te binden; en (/'//) meervoudige congruentie, d.w.z. de aanname dat 
meerderee [uNEG] kenmerken door eenzelfde [iNEG] kenmerk kunnen worden 
geëlimineerd. . 
Bovendienn stel ik dat de negatieve markeerder niet altijd de realisatie van de negatieve 
operatorr hoeft te zijn. Het kan ook de realisatie van een [uNEG] kenmerk zijn dat 
doorr een abstracte negatie wordt gelicenseerd. Aangzien de negatie altijd de hoogste 
positiee in een keten van n-woorden inneemt, wordt hieruit direct het verschil tussen 
Strictt en Non-Strict NC verklaard. In Strict NC talen is de negatieve markeerder 
semantischh niet-negatief, in Non-Strict NC talen is deze wel identiek aan de negatieve 
operator.. Omdat bij zinsnegatie de gehele vP onder het bereik van de negatie valt, 
moett het wel zo zijn dat in Non-Strict NC talen de negatieve markeerder 
basisgegenereerdd is in Neg°, hetgeen meteen de correlatie tussen Non-Strict NC en het 
verbodd op negatieve imperatieven blootlegt: als een negatieve markeerder in Neg° is 
basisgegenereerd,, blokkeert dit de verplaatsing van het werkwoord naar Mood°. 
Onderr deze aannamen, die elk onafhankelijk worden gemotiveerd, wordt NC 
compositioneell  verklaard. In hoofdstuk 8 geef ik gedetailleerde verklaringen voor de 
diversee NC constructies in een aantal verschillende talen. In het tweede deel van 
hoofdstukk 8 bespreek ik bovendien hoe de problemen die ik in hoofdstuk 7 aanvoerde 
voorr andere theorieën binnen deze analyse zijn opgelost. In het laatste deel van 
hoofdstukk 8 geef ik in het kort aan hoe deze theorie over NC zich verhoudt tot 
taalverwervings-- en taalveranderingsvraagstukken. 

Hoofdstukk 9 bevat tenslotte een samenvatting van de belangrijkste empirische en 
theoretischee conclusies. 





Stellinge nn behoren d bij het proefschrif t 
'Sententia ll  Negatio n and Negativ e Concord ' 

vann Hedde Zeijlstr a 

(1)) De relatie tussen de syntactische status van een negatieve markeerder en Negative 
ConcordConcord is unidirectioneel: uitsluitend onder Negative Concord talen kan men talen 
vindenn die zinsnegatie door middel van een overt syntactisch hoofd uitdrukken, (dit 
proefschrift) ) 

(2)) N-woorden in Negative Concord talen zijn noch negatieve kwantoren, noch Negatief 
Polairee Elementen, maar semantisch non-negatieve indefiniete uitdrukkingen die 
syntactischh zijn gemarkeerd voor negatie door middel van een oninterpreteerbaar 
negatieff  kenmerk, (dit proefschrift) 

(3)) Het onderscheid tussen Strict en Non-Strict Negative Concord talen is dat de negatieve 
markeerderr in de eerste categorie talen een oninterpreteerbaar en in de tweede categorie 
eenn interpreteerbaar negatief kenmerk draagt, (dit proefschrift) 

(4)) Talen verbieden negatieve imperatieven wanneer de negatieve markeerder in Neg° is 
basisgegenereerd.. Hieruit volgt dat alle Non-Strict Negative Concord talen dergelijke 
imperatievee constructies verbieden, (dit proefschrift) 

(5)) Negatie is niet in alle talen een syntactische categorie, (dit proefschrift) 

(6)) De afbakening tussen verschillende benaderingen binnen de taalkunde is veeleer het 
resultaatt van methodologische restricties dan van theoretische principes. 

(7)) Talen of dialecten die gesproken worden in gebieden die overwegend Rooms-Katholiek 
zijnn spreiden Negative Concord ten toon. Een verklaring hiervoor moet worden gezocht 
inn het gebruik van ontkenningen binnen de Rooms-Katholieke kerk. 

(8)) Geen woord is Nederlandser dan het woord onnederlands. 

(9)) Wie pleit voor een bedrijfsmatige aanpak binnen de wetenschap heeft noch verstand 
vann wetenschappelijke noch van bedrijfsmatige processen. 

(10)) Het beroep op tradities vormt vaak een excuus om zelf niet na te hoeven denken. 

(11)) Vertrouw nooit iemand die beweert te zeggen wat de mensen denken. 

(12)) Het is opvallend dat haters van abstracte kunst altijd beweren 'dat kan mijn kleine 
broertjee ook' en nooit 'dat kan ik zelf ook.' 
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Heddee Zei j  1st ra 

Sententiall  Negation 
andd Negative Concord 

Sententiall  Negation and Negative Concord describes and explains a series of 
phenomenaa that surface in the study of negation as well the typological 
correlationss between these phenomena. 

Thee study focuses on four issues: (i) the way that sentential negation is 
expressedd syntactically, i.e. what are the syntactic properties of negative 
markerss cross-linguistically; (ii) the occurrence of Negative Concord, i.e. the 
phenomenonn that in many languages multiple morpho-syntactically negative 
elementss yield only one semantic negation; (iii ) the question whether 
imperativee forms of verbs are allowed to occur in negative constructions; and 
(iv)) the interpretation of constructions in which a universal quantifier subject 
precedess a negative marker: in most languages the negation then outscopes 
thee subject. 

Basedd on the results of Dutch diachronic, Dutch dialectological and cross-
linguisticc research the author shows that all these phenomena can be 
describedd in terms of typological implications. For instance, every language 
thatt bans true negative imperatives has at least a negative marker that is a 
syntacticc head; and every language with such a negative head marker is on its 
turnn a Negative Concord language. 

Thee author presents a syntax-semantics interface theory of sentential negation 
andd Negative Concord that correctly predicts these typological implications. 
Onee of the general conclusions of this study is that n-words (in Negative 
Concordd languages-) should not be thought of as negative quantifiers or 
negativee polarity items, but that they should be considered as semantically 
non-negativee indefinites that are syntactically marked for negation. 

Thiss study is of relevance to syntacticians, semanticists and scholars in the 
syntax-semanticss interface, as well as to diachronic linguists, dialectologists 
andd typologists. 
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